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A quoi peut Atre attribui le bruit de fond ?

Tout dabord, aux conditions dans lesquelles sont faites les lectures par les pilotes

- cadrans petits et peu prcis ; la lecture peut Ftre faite indifftremment par le pilote ou le co-piJote sur
I'instrumentation commune ;

- conditions de vol difficiles i stabiliser pendant la piriode de 5 minutes recommandies par le constructeur

- charges ilectriques, hydrauliques et prilivements d'air mal identifiis ; en thorie les pilotes doivent faire
les relevis darns des conditions toujours identiques, mais les impiratifs de vol ne le permettent pas toujours
et parfois mime il ny a aucune consigne donnie au pilote de ce cit;

- les r6sultats sont tris sensibles A la tempirature extrieure de lair

- ensuite, les erreurs de transcription et de saisie des opirateurs au sol.

11 est A noter qu'un bruit de fond important correspond, pour les PRATT & WHITNEY, A une dfectuosit6 du
moteur, du type encrassement du compresseur.

II semble qu'une bonne coopiration pilotes - responsables techniques aide a am~liorer le bruit de fond.

Autres difficltis :

Le constructeur recommande de marquer en paralile avec ]a courbe tous Jes 6v~nements de maintenance
susceptibles d'intiresser la vie du moteur (lavages compresseur / turbine, changement dlquipements, riglages,
etc...), pour que lopirateur chargd de linterpretation des courbes ait tous les 61iments de jugement Ai sa
disposition ; on constate frequemment en pratique des oublis ou des retards importants.

L'exploitation au sol des relev6s du pilote ou de lenregistreur est faite priodiquement, giniralement une
ou deux fois par semaine, et le constructeur est fr6quernment consulti pour lever les doutes ; Iensemble
des dilais peut demander jusqu' 100 heures de voJ entre )a lecture et lexploitation dfinitive ; ceci
suppose un materiel suffisamment robuste pour supporter une digradation rapide. C'est le cas pour le PT 6
qui est un moteur s~r et bien connu ; c'est moins ivident pour le CT 7 et surtout le PW 120.

Pour que les seuils d'alerte prconiss par le constructeur aient une signification, if faut que ]a surveillance
ait 6ti mise en place dis la sortie d'une rivision gnirale ou d'une visite de section chaude ; aujourd'hui,
ce r~flexe de faire syst6matiquement au moins une visite section chaude avant mise en place du Trend
Monitoring nest pas entr6 dans les moeurs ; de plus, ]a facilit6 avec laquelle les PT 6 sont vendus ou
transf&rs entre compagnies ne facilite pas la rigueur d'applcation des consignes du constructeur.

5 - RESULTATS

D'une maniiire g~n~rale, Ie Trend Monitoring fait ressortir tris rapidement les probJmes affectant Jes 6qui-
pements piriph6riques du moteur (vannes, harnais, transmetteurs de vitesse et de couple, les thermocouples)
mais la recherche de panne qui permet d'identifier le composant responsable est souvent assez laborieuse
les sp~cialistes qui d~pouillent les courbes identifient plus facilement les pilotes de Iavion que Ie composant.

La premire consquence de introduction du Trend Monitoring dans une petite compagnie est lachat d'un
lot tr~s complet de bancs d'essais, appareillages, boroscopes, etc... permettant la vrification prcise des
instruments de base, des injecteurs et du moteur. Ceci arnmliore consid6rablement Ie suivi g~n6ral des machines
et c'est en soi un premier bon risultat.

L'utilisation des cahiers de signatures de pannes donnies par le constructeur est tris difficile : linterprtation
des courbes par la plupart des exploitants leur permet tout au plus de dire qu'il y a "quelque chose". La lecture
des courbes 4tablies A la main (figure 2) est particuliirement d~licate ; les pentes sont faibles.

Deux exemples caractiristiques :

Le moteur, objet de la figure 2, surveillA A titre expirimental par Trend Monitoring, a tL d6posi normalement
i lissue de son potentiel diclari ; il prisentait tin tat micanique tr~s ben avec le compresseur encrasse.

Le constructeur, consulti pour avis sur la mani~re de mettre en oeuvre le Trend Monitoring, a estimi que
le moteur dtait en mauvais 6tat.

Dans )a figure 7 ci-dessous, qui repr~sente la totaliti de la vie dun PW 120 (environ 2 200 heures depuis neuf),
les paramitres de base semblent typiques dune ditirioration de section chaude et ont atteint les seuils d'alerte ;
cependant, pour des raisons non connues, le moteur a 6tA laiss6 en service et a eu du pompage avec surchauffe
violente au dicollage et destructions importantes. Une autre compagnie a eu exactement la mime allure de
courbe mais a su d6poser le moteur A temps celui-ci prisentait des briures importantes en bout de pales
de turbines.

''A
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Figure 7

Comparer avec la figure 6 qui reprisente on exemple recent de dc~tnrioration importante de chambres de combustion.

PT 6

Sur cette machine, les derives semblent provoqu~es essentiellement par ie Ceu en bout de pales de turbine
du g6n~rateur de gaz dans 1'exp~rience que nous en avons et avec les limites actuelles, ce leo provoque
Papplication des consignes de depose avant qu'il y ait eu r~ellement des degradations importantes. Nous navons

pas vu de contre exemple caract~ristique.

PWt 120

Sur 12 cas dincidents survenus a des compagnies franiaises, 3 ont etil d~tect~s par Trend Monitoring ;mais
sur les 4 inciden.s analysiis comme susceptibles d'6re d~tectes au Trend Monitoring, 3 'ont 6t effectivemnent
le liime cas est celni cit6 ci-dessus.

Dans 2 cas de moteurs depos~s suite an Trend Monitoring. un pr~sentait des dommages reels mais mineurs
(injecteur d~fectueux et l~g~re br~lure sur I pale distributeur HP), lantre des br~ilures importantes en bout
de pales sur les 2 premiers 6tages de turbine.

La sensibilit6 semble tres faible en regard de l'importance des dtgats constates sur plusieurs moteurs ;il
ya, d'autre part, dans l'inter pre tat ion des courbes one notion qui est l'6solution du rapport des vitesses NH

par rapport any sitesses NL. Cette notion nest pas apprr~hendee de la m~me mani~re par tons Ins utilisateurs
et nest pas facile ii exploiter.

CT 7

Nous axons vu un cas on un impact de corps 6trangers ayant d~form6 I scume pale a et6 d6tect6 au Trend
Monitoring (voir figure 5) et un cas de depose suite a indications Trend Monitoting ayant effectis-ement une
d~tirioration importante de la section chaude.

La sensibilit6 semble suffixante.

6 -CONCLUSIONS

Le "Trend Monitoring" existe, il ext utilisable mais if nkcessite one attention tr~s soutenne et nne connaissance
fine, non seulement de Ia rmccanique du moteur mais des principes de son fonictionnement thermodynamnique,
xi 'on veut interpreter correctement cxs courbes en I'absence de consignes type "toot on rien" sor 'ensemrble
des paramitres ;en fait, if faut ur petit bureau d'6tudes. Dans one petite compagnie, cc n'est pas 6vident
et le changement d'une seule personne 1,ent amener Ia perte quasi complete d'une longue experience.

On fait de sex possibilit~s limit~es, le Trend Monitoring doit 6tre imp~rativement complti et recoupk par
d'autres methodes de contr~les non basees sur les performances en vol, telles que mexures de performances
an sol par micaniciens, inspections endoscopiques systc~matiques et fr~quentes, vixites diverses, etc... Ceci
existe diji pour le PW 120 Ct le CT 7 et les inspections endoscopiques, en particulier, sont assez bien ma~tris~es
par Ia plupart des compagnies. La p~riodicit6 de ces inspections ext moms bien maltris~e en raison de Ia faible
experience gen~rale de cex machines et Ia tendance ext au resserrement.

Dans ces conditions, 1'61imination de Ia butde priodique de vixite de la section chande ext admissible, saul
pour le PT6. En effet, de par Ia conception et linstallation du moteur qni presente tres pen de points d'accis
et qui sont masquis par de nombreux 6quipements, Ia section chande de ce moteur se pr~te mal ii 'inspection
endoscopique ;de ce fait, nous avons ete amenex a maintenir pour le PT6 une butee en heures pour [a revision
de Ia section chaude, a titre de precaution, axec 'espoir que I'exp~rience future de chaque exploitant permetrra
de la rendre inutile.

L'emploi d'un ordinateur et d'une imprimante pour cxs traces ext indispensable, A notre avis, dans tons lex
cas.

, i vY
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DISCUSSION

C. SPRUNG

Quelles sont lea diff6rences, du point de vue performances, puissances

et cofsoastions, entre lea tolerances do materiel neuf et celles

acceptees en maintenance? Vous avez pr~cisL& que cette tol~rance eat

de ± 2% per rapport A is valeur nominale pour du materiel neuf.
Author's Reply:

Les tol~rances indiqu6es Boat ceiles appliqoees par rappoit aux

relev~s fait en vol par Ia o~thode du "trend monitoring". Elles sont

completement indipendantes de celles utilis~es en maintenance, take

si elles s'en rapprochent.
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GAS PATH ANALYSIS AD NGINE PERFOREACK
NONITOINO IN A CHINOOK HELICOPTER

by
D.E. Glenny

Aeronautical Iemearch Laboratory
Defence Science and Technology Organisation

OPO BOX 4331
Melbourne Victoria 3001

Australia

Periodic and consistent assessment of engine performance in military helicopters is
essential if in-service operating margins are not be be eroded by harsh environmental
conditions. Manually initiated GO-NO-GO pre-flight checks (HIT etc) or ad-hoc in-flight
performance checks rarely provide sufficiently reliable data for maintenance or
diagnostic purposes. In contrast, performance assessment methods based on gas path
analysis principles and engine/aircraft data, automatically recorded during flight,
offer a potentially attractive alternative. ARL has investigated a number of these
alternatives, and has carried out an in-service trial on a Boeing CH47C Chinook
helicopter operated by the RAAF. In the trial existing aircraft/engine Instrumentation
was compiemented by specially designed probes located at module interfaces whilst the
data were recorded on an ARL designed acquisition system. The performance-fault
algorithms used in the analyses were configured for a range of engine operating
speeds. Results for the trial are presented in terms of deviations, from pre-
established base-line conditions. Statistical analyses using linear regression fits and
Kalman Filtering techniques have been investigated to minimise the effects of data
uncertainty. The applicability of the procedures, including thermodynamic analyses and
equipment, are discussed in terms of fleetwide adoption for the Chinook.

Nomenclature

A Area
BB Bleed Band 6 Pressure Ratio
C Corrected 8 Temperature Ratio
CVA Coefficient of Variation (o/i%) n Efficiency
FF,WF Fuel Flow c Standard Deviation (STD)
HIT Health Indicatr Test 1--5 Station Numbers
IAS Indicated Air Speed Subscripts
IGV Inlet Guide Vanes c Compressor
IFM In Flight Monitoring ct Compressor Turbine

Ka b Influence Coefficient pt Power Turbine
KAB Fault Matrix Coefficient
N1  Gas Generator Speed
N2  Power Turbine Speed
p Static Pressure
P Total Pressure
PPI Power Performance Indicator
T Temperature
TEAC Turbine Engine Analysis Check
TOR Torque
WA Mass Flow
Ir Mean

1. INTRODUCTION

The arduous operating environment of the military helicopter requires that effentive
power assurance checks are carried out routinely prior to, or during flight. Procedures
currently used are configured around well established methods such as HIT, TEAC
(topping) and PPI : the procedure used by an operator has usually been a function of the
country of origin, or major user of the helicopter. The results of these checks are
invariably treated as GO-NG-GO indicators and are rarely retained from one flight to the
next for trending or prognostic purposes. In contrast to these methods the RAAF has, on
its Iroquois helicopters, used an in flight performance assessment/monitoring method
(IFM), Reference 1, which compares actual engine performance with prespecified baseline
values. Deviations in torque and exhaust gas temperature are monitored routinely to
give an indication of engine condition or performance deterioration. This procedure was
implemented because of a long history of severe blade erosion and stability - surge
problems experienced by the T53 engine, and the fact that the HIT method was carried out
at relatively low power levels whilst daily use of topping checks was counter productive
in terms of engine life. Notwithstanding the potential gains available by the adoption
of an IFM procedure the viability of the method is limited by scatter due to visual
observations of aircraft instrumentation and the difficulty in maintaining a steady
state power setting during the monitoring period. Because only a limited number of gas
path parameters were recorded during the IFM test it was also difficult to Isolate
performance decrements to given engine components or modules.

i
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Recognising these problems a combined RAAF/ARL programme was initiated to investigate
the effectiveness of using automatically recorded engine/aircraft data, combined with
gas path analyses techniques to assess performance deterioration and component
degradation in a military helicopter. At the request of the RAAF the investigation was
centred on the Lycoming T55-Lll engine in the Chinook helicopter. This paper describes
the Chinook engine performance monitoring programme, it covers development of fault
algorithms, specification of instrumentation and data recorder, and finally data
analysis of an in service trial.

2. PERFOMAiNCE AIALYSIS

Currently fault diagnosis and module assessment methods available to helicopter
maintenance personnel are simple fault tree logics, ie:

If A + B then C, or if A - B then D.

More complex star charts have been proposed but have rarely been incorporated into
maintenance manuals. Comprehensive fault tree libraries can be derived from engine
thermodynamic models in which component faults can be implanted. This capability was
not fully developed at ARL at the time this investigation was commenced, and therefore
could not be used. Gas path analyses such as those proposed by Staples and
Saravanamutto, Reference 2, were investigated but were rejected in favour of the more
"apparently" definitive/analytic differential gas path analyses suggested by Urban,
Reference 3. This latter method offered a potential to trend data measurands and
predict component efficiencies, and hence to diagnose faults to a model or component
level using analytical methods. The Urban technique of differential gas path analysis
is based on relating changes in independent component performance parameters ( WA, n I
Areas etc) to changes in dependent engine measurands (P,T) via a series of analytically
derived influence coefficients. The technique has been used by both Shapiro, Reference
4, and Cockshutt, Reference 5, in the analysis of compressible flow and gas turbine
cycle studies. Urban has further developed the method by formulating diagnostic
equations or fault matrices for given operating conditions. In its most simplistic form
it Just relates changes in gas path components to changes in measured engine parameters
whilst in its more developed algorithms attempts have been made to compensate for
instrumentation errors and multiple faults by use of modern estimation theory
(References 6 and 7). Similar diagnostic procedure are now commerically available from
most major engine manufacturers TEMPER/GEM(GE), COMPASS (RR) and GTEVA (P & W). These
recent additions to the engine diagnostic library utilize similar basic principles but
incorporate varying enhancement techniques such as weighted least squares, Kalman
Filtering or proprietary routines to derive the most likely faulty component.

This particular investigation only used a simple version of differential gas path
analysis so limiting its complexity and compulational requirements. The procedure is
justifiable in the case of a simple single spool gas turbine and has the added advantage
of allowing faults or deficiencies in the analysis itself to be more readily
identified. The use of the simplified procedures does not preclude, at a later stage,
the adoption of a more complex analysis. The task was basically aimed at investigating
methods for acquiring, analysing and interpreting data obtained in flight from an
operational military helicopter and so establishing a technology base in engine
monitoring procedtires.

2.1 Nodule Assessment

RAAF operational experience with the Lycoming T53 engine in the Iroquois helicopter
indicated that major deteriorations in performance occurred due to erosion in the
compressor rotor blades and erosion or deposition in the turbine nozzles. As it was
expected that similar problems would occur in the Lycoming T55-Lll engine the
investigation was based on the Chinook helicopter. The T55-L11 engine has a single
spool gas generator driving an essentially constant speed power turbine, it consists of
4 gas path modules, Figure I shows its configuration and the engine station numbering.
The condition of gas path modules may be deduced from changes in their respective flow
areas and efficiencies, however to assess the level of degradation of an individual
component or discriminate between modules then many more measurands may be required for
analysis than are practically available in a particular installation. A study of the
T55 thermodynamic cycle shows that at least 13 aircraft/engine measurands are required
to define a "corrected or normalized" operating point from which basic component
performances can be assessed. The particular types of measurands determine the level
and accuracy of the fault isolation capability.

In the Chinook/T55- 7 parameters (N1 , N2, TOR, T5, P1 , T1 , and IAS) are readily
available from the existing wiring harness. For this investigation an additional 6
parameters (P2 , P3, T3, FF, IGV and BB position) were incokporated into the aircraft-
engines.

Using these measurands the following basic performance parameters could be derived.
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Corrected Engine Speed NIC

p3 /P1  Compressor Pressure Ratio CPR

T3 /T1  Compressor Temperature Ratio CTR

T5 /T1  Power Turbine Temperature Ratio TTR

FF/ 64 Corrected Fuel Flow WFC

TORC Corrected Torque TORC

Where 8 T1/2 88 .1 5  Temperature Ratio, and

a P
1
114.7 Pressure Ratio

Of these parameters at least one, either Nl- or p /P1 , is required to specify a
reference point. Using basic performance paraeters anA the gas turbine cycle equations
a series of influence coefficients relating changes in efficiencies and areas, etc to
changes in pressures and temperatures can be determined. Typically

AT 3  = Kal AN 1 + Ka2 ATM + Ka3 AWA + Ka4 Anc + Ka5 Anct + Ka6 AA4

Ap 3  = Kb 1 AN, + Kb2 AT ..

The infuence coefficients Ks1--n' Kb--- n, etc. are evaluated from engine design
parameters and are presented n matrix form for each operating point.

a T3  Kal Ka2 Ka3  Ka4 A N

A P 3  Kbl Kb2 A T4

A TORC Kc A WA

A FFC A n o

a T5  A n ct

A A5  A A4

A npt

where for this paper

T T
AT 3  -T - -I) baseline ATORC 

= 
TORC - TORC) baseline etc,

can be evaluated at a reference operating point of either P3 /P1 or NlC Inversion of
the matrix generates a fault matrix for the engine at the given reference operating
point. The fault matrix represents a set of linear equations relating faults in the
component or module to changes in corrected variables at given prespecified operating
points. For example using NIC as a reference.

AT = KAI AT 3 + KA2 AP 3 + KA3 ATOR + KA4 AFF + KA5 AT5

A typical numeric fault matrix Is given in Figure 2 for NIC = 95%. Calculation of
trends in the independent variables WA, TM, etc, require fault matrices at each
operating point for NIC or p /F1 if a fixed analysis point, as in the HIT method, is not
to be prespecified. n thfs-investigation it was found to be sufficient to generate
fault matrices at 5 engine speeds 80, 85, 90, 95 and 100% NIC and to interpolate
linearly, for Intermediate points.

ie : KAl/9 5 .6 = M N9 5 .6 + C

Figure 3 shows typical fault coefficient for KA2 , KAI etc, for the A TM and delta
compressor efficiency, algorithms where M and C are the slope and constant of the linear
equation.

___ a
• ' ' " I;
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For this analysis X C was taken as the reference baseline as It was an existing
paranter, displayed In the cockpit and used by operators for driving and setting
purposes. More importantly compressor erosion is directly related to changes in
compressor pressure ratio p2 /p1 , and this parameter could be readily trended, and
treated independently of any tault matrix.

To determine the respective deltas for each measurand, the individual variables were
compared with engine data from both computer mod6l predictions and actual engine
tests. It was found that, as the model predictions were derived from engine
specification data, large deltas or deviations in measured and calculated variables were
generated, consequently to give more representative trend lines only actual engine test
data were used in the subsequent analysis. Furthermore, to avoid the effects of bleed
band on the trend lines and the diagnostics, all data for N1C < 83.5% were ignored.

3. MONITORING UNIT

A schematic of the Data Monitoring Unit is given in Figure 4. It consists of 3 separate
parts :

Data Acquisition System
Instrumentation and Wiring
Data Transcription and Reduction.

3.1 Data Acquisition System

A 16 channel analogue and digital data recorder (16 CAD) was designed and manufactured
at ARL in the late 70's for Engine Performance' Monitoring work in the RAAF Macchi Jet
Trainer, Reference 8 gives details of the basic system. The original 16 CAD systems
used an 8 bit, tri-tone, recording mode, however the resolution was too small for engine
performance trending. For this investigation two 16 CAD recorders were combined and
converted to allow the recording of 16 channels at 10 bits and 14 channels at 8 bits.
The system was based on small, rugged, low cost consumer available cassette tape
recorders, and had performed more than adequately in the low vibration environment of
the Macchi jet trainer. However problems arose with the low frequencies emanating
from the helicopter rotor blades, the vibration predominantly affecting the data tape
and its transport mechanism. Data were recorded on commercial C-90 compact cassettes in
30 second blocks at scan rates of 15 channels/sec : each block was therefore made up of
15 sets of measurands. The data recording was initiated by the pilot and activated by a
crew man using a control box located in the galley way leading to the cockpit.
Recording was carried out at least once per flight, once steady state operating
conditions had been achieved. The data recorder control box imprinted a date-time-group
and event number on the tape, however engine numbers had to be recorded by hand. Data
tapes were removed once per week and forwarded to ARL for analysis.

3.2 Instrumentation and Wiring

17 analogue and 5 digital channels, comprising pressures, temperatures, engine speeds,
fuel flows and discretes were recorded for both engines and the aircraft : a list of the
instrumentation is given in Figure 4. Four of the instrumentation channels were non
aircraft standard, they were :

Compressor inlet pressure - Total
Compressor outlet pressure - Static
Compressor outlet temperature, and
Fuel Flow

Special probes for P1 , p2 and T3 , Figure 5, were manufactured by Hawker de Havilland
Australia, whilst the full flow metering system, based on Faure Herman Turbine Flow
meters, was detailed by the RAAF. Figure 6 shows a fuel flow meter installed in the
Chinook No. 1 engine fuel line, whilst a typical pressure transducer Installation Is
given in Figure 7. The installation of probes, wiring looms, data recorder and break in
points to existing instrumentation lines were carried out by RAAF personnel at No. 3
Aircraft Depot Amberley. All instrumentation wiring looms were terminated in the
aircraft cabin heater bay where the data recorder was located. The complete
installation was covered by a RAAF Draft Modification Order - DM0 178.

Instrumentation calibration was carried out initially at ARL and then following
installation In the aircraft. Calibrations were updated at approximately six month
intervals and coincided with pressure transducer changes and investigations into torque
meter system irregularities. The only problems experienced with the instrumentation
were with incorrect positioning of the P1 probes (1800 out of phase), fatigue failures
In the T3 thermocouple, and repeatability problems in the torque meter system.
Throughout the trial most of the equipment was found to be rzliable : the only component
affected by the helicopter vibration was the tape recording unit. The instrumentation
transducers used in this trial were selected primarily for their repeatability as
against overall accuracy; Table 1 gives a summary of the instrumentation and their basic

specifications.

1
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TABLR 1

M3ASUUIMEAT TRANUTTRR ACCURACY REPEATABILITT No. of BITS

IAS SETRA 239 ± .1% FS * .02 FS 10

PRESSURES ROSEMOUNT 1332A a .1% PS * .1% PS 10

TEMPERATURES ANALOG DEVICES a .1% FS a .11 FS 10
2B 52 TYPE K

TORQUE MAGNETIC RELUCTANCE a 2.5% NOT KNOWN 10

FUEL FLOW FAURE HERMAN a .25% a .25% 10

N 1 - N2  a .1% .1% 10

BLEED BAND PRESSURE SWITCH IN 8
IN FCU LINE

IGV POTENTIOMETER 8
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.3 Data Transcription and Reduction

The engine/aircraft data were transcribed from the trn-tone format on the cassette tape
to octal using an ARL designed transcription unit, Reference 8. Transcription of data
proved most difficult due to apparent variations in tape speed, caused (it is thought)
by helicopter vibration. On many occasions data strings appeared to be corrupted and
were automatically deleted by the error code algorithms. A manual scan of data during
conversion using a data "break out box" indicated that most of the data had in tact been
correctly recorded. Because of the simple design of the system it was not possible to
syncronize helicopter data record speed with transcription play back speed even though a
time pulse had been imprinted on the tape. Repeated transcriptions at modified play
back speeds, a 10% of nominal, would generate different data sets : a collation of these
transcriptions could on occasions be used to form a complete data block. Throughout the
trial the transcripticn unit and the data tape play speed proved to be the most
unsatisfactory component of the monitoring investigation.

Data reduction was undertaken on a DEC LSI-11/23 computer using instrumentation
calibrations to convert to engineering units. Data correction, analysis, trending and
plotting were carried out using standard routines written in FORTRAN.

4. RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS

The data acquisition system was installed In Chinook helicopter A15-009 for 2 years when
it was removed prior to the helicopter under going a major servicing : the
instrumentation, wiring looms were however left in the aircraft. In the course of the
trial 18 engines changes occurred, 7 on the starboard and 11 on the port side. A post
analysis of the engine records showed that only 7 removals were indicative of faults
which could have been diagnosed by performance trending, ie FCU, air leaks from
compressor gallery etc. Examinations of all monitored data revealed that only 7 engines
had data trends with more than 60 points, and of these only two were associated with the
7 engines removed for gas path related problems. One of these was due to an FCU change
whilst the other was a high HIT reading which had occurred at the begining of a trend
record and was corrected by a change in the T5 harness without a permanent engine
removal.

4.1 Data Reduction and Screening

Initial data analysis was carried out by plotting performance curves for CPR, CTR, TORC
etc against NIC. The value of CPR etc was determined from an arithmetic mean of the
individual values of p3 ' and P from the data block. The means were therefore an
average of 15 nominally steady state points. Typical plots for CPR and CTR against an
N IC baseline are given in Figure 8, while Figure 9 gives a cross plot of CTR versus CPR
for the data of Figure 8. In both sets of plots the data scatter is small. The only
measurement to exhibit large scatter bands was Torque ; these plots were much more
inconsistent. Analysis of the raw data from a typical record block indicated large
differences in the magnitude of the torque measurement. Variations of individual
readings for P3, T , Torque from a data block with time (0-15 sees) are given in Figure
10, together wits respective values of standard deviatino and coefficient of
variation. The high value of CVA for torque appears to be a result of aperiodic "drop
outs" in the indicating system which were not picked up by the analogue cockpit gauge.
Applications of standard statistical rejection criteria (a

2 
o ) for example were not

totally succesafull in eliminating the erroneous, and obvious, torque variations and an
alternative data rejection algorithm was developed. This algorithm used a combination
of engineering judgement and statistical principles and incorporated a selective use of
data means, standard deviations and coefficients of variations. Figure 11 illustrates

.1,
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the process on some sample torque data in rejecting an obvious data "outlier" which if
loft in would have degraded the data mean. The rejection algorithm was used in the
initial data reduction program and applied to all recorded data. It is interesting to
note that it had only a significant effect on the torque values, Table 2 shows typical
result for P3, T5 and Torque.

TABLE 2

DATA INITIAL FINAL

MEASURAND a 0 CVA x a CVA

P3  86.0 1.2 1.4 86.4 .95 1.1

T5  938 6 .6 939 3.8 .4

TOR 48 4 8.3 50.2 .65 1.3

Not withstanding the above selection procedure the torque data were still marred by much
higher scatter than the other variables, and throughout the trial it posed a significant
obstacle to generating representative trends in many of the independent, or design
variables. A further problem in the data analysis was the large distance between ARL
and RAAF Amberley, and the consequent time delay in checking consistency of data. On
many occasions at least a month elapsed between data recording and data analysis.
Considerable data would be lost if a probe were broken or incorrectly installed. A
further problem in the analysis was the lack of engine numbers inscribed on to the tape:
at least twice an engine change had taken place and had not been correctly identified.
However step changes in data trends readily indicated this fault. Notwithstanding the
above comments the basic quality of the data was good, and considered adequate for
diagnostic purposes provided a comprehensive check of the records was carried out.

4.2 Case Studies

As mentioned above little of the data recorded had immediate application to performance
trending and gas path diagnostics, however a number of cases warranted further
investigation, and provided good examples of problems occuring in service, three of
these are presented as case studies

Data Consistency - CASE I
Deterioration in Performance - CASE II
Component Change - CASE III

It should be noted that the analysis of these cases was carried out retrospectively;
analysis in real time may not have provided such definitive conclusions.

CASE 1 - Data Consistency

This particular case emphasses the need to monitor closely the changes in engine -
instrumentation - calibration - configuration. In the course of the trial, the
electrical connections for both engines N1 recording systems were reversed as part of a
trouble shooting exercise. Failure to include this fact in the initial trend analysis
resulted in a step change in all measured and calculated variables. It should be noted
that NiC was the baseline parameter. Although the perturbations in trends were
eliminated by application of a statistical outlier algorithm developed by Frith,
Reference 9, it did raise doubts about the quality and consistency of the data. Cross
correlations of both sets of engine data, in this case for corrected fuel flow, Figure
12, immediately showed that the outlier data points were in fact from different families
and not true faulty data points. Reprocessing trends, with these points reversed,
eliminated the perturbations without resort to an outlier algorithm. This data "mix-up"
should not have occurred If the data had been processed at unit level in real time
flags would have been set showing the change in electrical configuration.

CASE II - Performance Deterioration

Analysis of measured data trends for this engine indicated a clear downward slope, or
fall off, in fuel flow and torque, there was also a minor yet perceptible reduction in
power turbine inlet temperature T5. Figure 13 details the results for fuel flow with a
single piece-wise linear least square fit showing the downward slope. Application of
the gas path algorithms or fault matrix, not suprisingly, diagnosed a reduction in gas
generator turbine nozzle area A4 , Figure 14, and a reduction in engine mass flow WA,
Figure 15. However because of the assumptions used in deseloping the fault matrix,
Figure 2, an increase in power turbine efficiency was also predicted, Figure 16.
Conversely, because of the assumption that Anpt - -AA5  , a decrease in power turbine
nozzle area would also have been predicted. In this case it is not possible to
discriminate accurately as to which turbine was at fault. Further data in terms of
either turbine inlet or exhaust gas temperatures are required. This uncertainty is a
major fault of the assumptions required in simple URBAN analysis. Application of
uncertainty techniques as proposed by Frith A Frith Reference 10 could perhaps help in
the discrimination process if sufficient data were available.

. . . . . . .1
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Cross correlation of this fault in the actual engine was not possible as the diagnostic
analysis was carried out some time after the monitoring programme had been terminated
and the engine allocated to another aircraft.

CASE Ill - Compomet Change

In this last example a double piece-wise linear least squares fit was applied to the
trend data. The results indicated small but distinct changes in the measured
parameters p2 and T1, Figure 17 and 18. A single least squares fit could have easily
masked the dhange in T , and the p2 change would have been interpreted incorrectly.
When both p and T 5 changes are conlidered together it is suggestive that the engine
operating oV running line has been modified : this is consistent with a change in the
fuel control unit (FCU) However as this fault or component modification was not
"programmed" into the fault matrix an alternative raison d'etre must be generated. In
this case an increase in compressor efficiency was predicted see Figure 19. This result
is unlikely as there has been no commensurate change in Turbine Inlet Temperature T,
Figure 20. Examination of engine/aircraft maintenance records for Chinook 009 indicated
that an FCU change had occurred at precisely the indicated trend point. Prior to the
FCU change Torque levels on the reported engine were observed to be erratic and at high
levels. Whilst this was consistent with the trend records for torque the latter were
judged inconclusive due to the large inherent scatter in that measurand. The reason for
the in service FCU change was a attributed to a slow time for the engine - N to
unwind as the throttle was retarded. This fault would not have been recored or
analysed in the trial as only steady state data records were used. A transient
diagnostic procedure, as being developed by Merrington, Reference 11, could possibly
have indicated the FCU fault by assessing changes in the engine spool dynamics, provided
transient data records were available.

CONCLUSIONS

A helicopter engine performance monitoring programme, covering the installation of an
automatic data recorder and Its Instrumentation, the development of fault algorithms,
and the analysis of data has been described. The in service trial on a RAAF Chinook
helicopter was most ambitious, and suffered due to the large distance between the
helicopter operating base and the laboratory at which the programme was managed and data
analysis carried out. On occasions this resulted in many weeks delay before data
reduction could be undertaken or equipment faults remedied. Notwithstanding this, and
the limited resources deployed on the total programme, the results were most
promising. Major problems occurred due to torque sensor "drop-out" and variability of
data cassette recording speed due to helicopter vibration. These faults reduced the
range and quantity of the data available. Further problems also occurred due to the
relatively large number of engine changes, and the lack of an engine number - identifier
- on the tape.

Analysis of the results showed that there was little scatter in the data (with the
exception of torque) and that data trends for both measured and calculated gas path
parameters were clearly visible. The trends indicated that overall performance
deterioration could be inferred from long term trending whilst diagnosis of individual
or component faults could be identified and diagnosed from step changes in both measured
and calculated variables. Precise interpretation of the trend, especially the step
changes, was difficult due to the simple fault matrix used. The form of the matrix was
directly related to the small number of measurands available and the assumptions used in
the analysis. A developed or operational system should incorporate at least
measurements of inter-turbine pressure (P ) and exhaust gas temperature (T6 ) in order
that faults can be related to either the hgh or low pressure turbines. More consistent
torque records/data would also be required.

Overall the trial has demonstrated that an automatic performance monitoring programme on
a military helicopter is a viable proposition, and that the monitoring system can be
retrofitted. It has also shown that data can be acquired which are much superior in
quality and prognostic capabilities to that available from either a HIT or IFM check.
However before such a system is adopted for fleetwide use, the basic ground hardware and
developed software should be available at an early stage of the installation.
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TUB EFFECTS OF A COMRESSOR REBUILD ON GAS TURBINE ENGINE PERFORMANCE

J.O. MacLeod Capt. J.C.G. Laflamme
Research Officer Air Maintenance Squadron
National Research Council Canadian Forces Base
Montreal Rd, Building M-7 Baden-Soellingen
Ottawa, Canada, KIA 0R6 Federal Republic Germany

SUMMARY

The Canadian Department of National Defence, in conjunction with the Engine
Laboratory of the National Research Council Canada, initiated a project for the evalua-
tion of gas path coatings on the Allison T56 engine. The objective of this work was to
evaluate blade coatings in terms of engine performance effects and material durability.
The project included a study of the influence of rebuilding the compressor on perfor-
mance, since dismantling and rebuilding was required for the coating process.

This paper describes the compressor rebuild study, including the overall
objectives, the test set-up, the performance effects, and the uncertainty of the
measured results. The impact of this work on the coatings project is also documented.

1.0 BACKGROUND

In 1983, the Canadian Department of National Defence expressed serious concerns
over the rapidly escalating cost of operation and maintenance of aircraft gas turbine
engines. The components of major concern were compressor and turbine blades and vanes.
The increasing rate of rejection of these items during overhaul prompted a reassessment
of the time between overhaul for certain engine types.

The blades and vanes of gas turbine engines are susceptible to deterioration as a
result of erosion and corrosion. The deterioration (increased surface roughness, loss
of material, and alteration of aerodynamic profile) manifests itself in terms of reduced
stall margin and lower performance, characterized by poorer fuel economy and increased
operating temperatures. The T56 engines used in the C130 Hercules and the CP140 Aurora
aircraft have proven susceptible to this type of deterioration.

Recently, advances have been made in the state of the art in blade coating
technologies. In addition to offering erosion and corrosion protection, these new
*super smooth" coatings are claimed, by their manufacturers, to offer significant
aerodynamic performance improvements. Modern blade coatings have not previously been
qualified on T56 engines. Since smoothness effects are a function of blade Reynolds
number, which is dependent on engine size and speed, claims based on evaluations on
other engines were not satisfactory. Thus, there was a requirement to undertake an
analytical and experimental engine testing program to identify and quantify the effects
of coating a compressor.

As the program involved considerable, high-accuracy engine testing, the Canadian
Forces requested the support of the National Research Council of Canada to undertake
this evaluation and qualification. While the engineering documentation (blade frequency
response, durability testing, surface finish, etc.) and the material characteristics
study were assigned to the Materials Laboratory, the Engine Laboratory was requested to
perform a performance evaluation on a coated engine. The Engine Laboratory has actively
supported the development of military aero engine performance monitoring and fault
isolation procedures. Current projects are aimed at correlating changes in gas turbine
component and overall engine performance to physical degradation in the engine.

The Engine Laboratory was tasked to evaluate the effect of coatings on engine
performance and efficiency, and make recommendations for subsequent widespread use of
coatings for operational application on the T56 and other gas turbine engines.

Since the compressor must be disassembled in order to be coated, it was deemed
necessary to isolate the effict on performance of the rebuild from that of the coating.
To achieve this, a program comprising three consecutive rebuilds was established which
would quantify the portion of any performance shift which was not attributable to the
coating itself. The assessment of the results from this rebuild program forms the basis
of this paper. The specific objective of this paper is to establish the magnitude of
the change in compressor and overall engine performance which was caused b, the
disassembly/reassembly of the compressor during overhaul.

2.0 BIPERINEUTAL INSTALLATION

To properly assess the various effects of a compressor rebuild on the performance
of a gas turbine engine, a sophisticated test set-up, with specialized instrumentation
was required. A description of the engine, instrumentation and test facility used for
this assessment is included to illustrate the complexity of this project.

-
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2.1 ENGINE DESCRIPTION

The test vehicle being used for this rebuild study is the Allison T56-A14LFE
single-spool turboprop engine from a CP-140 Aurora patrol aircraft. This engine is an
excellent candidate for this study because it has no variable geometry or transient
bleed valve operation that might vary the back-to-back performance of the engine. The
particular engine used in these tests had no flying hours since it was originally built.
The T56 engine has a fourteen stage compressor, with bleed valves which are only open
below the idle speed, a six can combustor, and a four stage turbine. The single shaft
is coupled to a reduction gearbox mounted forward of the compressor. For the NRCC
tests, power was transmitted through the gearbox to a flywheel and a Froude waterbrake
dynamometer, which replaced the propeller used on the aircraft. A schematic diagram of
the engine test set-up is shown in Figure 1. The figure illustrates how the engine,
gearbox, dynamometer, and inlet duct were arranged in the test stand.

The engine control is one of a constant speed design using a governor to maintain a
constant rotor speed of 13820 RPM. Power is controlled by setting the turbine inlet
temperature with the power lever angle. In the experimental program, the engine was run
at a fixed aerodynamically corrected rotational speed to provide a common basis for
comparison. This required that the mechanical speed of the engine be adjusted using the
dynamometer, as a function of the ambient temperature. The procedure used for each test
run consisted of establishing a series of increasing power settings, for a given
corrected rotor speed. At each power setting, the engine was allowed to stabilize for
five minutes, then two sets of data were recorded. Typically, up to six power settings
(12 data points) were recorded for each test.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION

Instrumentation used on the T56 was divided into two categories, external, and
internal. The external instrumentation included a high Mach number airmeter in front of
the engine, compressor inlet pressure and temperature rakes, a tailpipe airmeter mounted
after the turbine, vibration sensors on the engine carcass, and turbine-type fuel
flowmeters. The high velocity airmeter facilitated accurate flow measurement because of
the large local difference between the total and static pressure. A diffuser mounted
behind the airmeter reduced the airspeed down to a normal entrance velocity. The
internal instrumentation consisted of total temperature and pressure probes in every
stage of the compressor, as well as, compressor discharge and turbine inlet pressure/
temperature rakes. With this degree of instrumentation, it was possible to monitor not
only the condition of the overall engine, but also the performance of its major
components, and the individual compressor stages. This report is limited in scope to an
assessment of the data collected for the overall engine and its major components.

The data were recorded using a NEFF 620 data acquisition system controlled by a DEC
POP 11/34 computer. For each test, the engine was operated at a constant speed over its
full power range. At various established power settings, a five minute stabilization
period was observed before two three minute steady-state data scans were initiated.

2.3 TEST FACILITY

The test cell used for the rebuild testing at the Engine Laboratory NRCC, at
Ottawa, Canada, was Cell No. 2. Ambient air enters vertically from the roof through a
retractable door. The planar dimension of the cell is a constant 4.6 x 4.6 metres
throughout the test section. Engine exhaust and the entrained secondary airflow egress
from the cell through a collector/augmentor tube to a vertical stack that discharges to
the atmosphere. There is no acoustic attenuation in the inlet or outlet of the test
cell. The entire cell is constructed of heavy reinforced concrete. The walls are
covered with a 100 mm thick acoustic barrier to minimize noise propagation. The
control, observation, and data acquisition room is located on the starboard side of the
cell. An operator's window and a closed circuit television camera permit visual
monitoring of the engine.

Since humidity affects the thermodynamic properties of the engine cycle, the
following atmospheric limitations were observed to avoid condensation in the inlet air
stream and minimize performance corrections:

maximum relative humidity: 75%

maximum absolute humidity: 14 g water per kg of air.

Humidity corrections for specific heat ratios used in the calculation of airflow
were obtained from Reference 9.

3.0 SUNNARY OF TESTING AND REBUILD PROCEDURES

In an attempt to isolate the effects of a compressor rebuild by monitoring small
thermodynamic performance changes, a highly structured test plan was required. To
achieve this goal, a test sequence was established which would best suit the require-
ments of the rebuild study, based on the knowledge of how the rebuilds were to be
performed.
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3.1 TEST SEQUENCE

To establish the effects of rebuilding the compressor on overall engine perfor-
mance, a comparison of the results of three rebuilds was chosen. A larger sample would
have been preferred, however, there were significant cost and time constraints on the
project. The T56-A-14LFE engine chosen for the testing had no flight hours, in order to
develop a legitimate "as-new" baseline. Baseline testing of the engine was performed to
establish the "as-received" condition of the engine. Performance signatures of the
overall engine and all its individual components were then quantified. During the test
runs, data were recorded while the engine was operating at a constant corrected rotor
speed. Several different corrected speeds, ranging from 13,000 to 14,500 RPM were run
to assess the effects of corrected speed on any performance changes.

After the baseline testing was completed, the engine was sent to the overhaul
contractor to be disassembled and rebuilt following normal procedures. Upon return to
NRCC, the engine was retested using the same procedures utilized in the baseline tests.
Following this testing, the engine was sent for the second rebuild, returned, and
retested. Currently, the engine is undergoing its third and final rebuild.

3.2 REBUILD PROCEDURE

The rebuild procedure used for this project consisted of a disassembly, inspection,
and reassembly of the ccpressor section only. For each rebuild, the engine was removed
from the NRCC test cell, and shipped to the overhaul contractor, Standard Aero Ltd. in
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

The disassembly procedure entailed the removal of the turbine and combustor
modules, leaving only the compressor. The compressor casing was then removed from the
rotor, and the stator vanes were then detached from the casing. The rotor was unstacked
and all the individual blades were removed. During removal, each blade was numbered, so
that it could be returned to its original position upon reassembly. After disassembly,
each piece underwent a petroleum solvent wash followed by an inspection to insure that
no parts are damaged. Corrugated seals for stator vane segments were not replaced, nor
were labyrinth seals reworked. Measurements of critical dimensions such as blade tip
clearances, vane axial clearances, and rotor balance condition were recorded before
disassembly and after reassembly. During the first rebuild, these measurements revealed
that the axial clearance between the rotor and stator of several stages was Out of
tolerance. This may have occurred because of shifting during operation or improper
assembly of the original build by the manufacturer. During reassembly, the clearances
were set within the specified tolerances.

Upon reassembly of the compressor case, the stator vane axial clearances were set.
The rotor blades were replaced in the same numbered order, and their balance checked.
The entire compressor was then mated with the combustor and turbine modules, and a
functional test was performed. The engine was then returned to NRCC for testing.

4.0 DATA PRESENTATION

Data recorded during a test were stored in basic engineering units so that
observers could visually check the data quality as the test progressed. After a test
was completed, the data were reduced to absolute values, and used to calculate perfor-
mance parameters such as, pressure and temperature ratios, corrected air and fuel flow,
etc. These performance parameters were then curvefitted to quadratic equations, using a
least squares method. The dependent variable for curvefitting engine data was corrected
turbine inlet temperature. Comparisons between various test runs were then made using
the curvefitted values of each parameter. All data presented in this study were taken
at 100 percent corrected rotor speed, or 13,820 RPM. For curvefit comparisons, the
reference value used for the corrected turbine inlet temperature was 2200 degrees
Rankine.

Engine station designations used for the T56 are numbered as shown in Figure 2, in
accordance with the SAL-755A recommendations (Reference 5). To facilitate comparisons
with manufacturer's data, the performance parameters are presented in the U.S.
Inconsistent system of units (Reference 12).

4.1 EFFECTS OF AMBIENT CONDITIONS

The NRCC test cell has no provision for controlling the ambient inlet air tempera-
ture. The engine was therefore operated over a wide range of temperatures experienced
over the Canadian seasons. All performance data were corrected to standard day
reference conditions for comparison. Previous experience at NRCC (Reference 1) and
other test facilities (Reference 2), suggests that the normal standard day corrections
do not ensure that the data will collapse to a single curve. Since temperature lapse
rate data were not available for all of the parameters being considered in this study,
test data presented here were all recorded at similar ambient temperature conditions.

The use of the long inlet duct on the T56 (Figure 1) causes a significant pressure
loss and distortion at the compressor face. This pressure loss simulates an altitude of
nearly 500 metres and a ram pressure ratio of approximately 0.97. The ram pressure
ratio is defined as the ratio of the compressor inlet total pressure divided by the
static pressure at the exhaust exit plane. The effect of ram pressure ratio on output
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power is accounted for using the manufacturer's procedures (References 6 and 7).
However, there are no guidelines for any other parameters which may be affected by the
ram conditions.

5.0 TEST USULTS

For this study, fourteen performance parameters were chosen to describe the
condition of the engine for each power setting. The selection of appropriate parameters
was made to analyze the performance of the overall engine and of its individual com-
ponents, namely the compressor, combustor and turbine. To assess the compressor
behavior, isentropic efficiency, corrected airflow, corrected speed, and compressor
pressure and temperature ratios were examined. For combustor performance, combustor
pressure and temperature ratios were analyzed. Isentropic efficiency was picked as a
suitable parameter to describe the performance of the turbine. Corrected fuel flow,
corrected output power, and specific fuel consumption were chosen for overall engine
behavior, as were engine temperature and pressure ratios. Corrected torque was added as
a redundancy check on corrected output power.

Most of the performance parameters chosen for this study are commonly used in the
existing literature (Reference 13). However, on the T56 engine, the presence of both
turbine inlet temperature and pressure provided several additional parameters which are
normally excluded from many engine test results. Combustor pressure and temperature
ratios and turbine efficiency are notable examples of such additional parameters.

Since only the compressor was disassembled during the rebuild sequence, the
strongest emphasis was in monitoring changes in the compressor performance and in turn,
the effects on the overall engine performance. Combustor and turbine performance are
included to see if a change in compressor operation affects any of the downstream
components.

5.1 DATA QUALXTY

There are many indicators of the data quality in any given set of engine test
results. Influences of the test facility on engine operation are best typified by
plotting the inlet and exhaust pressures, and temperatures as a function of power
setting. Indications of engine thermal stability may be detected by observing the
repeatability of the readings of engine spool speed and temperature and pressure ratios
throughout the engine.

For this study, the quality of the data for each test was determined by the
back-to-back repeatability of each of the performance parameters. This was done by
comparing the deviations of the individual data points from the curvefitted quadratic
equations derived from the data. A mean value of the deviation of the data from its
curve was used to establish the repeatability of each parameter within each test.

To establish the quality of the data recorded within each rebuild-test sequence, an
analysis of the run-to-run repeatability was performed. This analysis consisted of
comparing curvefitted test data recorded under the same ambient conditions during the
same rebuild sequence. A mean deviation between the curvefits of each of the perfor-
mance parameters was then used to define the repeatability within each rebuild.

An estimate of the overall repeatability of each of the parameters was accomplished
by combining the back-to-back and run-to-run repeatabilities. With these estimated
uncertainty values, a true comparison of the build-to-build effects would be carried
out.

5.1.1 BACK-TO-BACK REPEATABILITY

For each power setting during a test, two complete scans were recorded by the data
acquisition system. To assess the back-to-back repeatability, the values of these
recorded points were compared to the values of the curvefit generated points at a

specified corrected turbine inlet temperature. This procedure gave an indication of how
close the repeated data points were to each other, and the "goodness" of the curvefit to
the actual data points. These deviations are shown in Table 1 for the baseline tests
and the first and second rebuilds. A representative sample of the back-to-back repeat-
ability of compressor efficiency and corrected output power are shown in Figures 3 and
4, respectively.

The compressor efficiency (Figure 3), corrected air and fuel flows (see Table I)
all show very tight repeatability (*0.02% to *0.11%) for all three cases. The
compressor pressure and temperature ratios also indicate very small deviations from the
curve (*0.01% to *0.09%), as do the combustor pressure and temperature ratios (*0.011 to
*0.07%), and the engine temperature ratio (*0.06% to *0.08%). The corrected output
power (Figure 4) and specific fuel consumption reveal a larger scatter (*0.28% to
*0.38%), especially during the second rebuild (±0.49% for SFC). The turbine efficiency,
engine pressure ratio and the corrected torque also display some noticeable data scatter
(*0.14% to *0.39%).

The deviation in the corrected output power and specific fuel consumption are to be
expected because each of these parameters were calculated from two or three measured
quantities. The scatter in the turbine efficiency is also expected because it is
calculated using an approximate value for the specific heat ratio within the turbine.
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In addition, the turbine efficiency is an inverse parabolic function, which may not be
conducive to a least squares quadratic curvefit.

5.1.2 iUN-TO-RBN REPEATABILITY

Within each rebuild test sequence, at least three complete runs were recorded for
each corrected rotor speed condition. Having established how well the test data agree
with the generated curvefits, the next step was to determine how well these curves
collapsed within each rebuild. To evaluate the run-to-run repeatability of the data
within each rebuild, the values of curvefitted data were compared from at least two runs
taken at similar ambient conditions. These deviations within the rebuilds are shown in
Table 2 for the baseline, the first, and second rebuild. Unfortunately, during baseline
testing, no two tests were performed at or near the same inlet temperature, so the
repeatability figures for the baseline, quoted in Table 2, represent the average of the
repeatabilities of the first and second rebuilds. For compressor efficiency and
corrected output power, the repeatabilities from the second rebuild can also be seen in
Figures 3 and 4.

Close examination of the run-to-run repeatability results (see Table 2) showed that
compressor efficiency (Figure 3) and corrected airflow were reasonably close (±0.15% to
±0.24%). Corrected fuel flow displayed a slight aberration during the second rebuild
(±0.41%), as did specific fuel consumption during the first rebuild (±0.36%). The
corrected output power (±0.39%) and the corrected torque (±0.41% to ±0.52%) revealed
significant scatter within each rebuild (see Figure 4). Compressor pressure and
temperature ratios were extremely repeatable (±0.05% to ±0.07%), as were the combustor
(±0.02% to ±0.07), and engine pressure and temperature ratios (±0.07% to ±0.08%). The
corrected speed (10.02% to ±0.18%) and the turbine efficiency (±0.05% to *0.06%) were in
close agreement.

Certain parameters, such as turbine efficiency and engine pressure ratio had better
run-to-run repeatability than back-to-back repeatability. In the case of turbine
efficiency, this anomaly presumably results from difficulties in representing the
uniquely shaped efficiency function with a quadratic equation.

5.1.3 COMBINED REPEATABILITY

Before a comparison of the rebuild data could be made, it was necessary to
establish the overall or combined repeatability of the data from each rebuild. Since
the same equipment, instrumentation suite, data system, and facility were used for each
test, it is unlikely that the measurement bias errors would have changed. Thus the
population of observed measurements taken at the same environmental conditions for a
given engine build would be combined to form an overall datum with a defined data
scatter. If when compared to the data taken under similar environmental conditions for
an engine rebuild, there is a shift outside the scatter band, then a performance shift
would be deemed to have occured. Normally a statistical approach (Reference 4) would be
used to calculate expected measurement uncertainty, but for this experiment it has not
yet been completed. Lacking this information, a more basic method was used. To
accomplish this, a worst case scenario was assumed. In other words, it was assumed that
both the back-to-back and run-to-run repeatabilities were acting in the same direction
within each rebuild, and opposing each other across each rebuild. Therefore, the
overall measured repeatability for each parameter would be the sum of all four observed
repeatability figures (from Tables 1 and 2), between the baseline and its corresponding
rebuild. For example, from Tables 1 and 2, the overall repeatability for compressor
efficiency during the first rebuild would be,

(±0.02%) + (10.06%) + (±0.21%) + (±0.24%) = ±0.53%.

More probable, the data scatter would be calculated using the root-sum-square,
which in this case, the observed repeatability in compressor efficiency would be only
±0.33%. Thus, the method chosen to define the overall repeatabilities for this rebuild
study always over-estimates the more appropriate statistical value.

Since the first rebuild becomes the new baseline for the second rebuild, the
overall repeatabilities will be slightly different for each cross-examination of rebuild
data. A complete list of the overall repeatabilities for each of the parameters, for
the first and second rebuild are given in Table 3.

For the first rebuild, several parameters such as, compressor efficiency, corrected
airflow and fuel flow, turbine efficiency, and engine pressure ratio, all exhibited
overall repeatabilities of approximately ±0.50%. Other parameters such as, corrected
speed, compressor and combustor pressure and temperature ratios, and engine temperature
ratio, had overall repeatabilities ranging from ±0.16 percent to ±0.32 percent. By far
the largest overall data scatter appeared in the corrected output power (±1.44%),
specific fuel consumption (±1.25%), and the corrected torque (±1.67%). The majority of
the scatter in specific fuel consumption was attributed to the output power term. The
corrected torque indicated some speed dependence which was accounted for in the output
power measurements. The overall repeatabilities for the second rebuild were very
similar to those of the first rebuild.

In general, the quality of the test data for the baseline, and first and second
rebuilds appeared to be very good, with the possible exception of output power. I

.
-''
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Overall, the test data recorded for the rebuild study were considered to be of suffi-
ciently good quality to be used for an accurate comparison.

5.2 ONPARISON OF REBUILD DATA

Having established the overall repeatabilities of the performance parameters
selected for the rebuild evaluation, one representative test run from each rebuild was
compared to its corresponding baseline. The observed shifts in the various performance
parameters are given in Table 3. Several of these shifts are shown graphically in
Figures 5 through 9. The results of each rebuild are discussed separately.

5.2.1 FIRST REBUILD RESULTS

To assess the various effects of the rebuild, the engine and its individual
components were handled separately. The effects on compressor performance were noticed
in the compressor efficiency (Figure 5), which showed an increase of 1.2% from the
baseline value. This increase was double the pessimistic repeatability of the measured
parameter. Corrected airflow (Figure 6) showed an increase of 0.77% from baseline to
the first rebuild, which was also larger than the repeatability. The compressor
pressure ratio increased by 1.3%, which was nearly five times the estimated repeat-
ability. The shift in the compressor temperature ratio was of the same magnitude as its
uncertainty.

It was interesting to note that the performance of the combustor was also affected
by the compressor rebuild. The combustor pressure ratio decreased by 1.0t, which is
significantly larger than its repeatability. This phenomenon is not entirely unexpected
because earlier work (Reference 8) had suggested a direct relationship between the
combustor pressure loss and the flow function at the compressor exit. In this case, the
compressor exit pressure increased more than the airflow, thereby decreasing the flow
function at the compressor exit. The effect on the combustor temperature ratio (+0.20%)
was negligible, as was the effect on the turbine efficiency.

As far as overall engine performance was concerned, an increase of 0.73% was
observed in the corrected fuel flow (Figure 7). Shifts in the corrected torque (+1.5%)
and corrected output power (+0.79%), shown in Figure 8, were measured, but they were
within the overall repeatability band. The specific fuel consumption (Figure 9), showed
no shift because both fuel flow and output power shifted about the same amount and in
the same direction.

5.2.2 SECOND REBUILD RESULTS

For the second rebuild, the first rebuild was used as the new baseline for
comparison. The observed shifts in the performance of the engine and its components
were very similar to the first rebuild. The compressor efficiency (Figure 5), showed a
decrease of 0.84%, which was larger than the estimated repeatability. The corrected
airflow (Figure 6) only decreased by 0.23%, which was less than the repeatability. The
compressor pressure ratio also decreased, this time by 1.3%, definitely beyond the
measurement repeatability limits. The compressor temperature ratio remained unchanged.

As in the first rebuild, the combustor pressure ratio was affected by the changes
in compressor performance. An increase of 0.52% was observed in the combustor pressure
ratio, which is well above its repeatability estimate. An increase in the compressor
exit flow function, resulting from the compressor exit pressure decreasing more than the
airflow, could be the cause of this behavior. The combustor temperature ratio was again
unaffected by the rebuild, as was the turbine efficiency.

Concerning the overall engine performance, the corrected fuel flow (Figure 7),
decreased by 1.4%, which is more than twice the established repeatability. Decreases in
corrected output power (Figure 8), specific fuel consumption (Figure 9), and corrected
torque (-0.76%) were observed, but these shifts were all below the projected repeat-
abilities for these parameters.

5.3 DISCUSSION OF THE REBUILD RESULTS

The results of the two rebuilds were compared assuming the overall repeatability
was the worst combination of all of the back-to-back and run-to-run repeatabilities. In
actual fact, statistically speaking, the real precision would be less than this, and in
some cases, much less. At present a complete uncertainty analysis, using the methods
described in Reference 4, is underway to more accurately determine the bias and preci-
sion errors. I comparison of these errors with the results in Table 3 may prove that
the overall repeatabilities estimated in this study were too large, in which case,
several other parameters, such as corrected output power and specific fuel consumption
may be included as significant performance shifts.

The actual cause for the observed shifts in the performance parameters is open for
speculation. During the first rebuild, axial clearances were slightly altered between
the rotor and stator of several of the compressor stages. In addition, inspections of
critical internal gas path dimensions made before and after each rebuild (References 10
and 11) suggest that the compressor internal geometry changed slightly, albeit within
the manufacturers specified tolerances. These minor geometry changes include seal
clearances, blade tip clearances, and stator position. Although these changes are very
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small, the random combination of them may cause the compressor performance to shift
sufficiently for laboratory instrumentation to detect it.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

In setting up a project to quantify the effects rebuilding the compressor has on
the performance of a gas turbine engine, there is always some difficulty in defining
statistically measurable performance shift. The data presented here for the Allison T56
engine, illustrates that while some parameters have reasonably large repeatabilities
associated with them, others have quite small limits, which makes them ideal for
measuring important but small changes in performance.

The results of the rebuild study to date have indicated that performance shifts
from simply disassembling and reassembling a compressor are measurable. The most
significant shifts appear in parameters such as compressor efficiency, corrected
airflow, compressor pressure ratio, corrected fuel flow, and combustor pressure ratio.
The latter parameter is affected because of a change in the exit conditions of the
compressor.

The effects of a compressor rebuild are, of course, statistically random. After
the first rebuild, the compressor performance improved, while following the second
rebuild, the compressor performance deteriorated. Whether or not these two rebuilds
have shown the full extent to which the performance may change is unknown. The third
and final rebuild will add to this knowledge.

The impact of the rebuild study on the compressor blade coating is important. To
the users of coated engine parts, the performance parameters of most concern are output
power and specific fuel consumption. The repeatabilities associated with these para-
meters are larger than most other parameters and thus only gross shifts could be
detected. The same may be said for engine health monitoring (EHM) testing, where faults
are implanted in engine components to detect performance changes.

7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that more attention should be paid to the effects of temperature
variation on the T56 engine. This would allow a larger supply of data from which a more
confident set of repeatability estimates may be obtained. Until such time, data should
only be compared when it has been recorded at the same ambient temperature conditions.

When analyzing data taken from the blade coating project and/or implanted fault
studies, the effects of the rebuilding of the compressor should be considered. This
implies increasing the uncertainty interval on certain parameters when comparing data
taken across a compressor rebuild.
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TABLE 1: BACK-TO-BACK REPEATABILITY

PARAMETER DEVIATION FROM CURVE (M

BASELINE FIRST SECOND

REBUILD REBUILD

Compressor efficiency *0.02 *0.06 *0.08

Corrected airflow *0.06 *0.06 *0.11

Corrected fuel flow *0.07 *0.10 *0.09

Corrected output power *0.28 *0.38 *0.35

Specific fuel consumption *0.28 *0.29 *0.49

Corrected speed *0.01 *0.03 *0.04

Compressor pressure ratio *0.05 *0.09 *0.08

Compressor temperature ratio *0.01 *0.04 *0.05

Turbine efficiency *0.20 *0.23 *0.23

Combustor temperature ratio ±0.01 *0.03 *0.04

Combustor pressure ratio *0.07 *0.04 *0.05

Engine temperature ratio *0.06 *0.07 *0.08

Engine pressure ratio *0.15 *0.14 *0.15

Corrected torque *0.30 *0.39 *0.35

Reference: Corrected speed - 13820 RPM
Corrected Turbine Inlet Temperature 2200 *R

TABLE 2: RUN-TO-RUN REPEATABILITY

PARAMETER DEVIATION WITHIN REBUILD (t)

BASELINE FIRST SECOND

REBUILD REBUILD

Compressor efficiency *0.21 *0.24 *0.18

Corrected airflow *0.15 *0.16 *0.13

Corrected fuel flow *0.28 *0.16 *0.41

Corrected output power *0.39 *0.39 *0.39

Specific fuel consumption *0.32 *0.36 *0.27

Corrected speed *0.10 *0.18 *0.02

Compressor pressure ratio *0.06 *0.07 *0.05

Compressor temperature ratio *0.07 *0.07 *0.07

Turbine efficiency *0.06 *0.05 *0.06

Combustor temperature ratio *0.07 *0.07 *0.06

Combustor pressure ratio *0.03 *0.02 *0.04

Engine temperature ratio *0.08 *0.07 *0.08

Engine pressure ratio *0.07 *0.08 *0.07

Corrected torque *0.46 *0.52 *0.41

Reference: Corrected speed - 13820 RPM
Corrected Turbine Inlet Temperature - 2200 "R

_____ ________-
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TABLE 3t REBUILD LFF3CTS

PARAMETER OVERALL DEVIATION
P REPEATABILITY BETWEEN REBUILD

FIRST SECOND FIRST SECOND

Compressor efficiency *0.52 *0.56 +1.16 -0.84

Corrected airflow *0.43 *0.46 +0.77 -0.23

Corrected fuel flow *0.61 *0.76 +0.73 -1.44

Corrected output power *1.44 *1.51 +0.79 -0.70

Specific fuel consumption *1o25 *1.41 -0.07 -0.80

Corrected speed *0.32 *0.27 -0.11 -0.06

Compressor pressure ratio *0.27 *0.29 +1.26 -1.31

Compressor temperature ratio *0.19 *0.23 -0.20 +0.02

Turbine efficiency *0.54 *0.57 +0.09 +0.18

Combustor temperature ratio *0.18 *0.20 +0.20 -0.05

Combustor pressure ratio *0.16 *0.15 -1.00 +0.52

Engine temperature ratio *0.28 *0.30 +0.01 +0.01

Engine pressure ratio *0.44 *0.44 -0.07 +0.23

Corrected torque *1.67 *1.67 +1.50 -0.76

Reference: Corrected speed = 13820 RPM
Corrected Turbine Inlet Temperature = 2200 °R

FROUDE AIRMETER

DYNAMOMETER ALLISON T56-A-14LFE ENGINE

SGEARBOX

~TEST STAND

T- I T -

FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC OF T56 TURBOPROP ENGINE
ON TEST STAND
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234 5 6

STATION DESCRIPTION

I ENGINE INLET
2 COMPRESSOR INLET
3 COMPRESSOR DELIVERY
4 TURBINE INLET
5 TURBINE DELIVERY
6 TAILPIPE EXHAUST

FIGURE 2: T56 STATION NUMBERING
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DISCUSSION

D.E. GLENNY

What is the acquisition rate for steady state analysis points and

what average is taken over the 21 min sample period? What is the acqui-

sition rate per channel/second? What are rates for pressures,tempera-

tures and speeds?

Author's Reply:

The NEFF data acquisition system used for this test-program. has a

variable scanning frequency. The scanning rate for steady-state testing

was 100 Hz for all channels. This includes all pressures, temperatures

frequencies etc. Unfortunately we don't have individual pressure trans-

ducers for each pressure probe on the engine, thus mechanical multi-

plexers are used. The scanning time for each port on these multi-

plexers was approximately 3 seconds.
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by
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SUMMARY

Aircraft engine health monitoring, and other related machinery condition
monitoring, has been gaining in credibility and implementation over recent years. It is
destined to become 'standard fit' on all new major aircraft programs in the near future.
To date the monitoring systems have mainly been stand alone in form, and have been
treated as separate functions. This paper discusses the considerations for integrating
health monitoring into other aircraft systems, and reviews the potential benefits to be
gained by such integration. In conclusion the paper will present two products from both
ends of the spectrum, which represent a simple single unit integration, and a full
aircraft wide implementation.

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft health monitoring, linked with on-condition maintenance philosophies, has
been the topic of much increased interest in recent years. A considerable number of
development programs have been undertaken across the industry, and these have sometimes
been extended to evaluate their benefits in limited operational trials. The results of
these programs have led to establishing the credibility of condition monitoring, to the
extent that the concept of condition monitoring systems is being designed in from the
start on major nee aircraft programs - and also some major retrofit programs.

Central to the debate on the implementation of any condition monitoring system is
ensuring that the user gains a benefit from the investment that he has made. The
benefits are gained by reduced operating costs from on-condition maintenance, together
with added safety margins that can be obtained by more absolute knowledge of component
condition. Traded against them are the recurring and non-recurring costs of
incorporating sensors, acquisition and processing to the aircraft. The additional
ground support facilities and overall information infra-structure add to this
investment, but are needed to efficiently realize the benefits.

Balancing these two sides of the equation, in what is essentially a Cost Benefit
Analysis, will demonstrate whether any particular system (configuration) is worth
implementing or not. Where there is scope to reduce the investment side of the
equation, then either more cost benefit can be realized for a particular implementation,
or other configurations that were previously uneconomical can become attractive
propositions. It is this scope for reduction in investment that is explored in this
paper. This is accompllqhed by considering the the integration of health monitoring
into other aircraft systems, rather than treating it as a separate, stand-alone entity.

HEALTH MONITORING FUNCTIONS

It is worth very briefly reviewing the general types of health monitoring. This
will ensure a common information baseline from which the rest of the paper can be
considered.

S Life Usage Monitoring - this is a means of better estimating a component's life by
considering how much work it has actually done, rather than by defining a
maintenance action after a safe, predefined number of hours. Usage algorithms can
be as complex as required - basically a balance is struck between simplicity and
accuracy.

Direct Analysis - this is where component health is directly measured, normally
based on actuals above or below defined boundaries. For example vibration
monitoring and quantitive debris monitoring (QDM) immediately relate actual data
to transmission components.

Trend Monitoring - this is a method for evaluating deterioration of a component(s)
condition, by analysing changes over a period of time of directly measureable
parameters. Features of this type of monitoring are repeatable, accurate
measurements and historical data, coupled with statistical computation to remove
erroneous date trends. Data from long term/fleet wide trend monitoring is used to
update on-board direct analysis boundaries and algorithms, in support of
continually improving the effectiveness of the health monitoring system.
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Ideally, all of the above techniques could be variously applied to the different
components of an aircraft, in order to provide comprehensive health status reporting of
any particular system. Whilst effective this would represent a very costly investment,
in financial, operational and organisational terms.

It is essential, therefore, that a strategic approach to health monitoring be
taken. Figure I shows a typical plot of benefit vs investment for a health monitoring
system. Whilst the plot has no scales, it is the shape that is relevant, and
illustrates that whilst zero investment obviously produces zero benefit, relatively
small investments can produce significant benefits. After this the Law of Diminishing
Returns applies as-T creasing investment produces progressively less increase in
benefit.

Lt
L1Uw
w

INVESTMENT - .

Figure 1 - Realth Monitoring, Benefit vs Investment

The type and mix of health monitoring techniques applied to a given situation
relates totally to the aircraft and its operation. Different techniques may be
applicable to the same aircraft type used in different roles; for instance, training,
ground attack and interception. When trying to balance the Cost Benefit Equation, all
these points on type, mux and level of health monitoring have to be taken into account.

INFORMATION FLOWS

In order to determine the level of integration that can be economically obtained
in a health monitoring system, it is vital to first analyse the flow of information and
the data distribution in the operating environment of the system. This is best
considered in a diagramatic form. Figure 2 shows the information flows when the
aircraft is in flight and the monitored components are 'accruing life', and figure 3
shows the information flows when the aircraft is in 'post operational' mode on the
ground.
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Considering first the in flight case, the aircraft/engine monitored components
must have some indication of their current state, normally via a direct transducer on
that component or indirectly via another component(s). The transducer signal then has
to be acquired (or conditioned) to get it into a useable form - normally digital. The
acquisition process may involve noise filtering, bandwidth reduction, vibration tracking
filters etc. The conditioned signal then requires on-board data processing and
analysis, the extent of which is determined by the health monitoring strategy that is
adopted. Finally, the processed data is then handled in one or more of the following
ways:

It is recorded on non-volatile storage media, for subsequent retrieval. This
applies to non-flight critical data, that is relevant to post sortie maintenance
functions.

* It is displayed to the pilot. This only applies when either the safety of the
aircraft, or the ability to complete the mission, is compromised.

* It is distributed to other aircraft systems. This applies to maintenance
management systems, JTIOS/ACARS downlinks etc.

Therefore in flight a data acquisition and processing function is implemented,
very similar in many ways to other aircraft system functions.

Now consider the second case, the information flows for ground recovery and action
upon the data. This can be split into two areas; actions associated with operational
level (lot line) maintenance, and actions associated with intermediate and depot level
(2nd and 3rd line) maintenance:

Operational level: Access to the information is via a cockpit display device,
and/or a maintenance data display panel. For the ground crew this gives the
facility for failure indication and immediate actions required for any operational
level fault rectification. It also gives them the opportunity for interactive
diagnoetics by using the on-board processing power. Effectively utilizing on-
board processing reduces the required ground processing, logistics support, and
their corresponding costs.

Intermediate and Depot Level: Information is transfered to the ground stations
via data transfer devices, or direct serial data downlink line. ACARS and JTIDS
links could also accomplish this function. Ground analysis then initiates
intermediate and long term maintenance actions, both in terms of that individual
aircrafts' service future, and in terms of fleet wide maintenance policies.

The ground recovery functions for the turnaround of the health monitoring
information can be summarized as:

* Interrogate

* Diagnose

* Action

* Update

Note that updates to the health monitoring system are equally as important as
extraction of data. Effective health monitoring is only maintained by continual
refinement of the processes, algorithms and procedures, and in turn this can only be
accomplished by continual acquisition and analysis of data from the field. Thus the
aircraft to ground station interface is definitely a two-way communication link.

AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

It is worth briefly considering a generalized case of a typical modern aircraft system
(see Figure 4), to enable integration to be considered from a common viewpoint. Whilst
oversimplified in some respects, it shows how modern avionic structures ensure the wide
availability and distribution of data via data buses. The figure shows a few systems
pertinent to maintenance of lifed items on the aircraft. Considering the functions of
these illustrated equipments:

The engine and its controller. There are a number of sensors/transducers on the
engine, which are used for the control function. The controller contains all
necessary circuitry to acquire and signal process the incoming signals, and
possesses processing power to perform the control function.

The maintenance management system. This is responsible for monitoring all
aircraft systems during flight, reporting history and current status on the
ground, and to aid ground diagnostics and other maintenance functions. In these
systems exists the ability to acquire data from any other system, reduce it,
analyse it, and store it. There is the ability to load a data transfer device, to
link the aircraft systems to AGE, and to link to a man/machine interface for
organisational level maintenance.

4
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Figure 4 - 'Typical' Aircraft System

Cockpit Displays. Used to provide information to the pilot in flight, and for

maintenance work from the cockpit on the ground.

Other systems, data buses, ACARS/JTIDS. Using the data buses, information flows

are possible between virtually any aircraft systems. Thus a very flexible and
powerful facility is available to the system designer. However, care should be
taken over where the large amounts of data are processed or reduced, to avoid
overloading the bus system.

Ground Maintenance Systems. Operators normally have large integrated computer
networks to support maintenance activities - these also support automated, fast
data transfers between facilites. Automated transfers from the aircraft are
desirable to eluminate human errors and reduce workloads. Linking into these
systems, for ground analysis of health monitoring data, would reduce overall
maintenance costs.

Referring back to figures 2 and 3, the above functionL are analogous to those
required for health monitoring. The aircraft systems also have the necessary data
distribution infra-structure. Extensions of, or additions to, the data collection,
signal conditioning and data reduction functions on the aircraft are what is needed to
implement a fully integrated health monitoring regime.
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INTEGRATION, STEP-BY-STEP

Prom the discussions on information flows and current aircraft system
configurations, there is obviously a case for integration, but to what level? There is
no clear cut answer, as each case must be examined on its own merits. Consideration
must start at the beginning of any project/program to gain maximum benefit/integration,
and must begin with overall aims and policies. This section of the paper will consider
each of the functions of a health monitoring system, and in line with the title of the
paper, present considerations for integration.

(i) Sensors. Each of the lifed components requires either direct or indirect
measurement of its current condition. If the component has any other kind of
electronics associated with it, these will also require sensors or transducers.
Normally for health monitoring the required accuracies and repeatabilities of the
sensors has to be better than for other purposes. Considerations are therefore:

If the same measurement is required for health monitoring and other functions, by
fitting the better transducer could not both functions be achieved by one
transducer?

* If no sensor currently exists for the health monitoring function, could that
function be determined in a different manner using existing sensors?

* Could addition of a health monitoring sensor in one position on the
component/item, eliminate the need for another functions' sensor in another
location?

Does any control system require separate monitoring, and independant/redundant
data for health monitoring (separate sensors?)?

As sensors and transducers are relatively expensive to purchase and locate, there
must be an obvious drive to minimize the net increase in their quantity for the
incorporation of health monitoring.

(ii) Acquisition. Acquisition and signal processing of the sensors output to a digital
form is a fairly routine task. Normally the closer to the sensor the better, for
reduced wiring runs in terms of weight/cost, and better signal treatment. The first
place to look for integration is any existing unit that is already connected in that
area - for instance on our previous example the engine controller on the engine. This
is further enhanced if the sensors have been integrated in some manner. Thus a totally
integrated sensing and acquisition package looks very attractive, and readily
implementable in new systems. However EHN data sampling rates, and their compatibility
with the other systems' units' iteration rates, must be ensured to be compatable with
both functions; both the required accuracy and the required resolution are significant
in this respect.

Another configuration would be to have one (or several) aircraft data acquisition
units, to acquire health monitoring signals from all lifed components in one
geographical area or from one aircraft system. This means the addition of specific
health monitoring unit(s), with all their associated operational and logistic additional
costs. This option is most useful in development type projects, or in retrofit
applications.

(Iii) Data Processing and Analysis. For data processing and analysis there is another
dimension to the considerations. There is a balance to be obtained between how much
processing is carried Out on-board, and how much is carried out on the ground. For the
purposes of the integration arguments, I have merely assumed that some processing and
analysis will be required on-board and some off-board.

This task could theoretically be carried out anywhere that has the requisite
processing capability, and assuming a multiplexed data bus structure, could actually be
split up if necessary. Referring back to the figure 4 example, there are two obvious
places that could handle the task - the engine controller and the maintenance management
system. The more logical choice is the maintenance management system - health
monitoring is a part of maintenance management, and the MMS is already set up to acquire
data from all aircraft systems. Locating here will also have advantages in other areas
(see storage and ground link discussions). It could be located in the engine
controller, but this poses potential integrity problems as the controller is a flight
critical system. Health monitoring software is continually changing by its nature, in
the light of acquired field experience, and so continual updates to critical certified
software would be expensive in revalidation. Another possibility is carrying out data
processing in any specific health monitoring unit.

(iv) Data Storage/Transfer Media. Data can be stored on-board in the local media to
the analysis function, but there is an explicit requirement to retrieve data post-
flight. It is considered impractical to bring any major ground station to the aircraft,
and so three candidate solutions exist:

* Download via an ACARS/JTIDS type link during flight.
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Connection of some portable intermediary device to an AGE serial port on the
aircraft.

* Use of a removable data transfer device containing non-volatile memory devices.

Considering the operating scenario or maintenance information flows, any one or
all of the above three data transfer media are currently employed. Organisational and
operational environments support the establishment of maintenance activities as separate
from mission activities, in terms of upload/download of information to the operational
aircraft. The addition of health monitoring to the maintenance information flow can
only enhance its effectiveness, and strengthen the argument for maintenance activities
standing in their own right. The alternative is to have separate health data transfer
media, which implies additional 1/0 devices, logistics and information management
systems - in an operational environment this can be costly.

(v) Display Systems - Pilot/Cockpit. The scope for integration here is large, as
there is always a premium on cockpit space. Current NFD's are connected to the
aircraft's data buses, and so are readily able to gather data if so scheduled. With the
multifunction nature of their operation, they can be effectively used to highlight
safety/mission critical situations as they occur during flight. In ground maintenance
mode the cockpit displays can also be used in an essentially interrogative mode to
extract data from the system (via the data bus from any unit), and to initiate further
interactive analysis if desired. Separate cockpit displays for health monitoring use
can be employed, if cost-effective.

(vi) Display Systems - Maintenance Crew. Integration with any maintenace display is an
obvious step, especially if other functions are integrated into the maintenance
management system. For use at operational support level, these displays are preferable
to cockpit displays, as cockpit access may be restricted. Limited use is made of on-
board displays for health monitoring on the ground - only data associated with immediate
maintenance actions is required to be displayed. Therefore with all health monitoring
displays critical evaluation of their actual operational use is required.

(vii) Ground Stations. Currently systems exist on the ground to manage and analyse
maintenance information, and also to analyse health monitoring information. These are
tending to become more generic in nature to aid their transportability onto numerous
machine types, to suit most operator's existing working environments. Procurement of
health monitoring generic software and integration of specific component algorithms is
an increasing possibility. Further integration into a total maintenance information and
management package is also desirable. Referring back to (iv), overall major support

cost savings can be achieved by integrating all of:

* Aircraft Data Transfer Interface.

* Data Transfer Media.

* Ground Based Data Transfer Interface.

From the discussion presented in these sections, given a clean sheet of paper for
an aircraft system design, then significant advantages can be obtained by integrating
health monitoring into other aircraft/ground maintenance functions. It is also
recognised that such a clean sheet is not always possible and so compromises may be
necessary; however in the these cases partial levels of integration may still reap
benefits, prcvided they are assessed in the context in which they are to be implemented.

The problems of integration of health monitoring into other aircraft systems have
been discussed. The remainder of this paper will be devoted to two examples currently
being manufactured by GEC Avionics, that represent opposite ends of the spectrum. A
totally integrated maintenance system, and an application where one specific unit has
been modified to integrate health monitoring into it.

HEALTH MONITORING IN INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS

Integrated maintenance systems, in their overall context of operating in the
aircraft, require significantly more consideration at aircraft system level in order to
produce effective results. This tends to make them more relevant to new aircraft
designs or major refit/update exercises. In their favour there is greater time
available to profit from the investment. Health monitoring can be incorporated into
such systems for relatively little extra cost, but can yield significant benefits.

Figure 5 shows the conceptual functions of an integrated system. Sub-systems
within the aircraft will have self test capability and will be able to transfer
maintenance data to the maintenance system via digital highways. This data will be
analysed by the system in order to present any flight critical information to the pilot,
and to reduce the data storage requirements. Basic flight history, events, trend data
and incipient failures are recorded so that the aircraft permanentely maintains its
current health status. This information is transmitted to maintenance management,

7 - - - - - -
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either in-flight or via ground data transfer, in order to facilitate maintenance action
planning. Information display is the key to effective integrated system design; only
relevant and appropriate data should be presented to the right person, in the right
place at the right time. Single point access to the maintenance system should be
provided such that all information required to turn-round an aircraft can be quickly and
effectively accessed.

AIRFRAME
ENGINES

CONSUMABLES
EQUIPMENT
AVIONICS
WEAPONS

PILOT
TURN-ROUND CREW

MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

Figure 5 - A Basic Integrated Maintenance System

Whilst the inherent technologies used in aircraft design today imply a need for
integrated maintenance systems, it can also be seen that substantial cost savings will
be achieved over the life of the airframe. These savings will basically arise from
reduced maintenance costs, less support equipment, faster aircraft turn-round, lower
spares holdings and higher aircraft availability.

This philosophy was employed in the design of GEC Avionics Maintenance Data Panel,
which was manufactured in support of the British Aerospace Experimental Aircraft Program
(HAP). It has proved itself an extremely useful tool in both ground checks and
recording in-flight maintenance occurances. This unit featured a single point access to
all aircraft turn-round information. Information is ergonomically displayed using low
power LCD's, and a touch keyboard designed for gloved operation is provided for ground
crew interface. It interfaces with other systems via a 1553 data bus, and provides the
following functions:

* Real time recording of aircraft faults to below LRU level in solid state store.

* Display of aircraft consumable quantities with fill requests and target levels.

* Control of aircraft refuelling and defuelling to tank level.

* Initiation of BIT in other aircraft systems with monitoring of results and
recording of faults.

Recording of expired life of aircraft lifed items, and display of expired and
total life in hours.

* Serial download data link for direct connection to AGE.

AN.
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Subseguent development of the MDP has led to a much more integrated maintenance
tool. Technological advancements and the operational experience on the EAP has led to a
second generation Maintenance Management Unit, which particularly encompasses health
monitoring. Figure 6 shows the block diagram for the MMU. It is a generic design, in
that flexibility for adaption to various applications is a key feature. From the
original MDP functions list, a number of additional functions are now considered as
standard fit. These include maintenance data transfer to the ground via removeable data
transfer unit, additional dedicated sensor/data acquisition capability, and additional
processing and internal storage.

AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT
Bus Bus

INTERFACE INTERFACE

MAIN PROCESSOR

COER SPECIAL-

AGEE DATA

OPERECORDING
EINTERFACEO

G,5/ATE CARTRIDGE

Figure 6 - Maintenance Management Unit

- :. .. .... . .. ... .
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The unit offers all the functions required to implement health monitoring, in
terms of integrating it into maintenance management. Going back to the list of required
functions:

Acquisition - Data is acquired via dedicated circuits or from other aircraft
systems via the data bus.

Processing - Some data will arrive pre-processed - for instance data reduction
will have been applied to avoid bus overload. The 549W can perform all further on-
board calculations, and has an optional co-processor to carry out complex
calculations. However it is important to remember that certain processing
functions require raw data, possibly in real time (eg vibration analysis).

* Storage - Both on-board and removable cartridge methods of storage are available.

* Display - In flight the MNU can transfer safety and mission critical health
monitoring data to the pilots displays via the data bus. On the ground it has
integral LCD displays, and keypad for interrogation.

Data Transfer - The MMU can send processed data to the ground stations using the
cartridge, using the AGE link, or using ACARS/JTIDS via the data bus and the
ACARS/JTIDS interface units. The latter method has obvious advantages in
improving turn-around times, by delivery of data ahead of the actual turn-around
itself.

The MMU9 represents the realization of a complete health monitoring system, in an
integrated fashion. However the true cost benefits are only realized on new or major
retrofit aircraft programs.

HEALTH MONITORING IN AN 'INTELLIGENT INSTRUMENT*

Work in the cost benefit analysis area identified a need for a low cost, low
initial investment level of health monitoring. Considering the graph of Figure 1, then
significant benefit can be realized. The retrofit market, and also the smaller
aircraft/operator market, are particularly suited to gain maximum advantage from such an
implementation.

The retrofit application is characterized by consideration of the costs and the
difficulty of adding a new system both to the airframe and to the support organization.
Against an already known support cost structure, cost benefits can be objectively
calculated; against already known machinery weak points, health monitoring can be
applied in a specific direction to have maximum effect. Thus an easily fitted, directed
retrofit health monitoring system looks very attractive, and GEC has adopted the concept
of intelligent instruments to fulfil this need.

GEC Avionics has a background in powerplant LCD displays, and it was recognised
that such instruments have both available processing power, and the necessary
parameters, to perform basic engine health monitoring. Therefore the concept of an
integrated display and EHM unit was realized, which as a retrofit item offered the
following advantages:

Low retrofit costs. The unit simply replaces existing instruments; no aircraft
wiring modifications are required.

No separate EHM unit. Again no aircraft modifications are required and there is
no addition to the spares holding.

* Weight, power and reliability. LCD displays are generally low weight, lower power
and more reliable than their mechanical equivalents. This is shown by Table 1.

* Integrity. In this implementation the EWK function does not compromise the
integrity of the existing display. Furthermore, since the display is flight
critical, the EHM function is effectively promoted to this status.

Display capability. If desired, direct post-flight readout of information can be
provided on the display itself.

The first development of such a system is COSHIHUM, Combined Speed Indicator and
Health Usage Monitor. It is designed to replace two standard 2 ATI engine speed
instruments with comparable displays, while carrying out usage montoring in the
background. Usage data such as starts, hours, maxima, minima and exceedances, is
recorded together with real-time calculations of fatigue cyclis accured. Low Cycle
Fatigue is calculated using a unique algorithm patented by GEC Avioncs in 1979.

_ , , , n I nj
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Table 1 Comparison between LCD and Standard Instruments

Parameter Conventional LCD
Instrument Instrument

Weight 1300 g 750 9

Power 20 W 3 W

Reliability 7200 hours >10000 hours
(M'rP)

Accuracy 2.5% 0.5%

Flexibility None Multiple symbols/
characters

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the COSIHUM. Data is acquired through isolated
signal conditioning and then formeted for the display by the microprocessor. A non-
volatile store is used to retain life usage data during and between flights.
Comprehensive self calibration and self test features combine with a reliable,
maintainable design to provide a high operational availability. Where "firewall'
independance of display channels is required, a second electronic channel is added. The
serial interface is provided for production test but may also be used for transfer of
engine health monitoring data when operational.

SERIAL

INPUT/OUTPUT F SERIAL
FIGHrY 7 DsL

OPTINAL PORTAIRCRAFT USE

SINLAND DISPLAY LCD
CONIGlNZN STORE DRIVER

CONNECTOR
INTERFACING

TO THE SrGNAL

IS REPLACING ISOATD
SIGNAL

CONDITIONINGR 
1

OPTIONAL ITLIETISRMN OIUADAPTER LOOM ITLIETISRMN OIU
TO T INTO

Figure 7 -Display Block Diagram
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An important feature of the unit is that it is able to acquire other data which is
available in the cockpit with only simple wiring modifications. This is achieved by 'T-
ing* into connections to other instruments. Access to other engine speeds, temperatures
and air-data considerably enhances the health monitoring capability that is available.
However the integrity of these other display systems must not be compromised. with
these intelligent, integrated instruments, the following health monitoring functions can
be performed.

Basic Usage Data. The system can monitor engine operating hours, number of
starts, maxima, minima, exceedances and time at certain power levels.

Calculations of fatigue cycles. Major and minor cycle usage can be calculated
directly from speed. However, given temperature and air data information, actual
stress within blades may be estimated to give a more accurate datum for cyclic
life calculation.

Trend Monitoring. The unit has continuous access to engine and air data
parameters. Trend monitoring may be implemented as snapshots of data at pre-
defined conditions - eg placard checks for ground trending analysis.

Direct Analysis. If an intelligent display is used to show the output of a
vibration transducer then other HUM functions, including exceedance monitoring and
data storage, become available. Similar techniques may be applied to other engine
and airframe transducers. However an important criteria is that the instruvent
receives prime sensor data and not pre-processed signals - the latter restricts
the "directness* of analysis than can be achieved.

Efficient post flight retrieval of the data is essential, and here the flexibility
of the LCD instruments can be exploited. Currently two methods are available for data
extraction, but more are being investigated where other on-board equipment can be linked
in. The two methods are:

Direct Display. The programmable liquid crystal display provides a readily
available media for post-flight readout of HUM data. This can be either
automatically or manually stimulated and would step through annotated HUM
parameters. Such a system, whilst cost effective, is generally applicable to
basic usage monitors where only a few parameters are being transferred. Transfer
of large amounts of data would involve considerable maintenance crew time, and
potential injection of human error.

Serial Output. The intelligent instrument has an EIA-RS422 standard serial
highway. Data is formatted by the unit in ASCII style, facilitating file transfer
and handling. A commercially available "data bucket" is then used to extract and
display data and to provide transfer storage to any further ground processing
stations. The unit may also be used to reset counters after maintenance actions,
providing that the appropriate security code is used. This highway could also
link to other on-board data collection systems.

The intelligent instrument/COSIHUM approach facilitates a progressive EHN
strategy, where functions can be simply modified and added as operator experience grows.
Generally this is accomplished through board replacement or additional software
packages.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the requirements and methodologies for health monitoring in
aircraft machinery have been reviewed, and their integration into other aircraft systems
has been discussed. It is acknowledged that there is no single answer to the question
of integration. However various levels of integration, to suit various configurations
and operational environments, are undoubtedly going to show significant benefits if
implemented correctly. Two examples of GEC Avionics products have illustrated what can
be achieved by strategic thinking on integration to provide maximum benefit for a
minimum investment. As new aircraft systems are developed in the future, it is
anticipated that health monitoring concepts will become an integral part of the design
process, and will be a natural part of any consolidated maintenance system - both on-
board and on the ground.
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DISCUSSION

G.TANNER

1. Is the unit fitted on EAP carrying out any engine health monitoring

of the RB 199?

2. Is there spare capacity if so required?

Author's Reply:

1. For the British Aerospace EAP standard engines RB 199 engines were

fitted, complete with standard control systems. the engine data was

available via the 1553 bus, so no RB 199 health monitoring was possible.

To demonstrate the maintenance data panel's capacity in this area,

life used on the APU's was tracked and highlighted when near its limit.

2. Yes, there is spare capacity to do health monitoring of varying

types as described in the paper. It was an area identified as having

a lot of potential in the future for this type of unit.

I.C. CHEESEMAN

You described your latest instruments as intelligent. These instruments

appeared to me have a versatility in their display forms in terms of

the variables indicated. To me "intelligent" implies that the display

is automatically changed to provide the most relevant aid to the enqui-

rerwithout external intervention. Have I missed something?

Author's Reply:

The concept is some what simpler than the question infers. The term

"intelligent" as applied in this context means that the instrument

is capable of carrying out a function that is in addition to its main

job of displaying raw information. The intelligent instrument in the

presentation is capable of calculating basic useage cycles, at the

same time as displaying engine speed (real-time) in the cockpit. On

the ground the display can be used to directly extract the useage in-

formation.

M. BEAUREGARD

How is data acquired by the generic Basic Integrated Maintenance System?

Is the data multiplexed in some way?

Author's Reply:

Sensor data is primarily acquired via the data bus, relying on other

units where possible to condition the sensor signals. Where this is

not possible the unit has an installation specific card slot that can

be adapted to engine data directly from the sensor in whatever manner

is dictated by the installation (raw, partially pre-conditioned, mul-

tiplexed, etc). This latter method may also be used where direct proces-

sing on real-time raw data is required, for instance vibration
analysis.

CHETAIL
Even if your presentation refers obviously only to military applications

I feel this would also apply to civil applications. Don't you believe

that the curve on fig 1 would go through a maximum value of benefits,

above which additional investment will not pay off?

Author's Reply:

The presentation is not only applicable to the militiry environment,

although most examples given were from military aircraft. I introduced

fig I without scales on the axes as there would always be cases that

did not conform. There is also an argument for the slope of the line,

and for some cases your assertion may well be true. However the under-

lying argument is still true, for some investment there will be some

benefit, but for a lot more investment you don't necessary get a lot

more benefit.
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C. SCUM

During the persentation you showed extensive use of instrumentation

with L.C.D. What kind of problem did you encounter during cold weather

and night operations? What solutions did you adopted?

Author's Reply:

For cold weather operation we use an integral heater to maintain the

L.C.D. at a t
0 

that ensures a good crystal response. For night opera-

tions a variable intensity backlight is employed.
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MAINTENANCE AID SYSTEM FOR WIDE BODY AIRCRAFT
by

Albert LEVIONNOIS
Measurement & Flight Test Department

SOCIETE DE FABRICATION D'INSTRUMENTS DE MESURE
13, Av. Marcel Ramolfo-Garnier
P91344 MASSY CEDEX - France

SUMMARY
Aircraft engines belong to the essential part the maintenance people need to get a great deal of informa-
tion of, in order to define conditions under which incidents happened for failure troubleshooting purposes.
Modern aircraft with numerical equipment provide all necessary parameters with a good precision. Aircraft
condition monitoring systems (ACMS) centralize all information mainly from data buses, compute flight phases,
determine the reports to be made per flight phase and function and carry out automatic parameter picking.
Should an incident occur, then parameters' history is stored before and after the incident, together with
their evolution. All those information are stored into static memory inside the equipment for being trans-
mitted by data link or printed during or after flight or down loaded to a transfer tool,when the aircraft
is back to its base. Today between 35 and 40 types of reports are currently operating on wide body aircraft,
This technology is easily adaptable to combat aircraft.

List of Abbreviations
AC Air Conditioning
A/C Aircraft
ACARS ARINC Communication Addressing & Reporting System
AIDS Aircraft Integrated Data System
ACMS Airplane Condition Monitoring System
APU Auxiliary Power Unit
ARINC Aeronautical Radio Incorporated
ATS Autothrottle

CAS Computer Air Speed
CDU Control & Display Unit

DAB Digital Aids Recorder
DFDAMU Digital Flight Data Acquisition & Management Unit
DFDR Digital Flight Data Recorder
DIV Divergence
DMU Data Management Unit
DMT Display and Mass Memory Terminal

EGT Exhaust Gas Temperature
ETA Elapsed Time to Arrival
FDAU Flight Data Acquisition Unit
FDEP Flight Data Entry Panel
FLT Flight
ft Foot, feet
FM Flight Mode
FWC Flight Warning Computer

GW Gross Weight

ITT Internal Turbine Temperature

LA Linear Accelerometer
LRU Line Replaceable Unit

MCDU Multipurpose Control and Display Unit
MCU Modular Common Unit
MN Mach Number
mn Minute

NI Fan Speed
N2 Core Speed
NH Generator Speed
NL Generator Speed
NP Propeller Speed

OATL Outside Air Temperature Limit
OIP Oil Pressure
OIT Oil Temperature
O/R On Request

FCM Pulse Code Modulation
PEH Pre Event History

PLA Power Lever Angle
PRT Printer

QAR Quick Access Recorder
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R/U Run Up

SAR Smart Airborne Recorder

TAT Total Air Temperature
TBD To be defined
TGOC Touch and Go Counter
TLA Thrust Lever Angle
TTP Time to Peak

UTC Universal Time Coordinated

VC Vibration Compressor
VF Vibration Fan
VH Vibration High Turbine
VL Vibration Low Turbine
VRTG Vertical Acceleration

1. Introduction
Health monitoring on airplane engines leads to appropriate maintenance actions which are consequently made
from ground inspection, but also thanks to the record of engine reports which are processed in real time
during the flight. The above data are available from the ACMS (Airplane Condition Monitoring System, pre-
viously AIDS Aircraft Integrated Data System), which maintains a record of engine performance, so that
mechanical malfunctions and gas path deterioration may be recognized adequately.

SFIM's large experience in Flight Data Acquisition Systems for military and commercial aircraft led to
develop and manufacture ACMS systems. Those products are now fitted on various aircraft such as

- Twin turboprop aircraft ATR 42, ATR 72,
- Twin-engined jet A 310, A 300-600, B 737-300,
- Four-engined jet KC 135.

On all those aircraft, SPIM's ACMS concept was based on developing a FDAU-DMU integrated in one box
- 1/2 ATR short for ATR 42, ATF 72, KC 135,
- 6 MCU for A 310, A 300-600, B 737-300.

This paper will examine the various tasks achieved by ACMS.

2. Four-Engined Jet KC 135

2.1. - FDEP

The FDEP is installed in the cockpit and is used for
- Manual introduction by means of 4 thumbwheels of time setting and identification numbers on
request by the crew,

- GMT display,
- "Event" push button,
- FDAU and system status lamp display,
- Maintenance use : control and display of each parameter of the PCM data frame.

2.2. - FDAU - DM1U

The FDAU + DMU in one box is installed in the electronic bay and is used for the FDAU
- To acquire all mandatory parameters,
- To generate the PCM data frame for the DFDR,
- To dialogue with the FDEP.

For the DM1 :
- To acquire additional ACMS parameters,
- To recognize flight phases,
- To achieve ACMS processing,
- To store reports in the DMU mass memory,
- To dialogue with the DMT for data outputting on the ground before laboratory processing.

2.3. -DMU Reports Processing

Flight phases are recognized and DM1U creates 5 different reports which are
- Report 1 Automatic cruise recording,
- Report 2 Manual recording,
- Report 3 Take-off recording,
- Report 4 Recording on threshold overshoot,
- Report 5 Recording on landing.

In addition, the mass memory of the DM1U can be milked out by the DMT.

2.4. - Automatic Cruise Recording

Report 1.
This record is made once per flight in stabilized conditions

i,)

L
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- Altitude variation lower than "/- 100 ft for 2 sn (if parameters acquired),
- N2 variation lower than I/- 1 R for 5 an on the 4 engines,
- PLA variation lower than "/- 1 S for 5 an on the 4 engines,
- Mi variation lower than "I- 1 5 for 5 an.

The variation ranges together with the stabilization period are programmable and can be revised.
At the end ,f a 4 .n stabilization period on N2 and MN, the computer takes the average over 1 an of the
engine parameters : PLA, NI, N2, EGT, Fuel flow. If no stabilization is obtained during a flight, the re-
cording is not made.

List of parameters used for manual or automatic recording
- Engine parameters PtA, 4i, N2, FZT, Fuel flow, Oil pressure, Oil temperature,
- General parameters ALT, MN, TAT, Flight counter, TCOC,
- and documentary parameters.

2.5. - Manual Recording

Report 02.
This report is triggered by depressing the MAN RECORD button located on the instrument panel.

The AUTO/MAN RCOhD indicator lamp lights up when the report is recorded.
N.B8. - Thee manual record button action is filtered on the ground (switch train or ground).

2.6. - Take-off Report

Report 03.
This recording of the take-off report is triggered when the radioaltimeter reading reaches 600 ft.

The recording consists of a direct sampling snapshot of the engine parameters. After recording , the pro-
cessing of this report is no longer authorized for the rest of the flight. Processing is authorized again
at the end of a flight, after a landing.

Touch and go : The system detects "touch and go" events and does not trigger the recording of the
take-off report on transition to 600 ft.

Definition of "touch and go" : A take-off is considered as a "touch and go", if the transition to
600 ft takes place after 60 seconds or less following a landing.

"Touch and go" counter (TGOC) : A counter (TGOC) is incremented each time a "touch and go" is de-
tected. The counter is recorded in the take-off report.

Counter reset to zero ' The "touch md go" counter TCOC) and the flight counter (FLCT) are reset
to zero each time a transfer of reports takes place on the DMT unit.

2.7. - Exceedance Report

Report 04.
When engines are running on ground during the flight, engine exceedance monitoring is permanently

performed under the following conditions

ftremalr ever mla

14wuaL14

For each parameter, 3 thresholds are resident into the software and tises over limit are computed
as followe :

S- TOL 1 Time over limit threshold 1 tl,
- TOL 21: Time over limit threshold 2 t2
- TOL 3 : Time over limit threshold 3 = t3,

- TOLM : Time over limit between the first threshold and the maximum value of the parameter = t.

_ _ _ _
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Acquisition of engine parameters : When the first threshold is exceeded, a recording is made of
all the engine parameters. The system then monitors the evolution of the exceeded parameter, and measures
the maximum value reached by the parameter together with this exceeded times (tl - t2 - t3 - t4).

Threshold exceedence recording : The parameters PLA, Ni, N2 and EUT are under continuous surveil-
lance, and a recording sequence is executed, if any of the threshold values is reached. The programe is
capable of processing 3 thresholds. The exceedence times (tl - t2 - t3) of each threshold are measured
and recorded, together with the time (t4) elapsed between the exceedence of the first threshold and the
maximum value reached by the parameter.

Filtering and transient conditions : A threshold exceedence must be confirmed for 3 seconds to
trigger the recording of the report. The acquisition and recording or engine parameters is the same as
for the ATR 42 aircraft.

2.8. - Landing Recording

Report 05.
This report is recorded at the moment of landing ("on ground" train switch), if there was no auto-

matic recording (Report 01) or manual recording (Report 02) during the flight. The format of report 05 is
identical to that of Reports 01 and 02.

Recording of Report 05 : Report 05 is recorded automatically when the FLIGHT/GROUND transition
takes place, if no cruise report has been recorded during the flight in manual or automatic mode. The
AUTO RECORD indicator lamp goes out at the instant of FLIGHT/GROUND transition.

3. Twin-Engined Jet : A 310, A 300-600 and B 737-300

On the above aircraft, SFIN's ACMS consists in fitting on-board a CDU and a DFDANU. Those LRUs are
normally linked to a DFDR, PRT, QAR or DAR and ACARS. The reports processed by the DMU part can be
achieved automatically or on request by using the remote print button of the cockpit and/or the print
button on the CDU. As an example, you will find list i below the reports which are available in one
configuration of BOEING B 737-300 aircraft.

3.1. - B. 737-300 ACMS Reports

Ten reports are available in this configuration and they are listed below with their appearance
as far as flight modes are concerned.

The flight modes are : 1 Preflight
2 Engine start
3 Taxi
Take-off

5 Climb
6 Cruise
7 Descent
8 Approach
9 Roll

and reports appearance with related flight mode is as below

FLIGHT NODE
3 737 - 300 AIMS REPORTS

12 345678 9

01 ENGINE CRUISE REPORT X

02 ENGINE CRUISE REPORT (NO STABLE DATA X

ATS - OFF)

04 ENGINE T/O REPORT X X

05 ENGINE REPORT O/R X X X X X X X I X

06 ENGINE GAS PATY ADV REPORT X I I I X IX X

07 ENGINE NECH ADV REPORT (NECRANICAL) X R X X X X X X

09 ENGINE ECT DIV REPORT I X

1I ENGINE R/U REPORT X X X

15 FLT LOAD REPORT X I I I 1

16 REAL TINE REPORT X X I X1 X X X X

47______________
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3.2. - Report O1 : Engine Cruise Report

Relevant flight modes : Cruise only.
Trigger conditions 5 consecutive cruise reports, if selected via CDU input, i.e. on request mode.
Stability criteria Stable frame conditions met.
Data type : The following data to be average values : TAT, Mach Number, Altitude, Ni, N2, EGT,

Fuel Flow, TLA, Oil Temperature, Oil Pressure, Vibration Magnitudes, Phase Angles, Flight Path Accelera-
tion, Inertial Vertical Velocity, Angle of Attack. The following data to be raw values at the end of the
stability search Grov weight, True Heading, Latitude, Longitude.

3.3. - Report 02 Engine Cruise Report

Relevant flight modes : Cruise only.
Trigger conditions If no Report 01 is generated, no stable data were found.
Stability criteria No stable frame found.
Data type The same data to be average values as for Report 01.

3.4. - Report 04 Engine T/O Report

Relevant flight modes : Take-off only.
Trigger conditions : To be generated ?n seconds (time reprogr.) after entering flight mode take-off

under additional conditions as follows
- Every 30th flight, or
- Five consecutive T/O's if selected via CDU, i.e. on request mode, or

- Five consecutive T/0's after engine change.
Data type : The following data to be average values taken from the 12 seconds PEH-buffer (status

5 seconds after trigger time, see figure below) : Oil Temperature, Oil Pressure, Vibration Magnitudes,
Phase Angles. The following data to be snapshot (raw) values taken from PEH at trigger time TAT, Mach
Number, Altitude, NI, N2, EGT, Fuel Flow, TLA.

! 4 ----------- P E ----------- 4

XXXXXXXXXXXX

-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 5 6 4-- time 't'

Trigger Freeze PEN and

time generate print-out

3.5. - Report 05 : Engine Report O/R

Relevant flight modes : All.
Trigger conditions : Via push button, see figure below for details.
Data type : All data to be shapshot (raw) values taken from the 12 seconds PEH-buffer. Data to

include the t = 5 data set stored in the PEH-BUFFER.

I .......- P E N . .--------------

4-pre event-- )!l(-at and poat->
data data

X X X X X X X X X X X X

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 4-- time't'

! I

Press push Freeze PEN and

button generate print-out

3.6. -Report 06 : Engine GAS PATH ADV Report

Relevant flight modes : All.
Trigger conditions : Report to be generated when limit exceedence conditions met. Exceedence para-

meters N1, N2 and EGT are continuously smoothed by exponential smoothing (both engines)
New value . Old value * Alpha x (New value - Old value)
(smoothed) (smoothed) (raw) (smoothed)
Alpha to be reprogrammable. Check exceedence versus smoothed parameters.
Limit type : Fixed limits for NI and N2 are independent of flight mode. Nl-limit 102 5, N2-limit

105 5. Fixed limits as a function of flight mode to be defined for EGT.
Limit 1 905' C, valid for FM 2.3
Limit 2 905" C, valid for FM 4
Limit 3 870" C, valid for FM 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.
Data type : Pre event data to be snapshot (raw) values taken from the 12 seconds. PEH-buffer

freezes PER, when limit exceedence is detected. Data at and post event to snapshot (raw) values taken
from the 60 seconds exceedence buffer.

BOEING 
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3.7. - Report 07 : Engine Mechanical ADV Report

Relevant flight modes : All.
Trigger conditions : Report to be generated when limit exceedence met. Exceedence parameters VF,

VC, VH, VL, OIP AND OIT (for both engines) are continuously smoothed by exponential smoothing
Now value = Old value - Alpha x (New Value - Old Value)
(smoothed) (smoothed) (raw) (smoothed)
Alpha to be proga meable.
Limit type : Limits as a function Y f(X) defined via a set of linear equations. Polygons to be

defined for the following parameter functions : VF = f (Ni), VC = f (N2), VH f(N2), VL = f(NI), OIP
f (R2). All functions per engine. Limit curves are defined through 5 linear segments per function.
Monitoring of OIT has to be performed with a fixed limit valid for all flight modes like NI, N2 and EGT
monitoring in Report 06. OIT-LIMIT 1 : 165" C. In addition, it has to be alerted, if a second (lower)
limit has been exceeded for more than 15 minutes. OIT-limit 2 : 160" C.

Data type : Pre event data to be snapshot (raw) values taken from the 12 seconds. PEH-buffer
freezes PEE when limit exceedence is detected. Data at and post event to be snapshot (raw) values taken
from the 60 seconds exceedence buffer.

3.8. - Report 09 : Engine BGT DIV Report

Relevant flight modes : Climb and/or cruise.
Trigger conditions : Report to be generated when divergence conditions met. Only one report per

leg and threshold.
Data type : Pre event data to be snapshot (raw) values taken from the 12 seconds PEH-buffer.

Data at and post event to be snapshot (raw) values taken from the 60 seconds exceedence buffer.
Interactivity : After generating the Report 09, the software has to initialize the search logic

for stable data determination to generate a Report 01, as soon as possible for divergence verification
purposes.

3.9. - Report 11 : Engine R/U Report

Relevant flight modes : On ground only.
Trigger conditions : Via remote push button.
Data type : The following data to be average values : TAT, Mach Number, Altitude, NI, N2, EtT,

Fuel Flow, TLA, Oil Temperature, Oil Pressure, Vibration Magnitudes, Phase Angles.

-------- To be averaged- I

! X X X X X X X X X X X X

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO II 12 <-- time It'

Press button and start Calculate average and

data acquisition for generate print-out

average calculation

3.10. - Report 16 Real Time Report

Relevant flight modes : Any.
Trigger conditions : 1. CDU menu selection.

2. Depression of remote print button.
3. Start/Stop logic.

Data type : If the report is generated by trigger condition 1 and 2, a maximum of 20 seconds
(40 data lines) shall be printed at an update rate of 1 second. The print report shall be terminated
normally either when 20 seconds of data have been printed or the print button is twice depressed within
short time. If a continuation of Report 16 is desired after the first 20 seconds of data, the print buttonon CDU or the remote print button must be pressed again prior termination of the first print-out, to
receive consecutive data between the reports. If the report is generated by trigger condition 3, then the
report shall be generated until the print stop logic is true (normally 20 seconds, if no further stop
input entered or max up to 80 seconds).

4. Evolutions on ACMS Systems

At the very beginning of ACMS, mainly the system was dealing with engine monitoring, but the current
and next generation will process also reports such as

- Crew proficiency
- Aircraft performance monitoring

- Incident investigation
- Flight path report
- Windshear report
- Fuel consumption

etc...

.......- ,4. -............--...-.--.......... ,.
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In addition to these new processing capabilities, the system will extend its peripheral comeunication with
MCDU, multipurpose printer, ACARS and multipurpose Disk Drive Unit. The disk drive capability will bring
a very high flexibility in the system in such a way that the user will have the possibility to program
new reports from a ground personal computer. The AC14S linked to the ACARS will dramatically decrease the
critical asintenance action leadtime, assuming that reports can be transmitted on the ground station
before landing.

4. Conclusion

The numerous advantages of the ACMS system utilisation such as maintenance cost saving, enhanced safety,
performance asnalysis, incident investigation, show the ever increasing role they can play in the overall
operation and maintenance plan of current and future airplanes. In other words, ACNS is one key to a
healthy on-going avionics activity.

r!

_ __..
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INSTALLED THRUST AS A PREDICTOR OF ENGINE HEALTH
FOR JET ENGINES

by
G.B.Nackintosh
Senior Engineer

and
H.J.Hamer

Principal Engineer
COMPUTING DEVICES COMPANY

P.O.Box 8508

Ottawa, Ontario
Canada
RIG 3M9

SUMMARY

Extensive installed and uninstalled gross thrust measurements were made over one
complete maintenance cycle on nineteen afterburning turbojet engines. Installed
measurements utilized a sensor which can compute the thrust in real time from engine
tailpipe pressure measurements. Correlation of installed thrust wit% maintenance history
indicated a maximum degradation below which engines were removed from service.

The engines were trimmed uninstalled, using lapse rate charts to produce a specific
value of uninstalled thrust, corrected to standard conditions. Significant variations in
installed corrected thrust resulted. Higher initial values of installed corrected thrust
resulted in more rapid engine degradation and a shorter time before maintenance was
required.

Conclusions are:

i) rapid installed thrust degradation indicates probable early engine failure
ii) a high initial installed thrust results in more rapid thrust degradation.

Periodic monitoring of installed thrust will detect both of these conditions and thus aid
significantly in engine health analysis.

DATA DESCRIPTION

Engine ground performance data were available from a group of nineteen afterburning
turbojet engines installed in a twin engined supersonic military aircraft. Sixteen of
these engines were monitored over a complete maintenance cycle of six hundred hours.

Installed performance checks were obtained at intervals of approximately 50 flying hours
and additionally whenever engine retrimming occurred. Each engine remained in the same
aircraft and engine bay for the duration of the data collection exercise to enable longer
term trends to be discerned.

The engines were trimmed in an engine test cell to produce a military power thrust
which was a function of the ambient temperature and pressure. The trim procedure sets
the uninstalled thrust level to a constant using an engine test stand. The definition of
this function was intended to correct for ambient conditions so that the engines would
produce a specific standard day uninstalled military power thrust. Maximum afterburning
power was checked against a second thrust function to ensure that it was adequate.
Uninstalled data defining the operation of the engine after trimming was obtained from
the thrust stand and related test cell instrumentation.

Fuel flow, exhaust gas temperature (CGT) and rotor speed (RPM) were obtained using
standard military test equipment. The installed thrust, ambient pressure and intake air
temperature were measured using a proprietary system developed by Computing Devices
Company. This equipment will be further described below as it provides the facility to
easily measure installed thrust which makes practical its use as an engine health
parameter.

4:.
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THKUST MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Description

The Thrust Measurement System calculates the gross thrust from pressure measurements
made in the engine tailpipe plus ambient static pressure. The method has been used by
NASA on the F-15, HiMAT and X-29 programs. The results (references 1, 2, 3 and 4) show
advantages over the traditional methods, such as the manufacturer's inflight thrust
program, in that much less instrumentation is required and accurate thrust can be
computed in real time. All engine pressure measurements are made downstream of the
rotating machinery using special probes and taps installed in the diffuser and tailpipe.
As a result measurement accuracy is not affected by engine degradation or intake
distortion.

The pressure inputs are combined to determine the thrust produced by the engine using
equations developed by Computing Devices Company and constants determined by testing an
engine in a thrust stand. This testing does not have to be done for each individual
engine. Once the calibration constants are determined for the engine model, good
accuracy is obtained for all engines of this model without further testing.

Pressures are sensed at three locations in the engine tailpipe. Figure I is an
engine schematic which shows the locations of the required pressure measurements.

Turbine exit total pressure is measured by a set of rakes which extend into the flow
in the diffuser section. Each rake carries several total pressure probes which are
manifolded together. The outputs from the rakes are further manifolded to obtain a
single pressure signal. Design of the rakes and manifolding is such that the pressure
signal represents the average value of the total pressure at the measurement location.
These rakes are the only immersed probes required.

Static pressures are measured at two downstream locations. These measurements are
made using taps mounted flush with the wall of the tailpipe liner. Several taps were
used at each axial location, manifolded together to obtain a single representative
pressure signal. The locations of these taps, one set at the flameholder and the other
at the entrance to the exhaust nozzle, enables the effect of afterburning combustion to
be included in the thrust calculation, while the use of only wall taps at the nozzle
entrance enables the sensors to withstand the reheated exhaust gas without damage.

In addition to these engine pressures, the computation of gross thrust requires
measurement of the ambient static air pressure. During the tests described in this
paper, ambient pressure was obtained from a static pressure probe located adjacent to the
aircraft. No other measurements such as temperature or mass flows are required for gross
thrust computation.

The pressure transducers and computing hardware necessary to compute the thrust are
housed in the Sensor, Thrust Computing which may be mounted on or adjacent to the engine
or, for ground use mounted in a separate package external to the aircraft.

The equipment may also be configured for measurement of net thrust, which corrects
for the ram drag experienced in flight as a result of ingestion of moving air by the
engine. The calculation of ram drag requires additional inputs of true air speed and
exhaust gas temperature. These parameters are already measured for use by aircraft
instrumentation, so that suitable input signals can be obtained.

A- 4

Pi Pas POT

Figure 1. Pressure Measurement Locations in the Engine Tailpipe.
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Accuracy

The thrust measuring accuracy was evaluated on an aircraft thrust stand and found to
be within +2.5 percent at military power, at the 95% confidence level.

The thrust algorithm has also been used by NASA on the F-15, HiMAT and X-29 programs.
On the X-29 the thrust was computed and displayed in real time. Inflight gross thrust

measurement total uncertainty is +1.5 percent at intermediate power at the aircraft

design point (0.9 Mach at 30,000 ft). Owing to the higher thrust levels produced, the
percentage accuracy at maximum afterburning power was somewhat greater (±1.1 percent).

The X-29 program included testing of the thrust computing algorithm in the altitude
cells at NASA/Lewis Research Center. Using pressure transducers associated with the

altitude cell to collect data, the thrust algorithm calculated thrusts which agreed with

the cell thrust within +1.8 percent for 131 data points at 11 simulated flight conditions
over the Mach/altitude envelope.

ENGINE PERFORMANCE DATA

Installed Thrust Range

The installed thrusts display a considerable range of variation due to installation
effects, engine degradation and temperature lapse rate variations. Figure 2 shows the
installed military power gross thrust corrected to sea level standard pressure as a
function of the ambient temperature. These data are from sixteen engines tested over the
full 600 hour maintenance cycle. The data are presented as a function of the nominal sea
level thrust. The spread about the mean is +5.35 percent at the 2 sigma level (over 200
points). Correcting for installed thrust measurement accuracy results in an observed
thrust spread of +4.62 percent.

Thrust Degradation and Temperature Lapse Rates

A better understanding of the mechanisms causing performance variations can be

obtained by considering the performance of individual engines.

Intake air temperature significantly affects the thrust produced by a turbojet

engine. As the temperature increases, the air mass flow is reduced and thrust decreases.

For the engines tested, the rate of thrust reduction, known as the temperature lapse

rate, proved to vary considerably tetween engines and to be affected by engine
maintenance. Because the test data were collected at the prevailing ambient conditions,

this variation must be accounted for in analyzing the data. The procedure used was to

110- 16 Engines

One Maintenance Cycle

w00 -a 0 5.35% Spread

0 D

N

O4

a

0 0 0 0 a

90- 1

30 50 70 90

Ambient Temperature (deg F)

Figure 2. Military Power Thrust Distribution from Test Data.
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first correct the thrust data to sea level pressure and then to perform a regression
against both ambient temperature and accumulated engine time. In cases where an engine
was retrimmed, the data accumulated for each trim were analyzed separately. This
accounted both for the differing trim conditions resulting from restoring the uninstalled
engine thrust to the initial level and for changes introduced by the engine maintenance
which had resulted in the requirement for retrimming.

Figures 3 and 4 show the performance of an engine at a single trim condition. In
each figure, the line derives from the regression analysis and shows in one case the
variation of thrust with changing ambient temperature at zero hours since trim and in the
other the variation of thrust with accumulated hours of service at an ambient temperature
of 59 degrees Fahrenheit. The engine data points are also shown on the figures. The
data were corrected to 59 degrees Fahrenheit or 0 hours since trim as appropriate by
using the slope parameters from the
regression analysis. This means 110-
simply that the deviation between e Corrected for Pressure and

0
the point and the line shown in the TmSicManene

figure is equal to the deviation of Z
the data point from the regression --, 0

plane. The average thrust 0 100 0

degradation rate for the engines -0

tested was 1.0 percent of nominal
thrust per hundred hours.

During the course of data 90
collection, the engines were
removed for maintenance and
retrimming a considerable number of W
times. As a result, much of the
trim data was from engines which U 80

30 50 70 90
had ac'umulated a number of Ambient Temperature (deg 9)
operating hours since the time of
scheduled maintenance. Despite the
performance of unscheduled Figure 3. Thrust Variation with
maintenance, these engines Temperature {Lapse Rate).
exhibited a measure of performance 110

deterioration and it was necessary c Corrected to Standard Day
to trim them to a higher EGT to
restore the thrust to the trim 0

Z
level. Figure 5 shows that the EGT
tO which engines were trimmed 0 100
tended to increase as the
accumulated service hours at the
time of trim increased. This
figure shows considerable scatter
because the measured EGT is based E 90
on the readings of a limited number
of thermocouples mounted in the
engine tailpipe. Even small
amounts of mechanical variation in W
engine assembly can significantly 0 80 ,
alter the temperature profiles in 0 20C 400 600
the tailpipe so that the Time Since Sched. Maintenance (h)
thermocouple reading is not a good
absolute indication of the Figure 4. Thrust Degradation with Time.
variations in aerodynamic
temperature between engines.
However, on the average, the EGT which was set when the engine was trimmed increased at
the rate of 3.2 deg C per 100 hours since scheduled maintenance. Note that this increase
applies only to the temperature which was set at the time o. trimming. After the engine
was trimmed and returned to service, the EGT was held constant by the engine control
system and the thrust decreased as service hours were accumulated.

As the performance level of the engines was increased the internal operating
temperature of the engines increased and more rapid degradation would be expected. This
is clearly illustrated in figure 6 which shows the degradation rate as a function of the
initial installed military power thrust. A linear fit results in the anomalous
conclusion that engine performance would improve with time if the initial thrust were low

e-6 .
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enough. The exponential curve shown avoids this problem by becoming asymptotic to the
zero degradation line at low thrust levels.

The overall result of these effects was that engines which entered service with a
relatively high instslled thrust degraded at a faster rate than engines which started at
a lower thrust level.

A significant point about figure 6 is that the initial installed thrust levels vary
by about 8 percent. These are the thrusts produced by engines which have just been
installed after uninstalled trimming. The trim procedure sets the uninatalled thrust
level to a constant using an engine test stand. The only variation is that introduced by
the test stand accuracy. Much of the variation in thrust level shown in figure 6 is a
result of the engine installation. The probable mechanism is that relatively small

changes in flow distribution change
750 1Ethe temperature profiles in the

engine and thus result in a different

OneMaiteanc Cyleaverage exhaust gas temperature. The

a control system operates to maintain a
U700constant temperature at the single

Oe M n c C e radius where the thermocouples are

a a located. These variations, which can
a 0 a be detected only by monitoring engine

performance after installation are
sufficient to influence the rate at

which the engine deteriorates in

nservice.

_00_ Afterburnino Performance60000
Time Since Sched. Maintenance (h) Afterburning performance of the

engines was studied by calculating
the augmentation ratio. In addition

Figure 5. EGT Increase after Unscheduled Retrim. to the three military power
measurements, each data point

4 included two maximum afterburning
,6 Engines measurements. These were averaged
One Maintenance Cycle and the ratio of averaged maximum

o 2 afterburning to average military

power was calculated. This proved to
be very close to constant for each
engine. Low augmentation ratio did

a not appear to be a significant

problem. Adequate afterburning

-2- thrust was found when the military

a power thrust wae satisfactory.
Further analysis was not performed.

-4' This conclusion applies only to

a ground static conditions, performance
C Corrected to Standard Day in flight could prove to be

-6 .considerably more complex.
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4

Initial Installed Thrust (% off Nominal)

Historical Data -- Individual Enaines

Figure 6. Effect of Initial Installed Thrust
on Degradation Rate. Figure 7 shows the installed

performance data for an engine which
ran without retrimming for the full 600 hour period. This figure shows four data points

taken immediately after installation and aduitional points taken at intervals of
approximately 50 engine hours. The engine was removed once, at 261 hours, to facilitate

maintenance unrelated to the engine. Analysis showed a temperature lapse rate of -14.6
percent of nominal thrust per 100 degrees and a thrust degradation rate of -0.4 percent
per 100 engine hours. There are sixteen data points and the standard deviation about the
regression is 1.211 percent of nominal thrust. The 95 percent band for the thrust is
therefore t 2.61 percent. In view of the measurement errors quoted above this represents

a relatively good set of data.

It appears from the figure, that the engine removal and reinatallation at 261 hours

had some effect on the thrust level of the installed engine. As shown in figure 6, the

J. 'e
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data before and after the engine removal and replacement fit very well into two different
families showing a distinct change in installed thrust level. The individual fits also
show a small change in the thrust degradation rate (the slope of the lines) however this
is not significant in view of the limited amount of data in each group.

Since no engine maintenance was reported, it may be that this results from a change
in intake/engine alignment resulting from the removal and replacement. Alternatively,
some maintenance may have been done
that was not determined from the C daeaneac rcrs Corrected to Standard Day
maintenance records. cr

Plotting thrust against ambient 0

temperature for this engine (figure 100
9) reveals that the temperature 0 0

lapse rate for the engine is a
similar for both data subsets.
This is what would be expecteu for A

a thrust level variation caused by 9
a change in engine intake E
alignment. A further notable point
is that the lapse rate revealed by
the four zero time points also
agrees with the other data. The
significance of this is that the U 0 020 400 600
determination of degradation rate Time Since Sched. Maintenance (h)
could be simplified if the
temperature effects were separated
by determining the lapse rate from Figure 7. Thrust Degradation over 600 Hours.
a series of zero time data points. 110
In practice however, this requires Corrected to Standard Day
that the engine remains under test V
for a prolonged period in order to "

0obtain a sufficiently large ambient o

temperature spread to define the - 100 *

lapse rate with reasonable 0 -O
accuracy.

A second engine is shown in :

figure 10. This engine was tested .c

installed at a number of ambient g
V 0 O hours

temperatures over a period of a
several days before the aircraft U a 1 Installation

Wstarted flying. Shortly W 0 20d Installation
theieafter, the engine was removed o 0

U 8
and replaced two, possibly three, 0 200 400 600
times for repairs to the EGT Time Since Sched. Maintenance (h)
measurement system. It was not
retrimmed. The figure shows a Figure 8. Thrust Degradation, Effect
clearly defined degradation trend of Engine Removal.
for the data taken after the EGT 110

repairs were completed. The Corrected for Pressure andrepars ere compete. Te Time Since Maintenance
initial tests performed before Ta
these repairs do not lie on the o
same line. At the end of the X

cycle, the engine was removed for o 100-

repair of a stuck exhaust nozzle s

and low thrust. The final group of
data points, collected after this a

repair, show correction of the low :

thrust problem. 90
a 0 hours

This figure shows a feature 'i a l*' Installation
which recurs with fair regularity. e
When an engine has been retrimmed a 20d Installation

after maintenance, the installed u 30 70 90

thrust often changes quite rapidly Ambient Temperature (deg F)

over the first few hours of engine

operation. In both the first and Figure 9. Thrust Level, Effect
last groups of data the thrust of Engine Removal.
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starts at a high level and decreases as repeated data points are taken. This behavior
appears to correlate with maintenance to the turbine section of the engine. The turbine
rotors were replaced before the first trim shown and the turbine nozzles (stators) were

replaced before the final trim.

Figures 11 and 12 show the performance of an engine which underwent frequent removals
and replacements for a variety of reasons. In contrast to figures 3 and 4, the data

scatter is greater although both
lapse rate and engine degradation 110.
are clearly defined. The various Corrected to Standard Day

removals were identified as Co

follows:

1 for other maintenance 0 100-
2 hot start -- MFC replaced
3 compressor rotor and

bearing, oil cooler and o a
pressure transducer, a

gearbox, combustor liner 90
4 for other maintenance 1 i

t 
Installation

5 EGT amplifier 
ns

6 AB no light -- AB case a

repaired __ _ __ _ __ Tri _
7 cocked nozzle u 800 200 40

Time Since Sched. Maintenance (h)
The engine was retrimmed after
removal number 3 and the repeated

data points taken at this time show Figure 10. Thrust Degradation, Effect

that the thrust level has been of Maintenance.
restored. However separating the 2 110
two sets of data does not Corrected to Standard Day

appreciably reduce the scatter in "c

the data. Typically those engines
which undergo a large number of 0
removals exhibit a fairly wide 1 1001'I
scatter in the recorded data.

DISCUSSION S901, 45

Installed Thrust Degradation Rate

U
There is an installed thrust

level below which engines tend to 0
be removed from service. The data U 80 0 0 60 600

show that engines which have a Time Since Sched. Maintenance (h)
rapid rate of thrust degradation
are generally removed at an early Figure 11. Thrust Degradation, Frequent

time whereas those having lower Engine Removals.
rates may remain in service for a 110-

prolonged period. Installed thrust - Corrected for Pressure and
monitoring on a regular basis can ' a Time Since Maintenance
enable the rate of thrust a

degradation of individual engines o
to be established. This will 0 100 a 0 00

permit estimation of the remaining * 0 o 0 0

service life before the performance
of the engines degrades to an
unacceptable level. It will also
enable detection of an increase in E 90 _

degradation rate which would
indicate incipient failure of some U

of the internal gas path components 1W,
of the engine.

U 80
It is clear from the data that 30 50 70 90

monitoring of the degradation rate Ambient Temperature (deg F)

requires that the lapse rate of Figure 12. Thrust Lapse Rate, Frequent
thrust versus ambient temperature Engine Removals.
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is also determined. To a great extent, the ambient temperature of measurements cannot be
selected, the prevailing value must be accepted. Two possible methods of dealing with
this exist. Individually, they both appear to present some problems.

The first method is to establish the lapse rate initially by making a series of
measurements over a range of ambient temperatures. This approach has the appeal of
simplicity, since the lapse rate can be defined immediately and without consideration of
the degradation rate. Unfortunately, it can result in tying up the equipment for a
prolonged period as it is necessary to wait for the ambient temperature to change over a
sufficient range and it may be necessary to extrapolate from this range in order to
correct degradation data recorded at a later time. Neither of these is desirable.

The second method is to obtain data without regard to ambient temperature and then to
perform a regression on two variables to separate the effects of lapse rate and thrust
degradation. This has the virtue of eliminating any wait for desired ambient conditions
to occur, but presents problems of its own. The first problem is that no conclusion can
be drawn from the data until a sufficient number of points have been collected for a
reliable regression to be performed. Since it appears that a number engine failures
develop early in the life cycle, an infant mortality effect, this is a very undesirable
restriction. The second problem is that if no attention is paid to ambient temperature
in accumulating data there may be occasions on which a very narrow spread of ambient
temperatures is obtained or on which a linear correspondence exists between ambient
temperature and accumulated service hours. In the latter case, separation of the effects
of the two variables is not possible although a nominal lapse rate may be assumed. In
the former case, either a nominal lapse rate may be used, or the ambient temperature
correction may be neglected altogether, however both of these approaches leave the fit
liable to a complete breakdown if the next data point does not occur at the required
ambient temperature.

The most desirable approach is probably a combination of both of these two. On
initial engine installation an attempt can be made to obtain a range of ambient data
which can then be used to correct subsequent data for a regression against time in
service only. Simultaneously a multivariable regression can be performed against both
variables which will be adopted when statistical analysis indicates that its accuracy is
superior to the initial approach. This two tiered approach seems to combine the
advantages of both methods of analysis at a small increase in mathematical complexity,
which is well within the capacity of available computing equipment.

Installed Thrust Monitoring

The data presented show that a significant potental exists for using the regular
monitoring of installed static engine thrust to identify deviations from normal time
trends which can indicate either approaching component failure or an inadequate level of
performance. Utilization of this capability will require regular, routine recording of
the static thrust by engine health diagnostic equipment, for example during a static
engine runup prior to takeoff, to build up the required data base. Such an application
will also provide an opportunity for cross correlation of the thrust data with other
available engine health indicators, thus enhancing the efficiency of the total health
monitoring effort.

The discussion herein has been focussed on the use of static engine thrust because of
the availability of static data. It seems very likely that additional information would
be available from in flight data which could be recorded by an onboard engine health
monitor which was equipped to measure thrust. The capability of the Thrust Measurement
System to measure both gross and net thrusts would be significant in such an application.
Experience with the X-29 thrust measurement has shown that accurate inflight thrust can
be obtained, but so far no data is available to indicate what type of data correlations
could be obtained to aid in engine health monitoring. This data would be relatively easy
to obtain as an additional function of the onboard thrust measurement system which would
be used to monitor engine health based on static measurements.

CONCLUSIONS

There are several benefits to be obtained from the use of installed thrust as an

engine health parameter.

Significant installation variations exist so that although uninstalled thrust may be

.it
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controlled to a close tolerance, the installed thrust spread is considerably greater.
Since engine degradation rate is linked to the initial installed thrust level, higher
thrust levels result in more rapid engine degradation and should therefore be avoided
where possible. In addition, some maintenance actions appear to result in a rapid

variation of installed thrust over the first few hours of operation. This could result
in the uninstalled trim setting engine performance which was not typical of that obtained
after a short period in service. Installed trim monitoring would detect these occurences
for possible corrective action.

There is an installed thrust level below which engines tend to be removed from
service. The date show that engines which have a rapid rate of thrust degradation are
generally removed at an early time whereas those having lower rates may remain in service
for a prolonged period. Installed thrust monitoring is capable of determining the rate
of thrust degradation of installed engines so that remaining time in service can be
predicted.

Installed measurement of thrust is available with the technology described in this
report. This capability can be utilized either as a ground based system for static use
or as part of an onboard engine health monitoring system. Further work is required to
assess the ways in which thrust monitoring, particularly on an inflight basis, can be
combined with the other engine health parameters which are available in order to make the
most efficient use of this capability.
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DISCUSSION

D.DAVIDSON

Your system is very sensitive to small changes in engine performance.

You have talked exclusively about the time-dependant degradation without

mentioning the very important incident related degradation. Looking

at your history plots, at least one of them could be interpreted as

indicating a step change in performance that might be related to a

single incident. Have you explored this at all?

Author's Reply:

I agree that the system should be able to detect incident related data.

In fact we found a number of data records which suggested that incidents

occurred. Unfortunately the available data was too limited to show

with a high confidence level that incidents had occurred.

0.DMEL

For most engines the thrust lapse rate with temperature is constant

from one engine to another. This lapse rate could be obtained from

the engine manufacturer. Why not use this rather than the lapse rate

derived from the data?

Author's Reply:

In the case that the lapse rate is available and the same for every

engine this would a good approach.

For the engine data which we analysed, there were significant variations

in lapse rates between engines.

M.J. SASPARD

You applied linear regression to EGT, I detected an initial decrease

in EGT, perhaps due to running in, before a gradual rise occurred.

Have you tried piecewise continuous techniques or higher order poly-

nomial curve fitting techniques, so that such characteristics of running

in are more readily detected?

Did you detect the effects of compressor washing?

Author's Reply:

Some of our data show an "initial running in" type change in engine

performance. Because this engine is controlled to constant EGT at mili-

tary power, this appears as a thrust change rather than an EGT change.

We did try a piecewise regression approach but found that for short

elapsed time period the interent measured errors gave results with

prohibitive large confidence bands. This is a good idea but would need

more data than we had available. We did not try higher order curve

fitting, this would require more data.

We did not have any data to examine the effects of compression washing.

____1
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GT ING MOREFRO VIDUXIGU ANALYSIS

R M Stewart, I C Cheasema and K Librowski
Stewart Hughes Limited

Chilworth Manor, Southampton, Hampshire, United Kingdom

Traditional vibration monitoring of gas turbines has been restricted to activation of alarms
from overall levels and shaft orders. Use of more of the information contained in the
signal could improve fault coverage and diagnostics. The practical problem is one of being
able to model the vibration of an engine in sufficient detail. Furthermore, some problems
experienced in the field have origins that no designer could be expected to predict, eg
module mismatch.

How therefore are we to proceed? Any practical system must incorporate an evolutionary
mechanism that feeds skilled field operators experience to a computer based monitoring
system, This is based on the machine designers knowledge and improves its performance by
this feedback.

Fortunately, there is a growing body of technology on the vibration produced by gas turbine
engines, both to do with its interpretation and signal processing which make such a system
feasible. Two areas of application are dealt with, the first connected with engine module
roughness diagnostics and the second wit i fault identification of individual components such
as main line bearings and accessory drive gears. For both, much of the hardware required
to gather the necessary data is being specified and constructed, so overcoming a major
objection to furtherance of this technology.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Aeroengine and helicopter transmission monitoring systems in general, and the vibration aspects of
those in particular, have long been a cause of much frustration to engineers in terms of false alarm
performance and failure to detect faults that ought to have been 'obvious'.

Many reasons for this can be given, including in the authors' view the following. First,
effective analysis of an aeroengine or transmission system's vibration signal requires a fairly detailed
understanding of the signal's character- istics in terms of what dominates its energy, in what part of the
spectrum are signa of the important faults likely to appear etc; systems in the past have included very
little, if any, of this type of knowledge. Secondly, though we may understand how the signal is
constituted, and in general what may change under fault conditions, we have often had no accurate
knowledge at the design or development stage of either the magnitudes or inter-relationships of these
changes, which has made data management in the field very difficult.

The objectives of writing this paper have therefore been to address these two key elements of the
problem, in simple terms, (a) the selection of vibration features or discriminants able to maximise
fault detection efficiency, and (b) the techniques of ground station data processing required to turn
speculative design choices of discriminants into valuable maintenance and safety monitoring tools.

The concern for such systems is neither academic nor long term. At this moment flight systems are
being constructed around the principles outlined in this paper for aircraft trials around the 4th quarter
of 1988. Furthermore, many civil helicopter operators anticipate fitting these systems in the 1990-92
time frame to counter what many see as the unacceptable high accident rate of helicopters (Reference [11).
Such systems have architectures of the type shown in Figure 1, with an aircraft borne computer for the
production of carefully discriminated results and a ground station for the integrated processing of these
that runs the most modern databasing and expert system technology available.

2.0 THE CYRRALL DATA PROCESSING SCHEM

As the problem being addressed is primarily one of data logistics it makes sense to look first at
the the data flow diagram, Figure 2.

2.1 The link with design

The starting point is information on signal discriminants to be monitored, based largely on the
recommendations of design and support engineers (Reference [23). for example, should the engine
incorporate a squeeze film bearing, vibration discriminants indicative of loss of oil from that component
might be deemed important (see for instance Section 3). Equally well, should the gearbox incorporate a
critical gear it might well be considered important to monitor the vibration discriminants associated with
cracked teeth (see Section 4).

A key feature of any discriminant is the separation it effects between faulty and normal states,
ses figure 3, and it is useful if it accomplishes this in a generic fashion, so enabling experience from
one aircraft or aircraft type to be read across to another. The discriminant must be related to some
definable mathod or algorithm which operates on the raw signal to make the fault more apparent. This
could mean anything from simple filtering (eg to extract once-per-rev vibration) to sophisticated
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discriminator called FN4A (see Section 4). The 'o' points indicate 'no fault found after strip' whereas
the '+' points indicate 'fault found'. Prior to discriminant analysis they have no spatial separation,
whereas after they have. Also the 'no fault' points have clustered along a fairly narrow vertical line
the level of which can be predicted.
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Figure.2. Data Flow Diagrami for an Advanced HUM System.
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2.2 On board the aircraft

The second step is generation of results
LAW DiSCRMNATOR I.mv on board the aircraft. It is assumed that thesiAw 7' aircraft will have fitted to it a reasonably

powerful signal processor, possibly as part of
an integrated avionics or mission equipmentpackage. This would produce results of
basically two kinds:

1 Data critical to aircraft safety in the
short term, called Safety Data.

2 Data relevant to safety in the long term,. or maintenance planning, called
v.1 5WSupplesentary Data.

There is no rigid rule that places aFAault result into one group or another. GenerallyFigure.3. Discriminator Action that separates speaking, Safety results are those that arefrom 'No Fault" Data. readily computed, statistically stable under a
wide range of operating conditions and capableof signalling failures that could cause the aircraft to crash. Supplementary results can therefore bedefined as those that do not satisfy these criteria.

Figure 4 illustrates some of the differences in terms of parameter value ranges under both 'Nofault' and 'Fault' conditions. For a parameter to be used in the detection of unsafe conditions (andperhaps therefore be displayed in the cockpit) it is essential that it has (a) a low variance under 'nofault' conditions, and (b) a very significant change in level from 'no fault' to 'fault' or 'safe' to'unsafe'. When the fault occurs the indication is therefore quite clear, preferably totally unambiguousand the alarm 'computable' in the aircraft management computer using simple, testable logic.

Faul Range

'No Fault' Range

'No Faur Value
A -. ~~ Variance Sfl

Signal- DISCRIMINATOR - Reu

The SAFETY Parameter Small. lao value, 'No Fsuir range.
Smal variance on 'No Fault' values.
'Fault Range' >> "No Fauft' range.

Fault Range

-No Fault' Range

'No Faur Value

System

,............................
V

DISCRIMINATOR ASina .... -i..... ,. L .............
Signal. 

...... U

The SUPPLEMENTARY Parameter 'oFi askdls~asun ahn
Faut Range" indetermne urnd ftir s
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The supplementary parameter can however be much different. It does not mtter fundamentally
whether or not the level under fault conditions is above or below the 'no fault' one - the ground station
can sort out such trends based on the analysis of actual 'fault' and 'no fault' data. see Section S.
Supplementary results may therefore take on almost any level so long as the statistical spread (eg four
standard deviations from the mean) of 'no fault' data covers a reasonably small fraction of the possible
measurement range and is significantly different from the spread under 'fault' conditions. Furthermore,
supplementary results may be combined logically through an expert system to produce derived results, eg:

If Result I is high
& result 2 is low
& result 3 is high then Result 4 is high.

If Result 4 is high then create an alarm.

which is something that we might not be quite so willing to allow for the more critical safety results.

Obviously it is important that the Safety Data be totally free of false alarms and amenable to
simple thresholding. Supplementary Data on the other hand would almost by definition never be used in the
air, and so could therefore be used to generate complex, derivative alarms on the ground to do with long
terms trends of engine performance, as described later in Section 5.

2.3 The ground station

The third step is ground station processing primarily of the Supplementary Data. The important
feature here is the making of connections between machinery strip reports and the supplementary data.
Sear in mind that decisions to include measurement of a certain characteristic in the supplementary group
may have been taken on relatively flimsy grounds, for example, because on previous generations of
aircraft it had proved useful. A main purpose of ground station processing is therefore to gather enough
evidence to substantiate the speculative selection of the parameter and set its alarms to the most
efficient level. This third step therefore involves significant database and rule generating activities.

It is vitally important that the system be seen as a whole rather than as a collection of parts.
Nowhere is this more important than in the ground station and the processing of supplementary data, which
depends on being able to consider long term trends of data in relation to accurAte s-rip infurmation.
Herein however lies a major problem with systems of this type, namely the importance of skilled
engineering analysis of engines or transmissions returning for maintenance.

It is the authors' experience that accurate strip data in service is difficult to acquire. For
whatever reason this may have been true in the past, remedying this loss of knowledge must have high
priority for the future.

3.0 &R1UMG.U 5MUTOIMIG TIhIOLMGT

The interpretation of faults in gas turbines using vibration sensors has had a chequered history.
In the period 1960-75 vibration monitoring got a bad name because much was claimed but what was achieved
was blighted by a large number of false alarms. Part of the problem lay with sensor and system
unreliability. It goes without saying that the need to check sensor and system integrity must have an
important place in any system. More to the point for this paper was the lack of knowledge of suitable
diagnostic tests to be applied to the sensor data produced. Since that time considerable progress has
been made and vibration has an important part to play in aeroengine monitoring technology, albeit in
parallel with other techniques like the "Electrostatic Gas Path Monitoring Technology" described by C
Fisher of Stewart Hughes Limited in Reference [4].

Knowledge of what and where to monitor is obtained from a variety of sources. The designer in his
work to ensure that the engine will not fail within the operational envelope considers the various
failures that could occur. In most cases mathematical modelling is utilised, the output from which could
be interpreted to provide diagnostic techniques. Engine tests are another fruitful source of information.

For example, the data which shows an engine operating
correctly provides the datum from which faulty engines
depart. For human identification of faults the method of
presentation is very important. The wealth of
irformation contained in a ZMOD, Campbell or waterfall
plot enables a skilled observer to identify a wide range
of faults by comparing the actual with the ideal. A plot
for an engine is shown in Figure 5. The facility of the
human observer to make a rapid visual scan and identify
differences allows unusual features to be detected even
though at that time it is not possible to associate these
features with a particular engine condition. The ability
to translate this feature or 'picture' information to a

database for field use is under development. The

correlation with faults requires fault data. The
probles of acquiring accurate strip data mentioned in
2.3 apply.

Wle association of signature change with fault is a
useful step. behind all good diagnostics there must be a
body of scientific knowledge which relates the diagnostic
tO fault through the laws of physics. It would be

Figure.5. A Typkxd Gas Tu e *Z'o* e Pla ni, tO think that this relationship could -. w.ys be
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expressed in quantitative terms. However, FLRES COAO FLEXURS
often the mechanism is clear but the I T BLOCK

modelling is far too complex: to justify the \ C A
effort involved. In this case a qualitative
connection between the two must suffice.
However, such a qualitative understanding is DAN

one which is of enormous value in confidence
building in the diagnostics. One way to

build this confidence is to ecitablish
techniques using scaled rig tests which
simulate parts of the gas turbine. To
illustrate the value of this approach en EARTH BLOCK SF ROLLER 5EARHO EARTH BLOCK o aLL SEAR94O

example where a rig illustrated clearly how
confusion might arise between two well known
faults is given. A further example
illustrates a fault which gave what at first
sight was a surprising result. The relation _____LLEoRi
between the rig and full scale engine is SROUERI
relatively easy to establish in these cases.

3.1 The application of simple modelling to
fault determination

In modular engines the problem of j _StE. 2
determining which module may have a fault is __

of crucial importance if the full economic
benefit of this type of design is to be
realised. Two of the most common faults are
out of balance -nd misalignment between
modules.

CONFO 3
SF ROLLER I S ROLLER 2

For the vibration analyst, one --
problem with the modern gas turbine is that C
Lts rotor system incorporates non linear
elements, in particular squeeze film dampers.
However, it is clearly an advantage if a
linear model could be used as this simplifies
computational requirements. As part of a
large scale programme to develop second
generation vibration diagnostics for turbine Ftgure.6. Layout of Scaled Simplified Gas Turbine Demonstrator.
engines, Stewart Hughes Ltd were funded by
the Ministry of Defence and Rolls Royce Limited to build and run the experimental rig shown in Figure 6.
The rig was run in, the various configurations shown. An important purpose of the rig was to teat certain
design hypotheses about faulty squeeze films and misaligned rotors. Dynamic scaling of important
parameters for the rig was maintained.

How far can linear system techniques be applied? To assess the linearity of the rig the influence
coefficient response technique was used. Out of balance weights were seeded at various planes in the
rotor and the influence coefficients for the accelerometers at the positions indicated determined. It
will be noted that the rig in Figure 6 (configuration 2) contained a squeeze film bearing and this was
exercised by the magnitudes of the out of balance fitted. As an indicst 'on of the value of the linear
model the results for two out of balance weights of 20g and 28.3g respectively were obtained. The relative
response levels for these two out of balance figures should be 1.1 and this is approximately the case in
Figure 7 over the run up speed range. To ensure that the squeeze film bearing was fully exercised the out
of balance was increased to 48.3g, a ratio of 2.41 relative to the 20g. Again Figure 7 shows that the
response was acceptably good. One may therefore use the assumption of linearity with care.

The application of this technology to simultaneous determination of out of balance mass in more
than one plane has been demonstrated on the rig. Detection of a mass out of balance in plane A and
another one in plane D simultaneously is shown in Figure 8. It will be noted that the discrimination is
not uniformly good through the whole of the rig acceleration. This is associated with the modes of the
rig. It is necessary to choose the speed range where the response is assessed relative to the modes which
are being exercised during the acceleration. In the case of this rig it was a relatively simple
situation, but for the more complex gas turbine the choice may not be as obvious. In that case further
expertise must be added, for example from the designers calculations, in order to get the most accurate
estimate of the out of balance and its location.

Out of balance is a well understood phenomenon although the technology used here is not currently
in widespread use. Shaft misalignment can also be modelled when squeeze film bearings are used.
Combination of the two models leads to an interesting conclusion. Consider the case where the
misalignment of the shafts causes the squeeze film bearing to act as P cam and therefore to produce a
force of constant amplitude that rotates with the rotor. The amplitude of this force is related to the
misalignment and the effective stiffness of the system which is resisting the motion. The resulting
vibration frequency is equal to the shaft rotational frequency. For misalignment and out of balance
together the result is the addition of an out of balance vector which increases as shaft speed squared and
a speed independent vector for the misalignment. The response generated during an acceleration will
depend on the phase between the out of balance and the misalignment. To illustrate this consider the
response when the out of balance is diametrically opposite to the cam effect. At very low speeds the cam
effect will dominate because the j2 term of the out of balance will be extremely small. However, as
shaft speed increases the magnitude of the out of balance force increases rapidly and at some shaft speed
the two will become equal but opposite. Above this shaft speed the out of balance will be the dominant

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ A
-w . -. '
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(a) RATIO OF i VERTICAL ACCN MODbU WITH effect and therefore the force will appear to have

28.28 OS IN PLANE 0 TO THOSE WITH ONLY changed in phase through 180". This cancellation
2- _20 _____INKANED. effect can occur at any shaf t speed being a function of

the cam affect and the mas out of balance only. In
thic respect it is different to an anti-resonance which

can only occur between two natural frequencies . The
nm~t LOI phase change due to a change in net force is extreely

lS:E AT- W abrupt. Illustrations of thia effect are shown in
Figures 9 and 10. From the plots of phase, Figure 9(a)
chows the cancellation with 20 gras 003 to occur at 51

... . .Hz, whereas Figure 9(b) with an equivalent 48 gres 001
................. the cancellation speed has reduced to 40 Hz. This

effect can also be seen clearly if Log amplitude is
plotted - Figure 10. The algorithm which was developed
and illustrated for determining location of out of

Qm , balance has been extended to include the effect of

Sm n M Sm "a la misalignment and to detect the magnitude and position
Sof the misalignment in a very similar way.

SHAFT SPE) liz

In the cases given above, the intelligent use of
(b) RATIO OF IR HORIZONTAL ACCN MODLI a linear model coupled with selective interpretation of

W1T1 4LUGSIPLANEDTOTHOSEWrTh the results based on a good understanding of the design
ONLY 2D OW IN PLANE D. of the system has enabled valuable diagnosis to be made.

246- 7 MEA IL4 LINEAR 3.2 Oil starvation of a squeeze film
RAllO - 1.4

The majority of aeroengines employ squeeze film
" . . . .dampers placed between the outer race of the bearing

........ 'and the casing to limit the vibration caused by

i.o . ................... out-of-balance, especially in blade-off situations.
. . These devices are intricate mechanisms that depend on

careful control of axial and diametral clearance as
Swell as a supply of new oil to replenish that lost

- through clearances. k badly set up squeeze film can
0-have dramatic effects on engine vibration. We are

511 oK 0 0 Wom 0.oo ooscO therefore acutely interested in the vibration
characteristics of good versus faulty squeeze films.

SHAFT SPEED Hz One fault is oil starvation either through excessive

clearance or low supply pressure.

Figure.7. Results from Unear Modelling of Out (2) U TATEOFOUTOFSALNt , IN, D SCGas)

of 8alance Effect with Squeeze Film
Damper operating.

On the rig shown in Figure 6 (which simulates a
accurately as possible the main shaft of an aeroengine) the
oil supply to the damper can be varied from 0-60 lbs/sq 6 "

ins. In order to test the behaviour of the squeeze film GRAMS -
dampers under various applied pressures a single level of
out of balance was seeded in the rig and a particular axial . ........ .......
clearance in the bearing chosen. The rig was then
accelerated from rest to running speed end the acceleration
on the squeeze film housing measured in both the horizontal
and vertical directions. The test was then repeated at a a , I , ,
variety of supply pressures. m 60m 70 ICm ,ow Vm0

Excluding the case where the oil is switched off the SHAFT SPEEID Hz
response found was effectively independent of the supply
pressure. This shows that the squeeze film damper is a
genuine hydrodynamic device, the forces generated by the (b) E C oCrOF I ALNCv i AiA as o-o

damper being independent of the static oil pressure. When lO-
the oil is switched off it will be noticed in Figure 11
(which is a ZPOD not plotted in the conventional way

against engine apeed, but simply against time) that there BUD-7
is a change in the overall pattern. The first is that the
1k response decreases, which was an unexpected result.
The second is that the half order components on the rig

start to appear, iR, It etc can be seen. The appearance GRAMS
of i orders was also noted when very low viscosity oil was 40.M. .
used in a separate experiment, indicating that the origin
of the f orders is Insufficient damping. . .

The definitive characteristic in this case is
therefore the half-R components in the signal from either o. , "
the casing mounted accelerometer or pressure transducer in sX" moo 70M a01 scm mIm
the feed or drain lines to the damper. The ZlOD plot
itself does not of course have to be used - it is merely a SHAFT SPEED Hz
powerful laboratory tool. What probably does have to be
measured however is the vibration of the engine under
run-up conditions. which is relatively easy given digital Fgure.8. Use of Unear Model to predic
signal processing hardware within the avionics kit. Two Out of Balance Masses.

__
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3.3 Other techniqus

As far as the aeroengins is concerned, vibration (a) I11THOU I -SAUNDNT- X GRM W5D7
analysis is probably of lesser importance then either ___ .

performance or debris analysis. Nevertheless, the
principles expounded here about selecting the most ........ ...... .......

appropriate characteristic to measure apply equally well 2A - ...... . .......

to those. The latest techniques of oil supply debris ... "". ... "".'-.". . -...
analysis, gas path debris analysis (Reference (41) and I : 0.

performance analysis reflect this well. PHAS ..... .... ... ~ ... .. ...... .......
1"A , ........ .... .....

4.0 MECHANICAL TM ISION S M MONITORING .............

The use of transmissions in aeroengines is
associated with turbo-props and with auxiliary drives in
aircraft. In the case of helicopters the engine and o0., ::
transmission are seen as an overall package. Due to the 1W 203o 4030 a 3.3 10033
high integrity of helicopter transmission systems they
have been the subject of intensive study in the UK. SHAFT SPEED Ht

Currently, two major competing monitoring systems are
under development and about to enter trials with North (b) i-i eTo uoser -os2D .0x1106070n

Sea operators, sponsored by the Civil Aviation =5O5 I0.I4O

Authority (CAA). 3810-
........... ........ ,........ ,.... $_.... ,........ ........

The key elements of a transmission system are 28U-
generally the gears, bearings and shafts. Stewart
Hughes Limited has played an important role in the
development of monitoring technologies for these, both 216..

from technique and avionic hardware points of view. PpAE

Taking the gear as an example, the . ."

'characterisation' technology about to implemented in

North Sea targeted systems has as its foundation 720.
something called the FM number vector. This is a group
of closely inter-related parameters derived from

16.67 2W. 40JOD 6040 son 303.0

3 ERG I SP!LM HORZ ACCEL ON(A) £ALM IR MOO 15 THOU CAM Figure.9. Shaft Speed for Cancellation of Out
20 GRAMS IN D7 of Balance and Squeeze Film Bearing

Cam Misargnmen., indicated by Phase
Change.

analysis of the gear's signal or synchronous average
.. (Reference [5,. The elements of the 'vector' are as shown

.... in Figure 12.

.... .The system was designed with two important criteria
.; .. in mind. First, vibration monitoring of gearing is greatly

, , ' r , r ,complicated by the fact that the components of the
16. 703 403 m m o i3 vibration signal that indicate faults are not those that

SHAFT SPEED Hz dominate its energy - the simple measurement of energy (eg
in the way that the aeroengine industry currently does it

3BRG I S/FILM HORIZACCELON for engines) is therefore almost certainly doomed to
MAS/f? IRMOD I5THOUCAM failure. Secondly, the vibration sensor can almost never

20GRAMSIND6 D7 D8 be optimally positioned on the gearcase for all gears, so
"if - - -- -that there is generally a high degree of uncertainty in the

-...--- ........ -....- ...... early stages of monitoring as to which numbers will be most
40 effective. This is particularly true of epicyclic systems.

The situation is somewhat analogous to FM radio reception
where reception techniques able to handle a diversity of

......... possible reception paths are in common use. The equivalent

S...... ... 'diversity' of the FM system comes, for example, from

S. .having a variety of detectors able to sense localised tooth

damage (FN2A, FN4A, FM5A, FM6A etc) end gear or gearcase

structural failure (probably the comonest cause of
catastrophic failure).

______________ iAn important discriminant for the FM number system

1 661.0 40. am W . 13.3 is the so-called 'surface noise' of the gear. This may be
derived either from the amplitude or phase part of the

SHAFT SPEED Hz signal average in an attempt to remove from the signal

average all components related to 'normal meshing action'.

igure.lO. Shaft Speed for cancellation of Out The normal component most often seen in the spectrum of

of Balance and Squeeze Film Bearing gear vibration is that of the meshing frequency and its
Cam Misalignment, Indicated by harmonics. It is not uncommon for this to be 100 timesAmpldt. greater than components du. to localised tooth damage (eg
A luespelling, root bending fatigue), and seldom is it less than

ZJ
' .~~~ .:x- -.•

i "-,.
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H0111 AMON 64 5S E .5500 0 4 0~4 KAN E.O OT f 10 times greater. The ch racteriSation algorithm
in this case is knowni an a Ide-correlator- which
effectively reovest from the signal average all
components that are correlated over mor& than

A three tooth, Tbis &lways includes the mashing
o P frequency comonents.
a L.
M Io T An actual example of what good

4 c haracteriation can do for the monitoring
a system was shown in Figure S. This actually

''S presented a comparison of vibration velocity
0000 against PW4A for a the main rotor drive gear

Log tooth banding fatigue failure, with the purpose
toeof demonstrating the mch wider separation of

0.60 e!0I.7w~ 'fault' from -no fault' values made possible by
good choice of discriminators. Because of its
impressive discriminating properties F!%A has

Figure.1 11 (a). Variation of I/Rev Amplitude Jollowing Oil been selected by several helicopter
Starvation of Squeze Film Bearing. manufacturers as a Safety parameter.

__________________________________________A good example of a supplementary result
HOW M 0"34 oma D4Wr ,oBaMM IN PLAN E. OL ITCHEOFF is fPl in the table above. This is in fact the

ratio of energy at two frequencies in the
05~ spectrum of the average and is Thus susceptible

to casing transmission affects. It therefore
has a very large range of possible values, and
for this and other reasons its measurement
variance may be high, so dictating the
imposition of str'ict test conditions (ie flight

F regime, gearbox rotational speed). When
0 E________ sensibly applied, however, it can be very
E0 useful as a measurement of gear profile wear and

0 other assembly faults that can afflict the mesh,
CY In Spite Of the sophisticetiOn Of the

analysis which has greatly simplified the signal
interpretation, there is still the need for

- toes expert guidance in relating the output of the
ran _____ parameters of Figure 12 to the faeults.

0.00
0100 0.7 Is No 5.0 T3 GROND STATION

As far as the technician operator is

Figurel1 (b). Principal Changes in Frequency Components concerned the key component of the system is
folloving Oil Starvation of Squeeze Film Bearing, likely to be the ground station, for it is here

that any economic advantage, exclusive of
improved safety. to likely to be generated.

Ground station technology has a fairly long history of development. Among the first was a system
developed for the US Airforce call NIPIOS (Reference tSI) which was based on a D9C 11/10 mini comuter and
a relatively simple hierarchical database. Between that tine and now at least one generation of equipment
has pssaed and the system currently being developed by the authors'* company uses a -386 based PC along
with a relational databse and a variety of At tools, including a powerful data classifiar.

5.1 The application of clasaifier technology ELEMENT PUR~POSE DATA TYPE

ffuch has been written on classifier -_SP-SAI-17
technology but the application to real SOA GM ~ oronso"a
engineering problem is still in its infancy.
Stewart Hughes are actively using classifier MFI P~ weweLI
technology for the following reasons. Adanod UINmb 15hff* SIP

FMlA Gear lieslumerSt
The power of this approach lies in the GeV sianw 1111111 sw

exploitation of the complanentairy capabilities of G3eCssetstNS so
the engineer and computer. The relevant skills FM2As Locasew ot dnp S1W *
are described in Figure 13.

FM3S Parunnoul excutbn S
Rather than dealing with the complex: M4 Lo&% i oad It l dsme

problem of representing background engineering dwWM kfi el" ssyknowledge, or leaving the burden of consistency dViO elS S5
checking with the engineer, our approach aims to FM485 Dlrsti d both wear SW*
integrate the good capabilities of both actors to FMSA LobedMM 1 C0g diimW
yield a system whose performance is superior toeither individual capability. The human-computer FM6A Tooth muin q I I~g SWp
interaction places a heavy responsibility on the 0s~oasdi~g SWp
quality of the interface between them.____________

The problem of constructing a fault iue2ThFMAsrl Stm
diagnosis system can be split up into three gue2ThFMA tlaSsm
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(i) Transforming the incoming data into a representation appropriate to the problem. This is done by
devising discriminators and applying them to the data;

(ii) Associating the transformed data with the faults which need to be detected, and constructing a
mapping between the two;

(iii) Analysing the devised mapping by comparing its performance with previous known cases, and
considering its 'physical reasonableness'.

From a knowledge engineering point of
view, the characteristics of the problem are as ENGINEER COMPUTER
follows:

(i) A large part of the knowledge is __ _ _ __ _ _ _ GoodPoor

encapsulated in the choice of Oujlajifgve Good Poor
discriminators (eg the FM discriminator assessment
for gear work) Qualtative Poor Good

(ii) Knowledge of the relationship between

di.riminators and faults is very scarce; Da rocessing Poor Good

(iii) Large (>L00K) quantities of data can be
involved. This data can be noisy and Intuition Good Poor
incomplete. Much knowledge lies buried
in this data. Accuracy and Poor Good

consistency
These characteristics have a direct

impact on the type of fault detection system
that would be useful for the monitoring problem. Figure.13. Skills in fault dagnosis tasks and their distribution

Devising a set of useful discriminators is the key to success in the construction of a fault
detection system. Different problems require different discriminators. This has been illustrated in the
early part of this paper. Currently, knowledge of which techniques to apply where is the province of the
(signal processing) engineer. In constructing a set of discriminators, the engineer may engage in three
tasks:

(i) Devising a new discriminator. This may be termed a research activity and would need to be
performed if no existing discriminators were suitable;

(ii) Selecting a discriminator from a 'library' of available techniques. This would be done on the
basis of the perceived usefulness of the discriminator to the task in hand;

(iii) Assessing the actual usefulness of a discriminator w'hen applied to the current problem. The
criteria of usefulness would be defined by the nature of the problem and might include such factors
as computational speed, accuracy, reliability, etc. It is important to note that the usefulness
of each discriminator is dependent on which others are used. If, for instance, two discriminators
performed an equivalent task, one of them would be redundant.

The first two of these tasks are exceptionally difficult from a computational point of view, as
they involve a substantial amount of engineering background and intuition. The third task, that of
assessing the selected discriminators, is to some extent a purely algorithmic procedure, and can
therefore be performed by the classifier system. In this respect, the classifier acts as a 'hypothesis
tester'. The engineer proposes that the discriminators chosen are useful for the fpult diagnosis task,
and the classifier is used to determine whether, and to what extent, this is true.

One of the simplest representations that can be used is that of the fault tree. Fault trees
provide an efficient means of mapping between discriminator values and faults by using the equivalence and
conjunction operators. More sophisticated representations include propositional logic, first order
predicate logic and extensions thereof. Ideally, the representation chosen should be the simplest one
which is adequate for the problem. The classifier can be constrained to use simpler representation when
required.

The classifier performs a search of the chosen mapping space, driven by specific examples, hints,
problems specific constraints and general heuristics, and produces a mapping consistent with what it has
been told. This mapping then needs to be tested to assess its usefulness.

As an example of how all these ideas are implemented in practice, consider the problem of reducing
the incidence of false alarms in a multi-sensor monitoring system. The diagnosis problem is that of
deciding whether an alarm (or set of alarms) is false or genuine. A database is available of cases when
the alarma were justified, and cases where they were not.

In this case, the engineer may start by choosing a simple representation formation, such as
attribute-value pairs. (Similar to Michalski's VL1 logic). An obvious set of discriminators to start with
would be the individual alarms themselves. Each discrimnato- n-eda A domain to be defined for it. In
the case of the alarms, this may be a simple boolean (alarm-on, alarm-off) or an extended one (alarm-off,
alarm-warning, alarm-serious). There may be constraints on the discriminators, eg some may be mutually
exclusive, and some relationships may already be nown,

For this simple representation formation, the general heuristic of minimising entropy, as used in
the ID3 algorithm (Quinlan) is particularly appropriate. Applying this technique to the specified
diecriminators, whose values are extracted from the database, results in a fault tree. This fault tree
is then applied to examples not used in its creation, to assess its predictive reliability. Other quality
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criteria which may be of relevance are number of
leaves, number of discriminators used and the FALSE ALARM CLASSIFICATION TREE
size of the tree relative to the size of the
training set.

Yes
Such trees are represented graphically in

a window based environment, so large trees can Aam2 - No
be viewed by scrolling about, Figure 14. The
benefit of this explicit representation is that Unwn
it focuses the engineer's attention. For A4M Yes
example, the tree can represent, and allow the

L engineer to -home in on- inconsistencies in the
data, rules or constraints, and incompleteness AI ---N2

in the mapping. Further inspection of the tree

may bring to the engineers attention the fact No Undecidable
that some discriminators are being combined to
produce s result. This may be noted as Yes
interesting or unreasonable, In the latter
case, the engineer in forced to consider why
this is so, and hence knowledge, which might Figure.14. A typical fauf tree
have been missed, is brought to attention.

Consideration of the numerical quality of the
tree gives the engineer a clue as to the usefulness of the discriminator set chosen, and additionally,
an assessment of the usefulness of each individual discriminator is provided.

'Unknown' signifies an incompleteness in the mapping, 'undecidable' signifies an inconsistency.
Note that both apply only to restricted parts of the tree, and not the tree as a whole. The association
of Alarm I with Alarm 2 may be significant.

This classifier can be thought of as a sophisticated database analysis tool, which helps the
engineer choose useful discriminators for the problem, and then produces an efficient mapping between
these discriminators and the faults which have to be detected, together with an analysis of the quality of
this mapping. Assuming that the quality is acceptable, the mapping can then be embedded in either an
off-line data analyser or an on-line fault monitoring system.

The task of the classifier can be made clearer by considering the situation depicted in Figure 15.
This shows the time trends of a gear monitoring 'vector' composed of the FI numbers described in Section
4, ar.d some additional ones to do with calculated gear usage (UF - structural failure related usage, UW -

gear tooth wear related usage) and debris production (DL, DS).

The time trend data has been broken up into three phases, namely (i) the burn in phase (from
acceptance testing to 20 hrs flying time), (ii) the threshold setting phase (next 10 hrs flying time) and
the monitored phase (from 30 hra to time of failure at 510 hrs). The trends shown are hypothetical but
based on long experience of how such analysis techniques function.

At the end of the threshold setting phase all alarms are set based on the mean and standard
deviation of all measurements made during that phase, or absolute level if knowledge about how to set that
exists.

Operating Time re 
0 .......... 20.. .22.. .30.... .32.. . . . . 450...452 .. . . ........ 510

FAILURE

ur n threshold I--- Fault Free Operation > - Fault Development ->

Phase setting

MFl H H - - 4----- 4 ------ 4 --- --- 4
FM I H -. .-. .-. .-. .- . .- . .- . .- - . .- . .- . .- . .- . .- . .- . .- - . .- . .- . .- .

V F112-- -- -. . . . . . . . .-- ----- --- 446444454
E FM3 -.- -.- -. . . ..- - . .- . .- . .- . .- - . .-. .-. .- . .- - . .- . .- . .- . .- - . .-

C 114 . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 5 4 5 6 4 Strip reveal,

T 5 H H -- ---- - 4 - 4 --- 4 4 5 5 4 5 5 6 6 6 8 8 7 8 9 7 Tooth spallins
0 UP - f ---- -- I H NIf - It - It If - If - - - It - - If - H - - fl -

DL - - --- ------ ----- -- - - - 12- 2 3 -1 3
DS )If H -. . . -. . -.. . . -. . -. . -. . . . -. . -. . . .- . I -. . . . 3 3 2 - 3 4 A 1

Faulty Higher Usage FMS trigger Safety
Assembly Rae Data
(high 1 eta) (hih UF) Alarm

(high P14. R111)

Search or Precuror Indicatos Search for Earliest
a s' Supplamentary Data Sigos of Failure

KFey '-' vstee lies within 3 at"aderd devietios of "en

'W' oatue gester then meen plus 4 etandard deviations
'5' " 0 " 5 1 1 ate
'41' value high based on either clasmseean (for burn in phase)

or absove 'budget' for usage rate (UP,m)

Figure.15. Time Trend of Gear Monitoring Vector
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For the next 420 hrs the gearbox operates without any safety alarms being triggered. However at
452 hrs the FM5A parameter exceeds its threshold, followed soon after by the debris and FMdA numbers. At
510 hrs the unit is pulled for examination and spalls are found on two teeth of one of the gears. (Along
with miscellaneous amounts of fretting, corrosion, initial pitting etc.)

The classifier is then set two tasks:

I Determine the best complex of rules for detection of this fault on all other units at the earliest
possible stage.

2 Determine any precursors of the failure in terms of build quality or operational usage.

The first problem it would treat by analysis of something called 'fan out'. Remembering that the
vector is made up of discriminants that look for the fault in several different ways, some discriminants
will undoubtedly be more sensitive than others. The technique employed therefore involves marching
backwards through the database looking for the first signs of parameters exceeding a threshold lower than
the safety level (which is set very high in order to limit false alarms).

Fan-out then describes the process whereby as time marches forward more and more alarms are seen,
either by results breaking through higher and higher threshold levels or completely new ones arising. The
fan-out shown in Figure 15 starts with FM5, propagates to debris then FM4A and ends up with SDA and MFI
just beginning to exceed their lowest threshold level.

The second problem is more difficult to treat. What the classifier would be looking for are
connections and anomalies between the reported fault, the usage of the aircraft and the data gathered
during acceptance testing and bun-in. For example, the system designer could have given it the rule:

If the failure is 'wear' and the aircraft usage related to wear is high, then the fault is
anticipated.

the implication being not to bother searching for an assembly or manufacturing cause.

An important issue at this juncture is the significance of 'class' versus 'particular aircraft'
data. If the number of aircraft in the fleet is low (say less than 20 aircraft) the use of fleet (or
'class') statistics is problematical, largely on account of measurement noise. However, if the fleet
happens to be large (> 50 aircraft), the usage of each aircraft is being monitored accurately and the
discriminators have been carefully selected, experience has shown class data to be extremely valuable.

6.0 AVIONIC HARDWARE

The goal is systems that fly with aircraft and produce both safety data in the air and highly
effective maintenance data on the ground.

The part that flies must be both light in weight and cost effective with respect to whatever else
is on the same aircraft. In practice this usually means that it must make maximum use of whatever sensors
and computers are fitted to the aircraft as standard.

The system currently being developed by the authors' company for application to both helicopters
and fixed wing aircraft has already been shown in overall system terms, see Figure 1, and the intention is
ultimately to produce a system that can interface to any existing or new avionics package, regardless of
whether the latter is 'integrated' or 'discrete'. The main design problem is the front end signal
processor needed to operate on the multitude of sensors, some of which require only infrequent
interrogation, others constant interrogation; some of which require only minimal processing to produce a
result, others massive amounts of processing. The key therefore is the main processing unit and for this
difficult task the super flexible device known as the Transputer was selected (Reference [61).

7.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The authors have presented an approach towards vibration monitoring that gives a great deal more
than has hitherto been possible. This new approach relies on integrating three critical teehnologies,
namely:

1 The availability of discriminants able to detect the important faults in a safe and false alarm
free manner.

2 The ground station technology able to process large volumes of safety and supplementary data. In
particular this means database and classifier software.

3 The availability of avionic computers flexible and powerful enough to generate the safety and
supplementary data.

All three are needed, and to be developed the system probably has to fly on a significant number of
aircraft. Any attempt to develop the Supplementary Data aspect of the system via tape recorded data would
almost inevitably fail due to logistical problems of data collection.

a.|
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DISCUSSION

R.FEATHERSTONE

Could you give an example of a discriminator?

Author's Reply:

The computer program must be "open". This allows designers or other

authorised users to insert their knowledge without having to expose

that information to a third party.

It is possible, and sometimes desirable, to demonstrate a technique

for monitoring design knowledge using an "idealised" machine. The desig-

ner can then insert the particular information pertinent to his machine

at a later date.

J. DAWSON

If design information is so important to diagnostic work,how do you

deal with the proprietary position of the machine designer?

Author's Reply:

FM4A applied to gear fault detection utilises the kurtosis of the signal

appropriate to the shaft on which the gear under examination is running.

The isolation of the signature for the shaft is achieved by synchro-

nous averaging. The value of F4A is related directly to known values

of the kurtosis of various signals, eg a sine wave has the value 3

which enables the "no fault" condition to be specified with confidence.

_____ _____

______ _____
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AMSTIAICT

Teat House methods used by the RAF for diagnosing causes of excessive vibration in Military Engines are
based on a visual comparison of the test 'signatures' with those from built in fault tests.
Interpretation depends largely on operator experience A joint programme was launched In 184 to develop
a softwar based analyser to diagnose a range of mechanical abnormalties including unbalance,
melalignment of bearings and shafts, and squeeze film bearing malfunctions. The analysor would handle a
variety of engine types and would be suitable for inexperienced operators.

The ensuing programme between MOD and RR plc developed data acquisition and interpretive routines, and
provided recorded engine signatures from both the W and Rtls-ERoyc. plc test beds. Important aspects
were the essential combination of Intuitive operator experience, detailed strip and inspection of problem
engines, and an engineering understanding from Rolls-Royce plc. The current Intention is to install an
Automatic Data Processing system by 980/91.

This paper reviews the successes achieved and problems encountered.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Current stress analysis techniques enable modern gas turbine engines to withstand steady state loads
with a high degree of certainty and so in service problems due to this cause are rare. In contrast.
engine vibration behaviour is less predictable and it Is generally accepted by engine manufacturers and
operaltors, both civil and milItalry, that in a pralctical engine design a degree of vibration will lwayvs

be present.

Acceptable vibration levels are specified by the manufacturer and adopted for ground acceptance testing
and during flight. Such limits reduce possible fatigue failures of external dressings, particularly
important oil or fuel pipes, and reduce discomfort to passengers and eircrew from noise. Other problems
from vibration can include loosening of electrical and mechanical connections as well as a number of
clipping, fretting and wear difficulties. Despite rigorous control of manufacture end assembly
techniques, vibration problems can occasionally arise after first or subsequent builds prior to
installation. Foreign object damage (FOD) to compressor rotor blades and other faults will also cause
unwanted vibration in flight.

Umitation of the consequences of engine vibration is achieved by monitoring the vibration levels fromsiTably positioned external transducers. On RR plc test beds and the RAP's uninstalled engine test
houses (UETH) a fixed vibration limit is displayed In velocity or displacement units end used to assess
acceptability. On board systems also detect levels above the fixed limit, but In addition Identifies
sudden or gradual changes in vibration Indicating potential problems.

When the limit is exceede, the compex signal Is analysed to display vibration characteristics at
various engine rpm's from which a degree of visual diagnosis is possible. Vibration diagnostic methods
In RAF UETH's examine out-of-belance (008) but current guidelines require considerable interpretive
skills. Other more subtle causes of engine vibration currently receive limited attention and are not
part of a formal diagnostic procedure.

By using modem signal analysis procedures the vibration transducer signal can now be examined In much
greater detail than before. There follows the exciting capability to charecterlse an engines 'signature'
more fully by Identifying symptoms not previously detectable but which can greatly enhance diagnosis of
rejected engines it is this aspect that prompted the UK MOD(PE) and Rolls-Royce plc to Investigate ways
of using modem Automatic Data Processors (ADP) to improve their existing diagnostic techniques. The
joint Investigation would, at Its conclusion, provide the basis for specifying a new generation of
vibration analysis (VA) equipment for current and future aero engine vibration diagnosis In UK bases.
Benefits are anticipated to be

An Improvement in diagnostic efficiency

A reduction In unnecessary strip end rebuilds, end related uninstalled engine test house (UETH)
acceptance testing time.

A consistent and uniform method of diagnosis which does not totally rely on operator expertle In the
long term.

The study wea one of a number of UK MoD funded development progremmes aimed at improving aero enginehealth monitoring techniques see ref l. it was seen In the context of a developing field In rotor

_ _ _.... _ _ __.
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diagnostic technology within Rolls-Royce pic. current UK University research, and a number of
sub-contract companies. This PIWp describes aspects studied relating to improvements in vibration
health monitoring. it is appropriate to first outline the causes of vibration, the RAF's current
maintenance policy end practice, In sections 2 and 3

2.0 USING VIBRATION TO ASSESS
MECHAMCAL ACCEPTABUMY

For complete e" effective engine vibration
analysis, two problems must be addressed. The
first and Immediate concern is undoubtedly to
find the coue of excessive vibration. The
second problem Is to find how to Interpret the
n!is signature to detect mechanical faults

which don't necessarily cause excessive
vibration. but which cause distress end the
risk of subsequent failures. eg in gearboxes.
bearings, or oil restriction to bearings etc.
These separate aspects are examined below.
The reader should first refer to FIg.1 to
become familiar with the modular type of I , C.s05 , .. . ..
construction in a typical two shaft sero H comssm S. 0 ssw..G s. ssWE~
engine. W ve 5 TUARMS & ..P 9 .OCATON WE~

2.1 Elve E l FIG I TYPICAL TWO SHAFT AERO-ENGINE

The vibration signal is complex and contains
energy components relating to structural
natural frequences. to forcing once per ra
signals from rotational forces at each rpm of
the spools, IP or HP as appropriate and to
forces at other frequencies. Fig.2 shows
typical features extracted from the transducer
signal and used for diagnosing the particular
type of problem. Generally, the responses of
Ist order NH or NL for example are related to
the out of balance In the relevant rotor
assembly and are the cause of most engine

rejections. Such causes are from adverse
tolerance build up at couplings, splines etc.
during engine build or from FOD damage to
bading during flight.

Typical vibration amplitude responses within
the rpm range Idle to maximum result from
excessive OOE and erm strongly Influenced by FIG 2 DIAGRAMMATIC ILLUSTRATION
the engine dynamic characteristics and as a OF 'GENERIC' SYMPTOMS
result are engine type dependent. OUT OF BALANCE

2.2 Exermpls of using Vbretion to detect faults

Symptoms of non linear vibration, eg harmonics and sidebands, can be detected from faults occasionally
found in engines relating to mallgnment of bearings end/or housings, eccentricities of bearing Inner
track locations. swash at thrust bearing location faces for example. Subsequent in service non linear
faults Include rotor to stator rubs, trapped oil In a rotor or squeeze film bearing malfunction (which
could also be catagorlsed as a 'bulld' cause). Most of these faults are not currently the cause of
rejection since high amplitudes are not observed at the externally mounted vibration transducers. They
are usually dentiffied by frequency analysis alone end are 'generic' Is independent of engine type - sea
Fig 2. They give corroborative evidence to improve the range and confidence level when diagnosing high
or unusual vibration characteristics. Such symptoms may also provide early warning of vibration problems
after a period of operational use.

Gear meshing and accessory faults, are of course not related directly to engine vibration, but can be
identified by examination of frequencies usually much higher than engine main shaft frequencies.

3.0 CURRENT RAF MAINTENANCE PRACTICE AND METHODS OF DIAGNOSIS

3.1 RAF Mantnnce Poicy

The RAF have adopted a policy of maintaining their engines themselves, rebuilding and testing at 2nd
line bases, and having a deep strip facility of 3rd line bases. By so doing, turn round times are
reduced to a minimum avoiding transportation to and from the contractors for overaul. To make their
task easie a modular engine construction was adopted to facilitate the replacement of life expired
rotating components under a planned maintenance programme.

. .. - --.
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Fig.3 shows the maintenance cycle.
Identifying the requrement for vibreton
diagnosis and for deciding which module should -f.-W,,o
be replaced to reduce vibration. Every engine- wT.
is tested for vbration analysis (VA) and
penforman after each strip and rebuild. The
Ililts of vibration, specified by Rolls-Royce
PlC for URTN and aircraft pass a"f, are
Included in a procedure written by the RAF's
Central Servicing Development Establishment
(CSDE) who are very active in areas of
improving diagnostics.

3.2 Curen RAF Vibration Analysi, i,4
Technimitu

Once an engine is confirmed as a reject In
the UETK. a diagnostic check Is carried out
appropriate to engine type. Adour engines are FIG 3 RAF MAINTENANCE CYCLE
tested at 12 set speeds for approx 2 mine at
each speed. A manually adjusted frequency • -•
filter/analyser identifies the amplitudes at €,
1st LP and 1st HP shaft order. A 'broadband'
level is also observed covering the ranges
30-400Hz approx- Each amplitude point is
first tabulated and then plotted by hand to
produce amplitude vs rpm plots between Idle
and max rpm's. The frequency analyser is the
analogue 1Vibrometer' VM3C and typical results
are shown together with the analyser in
flg.4a. If any vibration level exceeds the
relevant limit, the response characteristic is
compared with those derived from tests having . o z
009 deliberately applied to each of the main
modules. A 'beat fit' by eye gives guidance
on Identifying the offending module. There is
no test bed display other than from the VM3C
itself.

This System Is under review and Is expected to
be changed with the Introduction of a new ADP
software driven system described later. - mo. o,

1 199 engines also requirs testing at set
rpm's but analysis equipment is different,
comprising digital analyser, the Spectral ,O Oto
Dynamics S0340 to provide Fast Fourier ,.
Transforms of the broad band signal from the
accelerometers. See fig.4b The engine is run
at 5 set rpm's and at each rpm the frequency FIG 4s ADOUR UETH VIBRATION TESTING
spectrum is plotted covering 0-5001z. When
the front transducer plots are completed, the
whole process is repeated for the rear
transducer.

The plotted spectra are examined to identify
the source of vibration - whether it is from
engine spool 000 or from an accessory, such as
a fuel or hydraulic pump. Amplitudes are
trended from previous test results where
appropriate.

In general the R199 engines do not have
many vibration problems and those which do
occasionally occur are easy to Identify and in m Q - -s
most cases, examination over 0-500Hz is
confined tot-

checking LP order from the front transducer
for LP compressor 009, or

HP order from the rear for HP compressor or
turbine 006,

IP order is checked from either transducer
for IP turbine 00 end

a constst frequency signal which on rare
occasions has shown a bearing alignment or oil
supply fault

FIG 4b RBI9 UETH VETATION TESTING

- - -.- ~-.--.' NA.:
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In addition spectral plots over 0-6000Hz are used to datect the margin for onset of unusual forms of
compressor blade vibration at extreme operating conditions. Data for this is derived from an installed
pressure transducer.

The RAF do not as yet have dedicated engine test houses for the vertical lift Pegasus engines but intend
to acquire them in the future. All acceptance testing Is done at RR plc for new and rebuilt engines.
However the Pegasus Is fitted with a compreltensive Engine Monitoring System (EMS) primarily for life
usage counting, but includes vibration measurement and analysli and will be entering squadron service in
the near future. The vibration signal is received by the EMS unit and analysed by 15 fixed band filters
between 30 and 5000Hz to identify 1st engine order 001 and other causes of vibration.

8y using fixed band frequencies the total spectrum is examined as the engine accelerates and
decelerates. The amplitude in each band Is plotted In a ground base station from down-loaded data from
which visual diagnosis can be made by using a diagnostic chart relating frequency band, speed and
fault.

This system combines a degree of frequency and amplitude analysis with a trending capability In flight.
it is designed to identify airborne characteristics such as angine/aircraft touch points in high '9" loadconditions as well as engine related fauits mentioned above. There is also a built In potential for
detecting gear and bearing auits but an additional vibration transducer(s) may be required for this
spscialised analysis. Suitable VA procedures have yet to be defined for future RAF test beds.

3.3 Sonei Problems uac& Concens of Currn RAF Diagnostic Med&

The success of current methods relies largely on the experience and enthusiasm of key personnel,
particularly for Adour engines. The mobility of service personnel requires that they are posted from
time to time, when their knowledge is lost to the base. Although previous records are available, there
will inevitably be a reduction Is diagnostic efficiency for a while. There is also concern that
Technician time is needed for manual plotting of test data which could be done automatically using more
modem equipment.

Current methods are generally effective for single 008 faults but discrimination to modular level
becomes increasingly difficult when more than one source is present eg at HP compressor and HP turbine.
Some Adour engines can be almost impossible to diagnose correctly using existing practices even after
several repeated strip end rebuilds. There is also concern that some engine faults, or accessory and
gear damage symptoms remain undetected by current methods or by the use of standard fit transducers.

It Is recognised that for a number of reasons. particularly that of maintaining equipment which is no
longer supported by the suppliers, there Is a need to replace some or all of the analysis and display
equipment. There Is concern here that future equipment should be common to all UETH's and engine types,
and should have considerable development stretch potential and capable of obtaining signatures in flight
as well as during ground testing.

There Is clearly a need for a knowledge based ADP system which stores the collective experience and
automatically fully processes data vibration characteristics.

4.0 SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES TO IMPROVE DIAGNOSTIC EFFICIENCY

To overcome these concerns, certain technical objectives were defined. Firstly, there needed to be an
extension of the data base of the recorded engine signatures from installed (ground runs) and UETH
acceptance tests. Secondly, the fault/symptom correlation was to be extended using In service experience
from the RAF and RR plc, who would underpin their validity by analytical studies and rig testing.
Thirdly, the development of common hardware and software techniques for a new ADP system should
incorporate a 'knowledge based' system. The software should be vary easy to use and capable of accepting
now fault/symptoms as they become available from a number of sources. Easy transfer of data between
operational stations was also a requirement.

Organisational objectives ware to sat up a direct line of communication between Rolls-Royce pic
specialists and the RAF's front line. This involved the manufacturer more directly In diagnosing and
inspecting suspect components at 3rd line maintenance bases to relate build abnormalities to unusual
signatures - a very important aspect.

Finally a dialogue between Rolls-Royce and RAF advisors from the Central Servicing Development
Establishment group was required on a number of important VA aspects including training and dealing with
station queries on prototype software systems undergoing in service trials.

5.0 IMPROVEMENTS IN DIAGNOSTIC EFFICIENCY

This section briefly describes the various related areas to widen the knowledge base and the
development of signal processing and software techniques for an ADP system.

.I Widenkn the Symptom Deft Bsa

The RAF agreed to tope record signals from engines during a continuous acceleration and deceleration in
UETH's and installed In aircraft to widen the eisting dat base. A special purpose kit was prepared at
Rolls-Royce plc for Adour's In Hawk end Jaguar aircraft and ROWS in Tornado. Details of the recorded
signatures are given In flg.5 which were returned to Rolls-Royce for full analysis end Inclusion in the
data bank. Rejected engine response charecteristics were flied manually until subsequent rebuild and

2 _I..:. ,'"--,- . ..............
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test had confirmed or changed the original .. c, hnm

diagnosis. After a sufficient number of datum * e - ,"
signatures had been obtained. recordings were
made only from rejected engines. Examples of 3',ur - '

aiditions and Improvements to the existing.-- . ,n't -
knowledge base included better discrimination ADDmS
of Adour HP compressor and turbine 00S by _ ' DM.
identifying differences in the lst EO HP ____ es u
response between each of the two standard fit
accelerometers (transducers) mounted either 13 , - "
side of the Intermediate casing. _ _ I

Vibration related to the LP rotor was
identified as looseness of a rotating FIG 5 RECORDINGS OF ENGINE VIBRATION
anti-icing tube location bend which increased SIGNATURES FROM RAF BASES
LP order vibration rapidly at 100%NL rpm in
engines having location wear at very high
in-service lives. An example of a more
complex fault was of particular benefit to the
RAF after attempted diagnosis using their
current 'compressor' 008 diagnostic graphs
were repeatedly unsuccessful (over some 5
builds). By a close Inspection of the signal
characteristic at Rolls-Royce the suspect
module - No 3 the intermediate casing - was
Identified and stripped out for detailed
checks for 001 and geometric tolerance build
up. The symptom was found to relate to a
considerable couple Imbalance. The
characteristic included non linear vibration,
notable the 1/2 orders indicating perhaps an
overload of the HP shaft squeeze film - sea
fig.6.

ADOUN MODULE 3 - 15TE59501ATE CAMIES

wwsr mIN/ e

1.0 1 lot ORDER BALANE)

o. 112 ORDER (NON-L56A-TY0.8 POStlY 8F)|
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,IJ
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H
"

129 25815 5 37 " 4 IIAT Y,

oeosm'c u.E ] ,wsnc or,2o
A MPLITUDE

CHARACITRISTIC

FIG 6 EXAMPLE OF IMPROVED FAULT CHARACTERISATION

The only RB199 engine 'fault' found during the period of signature recording was related to HP turbine
000. This was shown as a vibration peak near 88%NH.

Engine testing at Rolls-Royce plc Included built-in faults on Adour development engines to validate whole
engine model predictions and to provide diagnostic symptoms. Testing included 'fauits' within the HP
compressor and turbine, LP compressor and turbine (singly end together, in and out of phase) and swash at
a curvic coupling. It was completed in late 1987 and much analysis has yet to be done. An example of
the use from the validation of an Adour finite element model is given later.

In the absence of specific LP compressor and turbine faults during recording at RAF bases the
characteristics from Rolls-Royce's LP compressor and turbine 009 results have been used to update the set
of standard fault characteristics used for vibration diagnosis.

TO complement the 00 symptoms, a special purpose rig was bult to identify symptoms of a 'generic'
nature from molallgnment and 00B combinations. Rolls-Royce defined the test programme, applying 000,
axial loads end maidlignment conditions appropriate to military engines. Rig testing was carried out by
Stewart Hughes Ltd on two and three bearing arrangements of a single shaft system having squeeze filmed
roller end thrust bearings. Axial loading was applied for some tests. Charecteristics seen from the
Initial results indicated that the use of a squeeze film bearing reduced resonant vibretion amplitudes by
a factor of 4 indicating satisfactory operation of the squeeze film and that smell vertical misalignments
within the squeeze film bearing clearance reduced the damping efficiency sufficiently to give symptoms of
1/2 order frequencies. Dynamic (eccentric) misalignment of the bearing inner track showed en amplitude
reduction and phase change when the 000 and eccentric displacement forces were equal end out of phase.

- . . . :44.
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This amplitude reduction has been noted in engines when assembled roto are difficult to balance to the
very low levels normally achieved.

An Investigation Into geer mashing faults began by analysing Rolls-Royce recordings for Pegasus
accessory gearbox mounted transducers- Using a Stewart Hughes Ltd - analyser (described lateri and their
diagnostic software on recordings from several development engine gearboxes, a deep mesh characteristic
was identified from a bevel gear as shown in fig.7a From this encouraging result, a special gearbox rig
was commissioned to investigate the following potential build faults including:-

mesh depth of bevel drive gears.

swash of drive shaft.

Faults likely to occur in operation use were:-

half chipped tooth and surface damage to a single tooth,

damange to contact face of a single tooth.

oil starvation to the gearbox for 10 minutes o

Methods of diagnosing gear faults are very
different from those used for engine ----------
vibration. The identification of unacceptable . . .1. ...
levels of gear faults relies on trending -OO W we' o-- P ,a
either energy or pattern analysis and the user *.u.,... vat uvaa o,,.'
must use trending parameters which are related
to specific known faults. Pattern analysis FIG 7a
can also give 'One-shot' diagnosis for some
faults and this was used by RR during these
tests. Data from a particular gear shaft is
derived from the accelerometer signal mounted
on the outside of the gearbox by synchronous " I
time averaging relateo to one rotation of that loaak
shaft.

Once a stable time averaged waveform has
been derived, then the waveform ovaa a.

characteristics are presented as figures of
merit. These parameters can be related to aaoa ,,ea, ,,.. aa

specific faults and were used successfully to
identify most of the 'built in' abnormalities
in the rig tests. Gear analysis techniques
and parameter definition are now well defined
and a number of companies - see Fig.7b have
this capability. This work related diagnostic
parameters to known faults for Rolls-Royce
gearboxes which can be used in a more FIG 7b GEAR VIBRATION WITH VARYING
comprehensive engine health diagnostic MESH DEPTH
package, linked with engine vibration, in the
future

5.2 Exploratory Use Of Analytical Models - ....

For Understanding Vibration Symptoms

Work in this area has progressed at RR pi c - ----

and UK Universities at Aberdeen and
Southampton in recent years. Much more
remains to be done before a rigorous physical
understanding of non linear vibration
characteristics can be claimed. It is the
tong term intention to provide a theoretical
data base for rotor 00 for each engine type
as well as non linear generic effects. Refer
to reference 2 for related reading.

RR plc has finite element whole engine models
for new and current in service engines, though
their use is essentially for structural load
analysis, particularly of newer engines
Dynamic analysis from 00 forces has been done o
to underpin the understanding of measured
fault symptoms likely to cause engine
rejections. Linear analysis can predict
resonant frequencies of 2 or 3 spool engines
with reasonable accuracy and good correlation
is achieved with measurements. Predicted
amplitudes are however strongly dependent upon ,,
damping within the (complex) structure.
Application of 00 forces to the Adour low FIG 8 UBE OF A FINITE ELEMENT WHOLEpressure rotor, identified mode shapes and ENGINE MODEL TO ALES ADOUIcorresponding resonant amplitudes peaks andrpm's - see fig, Mode 8 is found VIBRATION SYMPTOMS

-- T.• .. t7777'--T7
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experlmnentally to be Prominent when LP turbine M
imbelace is present rather then compressor
Iimace This is mote easily under stood by
reference to the mis efape In which the
turbine cassng elits gignificefit mvement
In this mode.

Step changes In emipil dud"n en
acceleration or deceisration which are

attrbuted to the 'stiffening spring' effect

symptom has been observed on rigs anid engines
andIs typical of non-linear syste. Sucha 36 0 W r W W W

~fecs have been modelled with good agreement %,SmJT -

for.a 2 shaft engine and an exampte Is given
In fig9. The diagnostic value of the Step FIG g PREDICTED & MEASURED RESPONSES
characteristics is that they Indicate a
stiffening support characteristic implying TW(SHF
that a squeeze film efficiency Is less than am SAFTr. xi.inWinhmmHL"O
adequate, especially If measured vibration
levels are low. Occaslonally a gradual change --------

of amplitude at a fixed rpm is observed, the
level reducing to a perhaps 1/4 of Its SAFTvrinrlm. 68r SrkU sA~WT Ais .m @off

original value over a few fnins. Possible
causes for such symptoms Include: ,

Changes in squeeze film clearance (". to '/cearance 3)

changes In axial load on the bearing as a .msA .AT 5W *Aa ATT

result of seat clearance changes, or WIT0AWRAM T 8 eA la.I AT 501*

In rotor bend with temperature pw-l WT7-C5x-

stabilisatlen.
FIG 10 MISALIGNED SHAFTS AND HOUSINGS

Typical malelignments and associated 'generic' symptoms are shown In 119.10. The essential difference
Is between those which rotate about a 'bent' axis and those shafts which have a 'dog leg'. Measurements
frequently show 2nd order and higher harmonics for malaligned systems. A possible mechanism for this
symptom Is the variation of rotational reactions at the bearing supports causing very small changes In
amplitude of shaft orbits from which harmonic$ of shaft rotation will result Lack of thrust bearing
squereneas has a similar effect.

io125*5050

-woe.@" m

FIG tI I FEATURES OF A SQUEEZE FILM FIG lib OIL FILM OVERLOADED IN BEARING

A typical squeeze film damper design for aero engine main bearings Is shown In flg.1 is. Its ability to
reduce perceived vibration comes from hydrodynamic damping of shaft orbits but also by accommodating
meallfgnment errors In 3 bearing assemblies. The benefit is wall established after some 20 years
experience In RR ple engines. However, vibration symptoms from Incorrect operation have been observed
when the Oil feed or clearances are not as designed or have deterior'tod. Once Metal to Metal contact
occurs, frequency symptoms are noted at tractional orders or at fixed frequencies - as shown in Fig 11b.

Recent work at Aberdeen University has Modelled the effect of a discontinuous bearing support housing snd

shown In 0ig.12 with a similar result shown in a Pegasus angina. For further details refer to

refeenc 3. Various simple mechanisms of partial and continuous rubs have been modelled by Rolls-Royce
whic Idntft comlex rbi shaes. FFTtransforms readily show ,arlous fractional orders, 1/3, 1/5 etc

which oemeasured during rig or engine tests.
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FIG 12 SYMPTON OF A NONLINEAR BEARING SUPPORT

5.3 IlWovenit to SWW n alkilk WW 009nam Uiri Pattem K1Xh*M

An off the shelf analyster, the 'Mechanical System Diagnostic Analyser" (MSDA). marketed by Stewart
Hughes Ltd w43 supplied to Rolls-Royce by MOD PE for evaluation for engine vibration analysis. It Is
normally programmed for a choice of several vibration diagnostic applications eg gear and bearing
problems In helicopter transmissions, rotor tracking errors, and monitoring cracking in power generating
shafts, but hid nt previously been applied to sere gas turb ine vibration diagnosis. It is
illustrated In fig.13a. See also reference 4 for further reading. The engine input signals required re
the standard htment vibration transducer(s) - 2 In most cases - and the LP and HP shaft rp'.

The excudwv u programme was written by Rolls-Royce pc personnel for the pecifiC exercise described in
this paper. it stared dota collection t ground Idle rpm, and instructed da sampling from a variable
frequency rang* covering 4 x shift rpm. A slow acceleration to max rpm nd deceleration back to idle was
adopted, being the traditional Rolls-Royce test method for a vibration survey. The MSDA was g ogrImmed
to continuously measure rpm and utomticlly plot a 100 point graph of ist order rmplitude variation
against (vs) rpms Originally the MSoA's computer controlled bnd-pss fiters tricked the spool

frequencies but this method required more than one slow acceleration to acquire data and only displayed
amplitude information at once per rev frequencies. There were also problems in discriminating between
close once per rev frequencies such as the Adour which has 1st order NH and NL separated by only 30Hz at
max engine rpm. This early system, though, gave a much improved definition of amplitude vs rpm variation
compared with the RAF's 12 point hand plot.

It was decided to abandon the tracking filter approach and instead to acquire and store Fast Fourier
Transform Data for the following reasons:-

to provide better frequency determination,

to shorten data acquisition time to one slow accel (1.5 mins) and decal, and to

to enable examination of a wider frequency spectrum, for a fuller diagnosis of the signature.

The framework of the programme remained the same, but now the sampled measurement points were Fourier
transformed and stored on disc - each transform being tagged with the shaft rpm.

After data collection the spool frequencies were tracked through the stored data and amplitude vs rpm
responses at IN. or NH, or broadband 30-300Hz is plotted on the MSDA's printer plotter. The diagnostic

I -

FIG 13a FIG 13Sb MSDA DIAGNOSIS
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sages for checking limit exceedence and fault finding together with an example Of the output is shown in
Fig 13. Detection of the unbalanced module was by 'Pattern Matching' the test engine characteristics
with pro determined amplitude vs rpm plots from RAF end Rolls-Royce experience. A statistical technique
using one way analysis of variance of the sum of squares difference gave degrees of certainty from which
the most probable fault was defined.

There are various ways of presenting amplitude, frequency and engine rpm (on time) information in two
dimensions. The reader may be familiar with 'waterfall' plots which superimpose individual frequency
spectre (amplitude vs frequency) to give a perspective view of time. In this way amplitude end
frequency variation can be seen together as engine rpm changes, an example is shown in fig 12. The
method favoured by Rolls-Royce pic Is to plot the spectra sequentially on frequency and rpm axis.
modulating the amplitude with colour In the third or Z axis. This type of presentation is known as the Z
Modulation or (Z Mod) plot and Is a very valuable tool for engineering interpretation of unusual symptoms
see also fig 12. Amplitudes are plotted on a log scale to improve detection of relatively low levels
which are not otherwise easily observed.

At this stage Of the study, the MSDA provided essentially an automatic analysis and diagnostic system
which emulated the current procedures used by the RAF. Two major benefits were shown, firstly that of
haying an automatic system to analyse, diagnose, and display data in a matter of minutes. Secondly there
was potential for a large reduction in the vibration test, say by a factor of 7. The next major step was
to Increase the flexibility and ease of Improving and updating the range of diagnostic symptoms
particularly those of showing 'generic' faults. This is discussed in the next section.

5.4 Development of a Syatenmtic rKnowleged Saed Diagnostic Method

Symptoms for non linearity offered additional diagnostic Information to the existing knowledge base of
OOB resonant responses. (The capability to extract the information automatically is currently being
developed under a separate ALVEY funded programme). A revised diagnostic tree to include these symptoms
is shown in fg.14 based on 'if/then' rules widely used by engineers in fault diagnosis. Uke all
diagnostic systems, the prototype ADP system addressed the following points:

1) was the acquired data valid, and was there a limit exceedence?

2) was 009 easily diagnosed (by response pattern recognition)?

3) was non linear vibration characteristic evident eg squeeze film malfunction?

4) what diagnostic statement can be given for maintenance action?

' ...

IG 1,14 DIAGOSTI cCT

FIG 14 DIAGNOSTIC LOGIC TR ES

.'. - -- ,: : .. ...K
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initial use of the MSDA described In the previous section gave good results for simple 000 faults and
was generally as successful as thie diagnosis of 006 by RAF technicins Non linear responses were
first Investigated at Rolls-Royce by visual examination of the Z mod plats and applying Engineering
judgement However, addition of new symptoms to the USDA Fortran menu proved to be labour intensive, and
the Initial software was not sufficiently user friendly for use In the field. To improve the ability to
Input new Interpretive data and to reduce time spent in changing software it was decided to take away the
decision process from the MSDA. A separate knowledge be" was achieved by adding an IBM Personal
Computer with USP softwere to communicate with the MSDA Fortran menu, leaving the USDA as a data base
and analyser.

Diagnosis strted by Instructing the MSDA to extract Ist order NH or NL amplltudes from FFT files of an
engine acceeration/deceeration and to plot the 1at engine order amplitudes vs rpm as before. A series
of rules were then Invoked by the control programme , the extent and order depending on results of the
previous operation. By using a separate knowledge base, it was relatively easy to add a new
characterlsed fault after only a half hours programming time.

6.0 PROBLEMS REVEALED DURING THE STUDY

6.1 Engineeoing Technddcl Problems

The Importance of engine mounting support flexibility was demonstrated by looking at differences
between uninstalled and aircraft Installed characteristics. This underpinned the need to have a
knowledge base appropriate to the engine and support structure combination. For future diagnosis in
installed situations a different rule base would be required from that normally used in UETH's.

Amplitude vs rpm response plots published by the RAF's CSDE In 1982 were generated from the Jaguar
version of the Adour and applied to both Jaguar and Hawk versions, The main differences are in the
addition of a reheat system and an exis spring to preload the LP thrust bearing. Differences in engine
responses have subsequently been identified by finite element models and measurement. Separate
definition of response plots for each engine could Improve diagnosis of some 00 characteristics.

The diagnosis of vibration above the acceptance limit using pattern matching techniques was not
adequate for engines having more than one unbalanced module, or where severe non linear vibration was
present.

Current RAF guidelines were based on the beat fault/symptom data available when published, but new
symptoms have recently become available which should expand their interpretive skills.

6.2 Hardware and Software Problems

First hand experience of RAF technicians using prototype ADP systems at the front line emphasised the
importance of adequate training and having extremely friendly software. Difficulty was found in using
the prototype ADP system despite having extensive descriptive and operational manuals - this is further
discussed in section 6.3.

The combination of the MSDA and IBM PC was adopted to enable the use of 'expert' software which could not
be Implemented in the MSDA. An anticipated by product of using LISP is that it has 'garbage collections'
which are outside the programmers control. The occurrence of one of these collections during an MSDA/PC
data transfer caused the program to abort. Future alternatives would be either not to use USP or have
only one data transfer.

The type of transducer and the signal indicating shaft rpm is different on each engine in service. Som
give low frequency (70Hz maximum) and Others have high frequency (60 pulses/rav). Whilst suitable for
normal engine control for which they are intended, there was often sufficient 'jitter' in the signal to
make synchronous processing of the accelerometer signal difficult and extensive speed signal conditioning
was required. The use of a once/rev pulse from new engines is essential to avoid the need for such
equipment on future software based systems.

6.3 THE HUMAN FACTORS

Initial Ideas for an ADP centred around a closed system to which the operator fed in rpm and vibration
signels, and from which a diagnosis appeared after comprehensive examination of all possible solutions.
However, given the incomplete data base of characterised defects, and the need for involvement of the RAF
UETH personnel, It was decided to give much more visibility of the reasoning behind the diagnosis to
improve confidence In the outcome.

it is vitally important that the enginesring philosophy of the user Is fully understood and that the
system is Introduced In a sympathetic manner. Typically, the Chief T,"chnclsn in charge of a UETH will
have over 15 years service. He will not necessarily be familiar in detail with computers especially as
in his basic trade, le propulsion, he will have had relatively little exposure to microprocessor driven
equipment. The scene Is set, therefore, for a potential rejection when for the first time the computer
based analysis Is seen, or perceived, to fall. it is often at this point that a technician, who feels
threatened by the equipment, or jealous that his position as the best diagnostlcan Is being undermined,
will begin the process of denigration of the equipment. Once such a process starts, it is very difficult
to halt and reverse t. The lesson, therefore, must be to present the strengths and weaknesses of the
new technology and to give users a practical way In which their considerable diagnostics skills can be
used to improve the automatic system, it is Important to be frank about the weaknesses of the system and

to educate the user in the reason for the shortcomings so that when a failure Occurs it Is greeted with
constructive comments to improve it How then does one go about this task?

.. . ; .- - ,- . . . .. . . . ... .. . . . ........... ..
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Firstly, one must explain in simple terms the philosophy being employed in the softwere analysis. Here
good 'user friendly' software Is a must, but the extent of a prior specification of the software was
underestimated. As a result we tried and failed, to use fairly unfriendly software with a comprehensive
user guide. The problem with this approach Is the expense both in terms of preparing the explanation and
in terms of stopping work to release technicians to assimilate it. However, unless this phase is
covered, subsequent feedback will be disappointing.

Secondly, one should point out how the user can help In overcoming the weaknesses. New users will
always see far more variety in degrees of defect as well as, inevitably, finding all the 'new' ones.
They should be encouraged to exmine date, Insofar as they are able to, and to give the manufacturer as
much background information as possible. Allied to this is the essential requirement to store the data
on analysis failures so that it can be passed back for more detailed analysis and the introduction of new
diagnostic rules.

Thirdly, good staff work at all levels is oarticularly important during the period of establishing a
new knowledge base or Improving an existing one. Once a problem is identified it is essential to provide
feedback quickly so that the originator can see the fruits of his labour, It was of tremendous
assistance to have direct link between the front line and Rolls-Royce, this reduced the time taken to
process enquiries and enabled supplementary information to be speedily elicited. it is intended to
continue this dialogue on current in service engines to encourage technicians to participate in widening
existing knowledge bases in ADP systems as a forerunner to widening the limited knowledge base
necessarily supplied with new engines.

Fourthly, it should be made quite plain that there is currently no computer learning (normally called
artificial intelligence) involved in the analysis and that the diagnostic rules are based on the detailed
analysis of vibration signatures from engines with particular defects. To that extent, it is no
different from a technician. Most importantly, however, unlike the (human) technician who can be prone
to 'jumping to the wrong conclusion', the automatic system Is immune to pressure and always follows a
thorough and logical fault diagnosis. Equally. though the automatic system cannot exhibit 'flashes of
brilliance'.

Finally, and of equal importance to the prime task, the automatic system can be used to teach or pass
on diagnostic techniques to counter the effects of personnel movements. In the past, diagnostic success
decreased on the posting of the 'ace of the base" until his replacement became equally experienced when
the whole cycle repeated itself! This aspect should be virtually a thing of the past with this new
concept.

Military systems should provide a degree of redundancy to cater for system damage or denial during
operations. By always describing the diagnostic route followed, this system will train users in ts
methods so that when faced with a temporary loss of the automatic analysis facility the human
technician could still diagnose the majority of defects on an engine, albeit that it could take longer.

In summary then, it is not sufficient to just develop an Improved, more reliable analysis system. One
must also consider how to present it to the user without antagonising him. One should aim to present the
system as a facility which will assist the user in discharging his task but one which does require his
input In order to maximise its potential.

7.0 FOR THE FUTURE E ][~

BW demonstrating the advantages of AOP
systems using prototype technology described
earlier and by involving Air Force technicians
in evaluation of this new approach, en
understanding and acceptance of software based xoow SNOW$
VA equipment has emerged. The philosophy of
diagnosis will of course continue to be based
on established engineering principles and
improved as new understanding evolves. New COMM"
software based systems have the potential for -- C [I 11
cuting out tedious routine taks prodng a .-- mmeans of communicating diagnostic experience [0 C3 ,Jm,

to other RAF stations by simple means of
transferring software data. It will encourage
a new emphasis on increasing the knowledge omlxL ms
base of engine vibration symptoms using one. o ,00o 5M

Service experience and knowledge, with m,. ,-
assistance from Rolls-Royce engineers where
appropriate when better diagnosis Is
required.

MOO (PE) Inod to place contracts In iSI "I
for manufacture of new equipment and for ,.
Rolls-Royce to develop the diagnostic software
for Air Force usa. 0

Towards the conclusion of the study a total
processing philosophy for aero engine
vibrstlon emerged for use by the RAF or any
other Air Force see fig IS it used a FIG 1S VIBRATION MEASUREMENT AND
systematic approach by having a common DIAGNOSTICS FUTURE BASIS OF

ADP SYSTEMS

-"L
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diagnostic logic with seprate and updatable knowledge bases and had the ability to acquire and store
synchronised time histories and to process and display data Slmultaneously to meet 1st and 2nd line need
for Initial acceptance/relection of engines. A separate diagnostic 'off the shelt Personal Computer,
using FR software, would diagnose the faults and to recommend action for the rejected engines. Its main
benefit Is the potential to provide continuity of diagnostic efficiency when key personnel are posted
elsewhere, will enable individual specialised training packages, to be run on the diagnostic PC.

The ADP system conceived will offer the new opportunity to adapt a standardised software system for
acquisition, storage and display facilities which can function equally well in test beds or as part of an
on board helth monitoring computer. As a manufacturer Rolls-Royce in the long term intends to take
advantage of this new technology and prepare diagnostic software during the development phases of new or
improved engines. By so doing, engines will be made available to customers for the first time with a
diagnostic capability at entry Into service. As far as the RAF is concerned, they will have a system in
place to use it.

8.0 INTEGRATION OF ENGINE VIBRATION DIAGNOSIS INTO INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The RAF use s Rolls-Royce engine performance diagnostic 'package' and Is developing suitable methods of
diagnosing gear faults In helicopter transmission systems as well as for main rotor tracking errors.
Sub-contraoctors Involved are Stewart Hughes Ltd and Smiths industries. There are also well established
trim balancing systems for high bypass ratio fan engines.

it Is intended that In the future Engine Information Management Systems will combine performance with
more detailed mechanical condition Information for acceptance testing or a combined gear, rotor tracking
and engine vibration for helicopter maintenance. On board vibration monitoring systems for Rolls-Royce
military engines are increasing the ability to detect and diagnose in-flight vibration problems which can
be very different from those found from acceptance testing. Pegasus/GR5 in flight vibration data
retrieved from the EMS system in digital form (section 3.2.3) will be processed by the Harrier
Information Management System (HIMS) for which a display facility is being developed. Rolls-Royce has
identified a diagnostic rule base in the form of a chart based on accumulated engine development
experience. As In-flight vibration problems arise, this will be updated.

One can see then a gradual progression In VA from basic test bed diagnostic aids, to an on board digital
processing system with diagnosis for the Pegasus/GR5, through to a totally software based AOP system,
providing complex diagnostics within a full Information Management system towards the late 1990's.

CONCLUSIONS

The considerable advances made in vibration analysis and diagnosis of engines used by the RAF has,
without doubt, been achieved only because of the close liaison and involvement of the manufacturers with
the users at the front line. Both the understanding of complex modern aero engine dynamics and the
acceptance of automatic data processors by experienced diagnosticians demands this approach for a
successful conclusion, it must be said that current engines operated by the RAF do not have major
vibration concerns, but in the human world we live problems do arise from time to time. Future use of
the ADP system will assist the RAF in containing new in-service vibration problems with even greater
efficiency.
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DISCUSSION

G. KRISHNAPPA

Did you try to determine degradation in the performance of the aerody-

namic components using vibration analysis?

Author's Reply:

We never use the vibration analysis as a diagnojtic tool for the com-

pressor or fan efficiencies. But in development one can relate some

engine vibration levels to the aerodynamic disturbances as approa-

ching surge.

J. HOUILLON

Quelle est la corrdlation entre les ddfauts constates par diagnostic

et ceux r6ellement constat6s par le rAparateur? Pouvez-vous donner

le pourcentage de rkussite rencontr6 dans Ia R.A.F. et plus particu-

li~rement sur un moteur technologiquement trds complexe tel que le

moteur A trois axes RB 211.

Author's Reply:

I show you the slide (fig 5 of my paper) where I indicate the number

of signatures taken, and the success rate of these analysies.

Even if the RB211 is a three spool engine, it does not suffer much

vibration problems. As shown on fig 5, on 13 tests there was one rejec-

ted engine which was indeed due to a HP turbine blade.

H. AHRENDT

1. Do you derive your spectrum information from one specific engine

running point or does it cover the whole speed range?

2. Did you derive your information about malfunctions of internal compo-

nents (i.e. oil squeeze bearings) by external mounted pick-ups?

3. Can you relate malfunction signature of a specific engine-aircraft

configuration to a different one as a new engine on a new aircraft?

Author's Reply:

1. The spectrum looks over the whole speed range, idle to maximum,

and is derived through a continuous acceleration taking 1 to I min.

2. We can derive them from external pick-ups but it is not the best

method. A very good way is to monitor the oil pressure in the supply

line of the bearing.

3. The out of balance excited responses generate specific bands of

vibration which vary with the engine type, because they are related

to the design and dynamic characteristics of that structure. The combi-

nation of engine and airframe or engine and test bed produce these

unique characteristics.
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FAULT MANAGEMENT
IN AI RCRAFT POWER PLANT CONTROLS

S. Mazareanu. A. Nobre
Pratt & Whitney Canada Inc
Box 10
Longuoull
Quebec
J4K 4X9

INTRODUCTION

The advent of Digital Electronics In aviation nas opened new doors to fault
management as a tool to enhance aircraft operability and safety of flight.
Today It Is possible to integrate flight control systems with power plant
management systems. Operability of a battle damaged aircraft can be enhanced
under certain conditions through sophisticated fault management systems.

This paper reviews some of the considerations applicable to engine control
fault management systems In commercial aviation. Engine control systems have
evolved Inthe last decade from being primarily hydromechanical to being
primarily electronics. This rapid growth In acceptance of the electronic
systems by the aviation Industry was due to the Improvement In reliability of
the digital systemsover analogue systems, which were previously in use.

The fault management system Is a powerful tool to organize and optimize the
maintenance logistics. Operating costs can be significantly reduced with an
appropriate fault management system on board.

The paper presents:

- A Brief Review of the Evolution of Engine Controls.

- The Emergence of Fault Management Systems
(as part of Engine Control Systems)

- Maturity of Fault Management Systems (Still In Evolution).

- Future Potential.

EVOLUTIVE PROCESS

The fault management In hydro-mechanical controls Is simple In concept and
difficult In Implementation compared to Its counterpart microprocessor based
digital electronics with their massive memory and computing capability.

The perceived high reliability of the mechanical components drove some
engineers to design their control systems without back-up or Independent
protections and accepting an engine out (or a loss In power) in the case of an
engine control failure.

Hydro-mechanical controls have a major handicap, they do not detect failures.
Due to this, the concept was to surround the control system with autonomous
devices that will prevent critical parameters from being exceeded (example:
overspeed protection). Also, these control systems are unable of deciding if
they still are In condition to control the engine. If a back-up control exist-
the system relies on the pilot to diagnose the failure and transfer to the bact
up control.

The engine control Industry could not stay Indifferent to the 'invasion" of
electronics. Analog circuits started to be used In Instrumentation and
ancillary functions. As engineers became satisfied with the reliability of
these electrical components they started to expand their utilization to the
main control. As a result, analog controllers started to be used as
supervisory units with limited authority or as protective systems and later
stepped up to full authority control, with Its pinnacle on the*Concorde" Twin
channel application. These systems having ilmlted fault detection restricted
to checks on voltage thresholds and still rely heavily on pilot detection and
action.

The last decade has witnessed a giant leap forward In control concepts. MakinC
use of the digital technology and microprocessors, the control laws became mort
elaborate and the fault detection, isolation and accommodation, which
constitutes the fault management was called to play a major role.

rA
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Fault detection on todays Full Authority Digital Electronic Controls (FADEC) Is
extensive. Levels of fault coverage range from SO to 100%. Levels on the hlgr
90 are possible with Internal checks. However, fault coverage of the remaining
(up to 100%) can not be achieved Internally. The moat common configuration to
achieve this level Is the voting agreement between two out of three control
channels to isolate the faulty controller.

The microprocessor based digital control system gives to the engineer
extensive Dower with which to configure the control system to optimize fault

management. Controls that use Internal checks as a mean of fault detection
have two possible philosophies when It comes to fault accoimiodation. One of the
philosophies advocates that cross talk between the channels should be reduced
to Its minimum and that when a fault Is detected the channel In control should
give up control, transferring the control to an Identical second channel. The
other approach defends that the channel In control should remain In control for
as long as It can before transferring to a second channel. To sustain control
after a fault, the channel In control has to borrow parameter Inputs from the
second channel (if It lost Its own).

This second approach Increases substantially the cross talk between channels
and the complexity of the software.

AIRFRAME INTEGRATION

There has always been a degree of Integration of the power plant control with
the airframe. Its complexity, as expected rises with the number of engines, Or
single engine aircraft the Interaction Is limited to the aircraft and the
engine control. However In the case of a multi-engine application Interactions
exist between the engine and the airframe as well as between engines.

The functions that have a degree of Interaction between two (or more) engines
need to be restricted to a very limited authority such that a failure on one
engine does not have detrimental effects on the other engine(s). Typical
examples are syncrophasing (on Turboprops), Torque matching (Helicopters), etc.

Mechanical controls often have a reduced number of parameters Interacting with
the airframe. Usually, these parameters are confined to control requirements
and minimal If any are dedicated to fault annunciation. Mostly, fault analysis
relies on the pilot report and subsequent Interpretation of It by the
maintenance crew and available troubleshooting charts.

Microprocessor based digital controls have demonstrated their potential for
fault management and for information transfer to the maintenance crew. The
transfer of Information between the control and the maintenance crew can be
done in many different ways. They start with simple Interrogation devices
which are connectable to the Engine Eiectronic Control (EEC) unit allowing the
crew to read the memory locations where the fault Identification Is stored. Ir
the more sophisticated applications the EECs are linked with the aircraft
EICAS-Engine Indication and Crew Alerting System and/or a Central Maintenance
Computer (CMC). Using a aerial data bus the fault Information Is downloaded tc
these aircraft computers. The maintenance or flight crew can then interrogate
the CMC with the faults being displayed In plain language through
multi-function displays.

In recent years there has been increasing demand for the Implementation of
systems that are able to detect and identify failures not only Internal to the
EEC but also external. External failure can be detected to the level of Line
Replacement Units (LRU) associated with the EEC (i.e. input sensors and Output
effectora) as well as other power plant LRU's.

Potentially, a well designed fault management system improves not only the
maintainability of the Control system but also reduces pilot workload and
extends the life of the engine. With FADEC controls it Is becoming common
place to configure systems which enable aircraft take offs with the engines
producing 90% of the maximum takeoff power capability. in the case of a
detected power plant failure the remaining engine Is automatically commanded b
Its EEC to raise Its power to 100%. This take off configuration extends
substantially the life of the engines but It requires a health status of the
opposite engine to be acknowledged by the local engine control. Fairures that
are Immediately Identified and automatically accommodated result In a
significant reduction In pilot workload compared to that required In fault
handling using hydro-mechanical controls.

. . . . .
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CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

For all practical purposes the various civil certification regulations are not

significantly different with respect to power plant controls.

As an example the certificatlon requlrements Imposed on an Engine Control

System are part of the fol owing FAA reguletions:

FAR 33
FAR 25
FAR 27
FAR 29
TSO C77a

If Integration of the propeller and engine control Is considered then FAR 36
requirements nave to be considered.

The purpose of this section is not to give s detailed description of
certification requirements and procedures but to highlight what Is considered
to be the main impact of certification requirements on the hardware and
software Fault Management Configuration.

For the purposes of this discussion we will consider FAR 33 that addresses the
engine certification as such and FAR 25 that addresses a transport category
airframe certification. An Engine Control System that compiles with these
requirements Is basically certifiable to FAR 27 and 29 for helicopters or TSO
C77& for APU's.

Given the trend towards greater Integration of airframe systems the airframe
certification has an Impact on the Engine Control System configuration.

The advent of such functions like engine-to-engine synchronization, Automatic
Takeoff Thrust Control System (ATTCS), Autofeather etc Increases the complexitj
of the Engine Control System and their certiflablilty Is one of the Important
drivers for the hardware and software configuration.

Some typical requirements that are specified for a twin engine commercial
aircraft Engine Control System are:

a) Unprotected overspeed (O/S) of the engines rotors must be extremely
Improbable (.1 failure per 109 hours).

b) Dual engine In flight shutdown (IFSO) must be extremely Improbable ( l
failure per 10

9 
hours).

c) Single engine IFSD shall be Improbable (-1 failure per 10
5 

hours).

d) Loss of thrust of one engine In the takeoff phase and failure to
uptrim the other engine must be extremely Improbable (.1 failure per
109 hours).

a) Complete Inability to shut the engine down must be extremely remote
(xl failure per 10

7 
hours).

f) Faults in either the Engine Control System or the Airframe
Instrumentation System resulting in hazardous operation of the other
system must be extremely remote (-1 failure per 10

7 
hours).

If the Engine Control System also Includes an integrated propeller control, the
additional set of requirements that are typically specified are:

a) Unprotected overapeed of the propeller must be extremely Improbable
(.1 failure per 109 hours).

b) Unwanted travel of the propeller blade pitch to a position below the
normal flight low pitch stop must be extremely Improbable (<1 failure
per log hours).

c) Unwanted travel of the propeller blade pitch to a position higher thar
the maximum angle of attach causing blade stalling must be Improbable
(xl failure per 105 hours - similar to single engine IFSD).

d) Complete Inability to feather the propeller blades must be Improbable
(-1 failure per 105 hours).

--- ------ . . ~ .- - -
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OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Typical operational requirements Specified for a colmercial aircraft Engine
Control System are;

a) Probability of the Inability to dispatch <1 failure per 104 hours.

b) Built-In-Test-Equipment (BITE) functional test capability In the
maintenance mode to test more than 95% of the system's
components/LRUs.

C) Scheduled maintenance for possible dormant faults at time Intervals

greater than 00 hrs.

FAULT MANAGEMENT CONFIGURATION

To meet the Safety and Certification requirements and the operational
requirements both aspects of the configuration hardware and software are
equally Important and In many cases trade off* between them can be made.

The Fault Management Configuration discussion will center on a FADEC System
since these systems have become more common.

FADEC Is a system where the processor based digital electronics have full
authority on the effectors (without mechanical constraints), therefore being
able to drive the engine from low to maximum limits.

A typical FADEC system comprises the following (see also figure 1):

Input sensors (engine parameters and feedbacks).

Engine Electronic Control (EEC) unit with Input interfaces. processln
hardware and output drivers.

Effectors

The Engine Electronic Control (EEC) unit processes all the signals from various
engine and airframe sensors and controls a fuel flow motor in the
Hydromechanical Unit (HMU), one or two variable geometry motors and various
solenoids and relays. Modern FADEC Systems are Fly-By-Wire (FBW) systems where
all signal acquisition (including the pilot command signals) and effectors
control are done through electrical links.

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION RESULTING FROM CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

The hydromechanical part of a FADEC system can be substantially simplified
because all the computations, altitude, temperature compensations etc are
Implemented In Software based algorithms and tables.

The simplicity of the hydromechanical part makes It very reliable with an IFSD
rate of typically 3 to 4 x 10-

6
/hr.

This allows for an IFSD rate of 6 to 7 x 10-
6
/hr for the electrical Dart of the

system to achieve the single IFSO Certification requirement.

The failure rate of the electrical/electronic part of a FADEC channel generally
falls In the 180 x 10-

6
/hr range. For 70% of this failure rate I.e. 100 x

10-
6
/hr (CPU, drivers. effectors etc). there Is no possible accommodation

within the channel.

This points to a major configuration Impact: with today's electronics
reliability, a FADEC system has to have at least a dual Independent channel
configuration for Its electrical/electronics part (See Fig. 2). In fact, a
dual channel FADEC system has a significantly lower IFSD rate than a complex
hydromechanical system.

If It Is assumed that all faults are detected, the IFSD rate of such a system
will be:

Hydromechanics Electronics 2
IFS0 + A IFSD 4 x 10-6 + (100 x 10-6)2

- 4 x 10-6 + I x 10-8 4 x 10-
6
/Hr.

.-t.
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The dual channel configuration means that there has to be no common mode
failures between the two channels Including:

a) Common SIgnal Sources

b) Common Processing Hardware

c) Power Supply

d) Lightning and Electromagnetic Interference

e) Software

The dual IFSD requirement of I x 10-
9
/hr results In the same common mode

failure requirements applied to the two Engines Control Systems.

To comply with the unprotected O/S or other protection requirements of
1 x 10-9/hr, Independent protections are considered mandatory.

The above common mode failure requirements apply again this time between the
control channel and the Independent protection.

These considerations point to the following optimized FADEC hardware
configuration (See Fig. 1):

TWO well Isolated FADEC electrical channels, each with Its own power
supply, CPU. sensors. Interfaces and drivers.

Dedicated electrical generator for each engine Control System/Dual
winding, one winding for each channel.

Independent protection hardware for each control channel with Its own
Internal power supply. sensors, computational core and effectors.

The airframe power supply can be used as a back-up of the dedicated generator
providing It does not become a source or path for transmltti..g common mode
faults from engine to engine (on line when the dedicated generator is out of
Operation).

If a functional link between the two engines Is necessary (ATTCS,
Synchronization) this has to be Implemented In hardware such that no
engine-to-engine common mode failure Is possible (for Instance local engine EEC
reads directly from dedicated sensors the remote engine parameters).

To comply with the engine shutdown requirement, two Independent shutdown means
have to be provided.

To Com.ly with the requirement for segregation between the Engine Control
System and the Instrumentation System, the two systems have to be Independent
to the extent that failures In one of them will not result In hazardous effects
In the other one.

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION RESULTING FROM OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

A dual channel FADEC System has typically the following reliability for the
functions that make the system non dispatchable:

A Hydromechanics < 40 x 10-6/Hr

A ElectricalOne Channel 100 x 10
6 /hr

If & twin engined airframe Is considered and all components have to be
operational to dispatch, then the non dispatch rate will be:

Hydromechanical + 4 A Electrical

- 2 x 40 x 10.6 + 4 x 100 x 10
-

6 - 480 x 10-6/Hr

This figure Is higher than the rtquired 10-
4
/Hr (100 x 10-6/Hr) and the major

contributors to the non dispatchability of the airframe are the 4 electronic
FADEC channels.

II
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The interest of having an Engine Control System configuration that allows the
dispatch of a twin engined airframe with 3 channels operational out of 4 (1
channel operational on one engine and 2 channels operational on the other
engine) Is obvious. In this case only single failures In both lMIUs or dual
Electrical Channel failures will prevent the dispatch.

Therefore the non dispatch rate will be:

2 x 40 x 10
-
5 +6 x (100 x 10-6)2 - 80.06 x 10-/Hr

This result shows that the hydromechanical part dominates the system non
dispatch rate.

The dual IFSD rate of a 3-out-of-4 dispatch configuration has to be less than
1 In 109 hours as for the normal dispatch situation.

if a 100% Fault Detection Coverage Is assumed this rate can be achieved even
if the airframe Is dispatched continuously with 3-out-of-4 channels
operational, as shown In Fig. 3.

The single IFSO requirement of 10 x 10-
6
/hr results In limitation of the time

the airframe Is allowed to dispatch with one channel out as described below.

Given an IFSD of 100 x 10-6/hr for the electrical part of the channel, It means
that every 2600 hrs an airframe will dispatch with one FADEC channel incapable
of control:

4 x 100 x 10-
6
/hr - 2800 Nra

To limit to 10 x 10-
6
/hr the average Engine Control System IFSO rate, and

continuing to assume a 100% Fault Coverage, will result In limitation of the
time the airframe Is allowed to dispatch with one channel out to no more than
160 hrs:

(2500-150) 4 x 10-6 . 150 X 104 X 10-6 - 10 x l0-
6
/Hr

2500

Where Ix 10-
6
/Hr Is the IFSO rate of the fully operational system and

104 x 10-
6 

Is the IFSD rate of the systemn dispatched with one channel
Inoperative (see also Fig. 3).

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION

In practice not all the Faults resulting In IFSD can be detected or
accommodated in a dual FADEC channel configuration (case under discussion).

Hardware Independent protection functions (O/S protection for instance) or dual
channel redundancy can not prevent the Engine Control System from controlling
the engine In an undesired way (flame out, large thrust excursions within red
limits. etc) if a fault occurs and that fault can not be detected and
accommodated (system reconfigured).

The fault detection and accommodation are components of the system's Fault
Coverage that can be defined as the conditional probability that the system
continues to Perform In an acceptable manner, given that some Internal part has
failed.

The Engine Control System overall Fault Coverage is calculated as a weighted
average as follows:

C A1 C1 . .... . AnCn

A1 + .... + An

Where An Is the failure rate of Component R, Co is the Fault Coverage of
component n and C is the system's Fault Coverage.

Given the hln reliability and safety requirements Imposed on Engine Control
Systems and the present reliability of a single channel FADEC system, fault
tolerance capabilities (achieved through Fault Coverage and redundancy) must be
built Into the system.

_y
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If only the dual IFSO rate certification requirement was considered and only
dispatch with 4 channels operatlonal was allowed, then the required Fault

Coverage could be as low as 73% (see Fig. 4).

If In addition the single IFSO rats Certification requirement Is considered anc
only dispatch 4 channels operational was allowed, then the Fault Coverage has
to be greater than 94%t

100-94
4 x 10-6 + x 100 x 10

-6 
- 10 x 10-8/Hr

100

If In addition the dispatch of the airframe with one Channel inoperative (out
of 4) Is considered, and the dispatch time In this configuration is to be a
meaningful figure of at least 25 hrs, then a Fault Coverage of st least 95% is
mandatory.

F 100-95 0 - 0

L4  x 100 x 10- 2500-25) + 104 x 10
- 6 

x 25

- 10 x 10-
6
/Hr. 2500

With a dual lane FADEC System a 95% Fault Coverage Is considered to be a
challenge for today's techniques in Fault Detection and Accommodation design.

The FDA techniques described below are considered necessary to achieve this

goal.

The FDA requirements are Classified In two categories!

Fault Detection Requirements

Fault Accommodation Requirements

Fault Detection needs are primarily defined by the 95% Fault Coverage
requirement and by the Control System Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FMEA).

Fault Accommodation needs are defined by IFSD and dlspatchabillty requirements
and the goal to make the Control System fail-operation&! as much as possible.

FAULT DETECTION:

in a dual channel configuration each channel must be basically responsible for
the detection and containment of Its own failures, and for handing over control
to the other channel.

With this configuration It is clear that a 100% fault coverage can not be
obtained, even if complete redundancy Is available, because of the fault
detection aspect.

This fault coverage can be achieved via a combination of self tests and
comparison tests.

When a certain component Is hardware replicated In both channels Its failure
can be detected In two ways:

a) Self tests only using the channel's Internal resources (range, rate,
etc) - No-Cross-Talk configuration.

b) Self tests as in (a) and comparison tests between the two channels
Sensors - Cross-Talk configuration.

Our experience shows that the Cross Talk configuration Is much more complex
than the No-Crols-Talk configuration and offers only marginal benefits,

The point of departure In the design of a self test Is a Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis (FMEA).

A FMEA defines the various failure modes of a device, as well as their effects
on the performance of the device and the system.

Based on this analysis, a self test Is designed to detect thole failure modes
which have an unacceptable impact on the performance of the system.

rI
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To quantify the level of coverage Inherent In a self test, the FMEA must be
examined to determine the fraction of the failures of the device which are
detectable by the self test (which is associated with that device).

A large part of the Fault Detection logic is primarily based on EEC
Input/output Self Tests, I.e. range and rate tests to detect out-of-range and
out-of-rate faults.

With some exceptions, In-range Fault Detection may be necessary for some EEC
inputs depending on the effect of their failures at the high and low limits of
the range check. Simulation of these failures is performed to estimate If
In-range Fault Detection for these parameters is worth implementing.

A typical Fault Detection Configuration for a turbofan application Is shown In
Table 1.

For the EEC internal faults a mix of Software and Hardware logic Is used under
the name of Built-In-Test (BIT). The SIT tests are performed in the engine
normal operation modes (Start and Run) and In engine static modes
(Initialization, maintenance) modes.

Typically the following Internal EEC checks are performed:

* PROM - Checksum. Parity

* RAM - Read/Write. Parity

* EEPROM - Erase Upon a Power Down. Parity

• CPU - Watchdog Timer, Activity Monitor, Loss-of-clock
Detector, Instruction Test.

* Effectors - Current Wraparound (W/A), Initialization Test
Drivers

* A/D Converter - Test Input

F/D Converter - Test Input

* ARINC - W/A

• Spool-Up Channel Switchover

A short description of each of the above tests Is given below.

BUILT-IN TEST DEFINITIONS

PROM CHECKSUM:

Programmable ROM Is divided Into blocks, each block having a standard checksum
test value location. This process adds all locations and verifies that the sun
Is consistent with the checksum location.

PROM PARITY:

A fault In the main application program Is detected by a parity check circuit
which Is enabled by the action of the processor In fetching the next
Instruction. The result of this fault Is a reset of the application program tc
the starting location.

RAM READ/WRITE TEST:

RAM read/write tests can be performed on all RAM locations:

1. WRITE/READ address value
2. WRITE/READ alternating 1-0" parity
3. WRITE/READ alternating "0"-1 parity
4. WRITE/READ any odd parity pattern

Also a test pattern can he written Into fixed RAM locations and the result reac
during normal operation EEC mode.

,1|
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RAM PARITY:

A fault in the scratchpad memory will be detected by a parity check circuit

which Is enabled by the action of the processor In fetching the desired piece

of data. The result of this fault is a reset of the application program to the

starting location.

EEPROM PARITY:

A fault In the electrically eraseable memory can be detected by a parity check

circuit which Is enabled by the action of the processor In fetching the desirec
piece of data. The result of this fault is a reset of the application program

to the starting location.

EEPROM ERASE CHECK:

This Initialization process checks for a single EEPROM location that Is erased

or Incompletely written. This would happen If an ERASE/WRITE cycle was In

process when ECU power was last Interrupted.

WATCHDOG TIMER:

The watchdog timer Is basically a counting circuit which is used LO keep track
of the overall application program. The application program will Issue a
command to the watchdog timer at scheduled Intervals which are designed to
correspond with an acceptable hardware window. The processor will be reset to
the starting location If the watchdog timer command does not occur in the
allowable windows.

ACTIVITY MONITOR:

The activity monitor circuit Is used as a crude backup to the watchdog timer.
A command to this monitor switches etween one and zero on a regular basis.
The channel outputs are depowared If this switching sequence Is Interrupted.

LOSS-OF-CLOCK DETECTOR:

The hardware circuit detects the loss of the CPU clock and resets the software
to Its starting location upon clock recovery.

INSTRUCTION TEST:

A subset of the processor Instructions Is executed end proper execution
verified. The subset Is designed to exercise all Instruction code bits througt

an "0" and "I" state and extensively test all critical and frequently-used
Instructions.

CURRENT WRAPAROUND FOR DRIVERS:

Fault detection for the effector drivers Is accomplished by measuring the
voltage across an accurate resistor In the output driver. This voltage Is
directly proportional to current and is Compared to the commanded value In
order to detect faults such as opens and ground short circuits.

INITIALIZATION TEST FOR DRIVERS:

The Initialization test for actuators allows each channel to enable its output
drivers for a preset time, so that the output logic can test the electrical
Integrity of each driver.

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL (A/D) TEST INPUT:

A known voltage Is Input to the A/D converter. The voltage Is converted by the
CPU and compared to a known value to verify correct A/D operation.

FREQUENCY-TO-DIGITIAL (F/D) TEST INPUT:

A known frequency Is Input to the F/D converter. The frequency Is converted b
the CPU and compared to a known value to verify correct F/D operation.

ARINC WRAPAROUND TEST:

The control verifies that what It has sent out through the ,RINC transmitter Is
what It receives at the wraparound receiver. All messages which are
transmitted appear In the wraparound buffers. The ARINC link Is disabled If

the wraparound does not match the Intended transmission.

I
I - -.~--. -.. 7 -...-.---.--
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LVDT/RVOT CHECKSUM:

The sum Of the two LVOT voltage signals Is range checked.

SPOOL-UP SWITCHOVER:

The secondary channel starts the engine up to a certain N
2 

speed and then

switches to the primary channel for the completion of the spool-up. This
swltchover detects possible dormant failures In the secondary channel.

FAULT ACCOMMODATION

The main goal of the Fault Accommodation logic Is to make the system fall
operational upon the detection of all first single electrical faults when the

system Is dispatched with two channels up.

When a certain component Is duplicated In each channel and the one in the
channel In control falls the action can be:

a) To swItch to the back-up channel that will assume control of the

engine (no-cross-talk configuration).

b) To 'borrow" the failed component from the back-up channel (cross-talk
configuration). However the cross-talk configuration Is far more

complex and Its benefits In terms of IFSD rate, dispatchablllty etc.

are marginal.

In the case of single parts of the system (a single P
3 

probe for both channels
for Instance), analytical redundancy must be achieved when possible. For

single Items that can not be analytically replaced, safe defaults or

alternative Control Modes that do not need these parts must be created.

Table 2 gives an overview of a typical Fault Accommodation configuration for a

turbofan application.

CHANNEL SWITCHOVER

The channel switchover logic determines the relative health of each channel ano

uses this as a basis for determining which channel shall be In control. A
channel In control Is a channel that has Its outputs enabled.

Some of the rules for the channel swltchover are the following:

1. The two channels must not simulataneously have their outputs enabled
(this function to be Implemented in hardware independent of the

software controlled hardware).

2. The pilot can use a cockpit channel select switch that overrides the
automatic channel selection. This will be achieved through hardware

means Independent of the software controlled hardware.

3. Each channel asseses Its own health status and cross-talks this
Information to the other channel.

4. If the channel In control Is less healthy, it must give up control. If
the standby channel does not assume control within a reasonable period,

the channel that gave up control must resume control.

5. The standby channel cannot enable Its outputs unless the channel In

control allows It.

FAULT ACCOMMODATION WITHIN THE CHANNEL

EEC Input single failures will be accommodated through the following processes:

1. Input Processes

Default to a Safe Value

Default to a Syntheslsed Value

2. Control Processes

Modified (Lower) Nominal Schedules

Back-up Modes that do not use the failed Inputs

- .- , -J
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3. Output Processes

Fail-Safe

The Input single faults accommodation will result In possible degraded

performance but not shutdown.

Double failures will be accommodated to the extent that no more logic Is

required than that necessary for each single failure accommodation.

All the other cases will result In Shutdown and fall safe position of the

effectors during flight operation.

COST AND COMPLEXITY CONSIDERATIONS

The costs associated with the development of a FADEC control system as well as
the purchase cost are still high. There are several factors contributing to
the rlugh prices to be paid for a FADEC control.

The question Is, why are FADEC's so expensive when the cost of home computers
Is In a steep downtrend? A close look to the hardware and software procedures
will help to understand the reasons. Electronic hardware used in EECs are
often qualified to military standards that Include more stringent acceptance
tests and tolerances to a wider range of temperatures. Components complying
with these procedures can cost up to eight times more than similar mass
production components. Due to weight, reliability and Processing speed
requirements, It is not uncommon to find In the FADEC systems components which
are custom made and therefore very expensive. The cost of generating software
is also very high due to the documentation and testing required to substantiate
and validate the coding. Testing which In non aeronautical applications Is

minimal, in this case Is extensive and well documented due to Its criticality.

If a system follows more complex algorithms because Its capacity allows it, the
cost Involved in developing more elaborate algorithms Is proportionally less
than the Increase In benefits to the end user, In fact performance versus cost
Improves. This Is a strong motivation for producing more sophisticated control
systems.

The end user, the operator, how does he see this new technology from the point
of view of a business that has a fierce competition and high costs of
operation? The FADEC systems Improve engine operation, reduces pilot workload
and perform accurate troubleshooting reducing aircraft downtime. On the other
hand, these systems are more complex than their mechanical counterparts and
have smaller Mean Times Between Failures (MTBfs). But once more, the increase
In complexity Is proportionally less than the penalty In MTBF.

In summary, although the FADEC systems are more expensive, more complex and
have smaller MTBFs they perform valuable complex functions not only In the
field of engine control but also In fault management.

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE TRADE OFFS

The Optimization of a complex system like a power plant FAOEC represents a
challenging task for the engineer responsible for Its configuration. He has tc
study the options and the trade offs Involved such that the final conflguratior
Is the most cost effective without any safety compromise. The major Item
Involving possible trade offs that normally arises during the conceptual phase
concerns redundancy.

The selection between the use of a second sensor as a back up or a parameter
synthesis has to be made in the design phase. The decision Is made based on
the assessment of the criticality of the parameter.

in other cases trade offs are not permissible, for example a speed sensor that
can not be shared by the "control" and the "protection". The reason for this
Is that If an overspeed condition results from the failure of the speed sensor
to the "control", the "protection" will see Itself prevented from operating
because It also lost Its speed Input.

In the EEC Internal hardware trade offs Involve the selection between the use
of "off the shelf" discrete components versus highly Integrated custom made
components. In this case the cost will rise but the reliability Improves
because Instead of having many components failing at their own Vates, they are
replaced by a single device with a failure rate better than the compound effect
of the discrete components.

A.. -
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The end result Is a very challenging task where safety, Cost, rellaullIty and
weight are the variables to be optimized by the designer.

FUTURE TRENDS

To accurately predict what the future will bring Is not an easy task, however
trends are precious Indicators that point to where the Industry Is going.

The use of electronic controls Is now widely accepted and Its potential Is
recognized. It Is believed that the move towards electronics is Irreversible.
Improvements In the reliability of the FADEC systems must be made by IncreasIng
the reliability of the individual components and moving towards higher system
Integration.

The continuing demand from airlines to reduce the cost of ownership will drive
to systems which are not only more reliable but also with enhanced fault
detection and Isolation. Aircraft downtime (as It relates to cost of
ownership) Is one of the biggest airline concerns, therefore systems that will
accurately Isolate and identify the faults, speeding the troubleshooting
Process, will be continuously Improving. Also, there already exist fault
tolerant configurations that allow airplanes to be dispatched for revenue
flight with faults.

Higher system Integration Is an area where It Is expected that major progress
will be made. The Integration In the EEC of functions like Propeller Control,
Propeller Synchrophaslng. Engine Synchronization, Autofeather, Uptrlm. etc., is
not only possible In terms of safety and certification but also desirable from
the point of view of control performance, fault management, reliability, weight
and cost.

In summary, within a decade fault management In FADEC engine controls has
gained major significance and when Integrated with airframe
controls/diagnostics Is expected to evolve as a major factor to enhance
aircraft operation related to safety, reliability and cost.

I
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TABLE 1

INPUT/OUTPUT/
COMPONENT i FAULT DETECTION

FAN SPEED :NF (CONTROL CH.)Range. Rate
GAS GEN SPEED :NG (CONTROL CH.):Range. Rate
PRESSURE-TOTAL :PT (ADC) !Range, Rate, Comparison to Engine PT
TEMP.-TOTAL :TT (ADC) :Range. Rate
PRESSURE-STATIC :PS (ADC) (Range. Rate, Comparison to Engine PS

(PT (Engine) (Range, Rate
:TT (Engine) (Range. Rate. Comparison to ADC TT
:PS (Engine) (Range. Rate

TEMP. STATION 45 :T45 :Range. Rate, Model Checks (T45 x'c when
(N2 - y%)

FB - FUEL FLOW :WFPOS (Range. Rate
(Checksum (Va . Vb - K1 )

FB - IGVs (IGVPOS :Range, Rate
i :Checksum (Va + Vb - K 2 )THROTTLE LEVER :TLA :Range, Rate

ANGLE :Checksum (Va + Vb - K3 )

PRESSURE STATION 3:P3 :Range. Rate. Model Checks
:WF TM :LVDT W/A

(Current W/A. initialization
IGv TM (RVDT W/A

:Current W/A, Initialization
(NF TRIM :Illegal Combination
;IGV TRIM (Illegal Combination
:T45 TRIM :Illegal Combination
;DISCRETES (Illegal Combination
jNF (O/S PROT.) :Checked every Normal Shutdown
NG (O/S PROT.) :Checked every Normal Shutdown
;EEC-INTERNAL ;Various Methods - See BIT

FB - FEEDBACK
TM - TORQUE MOTOR
ADC - AIR DATA COMPUTER (AIRFRAME)

TABLE 2

FAULT ACCOMMODATION

Loss of a hardware redundant Automatic switchover to the other
Input (NF, NG. TLA, feedbacks, channel
discretes, Power Supply)

Loss of output driver (all are Automatic switchover to the other
redundant) channel

Loss of channel capability Automatic switchover to the Other
(internal Power Supply, channel
CPU. memory)

Loss of aircraft redundant Input Switch to Engine Control System
used as a primary source for input If this Is not failed.
engine control (ADC PT and PS)

LOSS of control system Input Switch to aircraft Input if
backed up by an aircraft Input validated by control system
(ADCTT) tests.

* Loss of a hardware simplex Use of analytical redundancy
input that has analytical - synthesize lost Input or.
back-up (P3 ) - switch to a back-up mode that

does not use the lost Input

* Loss of a hardware simplex Fall-safe tia outputs (Shut-off
input that does not have Fuel Flow, IGV open),
analytical back-up (only
mechanical parts of the control
system: metering valve common to
both channels).

For common (to both channels) mode covered faults or for multiple
covered failures resulting In loss of both channels or not enough
parameters available to run the engine properly the accommodation
consists In going to a fall safe condition for all effectors.
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HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
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DISCUSSION

G.TANNER

Does the EEC perform other checks apart from essential safety checks

in order to isolate faults to LRU level?

Author's Reply:

Yes, the EEC performs other checks that are dedicated to fault

isolation to the LRU level when possible. A large part of these

checks are the same as the safety related checks.

However some of them are performed only in the EEC maintenance
mode (BITE). Typically 90 to 95% LRU fault isolation levels are

achieved for the control system.

A
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DISCRETE OPERATING CONDITIONS GAS PATH ANALYSIS

By

STAKTIS, A.. Res. Assistant
PAPAILIOU, K.D., Professor

Laboratory of Thermal Turbomachines
Athens National Technical Univ.,
Athens, Greece.

ABSTRACT

The implementation of a reliable Diagnostic System based on a Gas Path Analysis (GPA) approach is
not always feasible. Extra instrumentation is required in order to predict, detect and isolate failures.
Discrete Operating Conditions Gas Path Analysis (DOCGPA), which is presented here, is an extended ver-
sion of the conventional GPA algorithm, providing the capability of increased reliability when using
only existing sensors for estimating engine mulfunctions.

LIST OF SYMBOLS SUPERSCRIPTS

A Percentage change from an initial value ) Transpose Matrix
E{) Expectation operator ) Estimated value

I Fault parameter vector
(ICM) Influence Coefficient Matrix
J Scalar defined in eq.(21)
M Information Matrix

a number of estimated fault parameters
p vector of performance parameters
P Covariance Matrix of estimated fault

parameters
P A priori Covariance Matrix of estimated

fault parameters

PEUI Performance Estimation Uncertaincy Index
(equal to J)

R Covariance Matrix of measured variables
r{) trace of a matrix
y sensor non-repeatability noise vector

u operating conditions vector

f Measurement vector

1. INTRODUCTION

Gas Path Analysis (CPA) can be considered as a procedure for evaluating the operational condition
of a Gas Turbine, using measurements of performance variables, at a certain number of flowpath stations.
Aging or specific engine failures reflect on engine performance deterioration, which results in devia-
tions of the values of the measured variables from the ones corresponding to a healthy operation (base-
line values). The existing correspondance between the set of deviations from the healthy situation
and the performance deterioration constitutes the standard basis for any diagnostic system develop-
ment /I/. Although a considerable amount of work has been done in this field, during the last two de-
cades (recent work is presented in references /2/ to /4/), many practical limitations are encountered
when diagnostic systems based on GPA are used.

These limitations appear when, in an effort to develop an effective diagnostic system, a satisfac-
tory trade-off is searched between the following issues:

i. Reliability
ii. Extent of detailed diagnosis
iii. Integrity of the powerplant
iv. Cost of implementation

In order to increase the confidence levels on performance estimation as well as to isolate mul-
functioning components of the engine, one has to increase the volume of the information concerning
its state.

This may be done either by increasing the measured quantities, by installing additional sensors,
or by making use of additional measurements realized by the already installed ones. Integrity of the
powerplant and cost of implementation restrict usually the installation of additional sensors. Making
use of information coming out of the already existing ones will be the subject of the present work.

This information coming out of measurements at different operating points, the corresponding
procedure was named Discrete Operating Conditions Gas Path Analysis (DC::GPA). This particular GPA
procedure is conditioned by our ability to correlate corTectly the engine observed behaviour with
that of each one of its components, at all operating points.

2. THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES

2.1 Conventional GPA

Traditional GPA methodology is based on the sequence of events presented in Fig.l. Physical
problems affect the values of characteristic performance parameters (e.g. component efficiencies),
which, in turn, alter the expected values of (measurable) engine variables, provided that the engine
operates in a steady state mode at a given operating point. The most popular mathematical formula-

7 - T 77 -.. . . .. . . .--
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tion of the problem is expressed by the following linear model equation (5).

Ay (ICO)? t (W)

where the vector of the deviations of the measured quantities AY is relatet to the vector of the devia-
tions of characteristics performance parameters (fqult parameter vector), f, through the Influence Coef-
ficient Matrix (ICM), allowing for a random noise v.

The noise is assumed to possess a Gaussian distribution with mean and covariance:
E{ }= 0
E{; ;}=R

Having established baselines (either from theoretical modelling and simulation or from measure-
ments on a "healthy" engine), it is possible to construct the (ICM) by perturbing sequentially all
performance paramezers and calculating the resulting percentage changes in measured variables.

An estimate I for 1, based on minimum variance considerations, can be calculated according to
ref./6/ from the following expression:

I e-l(ICM)T-lA? (2)

where M is the information matrix defined as:

M =(ICM) TR (ICM) (3)

Then the estimate error covariance, P is resulting from equation (2) as:

P= M
-1  

(4)

Previously established statistical information on f associated with a covariance P , may be taken
into account in this procedure (ref./7/). The expression for the information matrix becomes then:

M: Po-+(IC) T-
1
rIM) (5)

and the corresponding expression for the estimate error covariance reads:

P- [po-I+(ICM)TR-l(IcM)} -l (6)

Equation (6) implies that the estimate f becomes more "oblivious" to sensor noise, when the a priori
covariance P. is considerably "small". This scenario is appropriate for aging deterioration monito-
ring. In cases where previous information about f is not available or lost, for example, following
a serious damage, the resulting information matrix must be well conditioned, in order to avoid false
alarms from sensor noise.

In practice, the followingmeasures are taken:
a) The number of measured variables is at least equal to the number of parameters for estimation,

and
b) The chosen measured variables are sensitive to the ones chosen for diagnostic purposes.

2.2 Generalized GPA

An arbitrary gas turbine configuration maX be considered as a system for which the measured output
Yis a function of the system parameter vector p and the input vector i:

Y= G(piu) (7)

The input vector in our case defines the operating conditions (i.e. altitude, aircraft Mach num-
ber, power setting, etc.) and the system parameter vector V contains characteristic performance para-
meters (i.e. efficiencies etc). Linearization of equation (7) with respect to leads to the equation:

aY: {ICM(6)) A; (8)

Since by definition f are the percentage changes of p i.e.

fn p (9)

we get

&Y = (1CM(u)) 1 (10)

The classical formulation of GPA (equation (1)) is nothing but the application of the equation
(10) at a single operating point.

From the above expression of equation (10) it can be easily seen that, if the (ICM) is sensi-
tive to the vector u, then the measurement deviation vector AY will b, different for different opera-
ting conditions, when the fault vector remains the same.

The practical consequence of the above statement is that, when information is missing, it can
be supplied by measurements at other operating conditions (different values for the input vector u).

Consider, as an illustrative example, the following single input-output model equation:

by 5 Ufl+ u2 f 2  , u 10.8,11 (11)

II!
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or in vector notation:

Ay= (u u2)( f) (12)

For input u:l, it implies:

Ay(l)= f1 +f2 = cl (13)

and there is a family of fault vectors satisfying equation (i1) as we can see from Fig.2a.

Taking into account one more measured output with input u=O.8, we have:

AY(0.8)= 0.SfI+O.64f2
= 
c2  (14)

It is obvious from Fig. 2b that the direction of the fault vector is uniquely determined.

In reference /8/ engine simulation codes were developed for three specific cases (two aircraft
and one ground gas turbine engines), for which sufficient data were available. Analysis using these
codes has demonstrated that the (ICM) is sensitive to operating conditions. The same fact is stated
explicitely in reference /9/, where it is reported that operating a gas turbine at constant speed
conditions and under a specific fault situation, the deviations of the performance variables were
found to be considerably different from those corresponding to a constant output power operation.

We can, now, return to the formulation of our problem, when different operating conditions
are considered.

3. DISCRETE OPERATING CONDITIONS MODEL

Consider equation (8), including sensor noise error readings. For N different operating condi-
tions we can write:

by.: (ICEHi) I t

E (Vi}eO i: l,N (15)

Es- ' R.vivi}  Ri

The vector I may be viewed as the state, at time tN, of the dynamical system:

it= 1i
(16)

di: (ICM(i)) 
ft v(1

provided that time intervals t._-t, are long enough to assume that a steady state is reached, but
small enough compared with thelimel required for furiher deterioration of the state. Suppose that
f N is completely observable with respect to {Al...AY ) or, equivalently, the matrix:

N T I1 Noreqiaetyth mtix
S IcM ( i 1 {ICM(i))

is positive definite.

The unhksed minimum variance estimate of fN is given by Gauss-Markov theorem /10/. It reads:

fN M; I (ICMi)) a. sy.. (17)

where

MN: I (ICMT(i)) N- {ICM(i)) (Re)
i~l

is the Information Matrix.

The covariance of P is:
N s

Pe: M-i (19)

The model that has been built from N discrete operating conditions, is called the order N model.
Refering back to the example of par. 2.2, it is easy to deduce that the order 1 model possesses an in-
definite covariance for the estimated parameters, while for the order 2 model the covariance (assuming
Ri ) gets the for : /u 2+ 2 3+u3

P2 1 3+u23 Ul4 ) (20)

We can remark that from this point on, it is possible to search for the most appropriate inputs
U ,U2 in order to have some norm of P2 minimum, which will insure an optimal estimate.

Following the above reasoning, for any order N Discrete Operating Condition Model, along with
its covariance PN' we may consider as a diagnostic effectiveness measure for the Model, the norm de-
fined in ref./5/ as:

I o:1 tr (P N (21)
n N

- --. . ., <. \:.. ... . ...
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which is named Performance Estimation Uncertaincy Index (PEUI), in this study.

Since the main diagonal elements of the covariance matrix PN are the variances of the estimation
errors, J is just the square root of the average variance and is like an RMS error for the order N mo-
del. Roughly speaking, a value of J of 1.5 means that the standard deviations of the estimation error
for each of the fault parameters considered are "close" to 1.5%. Clearly, the smaller the value of J,
the more accurate is the estimate, using the order N model.

4. CASE STUDY

We have already mentioned that analytical studies on different engine simulations, which are dis-
cussed in /8/, have proved that the Influence Coefficient Matrix depends on operating conditions. With
this in mind, we shall proceed to demonstrate the DOCGPA capabilities, considering a commercial turbofan
engine for which data for the (ICM) were available for three operating conditions.

Table 1 defines the measurement vector f and the fault parameter vector I used for the engine.

Tables 2-4 present the values of the (ICM) matrix for the three different operating conditions
(Engine Pressure Ratio, flight Mach number and ambient conditional mentioned above).

These values will be used in order to investigate improvements that the DOCGPA approach can offer
in respect to an ordinary GPA method.

Even before starting this investigation, the strong dependance of the (ICM) elements on varying
operating conditions can be remarked.

The calculation results that will be presented, have been obtained with the assumption that all
measured values of the variables (NI,N 2 ,WF,EGT) have been made with an accuracy characterized by a
standard deviation equal to 0.5%, if not stated otherwise.

Figure 4 presents the values of the performance estimation uncertaincy index (PEUI), when the
order of the model (number of operating points taken into account) is varied as well as the number
of the estimated parameters (number of components of the fault vector).

Case 1 considers the estimation of four fault parameters under one, two or three operating
conditions. Cases 2 and 3 consider, successively, five and eight fault parameters for two and three
operating conditions. Case 4 considers nine fault parameters and three operating conditions.

It can be seen from Fig.4 that nine fault parameters can be estimated only when all three ope-
rating conditions are used. On the other hand, the overall accuracy and reliability is improved when
the number of operating conditions considered is increasing, for a given number of fault parameters.

An idea a"..t the iniflfeze of the measuring accuracy can be deduced from the calculation re-
sults presented in Fig.5. The evolution of the PEUI is presented in this Figure for case 4, when the
measurement accuracy varies from 0.5 to 1.0%.

An interesting feature of the DOCGPA is demonstrated by the calculation results presented in
Fig.6. For cases 1 and 3, one or two measurements were disregarded when estimating the fault parame-
ters. It can be seen that using less measured variables, it is still possible to estimate the required
fault parameters, of course, with a loss in accuracy.

In order to complete the picture we can add that additional calculations were performed, which,
demonstrated that:

a) The prediction accuracy is not considerably changing, when different sets of fault parameters
(the total number remains constant) are estimated.

b) The choice of measurement variables influences the accuracy of the estimation, when their
number is reduced. In fact, the variables N1 ,N2 for this case, cannot be disregarded without
a dramatic increase in estimation uncertainty.

Finally, in order to give an idea about the estimation accuracy for each fault parameter,
when a DOCGPA procedure is used, we shall consider the Table S. Row A of this Table contains typical
errors in the estimation of the nine fault parameters (Case 4). For the same number of operating condi-
tions, row B of Table 5 presents the corresponding errors for Case 3 (eight variables are estimated,
that is the value of Anf was considered as known).

The variation in estimation accuracy for each parameter is evident. It is worthwhile noting that
changes in efficiency are estimated more accurately than the other parameters (except from the fan ef-
ficiency, for which the estimation uncertaincy level is unacceptably large).

5. CONCLUSIONS

A method named Discrete Operating Conditions Gas Path Analysis was described above. The method
is an extension of the ordinary Gas Path Analysis. It takes advantage of the non linear behaviour of a
gas turbine engine and gives the possibility to increase information coming out of a number of sensors,
which are positioned on the engine.

This additional information may be used for:
a) Decreasing the uncertainty of the estimation of parameters, which are used for diagnostic pur-

poses and, thus, increase the reliability of the diagnosis itself.
b) Performing a diagnosis, when the number of measured quantities *s smaller than the number of

variables used for diagnostic purposes.
c) Performing a check on the values of the measured variables.

The requirements in order to render the DOCGPA more effective are the following:

a) Realistic modeling of the engine and adaptation of the model to predict actual engine beha-
viour at all operating conditions.

b) Knowledge of the (IC) sensitivity over the whole operating range in order to choose the opti-
mum testing profile.

... . ......
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C) Improvement of existing instrumentation characteristics, which is a general GPA requirement.
d) Determination of minimm deterioration limits for each fault parameter so that, when these

limits are exceeded, they are estimated with sufficient accuracy.
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N N, Far spool rotational speed

2 N2 High Pressure Compressor spool
rotational speed

3 WF  Fuel Flow rate

4 EGT Exhaust Gas Temperature

Table la Measurement vector

1 6n Fan efficiency change

2 AnIpC Intermediate Pressure Compressor
efficiency change

3 &HPC High Pressure Compressor efficiency change

4 HPT High Pressure Turbine efficiency change

5 nLPT Low Pressure Turbine efficiency change

6 A rBLF  Fan Bleed Overboard

7 aWBLC!, High Pressure Compressot Pleed into ran Duct

6 AWBLc0 4  High Pressure Compressor Bleed OverbOurd

9 AAN  Effective Nozzle Area change

Table lb Fault Parameter vector

' Ap 4IPC A"1pC  A RPHT ALPT AWBLF aWBLCOV AWBLCOB AAW

AN, 0.06 0.133 0.1 0.04 0.267 0.267 -0.133 0.15 0.6

AN
2  -0.1 -0.233 0.933 0.517 -0.4 0.067 0.267 0.333 0.14

AMP -0.5 -0.55 0.833 -0.7 -1.0 0.333 1.631 2.483 0.533

AEGT -0.2 -0.7 -0.6 -0.667 -0.667 0 1.333 1.5 0.033

Zabo..i. Influence Coefficients for Engtne Pressure Ratio, ERP-I.74,
Sea level static.

a - -- * - , - - BOEING 
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An, APC &nHPC AnHPI 6%PT AV,, AWBLCOV AWBLCOB "N

a1 0.133 0.267 0.233 0.333 0.383 0.433 -0.167 0.133 1

2 -0.1 -0.267 1 0.6 -0.267 0.067 0.133 0.433 0.267

ALV -0.333 -0.4 -0.333 -0.767 -0.733 0.333 1.667 1.667 1.267

AEGT -0.167 -0.6 -0.433 -0.933 -0.800 0 1.467 1.6 0.433

Table 3. Influence Coefficients for EPR-1.96 Sea Level static.

AqF "nIPC AHPC AIHPT &nLPT ANBLF AIWBLCDV 'BLCOB 6%

601 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.15 0.3 0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.8

6N2 -0.05 -0.1 0.4 0.5 -0.1 0.05 0.25 0.3 0.2

AW. -0.25 -0.15 -0.65 -0.8 -0.65 0.35 1.85 2.4 1.1

AEGT -0.311 -0.415 -1.141 -1.348 -1.037 0 1.244 1.452 0

Table 4. Influence Coefficients for EPR-2.00

Altitude 35000 ft, Mach 0.8

a n A)TpC AnIPC 
6
nqHpT {AqL? BLF WLCDV WBLCOB

E 10.7 1.7 1.6 2 3.4 3.7 3 3.7 3

- 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.8 3.3 1.5 1.1 2

a-lL. Typical percent errors in estimated fault parameters,

using 3-order OOCGPA model.

7--i _ _ _ _ i,
. ._._ _ __...
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PHYSICAL PROBLEM

FAULT PARAMETERS

OPERATING CONDITIONS1

SDEVIATIONS or DEPEN]
DEN ENGINE VARIA-I

FIGUPM 1 Gas Path Anal-sis flowchart.

f 2

A 0O.3f1 0. 64fz c,

0 B3 -42

fl

(a) { may be any: vector with b) The vector f is uniCuelv
origin 0, ending at line defined.
A3.

FIGURE 2 An illustrative example.
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FIGURE 3 Fault Mlatrices for a Two Shaft Engine
(from /9/)
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PEUI

CASE 3 FIGURE 6

CASE 1

I I
2 3 4

Number of measu-
red variables

DISCUSSION

F. HOERL

Which methods have you used to determine observability?

Author's Reply:

For the observability we use the standard definition and the theorems

given by systems control theory.

H.CIKANEK

What is the method by which you determine your CM (influence sensi-

tivity) matrices?

Author's Reply:

ICM is extracted from existing engine simulation codes by calculating

the deviation of the measured variables that results when cash fault

parameter is perturbed by one percent and the other parameters remain

unchanged.

__ _I
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SUM4ARY

The gas path analysis (GPA) becomes more and more an important method for the diagnosis of jet engines.
Therefore in this paper a fundamental way of finding the mathematical engine model is shown, especially
with regard to the adaptation of the coefficients of the system matrix to the gradients of the character-
istic curves of the turbomachines.

The theoretical fundamentals are applied to a two-shaft jet engine. In order to test the method some
faults in the engine are simulated. All faults are detected very accurately and the method shows by this
its efficiency.

For practical use of the method also the faults of the measuring device (sensors) are to be taken into
consideration. Therefore filter algorithms are outlined to diminish the stochastic parts of these faults.
For the systematic parts (offsets) a special and new theory is developed for compensation. For both simu-
lation results are given based on actual test stand data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The high requirements both in the civil and military field of air traffic, which may be characterized
by Gie keywords of "safety, reliability, and economy" have lead at an early stago to the development of
methods of engine condition monitoring.

Back in the early thirties, visual inspections were carried out. Later on, there came up operational
tests, ultrasonic tests, and lubricant checks as well as vibration analyses. The first automated diagnostic
systems were introduced in the early sixties. Those systems were designed to supervise mainly the life cycle

'of important engine components by counting load cycles and temperature strains. A detailed compilation
hereto can be found among other subjects in (1]. System theory regarding diagnostic procedures for jet
engines was first considered in the early seventies [2], [3]. Those considerations were based on steady-
state models for engine dynamics, having been obtained from working procedure data processing. Special
achievements in that field have been contributed by URBAN who was the first to develop analytical programs
which have stood the test of practice and allow a high-quality diagnosis with the aid of the digital com-
puter. They are used with success for example by several airline companies [4], [5].

Based thereon and moreover on (6] and [7], an example of a diagnostic procedure for up to date two-
shaft jet engines has been composed. Due to measuring noise and also to systematic measuring errors, the
diagnosis comprises the employment of estimation procedures. Referring hereto, algorithms for state eval-
uation are indicated and checked for their reliability. Especially for the systematic sensor errors a new
theory is developed which is outlined in detail in 18] and which will be published separately in [9].

2. DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMATICAL ENGINE MODEL

As stated in the introductory context, a diagnosis oriented towards system theory requires a detailed
model development. In the following, this is elaborated for a two-shaft jet engine, based on working
process computations.

2.1 Generalities

Corresponding to an up-to-date concept of jet engines, a modular structure of the engine is assumed.
The modules to be considered are: the compressors, the combustion chamber, the turbines, and the thrust
nozzle.

Different characteristics serve at describing the condition of those components. In the sense of the
terms related to control technology, they are referred to as state variables. For the turbo engines, they
are efficiency and mass flow rate, for the combustion chamber, efficiency and relative pressure loss, and
for the nozzles, efficiency and cross section of outlet. Those characteristics and state variables are not
directly measurable, but they must be calculated from measured values. Those measured values are the
pressures and temperatures at inlet and outlet of each module, furthermore the speeds of the turbo engines,
the fuel flow rate and, as a desirable further magnitude, the thrust. If parts of the jet engine are of
variable geometry, the position indicators describing the change of geometry are comprised with the meas-
ured values.

The correlation between measured values and state variables is established by reference to thermo-
dynamics and the characteristics of the components, with the aid of similitude theory. Those linkages are
in general non-linear, and procedures of system theory would not be applicable therewith. For that reason,
the describing equations in the area of a predetermined operational point are linearized, and only the
changes in that working point, as referred to nominal state, are considered.

------ ---
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If a variable of state Xi is a function of m measure values Y., the total differential of X. is

[axi axi .

dX. - (jj-dY, + Qy') .dY2 + ... + ( ' dY (1)-iO d

wherein dY. - Y. -Yjo and dXi  x i-Xio, the nominal state being identified by index 0.

For later evaluatationas well as for generalization, it is of advantage to pass over to non-dimension-
al description, This is reached by referring the variations to the nominal state itself. At the same time,
there shall be considered that finite deviations A from the nominal state are allowed. Herewith Eq. (1)
changes to

Y10 ax. Y2o /ax Y o ax
+y (2)x 9.0  10 -' .2) Yi'm

wherein

ky.-y. .X
Ay. = I and Axi  - I-I-
r Y j0 XiO

In the compressors, direct determination of the coefficients

Yi Y(ax.aij = G0ky-,/

corresponding to the structure of Eq. (2) is possible and sufficient for description, as will be shown in
the following section by the example of the compressor efficiency. The reason hereof is that all measured
values required are available at the entry ane exit of a compressor.

In the case of turbines and possibly alsc of combustion chambers and thrust nozzles mostly not all of
the necessary measured values are realized. This applies above all to the entry temperatures of turbines,
the measurement of which inevitably leads in any case to dubious results on account of a radial temper-
ature profile and of the mixing effects between main gas stream and cooling air stream. Applying the bal-
ance of power for the corresponding shafts of the engine, the not measurable values can, however, be ob-
tained by calculation, based on the measurable values in the compressor portion. It is true that hereby
the clear composition of the formula is somehow affected.

2.2 Efficiency of compressor

The use of Eq. (2) and in particular the calculation of its coefficients shall be explained by the
example of the compressor efficiency.

The efficiency n of a compressor, which is compressing from total state I to total state 2, is
determined under consideration of the variability of the specific heat c from the relationP

c 1 Tl•[(1)R/cpl_,]n
=
pl I \p /n h 2-h1 (3)

In that equation p is the pressure, T is the absolute temperature, h is the enthalpy, and R is the gas
constant. The linkage between temperature and enthalpy is supplied by the equation of definition of the
specific heat

dh - c "dT . (4)
p

With Eq. (4) and application of Eq. (2) one gets from Eq. (3)

__R R
d c C 1  dpl + / c I 1  dT1  c I dp2  c 1.T2 dT2

,_(P 1 )R/cp+ p h ch2 -h T p h -h T
IP2 piP1 2-p 2 2

This variation of efficiency has now still to be compared with the one to be expected from the character-
istics of the compressor. This is necessary because the diagnosis shall indicate failures as compared to
a failure-free state, and not deviations referred to another working point [6]. For comparison, the effi-
ciency n must be known as a function of two similarity characteristics. A description of the efficiency
and of the pressure ratio as a function of the reduced flow rate is widely known. That kind of reference
is, however, not so useful for the evaluation intended here, because when employing Eq. (2) it will become
necessary to differentiate those characteristics. In the case of transonic compressors with vertical
characteristics, as used in modern jet engines, it would hereby result in infinitely high values. Therefore,
the efficiency is expressed as a function of the pressure figure 4 with the circumferential Mach number H
as a parameter. Hereby, the numeral values for the ifferential quotients of an/a and an/aM remain unique
and finite 17).
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Using the equations of definition for the two similarity parameters

2. u2

21 (6)

and

-R/c P
S- u./iT (7)

with u as the circumferential speed of reference, which is proportional to the rotational speed n, one
obtains the difference between the efficiency of a compressor found by measuring and the one to be expected
according to the characteristics, in a non-dimensional description for finite differences

R
S_ c1 - AP1  c -T1  l n AT1

P2

R
c p2  ,-C .T 2 T A

+ :2 ~ 2 ( iilV, nlM(8).- p # h 2-h (8)
' P2

Now there are set An/ -Ax and Ap /p Ay. An/n -Ay 5 ,so that Eq. (8) corresponds to the general
description of Eq. (2), and'the correlation ietween the variables of state Ax. and the measured values
Ayj, j-I,...,5, as searched for, is established. The description in the form of Eq. (8) is similar for all
state variables of a jet engine, but in most cases its structure is of much greater volume.

In the coefficients aij belonging to the measured values in Eq. (8), there are to be considered be-
sides the gasproperties (R and c ) and the state of the medium of operation upstream and downstream of the
compressor (P11 TI, P2. T ) thePgrdients of the characteristic curves an/3$ and n/aM to be taken from
the mep of charac eristics. Finding those values at the required accuracy causes sometimes certain diffi-
culties. By calculation, they can, however, be found precisely enough by a few test runs of the engine.

2.3 Two-shaft jet engine

The considerations of the foregoing section shall be applied to a two-shaft jet engine with by-pass
and fixed geometry. General structure and sections of the modules are shown in Fig. I. The jet engine thus
comprises seven modules:

Module 1: Low pressure compressor (LPC). rAT . ,., I l .,
Module 2: Compressor case - transition piece. s iI I I
Module 3: High pressure compressor (HPC).
Module 4: Combustion chamber (CC).
Module 5: High pressure turbine (HPT).
Module 6: Low pressure turbine rotor (LPT).
Module 7: Turbine case.

The procedure of diagnosis has now to be ar-
ranged in a way thst a defective module is detected.
The precondition is that the state variables are se-
lected to describe sufficiently, either single or in
groups, the physical state of each separate module. e~se
There are selected: i. VA"E J.

Module I: Mass flow rate il.
efficiency of the low pressure Fig. I Cross section with denotations for a two-shaft
compressor n1" jet engine.

module 2: Ring area A8.

Module 3: Hass flow rate i3'
efficiency of the high pressure compressor n3"

Module 4: Combustion chamber efficiency n4'

Module 5: Hass flow rate 5,

efficiency of the high pressure turbine n."

Module 6: Mass flow rate i6,
efficiency of the low pressure turbine fl6 '

Module 7: Outlet area A7.

Additionally: Thrust F (as the case may be, for module 2 as well).
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Corresponding to the former designations (state variables), the following order is set:

X 1' X2 - C X, 13 - 3' 14 - n3' X5 5' X6 - n5' X7 - i
6

'8 
= 
n6'

X9 = n4 X 10- A7, XI! A8, 12 - P.

This mans that o - 12 state variables are available for diagnosis. For selection from X to X12. the
criteria detailed below are of significance.

Modules 1, 3, 5 and 6 are turbomachinery. Those are characterized particularly well by efficiency ni
and mass flow ii. The use of both the efficiency and the mass flow has been provided because disturbances
are imaginable, which concern just one of the two state variables. For example it is possible that a defec-
tive or a missing blade is perceptible only by fluid flow capacity, i.e. in mass flow, without any notable
change of efficiency. Therefore, the combined evaluation of efficiency and mass flow provides in any case
a reliable statement on the working state of the engine module concerned (LP, HP compressor; HP, LP turbine).

Module 4 - combustion chamber - is evaluated by its efficiency n only, because there is to be expec-
ted that in case of disturbances, e.g. asymmetric distribution or changes of cooling air flow, the effi-
ciency will be influenced. A similar additional evaluation, such as in case of the turbomachinery by mass
flow, could be realized by supervising and computing the pressure loss. As, in general, no measuring point
has been provided to that purpose in the hardware of the jet engine, this procedure must be desisted from.
Anyhow, it may be assumed that variations in efficiency will describe sufficiently the combustion chamber
for the purpose of diagnosis.

For module 2, only the ring area A8 is available as a state variable. It allows, however, only a lim-
ited statement on functioning of this module. From the point of view of fluid flow, this module is not sub-
ject to a particular strain. Therefore, this reduced diagnostic statement should be sufficient.

For module 7 - the turbine case - only the outlet area A7 can be referred to. As regards diagnosis,
the same considerations as those to module 2 are applicable.

In addition to the state variables which can be clearly attributed to each of the indicated modules,
the thrust value measured on the test stand is also referred to as a state variable. Although it does not
allow any direct statement with regard to a determined module, nevertheless it provides a possibility to
check the accuracy of the measured values and, possibly, an indirect statement on the condition of module
2, i.e. an evaluation of the dividing ratio between the primary and secondary mass flow.

The measured values Y. must now be selected in a way allowing the intended state variable& Xi dis-
tinctly to be calculable bised thereon, i.e. the relation between state vector X L [X.i.,Xn] and the
measuring vector y - [Y1,...,Ym]T must be arranged that in terms of system theory an observable problem
will be presented. For good conditioning of the system of equations to be set up, it will, therefore, be
favourable to make available suchmasred vaues ' vhich influence as many states Xi as possible, i.e.
which will grant an intense coupling within the sysiem of equations. In detail, the measured values chosen
are the following:

1) Environmental conditions:

- Ambient pressure P0o
- Ambient temperature TO .

The measured values of po and T will fix the inlet conditions for the jet engine. Thus they influence
practically the overall state the latter.

2) Compressor (module 1, module 3):

- Differential pressure q1 at inlet,
- Pressure P2 between low pressure and high pressure compressor,
- Temperature T2 between low pressure and high pressure compressor,
- Differential pressure q3 downstream of high pressure compressor,
- Pressure P3 downstream of high pressure compressor,
- Temperature T3 downstream of high pressure compressor.

The differential pressure q, measured at inlet provides a statement on mass flow through the jet engine.
Herewith nearly all of the state variables Xi are influenced by this measured value.

Pressure p2 and temperature IT are measured at the interface between low pressure and high pressure
compressor. Whereas pressure p2 inhuences decisively the compressor efficiencies and mass flow 63 only,
temperature T2 concerns nearly all of the state variables.

The differential pressure q3 resulting from the difference between the total pressure and the static
pressure at the outlet of the high pressure compressor characterizes mainly the primary mass flow.

Pressure P3 and temperature T3 at the high pressure compressor outlet influence, except X, and X2
(low pressure compressor), all the other state variables in question.

3) Compressor case transition piece (module 2):

- Pressure p8.

Pressure P8 is measured upstream of the ring nozzle. It serves at evaluation of area A8 and at calculation
for checking thrust F, i.e. for the state variables XI and X12.

4 .. ................... .... ........................... .......
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4) Combustion chamber (module 4):

- Fuel flow ;rn1 .

Nkasuring of fuel flow iF serves mainly at evaluation of combustion chamber efficiency n .

5) Turbine (module 5. module 6):

- Pressure pS between high pressure and law pressure turbine,
- Pressure P6 downstream of low pressure turbine,
- Tmperature T6 downstream of low pressure turbine.

Pressure p0 at the interface between high pressure and low pressure turbine serves essentially at evaluation
of the turgine section. Though in soms jet engines not available as a measuring point, for a safe diagnosis
on the turbine section it represents a particularly significant measuring value. From the thermodynamic
point of view, this is convincing as for considering the output equilibrium of the two shafts of the engine,
only the temperature T5 can be obtained at that point. A result about pressure P5 is not obtainable by
recalculation.

Pressure P6 and temperature T6 are measured values downstream of the low pressure turbine. Both of
them serve at evaluation of the turbine section.

6) Compressor/Turbine (module 1,3 ; module 5,6):

- Speed of low pressure shaft n,
- Speed of high pressure shaft n2 *

The speeds of nI and n2 of low and high pressure shafts concern the state variables of all turbomachinery.

7) Thrust measurement (module 2):

- Thrust F
m

Thrust measurement F serves at the check of the state variable of thrust F and possibly at evaluation of
module 2. That measulement is only possible in case of diagnosis at the test stand, in flight it is not
available.

In total there are thus available m - 16 measured values ¥j; based on the previous designations, they
are identified as follows:

Y, - P0  Y2 T To, Y3  q1, Y4 = P2' Y5  T T2' Y6 
= 
q3 " Y7 p 3' Y8 8 T3'

Y9 - P5' YIO P6' l T6' 712 = PB' Y13 n ' ¥14 n 2' Y15 - "'F' Y16 " Fm

If one now proceeds according to the sections 2.1 and 2.2 and establishes, via working process computing,
the relation between measured values and state variables, referring the applicable equations to failure-
free nominal conditions and then normalizing them, one obtains

Axi I qi,,.Ay I ... * qi 16.y16 i-I...,12 (9a)

or in terms of vector and matrix, respectively

Ax - &.AZ . (9b)

By Eq. (9b) the (12,1) dimensional state vector Ax is linked with the (16,1) dimensional measuring vector
Al. The system matrix, therefore, has the dimensi-n of (12,16). In some cases it may be more suitable to
write Eq. (9b) in terms of a real measuring equation. Then

AY - C.A-,

with

E - _q.(q QT) - (90)

as a (16,12) dimensional measuring matrix, which results from _, from the righthend side as a pseudo-
inverse matrix [10].

2.4 Application

The outlines having been so far of general validity, shall now be put into more concrete terms. The
jet engine of LARZAC will, therefore, serve as an example.

In jet engine diagnosis, ually one applies Eq. (9) to three different working points: full load (FL),
partial load (PL - approx. 75 % of FL), idling (LP). As a first step, in the formulae, the coefficients of
the matrix are calculated for the LARZAC jet engine, assuming realistic va-uee for the empirical map
characteristics. In the case of full load, this procedure leads to matrix _ of Table 1. For the two other
load conditions, (7] is referred to. By the given Q, as an example, a failure of -2 1 in x,, i.e. in the
mass flow of the low pressure compressor, and in x8 , respectively, i.e. in the efficiency of the low
pressure turbine, shall be diagnosed. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
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Table I System matrix Q for the load state of full load (FL).

to o

-0,o -to - - - -- - - - -- ---- . [

-3.0~~-1 .. . . . . . . -- -- - - -... .

1 2 3 4 5 6 a 9 lo I2I 3 5 4 5:

P4 104 a . .VA02 ." V"

Fig. 2 Diagnosis of an error in module I Fig. 3 Diagnosis of an error in module 6
(Ax 1 -- 2 %). (Ax8 . - 2 %).

There are indicated all the twelve state variables for the three different working points and moreover
the Ilnear mean values of the state variables over the three working points. It can be seen from Fig. 2
that each error is sufficiently well detected. Nevertheless there are still defects in the mathematical
model, for in the case of (FL), the state of Ax2 is affected and also in the further failure-free states,
there may occur indications up to + 1 2, which should not exist. This becomes even more obvious in Fig. 3,
where the detection in state Ax8 is useful only under a qualitative aspect and the "basic noise" of the
failure-free states attains roughly the range of + I %. This behaviour is founded on an inaccurate deter-
mination of matrix Q, in particular with regard to the partial derivatives of the empirical map charac-
teristics as mentioned in section 2.2. It is, therefore, recommendable to readjust the system matrix q.

This can be carried out by a procedure at a mathematical model of a jet engine, at which prescribed errors
are simulated. The way of proceeding is as follows:

A detailed analysis of the 12 equations (9a) shows that their coefficients qi,j for the first eight
equations are of the type of

qi,j + ,j * b ,j'oi 
+ 

c.,. * i-,.,8 j-1,...,16 (10)

where a • b j, and c- j being accurately known figures, whereas pi and ri are the rather inaccurately
known graients of the map characteristics (cf. Eq. (8)).

With

16 16 16
ai- l a. Ay. , b. - b. .. Ay., c.-;> cij.Ay

j  
(11)

j.l ijy j.,-1 j=1 .

Eq. (9a) can then be rewritten as

Ax i - ai + bi'i + ci. i , i1,. 8 (12)

If now failure-free measurements of Ayj are assumed, the case without model defects is described as

Axi, - i * b .iO + e ci., (13a)

or the model defects themselves result from the difference of Eq. (12) and Eq. (13a) in

(Axi-ax,) - b .(Pi-oi O) + ci.(ci- .O (13b)

By the linear approximation of

pi,0 o i + APi * iO i + Ati 04a)
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as well as by
aft i - Az -. AXi 0  (14b)

Sq. (13b) results in

6Axi . b hoi * 4 .Agi * i-I. 8 . (14)

If now in the jet engine model k o 2 different errors are simulated. Eq. (14c) passes over to the super-
posed equation system of

dhi i.1 i-I,. 8

with A6x. as the (k.1) dimensional model defect vector and Y as the (k.2) dimensional "measuring" matrix.
For the-lorrections of AP i and Ati one obtains then at once from Eq. (15)

he 1... (yT.¥) l.Yt..Ax...........,8 (

By Eq. (14a) improved parameters of 0i 0 and Ei 0 can herewith be determinded, and theyyield, by Eq. (10),
improved elements of qi.j for system mtrix _q in Eq. (9).

..Ws .-M , . . . .0 .10. . .0
* 0 0 9.57 i- . 5450.s 4 0 0. 64 4.5 5 0 0 4 0 I -. 507 5

Tbe 2 I m .prve tem m . .o. te o s t a I -o .ul o (

I~ ~ 
- e s -[ 

2.0

o i.i in 0. 04 0 0m * .93 5.4347 .4.4 *5 4.5 0 4.407 0 0 14.90*n 5.0,7 C

4.mil 5.495*l .4•000 0 -.. 7 0.474 -4,05 9.7274 0.45*5 0 4.742 5 5 5. 1. 14.049 I

5.45*3 4.Til% 0.404 I 0 3'.5757 .0.091 q7 . OCI~l 4.477 0.40I74 45947 0 ".4940 0 40751

1W • .A 
1

D L - -I I 1-01 4

Fg4D i .agns o an erros -i.,n m o e ., Fig 5 -ia i of an eornmdl

(A9.0 2Z for improved model (fi 8 7 % o ipoedmdlnow i mproved system matrix 9 inTbe2 fh orrtespodistgeodetn of Fig. 2oa an(FgL).ih h

10 . . . ... . . . . . .9°. . . . . . . . . . . .

- . . . . . . . . -- . . --- -3.0 . . . . . . . .- --- -- -

nw4 7 I 9 i0 so 9n fi2 4 i 2 4 5 6 t I I 7 9 2t

Fig. 4 Diagnosis of an error in module 1 Fig. Diagnosis of an error in module 6
(Ax 1 - - 2 ) for improved model. (x 8 - - 2 ) for improved model.

The procedure described was carried out for k 20 error simulation rnun and has made available the
new improved system matrix _ in Table 2. The corresponding error detection of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 with the
new is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The comparison between Figres 2 and 4 clearly evidences that the

affection of Ax in the case of (FL) has been eliminated and that als the other failure-free states ere
situated distinhtly below 4 I 2. In Fig. 5, the diagnosis of state Ax 8 is no also quantitatively useful,

the "basic noise" of the filure-free states has remained in its order of tognitude. There is to be noted
that the measuring technology used for the error simulation runs has an accuracy of + I only with regard
to the Ax., i.e. the validation of the mthemtical model can then on principle not b~e more accurate than
that valui.

The used procedure of readjusting the system matrix 9, i.e. solution of Eq. (15), is nothing else
than proceeding in terms of minimising according to the least squares method, If you refer to the weighted

version of the procedure [11], Eq. (16) passes over to

, . . . .."-. -- -.
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(Y W Y " 
--.. 6 . . .. (17)

At.

Herein W. - diag(wjj), j-l,...,k, is a (k,k) dimensional weighting matrix, through which particular simula-
tion runi with sensor errors, which are more precisely known than others, can be weighted more intensely.
This leads to a further improvement of accuracy of the model, i.e. to still more qualified system ma-
trices q. If, however, the physical basis of modelling is deficient to an extent that the linear approxi-
mation of Eq. (04a) will not be good enough, one may use for iteration Eq. (16) or (17). In general two
iterations will do to achieve a model accuracy below + I X.

The procedure outlined above for the improvement of the mathematical engine model says nothing by now
regarding the last four equations of Eq. (9a). These equations are independent of the gradients of the map
characteristics, and the coefficients qi a re pure constants. Nevertheless, they can be included in an
algorithm for improvement. The procedure is a little bit different from that given for the first eight
equations. Details for this are outlined in [7] and in [12].

The corrections Api and Ati obtained from Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) are so large in some cases that the
new gradients in Eq. (14a) are outside of their physical meanings. In order to avoid this the calculation
procedure for Api and Aci has to be modified in such a way that Api and Ati are constrained. This can be
done by introducing penalty functions. By this the calculation procedure becomes nonlinear, thus requiring
an iterative solution. For this a comprehensive computer program is developed published in [13]. The pro-
gram is suitable for engines with any n and any m state and measurement variables, respectively. Addition-
ally, the case of any p equations independent of the gradients of the map characteristics is considered.
One can say that with this computer program an automated modelling for any class of modern jet engines can
be achieved.

3. ESTIMATION OF STATE

The model shows the relation between the state vector Ax and the measurement vector Ay by the struc-
ture of Eq. (9b) and, derived from there, by Eq. (9c). If A-is known, Ax can, therefore, be found imme-
diateley from Eqs. (9), as has been practised before. The assumption in that case is, however, that Ay is
free of failures. As this is not the rule, Eq. (9b) has in fact to be written as follows:

-x,_ [Ay - 2!- 6 (Ay)I (18a)

and Eq. (9c) goes over in

AY 
M 
c.Ax + v + WYA)  -(18b)

Here-in, the (16,1) dimensional vector v considers the measuring noise in &. By the (16,1) dimensional
vector 6AyA) systematic sensor errors are described in Ay, which have been caused by d.ift of the zero
point for example. As v and 6(Ay) are unknown, now Ax can no more be determined directly from (18). Conse-
quently, an estimation algorithm has to be applied, which allows for Ax, with reference to the algorithm
used, the best possible estimation A of Ax. As in that context stochastic and deterministic (systematic)
sensor errors must be treated distinctly, -n the following at first 6(6y) is set to zero and only v will
be considered.

3.1 Stochastic sensor errors

If only stochastic sensor errors (noise) occur with v, Eq. (18b) is written as follows:

&Z= C.Ax . v . (19)

A general way of estimating Ax by A can now be taken from

Ax - b + [B+C T.A-C -. T.A.(A1 -C.b) . (20)

Here we first assume that only one single measurement vector A1 exists, which means that the estimation
by Eq. (20) is based on a so-called "snapshot".

According to selections of vector b as well as of matrices A and B, various procedures of estimation
being known in literature [11] result from Eq. (20). If for example b = 0 and B - 0, there results with
A = G - diag(gj.) the estimation of

Ax - (CT.G-C) -1 I T.G-A , (21)

i.e. the weighted minimation of error by the least squares method (WLS) also referred to in Eq. (17),
which for G - g., g - const. passes over into its unweighted version. The estimator described by Eq. (21)
is most easy. Moreover it has the advantage that nothing else has to be known about the noise vector v but
the mean value freedom of its components. In case you know additionally that the realizations of the v
components are normally distributed, you will obtain by G - El from Eq. (21) the Maximum Likelihood
Estimator (MLS), wherein R is the matrix of covariances belonging to I and h1 , respectively. Thus the esti-
mators of (WLS) and of (HLS) distinguish themselves formally only by the choice of their weighting
matrix G.

The case of just one single measurement vector Ay is rare. As a rule, due to time-discrete scanning,
sveral measurement vectors Ay, il,. r, arise. Assuming that the model characteristics as fixed by
measuring matrix C remain unchanged during scanning from i I I to i * r, the measurement vectors Ayi lead
to the estimation of

mesaurin
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hx R- o 
- 
s Zi (22)

1-1

That is the n-recurrent formulation of the (WLS) or (IMLS) estimator, respectively, which makes particu-
larly clear that those procedures of estimation involve a mean value formation with a variable weighting
of the different sampling chanels.

Based on Eq. (20). only estimation algorithms comprising no a priori information were considered so
far with b - 0 and S - 0. If for example with b - xa n initial approach for hi or i is available, and
with B K a wsighting matrix is given for weighting the error between i and a-0' then by

4 - 40 - (14C T''C) -1C •(s -C-'hO) (23)

an estimation according to the extended weighted minimation of error by the least squares method (EWLS)
is described [II]. Apart from t--rem-equrenent of mean value freedom of the components of v. also for
application of Eq. (23), no other conditions are claimed. However, in case there exists the additional in-
formation that v and Ax are normally distributed and the mean val e of Ax is available by b - i, with
i - P andG-;-R1 t (EWLS) estimator of Eq. (23) passes over into the Bayes Estimator TBS)-

--I T - -1 T -1
As - Ax + (P- +C .R .C) -. C 'I (A-C-A

-
) . (24)

Herein - as formerly in the (ILS) estimator - R is the matrix of covariances of v and Az, and P is the cor-
responding coveriance matrix of the error in bx or of ix itself, respectively. There can be expected that
estimators of the type of Eqs. (23) and (24) will lead To more efficient results than those obtainable by
Eq. (21), provided that with and M or AR and P adequate a priori information can be made available. Of
course, also in Eqs. (23) and (24), there exist several measurement vectors i, ... r, suitable for
determination of Ai. If one assumes again that the model characteristics remain unchanged during generation
of Z,, i.e. that measuring matrix C is constant, for this case Eq. (23) becomes

-x I T -I 1
lx-(7-!!*S. -S-C) -(-14.hx +--C .G.> Ay. .(5i ¥. c.cc) "('=a0 +r''" _i)  (25)

x.1

As an analogy to Eq. (22), this is the non-recurrent version of the (EWLS) estimator or, for qO - A; and
M . rI', of the (BS) estimator. From Eq. (25) it appears with particular clearness that significance of the
'E(WLS) and (BeS) estimators, as compared to the (WLS) and (14LS) estimators, refers to low values of r. For
high values of r, there results

1.M CT.G-C , 1-hi o GA (25a)
r - - - - r

if 61 is the vector of the mean values Aq, j-1,...,16, from the individual measurements AYij, i.e. Eq.
(25) is in the limiting case r -- identicl to Eq. (22). It may be summarized that we can assume to be able,
in case of good a priori information in A and H, to reduce substantially the number r of the measurement
vectors to be treated in order to obtain a-determined accuracy in the state estimation.

In order to be able to judge the efficiency of the estimators in Eq. (22) and in Eq. (25) they are
applied to the example given in Fig. 4, in which an error of Ax, = - 0.02 (-2 2) has to be diagnosed. As
a reference for judgement, the error scale of

e(r - '..120
2  

(26

is used, in which Axi 0 are the set states and Ax.(r) e Ir)

are the real states. Gia the squared mean value e'r)
the behaviour of convergence of the estimator is
described. Furthermore e(r --) yields a scale for
modal accuracy. Fig. 6 shows for the case of full
load (FL) the course of e(r) for the two different
standard deviations of a = 10

-
1 and 10

-2 . 
It was as-

sumed that all of the 16 sensors are subject to the
same standard deviation and that, therefore, the 10
(faS) estimator passes over into an unveighted (WLS) s,.
estimator. The taken choice of a means in consequence
of the standardized Eq. (19) as noise of either 10 2,
or I Z referred to the physical measured values Y
j..16, of Eq. (1). In detail Fig. 6 points ott IEWLS) ,
that the (EWLS) estimator in comparison to the (WLS) '
estimator is throughout faster in the convergence. A
Both estimators meet the expectations which means
that both estimators are consistent - as known from
literature [i1].

The difficulty in applying estimators with a
priori information is due to selection and knowledge
of that information itaelf. In the present case of
error detection it see useful to set to zero, i0

"
'

i.e. to take the failure-free state as an a priori
information. Fixation of the weighting matrix N or
vi the covariance matrix P is more difficult. Phereas
in case of C and R the choice of diagonal matrices
seema logical, since one can suppose that the mess- Fig. 6 Filter results for the example of Fig. 4.

_ _ .
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urements Ayj, j-1,...,16, are uncorrelated, there will certainly be correlations between the various
states Axi, !.,2. This means covariances different from zero in P and herewith fully filled-in ma-
trices of P or N, respectively. As the covariances are not known, M has here been used also as a diagonal
matrix. By sisslatiun it was found that for the example of Fig. 6 Tt is suitable to set ! - diag(mii);
aii - 10. This value results from an easy coordination by nusbers to cT.R-I.c in the first bracket of
Eq. (25) and is valid also for errors to be diagnosed in other states fxi . If the measuring matrix C,
however, changes for example due to another case of load, muet be newly found. This makes evident that
the use of Eq. (25) is likely to put some problems, at leant the fixing of may require lasting prepara-
tory work.

3.2 Systematic sensor errors

Systematic sensor errors exceeding the introductory remarks of chapter three have not been treated
so far with regard to jet engine diagnosis. This shall be done now.

In Eq. (18) systematic sensor errors were modelled by means of vector 6(A1 ). In fact, 6(A1 ) comprises
further model defects, too, as can be gathered from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 fdr example. Before a detailed cal-
culation is carried out, there are to be mentioned some matters of principle regarding the detection of
systematic sensor errors. Considering the historical development, hardware solutions, by which a technical
redundancy was generated by several sensors, have been of prime interest so far. This way of proceeding is
of high expenditure regarding work and cost. Also in consequence of high weight, among other subjects, for
aircraft jet engines its use is possible in rare exceptional cases only. Proccdures with analytical redun-
dancy, in which sensor errors are determined by software, via appropriate algorithms of detection, are more
favourable in this aspect. A detailed survey to the subject is to be found in [14]. According thereto, at
the present state of the art, three different ways of proceeding for detection of sensor errors are used,
i.e. detection by error sensitive filters, by multiple hypothesis filters and by innovative filters. In
the case of error sensitive filters, the method of state vector extension has proved particularly suc-
cessful. It is suitable for detection of model defects and of systematic sensor errors. Compared to other
methods it has the advantage of finding out also creeping errors, such as those occurring by ageing. The
drawback is that the determination of errors lacks observability. The multiple hypothesis filters are based
in general on bants of filters and observers, respectively. The filter which shall detect an error will
be especially sensitized with regard to that error, in relation to the other filters. Thereupon, in a
decision logic, the results of the estimates produced under different hypotheses are evaluated. This may
for example take place via the residues belonging to the estimators [15]. The method, which on principle
is effective, requires a high expenditure of software and has the drawback that only such sensor errors
are detected that occur during data monitoring. A priori errors are not discoverd. Innovative filters have
the same drawback, and moreover they only respond to errors in form of jumps. It is true that regarding
their expenditure they are more favourable than multiple hypothesis filters. When using innovative filters,
error detection is reached by the aid of statistical tests, in which th- employment of a generalizing
likelihood ratio has proved useful (16].

The systematic sensor errors contained in 6(A) shall now be determinded in detail by the method of
state vector extension in combination with a hypothesis test. To that purpose one takes recourse to Eq. (18),
and it is assumed that all stochastic components of error v are eliminated. Then Ax and 6(A) are unknown
in Eq. (18). Thus the (16,1) dimensional measurement vector Ay allows besides the determination of the
(12,1) dimensional state vector Ax additionally tht determination of four components of 6(Ay ) at maximum,
if Eq. (18b) for determination of 6(A) is used. In the case of Eq. (18a) first no sensor error can be
determined.

For reasons of generality it is now assumed that m sensors are present and that the number of sensor
errors is k < m. If these errors are pure offsets and this is supposed, then they can be modelled by

6(0Y) - G.8 (27)

In Eq. (27) G is a (m,k) dimensional weighting matrix and a is the (k,l) dimensional vector of the sensor
errors. Using Eq. (18b) in combination with Eq. (27) one gets

A1 - [C :J{x G .-'' (28)

From this follows for the (n,1) dimensional state

Ax - [(C T-f).C]- .(CT -A , (29a)

and for the sensor errors

T )-1 T(29b)

where with

S- C .G.(T.G)-I-GT

a (n,m) dimensional auxiliary matrix is introduced. Under the assumption of maximal rank of C in Eq. (28)
k - m - n sensor errors are admissible. In relation to the jet engine there are several workIng points
available. If the number of working points is r and the normalization of the measurement equation is done
in such a way that one gets in each working point the same state vector Ax, it then follows from Eq. (l8b)

A 4 " CiAx , i,..r (30)

for the sensor error-free case. If one now normalizes the sensor errors on the working point I (arbitrarily
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chosen) it is

6(AYI.) = Ni'6(&Z,) (31a)

and with Eq. (27)

d~l.i) -iG-8 * i-I .... r (31b)

The matrices N . i-i...r, in (31) are (a,s) dimensional normalization matrices with N * I. If one now
puts togetherlqs. (30) and Eqs. (31) one gets

AY 1 ft N1~) ~x
I I i.:I(32)

V~ ~~( r [i: G) J!

hyri - ('C' )

The solution of Eq. (32) is

[5r7 (CT_ ]-1 r
_ [ -] -1 _L

(33)

( N. -GT G) )] . (N.-G)ix

Similar to 0 in Eq. (29s) now the auxiliary matrices Q. are defined by

r [r T. 1 - D2l">- ,T Z" " ()' - ")" (N.-) ] -i'°
V-1 J. -- 3 L_3r F. .

Because of the several working points r, now the admissible number k of sensor errors is

k < r.m-n . (34)

For k-in, i.e. all m sensors have offsets,

r nI+- (35a)- m

working points are necessary. In the other case with k - 0 it is

r n (35b)~m.

By this it is seen that the number r of working points reduces the number of sensors m in order to solve

the diagnosis problem, the solution of which is the state vector Ax. If one takes into account Eq. (18a)
a similar theory with similar results can be found. This case it is referred to in [9].

For k - m the diagnosis problem is completely solved by Eq. (33). However, generally it is k < m
and because of this it is not known how to choose the weighting matrix G and how the number k. Therefore
Eq. (33) now is combined with a hypothesis test. If one assumes that with k = I only one sensor error is

present then one has with Uq, q=l. , a number of h - m hypotheses that in one of the m sensors is an
error or not. If we have two sensor errors, then there exist

ml

h " 2.-Tu-2)

hypotheses Rpq, p2,..
.
,m; q . -I, and for an arbitrary number k it is

m!
h - ofm-)

for the hypotheses Hp q, p-2,...,m; ...; q!,.m~1-k. As decision criterion for the different hypoth-
eses Eq. (30) can be UWa This equation namely bases on the fact that in a sensor error-free case the
state is always x. If sensor errors are present this cannot be true anymore. This can be taken into math-
ematical equations in the following way: For each hypothesis IL,, there exist for r working points r
state vectors (Ax,.qi, i-,. . which have a vector ofH1&!&h lues

r
(fx . . . (x . . . (36)

To this and to the different (ax ,). belongs a (n,n) dimensional covariance matrix R . q, which
has the trace -p-q ""

n r 2trace R P q .L.':C ).-_(Ax. M(7
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Thereby the index j in Eq. (37) denotes the components of the vectors (ix ) and s .V q)H.
respectively. If there are no sensor errors available it is Ax. -Ax- Ax '

1 0

trace -trace Rs 0 . (38)

This is aleo the case for a correct choice of the hypothesis _ that wens hen th, sensor errors• . .. oq'.ta
are placed in the right sensors. In the practical realization e c6dition of Eq. (38) will be fulfilled
only approximately because of the fact that there are small model defects yet. Nevertheless, the relating
trace will become very small. The task of finding the correct hypothesis therefore finally consists in
detecting the minimum

min (trace R ) . (39)
p. q -,..q

Eq. (39) delivers the right combination of sensors in which errors are present.

For this an example: In (8] a reduced model of the two-shaft jet engine LARZAC with n - 9 state and
m - 13 measurement variables is considered. In this model an error of 1 Z is simulated related to the
measurement value in the sensor 7 which measures the temperature behind the high pressure compressor. The
traces. of the 13 sensors are given in Fig. 7 and it can be seen that the defective sensor 7 is isolated
in an impressive manner.

2 _______

2

5 _______

Hp

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 0 11 12 13

Fig. 7 Detection of sensor errors in the case of Fig. 8 Detection of sensor errors in the case of
one defective sensor, two defective sensors.

In addition to the example in Fig. 7 a second sensor error in sensor 5 is simulated. This error has
also a value of 1 L related to its measurement value. Sensor 5 is the temperature sensor between the low
and the high pressure compressor. Now, 78 hypotheses have to be proven. The traces s of all these com-
binations are illustrated in Fig. 8. Similar to Fig. 7 also in the case of two sensof'drrors the isola-
tion of the right sensor error combination is perfect.

Detection of systematic sensor errors can, of
66y, course, be combined with filtering of noise affected
Mmeasuring data as referred to in section 3.1. This is

0. 1 2 6AY",t particularly simple due to the fact that a linear
problem is concerned, and the solution of the two

'W parts of the task will be achieved by superposition.
o0o To demonstrate this, the example of Fig. 4 was se-

lected to be simulated for stochastic and systematic
____sensor errors at the same time by the aid of a (W1S)

0.05 algorithm. For all sensors, a uniform standard devi-
ation of a - 0,01 was fixed, and systematic errors

002 were assumed in sensors 7 and 9. For sensor 9 a

measuring error in form of a jump of ,Ay 9 - 0,1 to
begin with the tenth scanning step, and or sensor 7

1 . alternatively a measuring error in form of a jump of
-607 0,1 or a growing linear measuring error of

00 Ay7 - 0,1. r/50 t, begin with the first scanning step
were set. The results are to be found in Fig. 9. Here
it becomes evident that the sensor errors in form of

Fig. 9 Filter results for stochastic and systematic a jump are very well detected and that also the
sensor errors, linearly variable error is discaverd.
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4. OUTLOOK

In the present investigation, the diagnostic problem is treated and also analytically solved by the
ezample of a modern aircraft two-shaft jet engine. A diagnosis is particularly effective in case it can be
made on-line, i.e. in real time. To that purpose, for trial on the test station, a FORTRAN diagnosis pro-
gram fulfilling the mentioned task was developed [7]. For the future, an inflight diagnosis has been en-
visaged. This requires as well a satisfactory equipment with instruments as a sufficiently large computer
capacity on board of the aircraft. One can count upon that equipment in future aircraft generations. Then
it will become worth-while to reconsider the replacement of steady-state models by dynamic ones. This will
provide substantial advantages regarding the data available for a diagnosis, but it will require a further
increase of computer capacity.
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SYSTEM-THEORETICAL METHOD
FOR DYNAMIC ON-CONDITION MONITORING
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Summary

In order to ensure the reliability and safety of such complex technical systems as aero-engines, model-related
diagnostic techniques must be applied. The basis for this is a linear, time-invariant, dynamic engine state space
model derived from system analysis. Due to the model order and the associated difficulties, order reduction
procedures are used. The diagnostic parameters to be taken into account are integrated into a dynamic disturbance
model. This disturbance model and the reduced engine model form the extended dynamic engine state space
model. A detailed investigation of the dynamic system for observability and disturbability is essential. Because
of measuring/process noise and other system disturbances, dynamic state estimation methods ire applied in
the diagnosis, whereby the synthesis of such observer systems is a crucial point. The usefulness of the dynamic
monitoring method is demonstrated on the example of a helicopter engine using computed simulations. A sensitivity
analysis allows the accuracy of the diagnostic results to be estimated.

List of symbols

A sy'stem matrix
B input matrix
C output matrix
D direct connection matrix
HB observer gain matrix
rnB kg/s fuel mass flow
Ti. kg/a corrected mass flow
n U/s, U/mrin rotor speed
n, - corrected speed

p, p Pa pressure
P W, kW shaft power
t a time
T, Tf K temperature
w command signal vector

-, isentropic efficiency
eigenvalue

u scatter
MTO-0/0 Max. Take Off SLS
MCR-0.2/1500 Max. Cruise (Mo = 0.2, Ho = 1500m)

1. Introduction

The increasing power of advanced aircraft makes the use of extensive monitoring systems imperative. Since
recently, assessment of the costs for the three main sections of an aircraft - airframe, engine and avionics - has
no longer been limited solely to development and production costs, but rather the life cycle costs are of primary
interest to the aircraft operator /1/. The high proportion of the maintenance costs of an aircraft attributable to
the engine alone stresses the necessity for meaningful and reliable enCine monitoring.

With the modular contruction of modern engines, it is possible, if suitable diagnostic methods are available, to
localize disturbed components and correct the defect without having to dismantle the entire engine. Possible
methods for determining the condition of an engine or for identification of engine faults are

* radiography

* borescope inspection

2: .... ... .. .V
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* lube oil system monitoring

* life cycle monitoring

" vibration engine monitoring

" thermodynamic engine monitoring

The actual problem in the diagnosis of component faults which alter the thermodynamic cycle is that the flow
parameters and the parameters characterizing the conditions of the individual components have a very complex
aerothermodynamic relationship to each other via the flow in the gas path of an engine. Therefore, a useful engine
model must also be capable of taking into account the changes due to damage and defects besides the actual
dynamics of the engine. The addition of the engine dynamics to the system description permits fault diagnosis
even in dynamic operation.

It is possible to make a direct statement on component faults if the deviations from the specified operating be-
haviour of the components can be determined quantitatively. This requires in particular module-specific parameters
which relate the generated disturbances in engine behaviour to a component, and which are independent of oper-
ating point shifts, changes in the internal engine geometry and external margin conditions. System failures with
short-term causes such as mechanical or thermal overload, or those which arise in the long term due to fouling
and wear, are equivalent to changes in the component parameters. In contrast to most component parameters,
e.g. efficiency and mass flow, functional parameters are, in principle, measurable, although this is not possible in
certain cases, or only with insufficient accuracy, for purely technical reasons. Since defects in main path compo-
nents affect the thermodynamic characteristics, the changes, or the measurable characteristics, are themselves the
starting point for determining the component faults that caused them. The "diagnostic task" of thermodynamic
engine monitoring is illustrated in Figure 1.

2. Dynamic Engine Model

The prerequisite for system-theory orientated fault diagnosis in complex technical systems is a comprehensive
mathematical process model. In order to include dynamic operation in the monitoring, the system dynamics must
be accounted for in the model. Furthermore, the quantitative examination of a dynamic system, be it only a
simulation, a theoretical analysis of its characteristics, or the synthesis of a controller or observer, requires an
accurate system description.

2.1 System Analysis

The engine model to be considered bears great similarity in its layout to the 250-C20 turboshaft engine of ALLISON
GAS TURBINES, which is installed in a range of helicopters (e.g. MBB BO 105). The scheme in Figure 2 shows
the engine's modular construction and its major components.

2.1.1 Theoretical Modelling
In theoretical model design, the mathematical engine model is generated by way of the elementary processes taking
place in the components, using technical data (e.g. component maps), the physical laws of conservation, material
laws and system-specific models.

The steady-state and dynamic behaviour of a gas turbine engine is the product of the behaviours of its components
working together. The components of the gas turbine affect the working fluid flowing through it in a variety of
ways, changing its physical state (pressure, temperature etc.). The sequence of these changes of state is called the
working or cyclic process. The work .ycle calculation performed here is limited to a unidimensional consideration,
taking into account detailed dynamic modules.

Analytical inclusion of steady-state and dynamic engine behaviour requires a subdivision into static and dynamic
calculation modules which are described using general forms of the laws of conservation, among other things /3/.
The dynamic calculation modules take into account the four basic effects of

" energy storage in rotors

" thermal exchange between working fluid and engine parts

* gas storage in the various engine volumes

* dynamic combustion

It would be too complicated to calculate the behaviour of the multi-stage turbocomponents compressor and turbine
in an engine cycle calculation. Therefore, the behaviour of these components is described in the form of corrected
maps,

Fault diagnostic methods not only include fault detection but also defect localization and quantity determination.
The component characteristics 0Z (e.g. r/iv,z) are parameters which indicate both the location and the extent

4.4
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of any change in component, independent of the operating condition of the engine. In order to achieve this, a
real component parameter 4D (e.g. 77iv) resulting from the cyclic calculation must be compared with the ideal
parameter from the map of the undisturbed component 4 'KF (e.g. rh.V,KF). Due to operating point shifts, the
component parameter OKF depends on various engine (functional) parameters Y. The undisturbed component
state is taken as the reference component parameter Ore,. The following non-linear formulation stands for the
general mathematical disturbance model

4D = OF(Y)
- -  (1)

The complete mathematical description of a helicopter engine includes not only the thermodynamic process model
but also the dynamic load model - the helicopter rotor system. In connection with the low-pressure turbine,
therefore, it includes the main rotor, tail rotor and transmission /3/.

The combination of the unidimensional static and dynamic calculation models results in a base equation system
describing the operating behaviour /3/. This base eqation system provides a non-linear, time-invariant, continuous,
dynamic engine model with lumped parameters in the general form

i = f(X, U) (2)
Y = g(X, U) (3)

The [ni-vector of the physical state variables X for the twin-spool helicopter engine is given in Table 1. The input
quantities U ore composed of the control signals Us and disturbances Uz. The part input vector UZ contains
various different types of disturbance:

External margin conditions Air system

To, z,p,z : ambient conditions hBLV,Z : acceleration bleed air

A 0 ,Z : flight Mach number rzzv,z : bleed air (external accessories)

Component parameters Power take-off

7tE z  inlet P-11RZ: power take-off (HR)

77iV,Z, lilrV,z compressor P-NR,Z : power take-off (LR)

77BK,Z, 7rBK,z : combustion chamber PLZ : load (load change)

r)sIT,Z, rh r IT,Z : high-pressure turbine
T
isNT,Z, rNTZ : low-pressure turbine

2
R,Z : duct

I7,z,AD,z : nozzle (exhaust duct)

The output vector Y comprises measurable and non-measurable flow parameters, performance characteristics and
other important engine parameters.

In view of the difficulty in analysing non-linear systems, such mathematical models are linearized to steady-state
operating points. The steady-state and dynamic operating behaviour of the controlling system "ENGINE" is
described completely in the vicinity of the stationary operating point [XR, UR, YRI by the linear, time-invariant
state space model

k = Ax + Du (4)

y = Cx + Du (5)

By subdividing the inputs u into control variables us and disturbances uz, the following equivalent state space
equations are obtained

*= Ax + Dsus + Dzuz (4a)

y = Cx + Dsus + Dzuz (5a)

2.1.2 System Identification
In system identification, the structure (model order n) and the parameters of a suitable mathematical model are
determined. This is performed in three stages:

e establishment of the model form

I,
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" specification of a quality criteria

" selection of an algorithm to determine the model parameters in accordance with the specified quality criteria,
and calculation of the model parameters.

Besides the model structure, the theoretical system analysis also provides the model order n. To estimate the model
parameters there are various estimation algorithms /4/. The non-recursive least square method was successfully
applied /3/.

2.2 System Order Reduction

The problem in the generation of a model is finding an appropriate compromise between the conflicting requirements
of simplicity and closenes3 to reality of the model. A common form of model simplification is the linearization of
the non-linear state equations (2-3) around an operating point [XR,UR,Y]. The more accurately a model -
original system in the following - is required to describe reality, the higher the system order n will be. However,
this is detrimental if the mathematical model (4-5) is intended as the basis for a simulation or for synthesis of a
controller or observer. The memory capacity of even large computer systems can be too small, and computing
times can become extremely long. In the synthesis of a controller or observer, one is still faced with the problem
of having to predetermine sensible weighting matrices or suitable eigenvalues for a higher order model. Therefore,
it is often necessary to approximate the high-order model with a model of lower order.
The requirement imposed on a reduced model is to reproduce as accurately as possible the progressions of the
major state variables of the original system, i.e. the progression of the nr,-dimensional state vector xr. The reduced
model is formulated as the state equation

Xr = A,.c, + 3,u (6)
= C,i, + Du (7)

where u is the input vector of the original system and R, represents an nr,-dimensional state vector. The time-
invariant matrices A., 13,, C, and D, shall be selected such that an optimum approximation of xr by x, is
achieved.

Numerous methods of order reduction for time-invariant systems have been presented in recent years /2/. They
can be categorized according to their objectives:

* singular perturbation (SP)
* equation error minimization (GLF)

* modal order reduction (MOD)

Application of the various order reduction methods to the linear engine state space model of the 22nd order, i.e.
the original system, requires the selection of the state variables of the reduced model. With the modal reduction
method, the eigenvalues of the reduced model must also be determined. The dominant eigenvalues and dominant
state variables of the orignal system can be determined by dominance analysis /3/. Based on the results of the
dominance analysis /3/ a 6th order model with the reduced state vector

xr " (-'1, 12, '118, -'19, Z20, '121)T

and a 2nd order model with

X, = (z 1,z 2)T

are calculated. The eigenvalues of the 6th and 2nd order models reduced by the various methods are given in
Table 2. The step responses of nHR and nNR of the original system (22nd order). the reduced 6th and 2nd order
systems (SP-S) and the identified 6th and 2nd order models (ID-L) for a fuel mass flow change of 10 % are shown
in Figure 3.

The singular perturbation method (SP-S) gave rise to useful reduced linear engine models in all cases. It also has
the advantage that the physical structure of the original system is largely maintained, facilitating the observation
of the system behaviour.

Both the step response progressions and the frequency response characteristics /3/ show the good approximation
of the engine behaviour by the 6th order model over a broad frequency range. This model accounts for both the
energy storage of the two rotors and the thermal exchange between the working fluid and the engine components.
In an engine of this size and configuration, the effect of gas storage in the various engine volumes on the time
cycle operation is negligible.

For the 2nd order reduced engine model, which only accounts for the rotor dynamics, clear deviations from the
original system are seen in step responses. However, it can still provide a sufficient description of the dynamic
engine behaviour for certain engine monitoring problems.

I • .. . . . . ... . .. .
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3. Dynamic Engine Monitoring System

Starting from the state space description of the controlling system and the measured or measurable input and output
variables, the monitoring system should establish estimated values for the component characteristics representing
the engine state. The engine state must be determined using a state estimation method due to additional
deterministic and stochastic process and measuring disturbances. The monitoring system can also Provide the
controller with additional information on the operating condition of the engine. The structural integration of the
control and monitoring system is shown in Figure 4.

3.1 Extended Dynamic Engine Model

Besides the actual engine dynamics, the dynamic engine model only contains control variables us and deterministic
disturbances uz. The disturbances uz comprise the external margin conditions (To,z, pz. Mo,z, PL,Z) and
the relevant component characteristics for the engine diagnosis. In practice, additional disturbances affecting the
control range and the measurement must be taken into account.
The linear, time-invariant system with process disturbances wp and measuring disturbances b and v is described

by state equations

* = Ax + nsus + I3 zuz + Bpwp (8)
y = Cx + Dsus + Dzuz + b + v (9)

For the disturbances, a distinction must be made between
& process- and measuring disturbances wp and v, which can be represented as Gaussian White Noise with the

familiar covariance matrices Q and R.

* measuring bias b and disturbances uz, which are considered as deterministic disturbances.

The measuring bias b and disturbance vector uz can be combined to an extended disturbance vector fi, for
further consideration.
For deterministic disturbances, it is necessary to extend the model of the actual system - the controlling system
- plus the dynamic disturbance models with state equations

iD = ADXD + 3
DUD (10)

YD = CDXD + DDUD (11)

in order to reduce the resultant state estimate errors to an acceptable minimum. In addition, the deterministic
disturbances uz contain the component characteristics sought for in case of engine diagnosis.

For engine diagnosis, the deterministic inputs

u = [us I f1Z]
T

are subdivided, giving the state equations

x = Ax + B1,u + lhub + Iu. + Jipwp (8a)

y = Cx + Dau. + Dbub + Dcu. + v (9a)

where

u. directly measurable input variables (e.g. To,z, P0,z, . .

',I not directly measurable but reconstyuctable input variables
(e.g. component characteristics)

u, not directly measurabie nor reconstructable input variables
(e.g. component characteristics, measuring bias)

The inputs ub of the linear engine model can, for example, be described by a dynamic disturbance model for jumpy
signals

D, = 
0 ] xo + [1 0]uD (10a)

0 7...0.0.........

ub =YD,=xo(l) 0 1
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If special knowledge of individual disturbances is available at the start (e.g. sinusoidal measuring bias), the
disturbance processes of differing signal forms can be arranged at will in a model.

The engine model extended by the dynamic disturbance model

iX = Aex. + B,,u. + Bleze + BDpwp, (12)
y = Cexe + D..u. + D.z. + v (13)

ub = CD.Xe (14)

Yb = C..x. + D..,u. (15)

is the starting point for the reconstruction of the state variables x, using state estimation methods. With the
estimated state variables x. the component characteristics, measuring system faults ub relevant for the engine
diagnosis and non-measurable engine parameters yb (e.g. T 4 ) can be determined via the output equations (14-15).

3.2 Application of State Estimation Methods for Dynamic Engine Monitoring

State estimation methods are used in dynamic engine monitoring /3/. The state variables of the extended engine
model contain indirectly non-measurable or inaccurately measurable input variables besides the physical state
variables which describe the actual engine dynamics. These input variables can comprise component characteristics,
margin condition parameters, inputs whose measured values have a high noise content, and deterministic measuring
errors.

Thermodynamic engine monitoring is more difficult in practice because measuring inaccuracies, poor measurability
and sensor failures can effect limitations in observability or give rise to misinterpretations. In addition, internal
and external engine disturbances can often cause changes in the temperature and pressure profiles of the various
flow sections. Depending on the measuring system used, the effects of the sensor dynamics must also be taken
into account in dynamic engine monitoring.

3.2.1 Observability and Disturbability Analysis
A prerequisite for the use of a state estimation system is that the extended system (12-13) must be observable from
measuring vector y. Since the extended controlling system displays unstable behaviour because of the dynamic
disturbance models, the question of observability becomes crucial for stability, and therefore for estimation error
behaviour in case of uncertainties in the knowledge of the in;tiat conditioN of the state variables.

A diagnostic model in the form of an observer system should allow faults in the engine components, air system
and margin condition parameters to be determined. The measuring effort, i.e. the number of sensors, should be
kept to a minimum in estimating these disturbances. In selecting the measuring variables y. measurability and
technical effort shall be considered with respect to measuring accuracy.

The reduction of the extended engine model is closely associated with the selection of the measuring parameters, i.e.
neglection of non-measurable inputs. Table 3 shows different diagnostic variants for the testbed case (MTO-0/0)
and flight case (MCR-0.2/1500).

Since an engine on the testbed is equipped with a standard inlet (e.g. bellmouth). and no external bleed air
is taken off, the disturbances irE,z and rhzv,z are irrelevant. The margin condition parameters To,z and P0,z
are considered as measurable input variables (E). In the flight case, the margin condition parameters To,z, p0,z,
flight Mach number Mo,z and the component characteristic 1

E,z must be considered in the extended model.
All diagnostic methods contain the component characteristics for compressor and turbines, load change PL,z and
control variable rhB. Because of the high noise content in the measurement, a dynamic disturbance model is used
for the fuel mass flow rhB.
With only a few exceptions, the temperatures and pressures in the various engine sections, the shaft speeds,
shaft torques, power outputs and the fuel mass flow are generally measurable. Especially at the combustion
chamber outlet which is the hottest part of the engine, the flow parameters T4 and P14 are not measurable with
sufficient accuracy. In the testbed case also, component parameters and mass flows are considered in principle as
non-measurable quantities.

Besides the state variables of the disturbance models, the state vector of the extended engine model includes the
actual engine dynamics. Firstly, the engine dynamics are described by the reduced, 6th order model established in
section 2.2 by the physical state variables

x = (ilnR, ,NR, TA&V, TM ~tBK, Tore,-r', Tft1NTjT

and secondly by the 2nd order model with the state variables

X= (%1HR, UNJT
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Since the physical state variables of the engine dynamics must be observable, differences arise in the selection of
the measuring parameters in conjunction with the engine diagnosis for the 6th and 2nd order models. The differing
measuring value sets for the diagnostic variants of Table 3 for the 2nd and 6th order models are summarized in
Table 4. Quantitative observability analysis and the selection of the necessary measuring value sets is performed
using standardized "deterministic" and "stochastic" measures of observability /3/.

3.2.2 Observer Synthesis

The essential factors in the selection of the observer dynamics and therefore the gain matrix li for a dynamic
engine diagnostic model are as follows:

a dynamics of the controlling system

a robustness with respect to parameter deviations
" observability
" measuring noise
a process noise
e required accuracy of estimation
a type of monitoring

There are in principle two possibilities for calculating the matrix liB that is pole placement and optimization.
Table 5 summarizes the sigenvalues of the observers for three suboptimal configurations for the testbed case -
diagnostic variant (PF2) and measuring value set (MP2/2).

3.2.3 Simulation and Analysis of Results

The working principles of the various dynamic diagnostic models are tested by examining all of the faults that
have been accounted for. In order to simulate the observer, the necessary "measuring values" y are determined
from the state space equations of the 22nd order original system with preset inputs. For the inputs containing
component characteristics, load changes and margin condition parameters, step signals are used.
The results of the dynamic engine diagnosis for simulated component characteristics and load changes (testbed
case) are shown in Figure 5. In spite of the rarity of the combination of simulated multiple disturbances in practice,
the estimated values of the observer agreed exactly with the preset values after some 20 sec. During the various
transient phases, the estimated component characteristics are not usable for engine diagnosis.
In order to simulate the diagnostic model in Figure 6, a measuring noise, which is always present in practice, is
superimposed onto the "measuring data". A direct comparison of the time curves shows the measuring noise
sensitivity of the observer. There are clear deviations from the deterministic case, especially for the compressor
efficiency qijv,y. The desired filter effect of the observer can be seen in the estimated fuel mass flow MiB. The
computed simulations show that the synthesis of an observer for the preset conditions must be orientated towards
noise sensitivity.
Figure 7 shows the diagnostic results of various observer designs based on the 6th order reduced engine model. It
can be seen from the progressions that, for the deterministic "measuring values", lower observer dynamics during
the transient phase give rise to poorer estimated values. Due to the low heat exchange dynamics, the response
time of observer DPF/6, for example, is considerably greater than that of observer DPF1/2. Direct comparison
of the time curves of Figure 6 and 7 shows that better estimation values in the transient phase are obtained from
the observers based on the 2nd order reduced engine model. The reason for this is the poorer observability of the
component characteristics, since the material temperatures, which are inert as far as dynamics are concerned, are
measured instead of the gas temperatures (DPF/2).

Even with noisy "measuring data", the various n-observer gave very good diagnostic results in the testbed and
flight case, especially in built up condition. In the transient phase, the observer based on the 2nd order reduced
engine model proved to be slightly the better one. With noisy measuring values, covariance analysis is indispensable
for establishment of the observer dynamics and for checking the estimation results.

3.2.4 Covariance Analysis

Covariance analysis of an observer system provides the estimation error variances or scatters, i.e. the static data
required for assessment and specification /3/. In particular with dynamic engine diagnosis, the case arises in
which, on the one hand, disturbances are present in the form of process and measuring noise, and on the other,
even minor changes in component characteristics must be detected in order to assess the engine's condition.
The scatters of the estimated values (in built up condition) for various observer designs are shown in Figure 8. The
results underline the effect of observer dynamics on measuring noise sensitivity already mentioned in the previous
sections. However, measuring noise has a varied effect on the estimation values. The greatest scatters are obtained

a. - ;=---.- --- -
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with the diagnostic parameters of the compressor section ?i.v,z. nsrv,z and ,hBLvZ. Each of the various observer
concepts gives rise to good estimations. The advantages of an n-observer can be clearly seen when measurable,
noisy input variables are included in the observer model as state variables. For example, in estimating the fuel
mass flow YhB with observer DPF1/2, the scatter is only half as great with respect to the measured value.

3.2.5 Deterministic Error Analysis

The proposed engine monitoring models do not contain all of the possible component characterisics (e.g. com-

bustion section) which would be necessary for complete engine diagnosis. This is due to non-measurable or barely
measurable engine parameters for which observability cannot be achieved. Furthermore, the scope and complexity

of measurement systems are limited on grounds of cost. Sensor failures or systematic measuring errors, which give
rise to incorrect diagnostic results, cannot be discounted in practice. Insufficiencies in the modelling of the physical

process, such as linearization errors, and imprecisely known or fluctuating parameters, can distort estimated values
or even make them completely useless. By way of a deterministic error (sensitivity) analysis, the above efects on

the engine diagnosis can be estimated.

In Figure 9, the effects of non-modelled, deterministic disturbances on the estimated values of diagnostic model
DPF2/2 are shown in the form of stationary sensitivity coefficients. The results clearly show the problems of engine
diagnosis. For example, a real change of -I % in the component characteristic 7rx,z gives rise to distortions in
the HP turbine component characteristics 'IWIT.3 and Thrlff,z of 0.74 and 1.04 % respectively. The component
characteristics of the exhaust duct '1D,Z and AD,z do not cause any additional estimation errors and can, therefore,
be ignored in diagnostic systems for turboshaft engines.

The estimation errors arising from systematic measuring errors of T13 and P93 are shown in Figure 10. For example,

a deterministic measuring error in Tt3 of 1 % gives rise to ili,v,z. '7iHT,Z estimation errors of 1.66 % and -1.71 %
respectively. The results show that great demands must be made on the accuracy of the measurement system in
order to ensure a meaningful diagnosis.

Conclusion

A system-theoretical method for dynamic, thermodynamic on-condition monitoring of gas turbine engines has been
presented.

The basis of the monitoring system is a mathematical model describing the steady-state and dynamic operating
behaviour of the engine. In order to be able to apply practicable analysis and synthesis procedures, besides
linearization, a system reduction is required for simplification of the model.

The dynamic engine monitoring system is a state estimator which reconstructs the engine state values from the
measured input and output variables. Diagnosis parameters to be taken into account are included in a dynamic
disturbance model. This disturbance model and the reduced engine model form together the extended dynamic
engine state space model, the controlling system of the state estimator.

Very good results are obtained with deterministic measuring values for all diagnostic models, using simulated
single and multiple disturbances in the open and closed loop control circuit. With noisy measuring values, only
n-observers are suitable diagnostic models because of their filtration effect. Besides the transient response, the

dynamic of the n-observer determines the measuring noise sensitivity.

The results of the covarian.e analysis show the immediate relationship between observer dynamics, the variance
of the measuring noise and the scatter of the diagnostic parameters. The effects of non-modelled component
characteristics and systematic measuring errors on the diagnostic results can be estimated by determinstic error
analysis.

Possible further developments in the field of systems monitoring are a decentralized, linear state estimator or
a non-linear, dynamic engine model in conjunction with a non-linear state estimator. In the future, however,
parallel to theoretical modelling, mathematical models based on real engine data must be established by identifi-
cation. Theoretical investigations have shown that the measurement system ;s crucial for the meaningfulness of a
monitoring system.
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Tables

x. i Xi

1 HR 12 Tt5
2 n~NR 13 t
33 14i5

4Pt:3 15 Tt 7
5 is3  16 9 t7
6 T417 in7

7 t4 18 T~atV
8 i54 19 T~atBK
9 Tt4 l 20 T~atHT

10 Pt41 21 T~atNr

11 4l 22 OBK

Table 1 State variables X of the engine state space model

k eigerivalues X (Real/Imag)

(SP-S) (SP-E) (GLF) (MOD)

1 -0.176/ 0.000 -0.176/ 0.000 -0.190/ 0.032 -0.176/ 0.000
2 -0.197/ 0.000 -0.197/ 0.000 -0.190/-0.032 -0.197/ 0.000
3 -0.237/ 0.000 -0.237/ 0.000 -0.232/ 0.000 -0.237/ 0.C^O
4 -0.344/ 0.000 -0.344/ 0.000 -0.363/ 0.000 -0.344/ 0.000

5 -0.763/ 0.000 -0.764/ 0.000 -0.820/ 0.000 -0.764/ 0.000

6 -2.760/ 0.000 -2.660/ 0.000 -2.070/ 0.000 -2.660/ 0.000

1 -0.762/ 0.000 -0.757/ 0.000 -0.491/ 0.02 -0.764/ 0.000

2 1-2.670/ 0.000 -2.160/ 0.000 -2.300/ 0.000 -2.660/ 0.000

Table 2 Eigenvalues Ak of the 6th and 2nd order reduced models; MTO-0/0
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k eigenvalues 'k (Real/luag)

observer

DPF1/2 DPF2/2 DPF3/2

1 -2.672 / 0.0 -2.672 / 0.0 -2.672 / 0.0
2 -0.762 / 0.0 -0.762 / 0.0 -1.238 / 0.0
3 -0.500 / 0.0 -1.000 / 0.0 -2.000 / 0.0
4 -0.500 / 0.0 -1.000 / 0.0 -2.000 / 0.0
5 -0.500 / 0.0 -1.000 / 0.0 -2.000 / 0.0
6 -0.500 / 0.0 -1.000 / 0.0 -2.000 / 0.0
7 -0.500 / 0.0 -1.000 / 0.0 -2.000 / 0.0
8 -0.500 / 0.0 -1.000 / 0.0 -2.000 / 0.0
9 -0.500 / 0.0 -1.000 / 0.0 -2.000 / 0.0

10 -0.500 / 0.0 -1.000 / 0.0 -2.000 / 0.0
11 -0.500 / 0.0 -1.000 / 0.0 -2.000 / 0.0

Table 5 Eigenvalues Ak of the n-observer for the testbed case PF2-MP2/2;
2nd order model; MTO-0/0; system eigenvalues: Ak = {-2.6721 - 0.7621nD • 0.0)

Illustrations

Reasons of Change of Change of
Component Problems Component Characteristics Functional Parameters

" Erosion, Corrosion # Corrected Mass Flows . Rotor Speeds

" Fouling * Efficiencies * Temperatures

" Sealing Wear and Tear * Effective Flow Areas . Pressures

" Thermal Deformations Pressure Losses . Fuel Flow
* Foreign Object Damages * Temperature and Pressure a Shaft Power. Thrust

Profiles

Figure 1 Thermodynamic engine monitoring
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Figure 2 Turboshaft engine scheme
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3UMUARY

Combat aircraft, because of the mission profiles involved, tend to rarely operate
with their engines In a steady-state condition for extended periods. Furthermore,
current generation aircraft contain Engine Monitoring Systems (EMS) which automatically
capture a record of important engine parameters when a parameter exceedance is
detected. It follows then that any subsequent post-flight data analysis for fault
isolation purposes will often necessitate the extraction of the required diagnostic
information from transient data records. This generally contrasts with past practice
where most of the available fault diagnostic procedures have been derived from steady-
state Information.

In an attempt to overcome this, and thereby provide effective tools for diagnosing
faults from transient data records, a procedure is outlined to extract information about
the dynamic characteristics of gas turbines from input/output measurements. The
parameter estimator technique involved has the potential to provide a means of detecting
changes in some unmeasured/unrecorded parameters, such as shifts in variable geometry
schedules. Thus In essence, it provides a tool for identifying problems from simple
transient test data which were previously inaccessible or difficult to obtain.

SYMBOLS

A Parameter EQ(3) S Laplace operator
A8 Final nozzle area SISO Single input single output
B Parameter EQ(3) SLS Sea level static
CPR Compressor pressure ratio S/N Signal to noise ratio
EGT Exhaust gas temperature t Time
EMS Engine monitoring system t N  Spool time constant
f Sample frequency Temperature
FPR Fan pressure ratio WF Engine fuel flow
K Spool steady-state gain WFE Engine overfuelling (WF-WFSS)
LIE Least squares estimator WFSS Steady-state fuel flow
IRP Intermediate rated power AN Nt-N
N Spool speed At Sample time
NL Fan speed E(t) Equation error
NH Compressor speed 0 Parameter vector
P Pressure a Standard deviation
PPER Pre and post event recorder Vector of observations

1. INTRODUCTION

Many current generation aircraft contain Engine Monitoring Systems (EMS) which have
the capability to automatically capture selected engine/aircraft parameters inflight
when a parameter excerdance is detected by an onboard computer. These data are then
available to maintenAnce personnel to aid them in diagnosing engine faults. However,
while careful consijeration is given to the parameter selection and data acquisition
aspects during the des gn/development phase of an EMS, surprisingly little thought
appears to have been directed towards providing the user with an adequate inventory of
analytical tools to diagnose faults from these data. This contrasts with the situation
in the transport/commercial environment where considerable effort has been expended in
devising fault diagnostic techniques based on nominally steady-state data. However,
combat aircraft seldom operate with their engines in a steady-state condition for
extended periods and, therefore, faults will probably have to be diagnosed from
transient data records. It follows then that many of the analytical tools currently
available are basically unsuitable.

The increasing trend towards the adoption of on-condition maintenance further
emphasises the need for improved engine diagnostic techniques to facilitate the process
of fault isolation to module and/or line replaceable unit level. It is generally
accepted that many of the current fault isolating methods, based primarily on
information contained In manufacturer supplied Technical Manuals, can give rise to an
unacceptably high rate of false diagnosis. Therefore, in the military environment at
least, there Is considerable scope for applying new techniques to retrieve important
diagnostic information from the EMS records. a
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In this paper, a method is outlined for analysing transient engine data records and
thereby correlating changes in the engine dynamic characteristics with particular engine
faults. Such a method has the potential to detect changes in some unmeasured
parameters, such as shifts in variable geometry schedules, from input/output transient
measurements.

2. ENGINE FAULTS AND TRAN310T PZRFONMIAC8

Some engine faults impact upon the steady-state performance of an engine and the
symptoms can usually be reproduced under sea-level-static (SLS) test conditions. Other
faults, such as those leading to reduced surge margins in the compression system, may
not necessarily be reflected in a loss of steady-state performance but could seriously
degrade the operability of the engine especially at altitude, during aircraft manoeuvres
and following missile release. For instance, misacheduled variable geometry within the
engine or corrupted sensor signals can be cause for concern.

In the past, maintenance personnel have tended to rely on manufacturer supplied
information in the form of procedures laid down in Technioal Manuals, combined with
experience, to diagnose common engine faults. In certain cases it may involve the use
of trial and error methods and/or component substitution to eradicate the problem.
However, the advent of relatively inexpensive computer-based data acquisition systems in
many current generation aircraft provides a means of automatically capturing important
engine/aircraft parameters in the form of a Pre and Post Event Record (PPER). Moreover,
these records can contain crucial information on how the fault affects the transient
response of the engine in addition to any steady-state effects. This is achieved by
utillsing sampling frequencies of 5-10 Hz or even higher depending on the particular EMS
configuration. Thus, to fully utilise the PPER data and thereby increase the current
level of engine fault diagnostic capability, there is a need to implement new analysis
procedures in ground based computing facilities. The following procedure represents one
such approach.

3. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE FOR EXTRACTING THE DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Parameter estimation and identification procedures are continually finding new
applications in the field of fault detection and Isolation including in gas turbines
(Refs. 1-5). The primary aim of the present exercise is to develop techniques for
application to in-flight recorded data and thereby aid engine fault diagnosis within the
constraints imposed by existing EMS.

The transient response of a gas turbine can be identified in terms of well-defined
dynamic characteristics, namely time constants and steady-state gains. These in turn
are governed by aerothermodynamic states within the gas path in combination with
mechanical considerations such as spool inertias. To simplify the problem for
discussion, the present analysis is confined to the single-input/single-output (SISO)
fuel-flow/spool-speed response. However, as matrix methods are employed in the
analysis, additional inputs/outputs can be added when and if necessary.

In a gas turbine, the spool-speed/fuel-flow response over the normal operating
speed range is characterised by a non-linear relationship of the form

N = f(WF, tN, KN, P, T) (1)

In the vicinity of a steady-state set point, the response is closely approximated
by a simple lag

KH
AN = I iWF (2)

which In terms of the overfuelling becomes

KNAN = -t AWFE

or alternatively in discrete time

Nt = ANt. 1 + BWFEt_ 1  (3)

where A 2 1 and B = KN At/tN

Some engine faults will modify the steady-state behaviour and can therefore be
expected to appear as changes in KN .  Similarly, other faults will influence the
transient performance characterised by changes in the effective t or a combination of
K and t. Thus it follows that the embedded fault information well be associated with
tRe fault parameter B. The basic problem reduces to estimating the parameters A and B
In Eq.(3) from noisy transient measurements and correlating these with known fault
conditions to ultimately form a fault library. A parameter estimation scheme was used

to extract this information.
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3.1 parameter Estimation Procedure

Equation (3) being linear in the parameters is in a form suitable for regression
analysis (Ref. 6), that is

N t  =(t) M+ (t)

where j(t) = (-Nt- ... -Nt-n' WFEt-I ... WFEt-m)

a 
T  

=(A 1 ... An . B 1  -. Be )

The siaRgest estimator is the Least Squares Estimator (LSE) where the estimate
fore (A, B) in Eq.(3) is given by

,I 1 ,= Nt, n tt n-t NtNt..

= nn 1 n1 n

[BJ~~~ WFW FEt 1  J N~ WFEtnNt_1t-l E t-1 n t "  - t t w'_-1

The LSE is known to produce asymptotically-biased estimates in the presence of
measurement noise even for very large data samples(Ref. 6). The degree of bias depends
on the signal to noise (S/N) ratio of the individual signals and for some applications
mmall levels of residual bias can be tolerated. The present problem falls into this

category in that relative differences between the fault/no-fault estimates of the
parameter assume much greater importance than the absolute values of the individual
estimates, provided the level of bias error is consistent.

Simulated turbofan data, derived from a modified version of a generic thermodynamic
simulation (Ref. 7), superimposed with white measurement noise, were used in the
analysis, together with SLS test cell data from a small turbojet. The LSE was found to
yield satisfactory results for small levels of measurement noise. However, the bias and
the associated uncertainty of the parameter estimates increased markedly in the presence
of typical noise levels experienced in the test cell. This is illustrated in Fig. 1,
where the predicted spool speed for a small turbojet, based on the measured fuel flow
and the estimated model parameters, is compared with the actual measured data. It is
immediately apparent that the correlation is poor for these noisy experimental data.

To overcome this, a modified estimator was proposed (Ref. 4), where improved

estimates are obtained by using well-known hill-climbing techniques to obtain a new
minimum variance fit of the predicted/measured speed profiles, Fig. 2. This method uses
the LSE as a first estimate, from which improved estimates are subsequently obtained
using the pre-filtering characteristics of the model. In essence, this technique
resembles the Instrumental Variable (IV) method (Refs. 2,8,9) but with the important
difference that conceptually at least, it is more easily understood by performance
engineers. Monte-Carlo testing, using simulated turbo-fan test data superimposed with
white measurement noise, indicated that the resultant bias errors were insignificant
(<.1%) for levels of measurement noise normally experienced in the field. As a further

test of the method, the linearised model Eq.(3) was configured with variable
coefficients to predict the full non-linear idle/max power and max/idle power speed
transients using the measured fuel as input, Fig. 3. The coefficients were estimated at
a number of steady-state set points across the speed range from small
accelerations/decelerations. The good agreement with the measured test data is
justification for the use of the estimator as a tool for extracting the spool dynamic
characteristics from noisy engine data. It therefore remains to evaluate the use of the
estimator for diagnosing faults from transient data.

4. T6E ESTIMATOR AS A FAULT DIAGNOSTIC TOOL

Two simple faults are chosen to illustrate the important features of the estimator
as a fault diagnostic tool. The first, a biased exhaust gas temperature (EGT) sensor
error in an engine controlled to an EGT schedule, can introduce significant transient
and steady-state performance effects. The second, a changed final nozzle schedule
during an acceleration does not impact upon the steady-state performance but can
influence the transient performance. The method is applied to results obtained from the
generic military turbofan simulation referred to previously, because it enables effects
of measurement noise and data sampling rate to be investigat-d in a carefully controlled
environment with the aid of Monte-Carlo testing techniques. In the ease of the EGT
sensor bias fault, the simulation results are supported by Fi04 engine test data. Back
to back tests were performed on an F4O4, with and without a faulty EGT harness, which
resulted in a set of fault/no-fault data suitable for analysis.

a,
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4.1 Exhaust Gas Tmperature Sensor Bias Error

In gas turbines, EOT limiting can be effective in reducing engine over-temperatures
and therefore preserving hot section component lives. In military turbofans, closed-
loop control of the final nozzle is commonly employed to achieve this. Thus an EGT
sensor bias error immediately impacts upon the transient/steady-state engine performance
when the limiter loop becomes active.

Simulated turbofan results for an acceleration under closed-loop fan-speed control
combined with an EGT limiter (similar control concept to that employed in the F4O4
engine near Intermediate Rated Power (IRP)) are given in Fig. 4. The positive sensor
bias culminates in a steady-state performance decrement (reduced engine pressure ratio
and therefore thrust) as a result of an increase in final nozzle area and reduced
overfuelling. Moreover, transient profile trajectory changes Indicating increased surge
margin in the fan, as shown by the curve of fan pressure ratio in Fig. 5 and a
corresponding marginal reduction in the compressor over part of the transient, as shown
by the curve of compressor pressure ratio in Fig. 6, accompany the bias.

Normally, EGT forms an integral part of EMS output and therefore bias effects can
be quickly identified from temporal and crosaplot data. However, parameter estimation
techniques which can extract information about the fault from other input/output
measurements in isolation, that is without the need for measurements of the actual fault
parameter, can provide an important additional degree of redundancy for fault diagnosis
purposes.

Estimator results for the turbofan acceleration as a function of sensor bias are
given in Fig. 7. The resultant trends in the LP spool dynamic characteristics
constitute a useful fault signature where the uncertainty bands correspond to
representative levels of measurement noise, namely NL 0 0.35, WF a 0.6% for a 50 Hz
sampling frequency. More particularly, the trend in KN confirms the effect of the bias
error on the steady-state performance and similarly, trends in tN and B correlate with
the transient performance changes.

In the above, the estimator has been applied to accelerations where AWL > 5%, that
is, higher than the normally accepted speed range about a steady-state set point where
the linearised approximation usually applies. The resultant effective spool dynamic
characteristics derived from these larger transients do not have the same physical
meaning as those obtained for the smaller linearised responses, but they still provide a
convenient way of monitoring changes in fault/no-fault transient profiles. It is this
aspect that is appealing in the fault diagnosis application, in that, simple linear
model structures can still provide useful diagnostic information even in the non-linear
domain.

4.2 F404 EGT Sensor Bias Results

F404 back to back small acceleration test data, corresponding to a fan speed
increment of ANL ; 5%, are given in Fig. 8, with and without an EGT bias error of
approximately 600C caused by a faulty EGT harness. The bias error is immediately
apparent from the EGT trace prior to and during the transient but the discrepancy
diminishes subsequent to the EGT limiter becoming operational, as expected. The effects
of the EGT bias are then transferred to some of the other measured parameters, such as
A8 and EPR, Fig. 8. This is illustrated most effectively by croasplotting the
parameters against fan-speed as in Fig. 9, resulting in comparable trends to those
observed with the simulation data, Fig. 5.

Estimator results for the corresponding fault/no-fault transients are given In Fig.
10. The values obtained for the characteristics, namely K - 22.10, tN = 2.11 differ
significantly from the equivalent no-fault values (KN = .4-, t - 0 .T7). This is
highlighted in Fig. 11 where the EGT bias results can be comparer with nominal values
obtained over a wide operating speed range.

It is apparent from the results presented so far that the EGT sensor bias affects
the transient as well as the steady-state performance. However, the next fault,
consisting of a misscheduled final nozzle, only affects the transient response. In the
event that the final nozzle position is not monitored by the EMS, such a fault can be
difficult to isolate without additional testing. It will be shown that the estimator
technique overcomes this.

4.3 Nisacheduled Final Nozzle

Misscheduling of gas turbine variable geometry can be Instrumental in promoting
compression system instabilities by reducing available jurge margins. Therefore,
misacheduling resulting from actuator wear, incorrect adjustment and/or corrupted sensor
input may not necessarily be apparent from steady-state results. Furthermore, if
variable geometry position is not included in the normal EMS output, then it will be
necessary to infer changes from the available transient engine data. A misacheduled
final nozzle is selected to demonstrate this.

, )
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In some military turbofans, the nozzle is scheduled open at low power then ramped
to the floor during accelerations until the 3GT limiter loop becomes active, Fig. 12.
For convenience, the nozzle closure trigger point for the simulated turbofan is chosen
as a fixed percentage of HL and the fault is characterised in terms of a retardation in
this (ANL %). Typical fault/no-fault profiles are displayed In Fig. 13 indicating no
changes to the resultant steady-state performance. However, surge margins in the
fan/compressor are increased/decreased respectively over at least part of the transient,
Figs. 14, 15.

Estimator results given in Fig. 16 exhibit a clear correlation with trigger point
delay except for K which is Invariant as expected. In addition, the fault signatures,
namely curves of ?', tN and B, differ significantly from the HOT bias results, Fig. 7.
The estimator technlque clearly discriminates betveen the two faults but many more fault
signatures need to be compiled before definitive statements can be made as to the
uniqueness or otherwise of the individual signatures.

The important point that emerges from the above analysis is that the estimator
technique provides a convenient tool for extracting information on unmeasured fault
parameters from available input/output transient data. Moreover, it will be shown that
the sensitivity of the fault estimator technique is critically dependent on

(a) level of measurement noise, and

(b) data sampling rate.

a.4 affect of Neasurement noise

The performance of the fault estimator deteriorates in the presence of measurement
noise due principally to increased uncertainty in the estimates as distinct from bias
effects. The uncertainties in the estimated parameters, which are specified by
the *2 a bands about the means, Figs. 7 and 16, determine the minimum variations in the
actual unmeasured fault parameters that can be detected by the fault estimator.
Therefore, the magnitude of the uncertainties ultimately establishes the sensitivity of
the method and as a consequence, is more important than the effects of residual bias
errors because the latter can reasonably be expected to be of similar magnitude in the
fault/no-fault cases. Furthermore, the present results Indicate that the noise on the
input fuel signal can seriously degrade the overall performance of the estimator, Fig.
17. The reason for this is that the peak overfuelling becomes a more suitable choice of
reference signal than the mean fuelling level. To summarize, performance constraints
imposed by the measuring system set minimum obtainable estimator sensitivity levels and
therefore the full potential of the method may only be realised if the measuring system
is correctly designed in the first place.

4.5 affect of Sampling Rate

Typical characteristic frequencies of interest in gas turbines, based on the spool
time constants, are less than 5 Hz. The simulation results presented so far correspond
to acquisition rates of 25 - 50 Hz. In some aircraft E4S, lower sampling frequencies 5
- 10 Hz are employed and therefore it is essential to briefly examine the effects of
reduced sampling rates on the uncertainty of the fault estimator. Uncertainty
estimates, derived from Monte-Carlo tests using white measurement noise (constanto ) are
given in Fig. 18 for the no-fault acceleration results discussed previously. The
following observations can be made :

(1) Uncertainty increases as sampling rate decreases.

(2) The rate of increase in the uncertainty begins to become unacceptably high as the
sampling rate decreases below 1OHz.

(3) If reduced sampling rate is employed on the input fuel signal, as in some
operational EMS, the uncertainty increases at an even higher rate. This stems from
the resultant smoothing of the input signal which in turn provides improved
estimates of the time constant at the lower frequencies.

Near optimum results are obtained using 25 - 50 Hz full rate sampling on each
signal. However, if reduced rate sampling must be tolerated on the input signal then
the uncertainty that prevails corresponds approximately to the level of uncertainty
obtained for the full sampling rate on both signals but at the lower frequency, Fig.
18. The performance differences become insignificant as fe > 50 Hz.

4.6 FlO Data Uoertainty

The uncertainty in the estimated values of parameter B derived from the F404 test
cell data is of the order of *5% (Fig. 11). It should be emphasised that the resultant
uncertainty is based on a limited number of tests and therefore can only be taken as a
guide. This uncertainty corresponds to measurement noise levels of NLz 0.2%, WF' 1.5 -
2.0% and sampling rates for fan-speed and fuel-flow of 20 and 5 Hz, respectively. The
measurement noise and sampling rate data for the F404 measuring system can be combined
with the simulation predictions given in Fig. 18 to provide another estimate of the
uncertainty in the parameter B. This yields a figure of approximately *5% which agrees

Ai
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with the previous estimate. It confirms the suitability of using data of the type given
in Fig. 18 to predict the performance of the estimator. Thus knowledge of the measuring
system performance, namely noise levels and data sampling rates, is sufficient to
predict apriori, the estimated parameter uncertainty.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A method has been outlined for extracting fault diagnostic information from gas
turbine engine transient data records. The parameter estimator technique, because it
can provide information about unmeasured parameters, such as changes in variable
geometry schedules, from normal closed-loop input/output measurements, forms the basis
of a useful diagnostic tool. Moreover, this diagnostic information can be extracted
without the need for additional test instrumentation.

The performance of the fault estimator is closely related to the capabilities of
the measuring system, namely sampling rates and the levels of measurement noise.
Optimum performance is obtained at f3 > 50 Hz but it deteriorates significantly as the
sampling rate falls below 10 Hz. -Measurement noise, especially on the input fuel
signal, has a significant influence on the sensitivity of the fault estimator. However,
noise levels encountered in many operational ENS do not unduly compromise the resultant
sensitivity of the fault estimator technique.

When the technique is combined with corrected data cross-plotting procedures, a
powerful tool emerges for analysing transient data records. The input/output results
used in the present analysis were restricted to fuel-flow and fan-speed respectively,
but temperature and pressure data can readily be incorporated. Furthermore, information
on new faults can be added to an existing fault library to improve and extend its
capability. Finally, the method can be applied to in-flight recorded data where it may
be difficult to reproduce the fault under SLS test conditions.
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DISCUSSION

F. HOERL

How do you define the effective time constant for a twin spool engine?

Author's Reply:

The effective time constant is evaluated from eq (3):

tN - KN . At/B

It represents an effective time constant because some of the tran-

sients used correspond to spool speed changes & N >5Z, the normal

limit for determining actual time constants from such simple linear

model structjres. Hovever, for fault diagnostic purposes the relative

differences between the predicted fault/no fault values of TN are more

important than the actual values themselves. Thus effective time con-

stants obtained from larger transients (AN>5%) can still provide

useful information.

M. TOBIN

The diagnostic method appears to be predicated on the assumption that

engine faults will manifest themselves as changes in dynamic charac-

teristics. For the examples shown(i.e. EGT bias and A8 shedule change)

a transient behaviour change seems reasonable to expect since the faults

directly affect the engine control system. The question is, have you

any experience which indicates that turbomachinery faults will similarly

affect dynamic behaviour?

Author's Reply:

You are correct in that the faults examined affects the controller

directly. However we are currently investigating ways of detecting

small changes in component performance, typically efficiency changes

of the order of 2% in the compressor or the turbine. This work is

being performed at an Australian university under a DSTO research

agreement. While the work so far is still in its formative stage, the

results obtained look encouraging.

!_ _

• & "-a .
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CF-I/F44 TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE TRENDING

by

Captain JiLHenzy
Aerospace Maintenance Development Unit

Canadian Forces Base Trenton
Astra, Ontario, Canada KOK I B0

SUNMARY

The "on condition" concept of aircraft engine maintenance has led to intensive
analysis of the data recorded by Engine Health Monitoring systems during steady-state
operation of the engine. To date however the transient data acquired during take-off
or in-flight have received far less attention. This paper presents the results of an
investigation into the feasibility of utilizing engine data acquired during take-off
to trend the performance of a modern turbofan engine (GE-F404). Factors influencing
the repeatability of take-off data such as throttle rate, variable geometry and
instrumentation effects are discussed. Using engine data from operational aircraft,
various trending parameters are evaluated using a data capture window developed to
minimize the scatter of nominal engine performance. A statistical tool to identify

performance shifts is briefly described, and is shown to successfully detect a shift
in the take-off performance of a recently repaired engine. It is concluded that the
trending of transient performance data is a viable means of detecting certain engine

faults and recommendations are made concerning the implementation of such a program
for the F404 engine.

NOTATION

AMAD airframe mounted accessory drive

EHM engine health monitoring

HPC high pressure compressor

IECMS inflight engine condition monitoring system

MFC main fuel control

MSDC maintenance signal data converter

PS3 static pressure at high pressure compressor exit, lbf/in
2

P5 total pressure at low pressure turbine exit, lbf/in
2

Ti total temperature at inlet, deg K

T5 total temperature at low pressure turbine exit, deg K

VEN variable exhaust nozzle

VG variable geometry

XNl low pressure spool speed, rpm

XNZ high pressure spool speed, rpm

B P/P standard

0 T/T standard

ENGINE STATION NOTATION

2.5 3 4 5 • 6 a ;

___ ___ _ A
: : * * | I I / I I
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INTRODUCTION

The recent acquisition of the CF-18 aircraft by Canada has forced managers to
re-evaluate maintenance policies and procedures. Due to the high cost of modern
weapon systems, ways of reducing operating expenditures while Improving aircraft
availability must be found. To help achieve this goal, the F404 engine used in the
CF-l8 is maintained using on-condition maintenance.

As an engine fleet ages, one's ability to assess an engine's health will be a
significant factor in determining engine reliability end availability. If
time-dependent failures can be detected early-on, fewer failures and unscheduled
maintenance actions may be expected during installed operations. The early detection
of faults may also reduce operating costs by allowing the user to replace damaged
components before repairable limits are exceeded and before severe secondary damage
occurs.

A considerable, concerted effort has gone into the development of a wide range
of Engine Health Monitoring (EHN) technologies suitable for application to the F404
engine. To date however, only borescope inspections of the F404 have produced
tangible results. In an attempt to meet the need of Field Units for a simple EHNM
technique to complement borescope inspections, an investigation was started into the
possible use of existing CF-18 data for EHM purposes.

Each CF-lB is equipped with an Inflight Engine Condition Monitoring System
(IECMS) designed to record engine and aircraft parameters on a magnetic tape at
various times throughout a flight. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the CF-18 IECMS.
Detailed engine data are recorded whenever:

a. an engine parameter exceedance is sensed;

b. the pilot manually depresses a 'record' button located on the aircraft
instrument panel; and

c. the aircraft takes-off.

Information from the magnetic tape is then archived, maintaining a record of every
CF-18 take-off. As the recording of take-off data is software initiated, personnel
are not involved in the data collection process. These two factors clearly make
take-off records one of the most attractive sources of EH data.

METHODOLOGY

GENERAL

When initially considering the transient behaviour of a modern military
turbofan engine, one cannot help but immediately conclude that transient performance
data are non-repeatable. Variations in throttle handling alone dictate that an
engine must accelerate at different rates. Variable geometry schedules and control
system functions such as temperature or speed-limiting will also complicate the
overall analysis picture. Clearly then, variables influencing the acceleration of an
engine must be identified and wherever possible, eliminated. An equally important
consideration is the measurement of transient data repeatability. A simple means of
quantifying transient performance data scatter is needed.

REPEATABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Several studies were carried out to identify factors that may influence the
repeatability of transient data. The results of this survey are summarized below:

A. AMBIENT CONDITIONS. Although standard temperature and pressure corrections
were employed, 7ucrow (ref I) points out that these terms do not account for
all possible influences. As variations in Reynolds and Prandtl numbers are
disregarded, changes in viscosity, specific heat ratio and thermal
conductivity could contribute to data non-repeatability. Also, the correction
of transient data can only modify parametric values; the spacing of data in
time is not changed.

B. STARTING SPEED. The importance of initial speed was emphasized by Gold and
Rosenzweig (ref 2). Treating the time response of an engine as a linear first
order system, they found that the time constant for spool speed response was
dependent upon both the initial and final speeds of an acceleration. Clearly
then, CF-l8 take-off data must be screened to ensure that the range of speed
increase is consistent.

C. VARIABLE GEOMETRY (VG). The F404 incorporates fan, High Pressure Compressor
(1IPI) and exnaust nozzle variable geometry. Fan VG activation occurs
approximately half way through a slam acceleration. As HPC VG activation
occurs much earlier, compressor geometry is continuously adjusted during an
acceleration. Examination of test data revealed that during a rapid

C ,,. -
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acceleration, the F404 Variable Exhaust Nozzle (VEN) immediately moved to and
remained in the fully closed position for approximately 4 seconds. Thus, data
collected over this period would essentially be from an engine with a fixed
nozzle.

0. RATE OF THROTTLE MOVEMENT. The rate of throttle movement influences the rate
and magnitude of fuel added by the Main Fuel Control (MFC). There exists a
rate of throttle movement for which the maximum or limiting fuel schedule Is
engaged. If the throttle is moved at this rate or raster, engine transient
performance becomes independent of throttle rate. This throttle rate
threshold was estimated to be about 50 degrees per second. As the IECMS does
not start recording take-off engine parameters until the throttle has been
advanced to military power, it might appear that throttle rate cannot be
inferred from the data, Analysis of preliminary results showed that the
nozzle starts to close shortly after the throttle movement commences and that
it takes about I second for the nozzle to fully close. Therefore, it was
concluded that if the IECMS take-off record shows the nozzle closing to zero
percent, then the duration of throttle movement was less than the nozzle
response time. Consequently, throttle rate can be estimated using take-off
records.

E. RESLAM EFFECTS. A 'reslam' occurs when two slam accelerations are carried out
in quick succession. During the first slam engine components are heated and,
without sufficient cooling time, the second slam takes place with less heat
being transferred to the engine body. The pre-heating of engine components
will cause changes in blade tip clearance and component efficiencies.
Saravanamuttoo and Fawke In Reference 3 found, when using a dynamic model of a
twin spool engine that speed response will be significantly improved during
reslams. To eliminate reslam effects, care must be taken to ensure that
sufficient cooling time was allowed between slams.

F. INSTALLATION. Whether an engine is installed in the left or right side of a
CF-18 should make little difference to it's dynamic performance. Indeed, left
and right engines are interchangeable and the large inlet ducts are similar in
every way. Each engine powers an Airframe Mounted Accessory Drive (AMAD)
which uses generators and hydraulic pumps to support aircraft systems.
Electrical and hydraulic loads are split between the two AMADs and bleed air
is extracted equally from the two engines. Therefore, it is concluded that the
side of the aircraft in which an engine is installed should not constitute a
major influence on engine performance.

G. INSTRUMENTATION. The precisions of the aircraft data recording system and
related instrumentation are significant factors in determining the
repeatability of transient engine data. Using analytical and experimental
techniques described in reference 4, data confidence intervals may be found
and levels of nominal or background scatter determined. Furthermore, careful
scrutiny of experimental data repeatability may provide valuable information
about instrumentation and data processing deficiencies.

H. OTHER EFFECTS. Several other phenomena that occur during accelerations such
as changing seal clearances and combustion time lag were considered. It was
concluded however, that these effects should be repeatable from slam-to-slam.

DATA CAPTURE WINDOW

The objective of defining a data capture window was simply to reduce the
number of variables affecting the F404's transient performance in the hope that the
amount of data scatter would be reduced. The data capture window employed during
this study was simply:

a. the use of transient data only during the period of time for which the VEN
was closed. This was intended to eliminate the influence of the variable
nozzle; and

b. the acceptance of take-off data from only those records where the VEN
closure was shown. In this way, the effect of variations in throttle
movement rate could be eliminated.

By this means, repeatability limiting factors(c) and (d) in the preceding section

were eliminated.

CONPARING TRANSIENT DATA

When attempting to compare time response traces for engine parameters
collected during different accelerations, the problem of synchronizing the data
becomes readily apparent. Indeed, a benchmark must first be established to help
define the start of an acceleration. Preliminary results indicated that fairly broad
variations in the rate of throttle movement may be expected and consequently, it was
decided not to align response curves on the basis of throttle position. Instead, an
attempt was made to synchronize the response traces by defining an arbitrary

...... . " -, ' . . ..... . . ........... .
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transient starting speed. The results from this trial were not acceptable as
temperature and pressure responses tended to display significant amounts of scatter.
It became clear that to overcome this problem, the elimination of time as a variable
was required. To accomplish this, engine parameters were plotted as functions of one
another, rather than as functions of time.

RESULTS

IECNS VALIDATION

Before attempting to detect engine faults, it was first necessary to identify
and quantify sources of precision error within the IECMS. This was accomplished by
reading data directly from engine-mounted sensors using a test cell data acquisition
system of known precision. Consequently, the entire IECMS with it's associated
precision errors was bypassed. By comparing data repeatability between test cell and
IECMS data and through the use of error propagation theory (ref 5), it was possible
to assess the precision error contribution of the Maintenance Signal Data Converter
(MSDC).

The results of this effort are shown in Table 1. Engine sensor precision
(Column (d)) was found by subtracting the test cell system precision (col. (c)) from
the measured data precision (col. (b)) using the square root of the sum of the
squares method described in ref 5. Similarly, MSDC precision (col (g)) was found by
subtracting engine sensor precision (col. (d)) from the overall aircraft data
precision (col (f)). TABLE I

PRECISIONS OF SELECTED PARMETERS
(PRECISION VALUES BASED ON TWO STANDARD DEVIATION

COIFIDENCE LIMITS)

TEST CELL RESULTS AIRCRAFT RESULTS

- SUC
TARGET DATA TEST CELL ENGINE TARGET DATA "MSOC DIGITAL

PARAMETER VALUE PRECISION SYSTEM SENSOR VALUE PRECISION PRECISION RESLUTION
4La ) I) JiL) (eL IZ) -LBL (h

Ti K 26 0.22 0.2 0.1 296.1 1.3 1.3 1.0

XN1 RPM 10962 .e 0.4 9.6 10560 154 153.6 16

XN2 RPM 14215 7.2 0.5 7.2 14204 139 138 Is

PS3 PSIA 209.1 0.7 0.05 0.7 137.9 1.2 0.9 0.5

PS PSIA 34.5 0.09 0.01 0.09 24.7 0.14 011 0.06

TS K 934.3 0 0 06 0 971.0 2.0 1.9 1.0

By comparing the MSDC precision (col. (g)) to that of the engine sensors (col.
(d)), It is evident that the MSDC Is a significant source of precision error for
temperature and speed measurements. A review of the analog to digital conversion
process within the MSDC revealed that the MSDC digital resolution (col. (h)) for
temperature and pressure terms was not high. In fact, most of the temperature and
pressure readings fell within one bit 'toggle' of the mean value. This finding
suggests that the precision of the IECMS would not be significantly improved by using
more precise engine sensors. The number of bits assigned to each parameter must be
increased if overall data repeatability is to be improved.

The large MSDC precision values for rotor spees suggest that the MSDC is
incapable of precisely converting frequency signals to digital outputs. In addition,
it was discovered that the engine fuel flow meters are sampled by the IECMS at a rate
greater than the response time of the flow meters.

ASSESSING TRANSIENT DATA SCATTER

Recognizing that scatter exists in transient data, it was necessary to
quantify this non-repeatability so that true performance shifts could be
distinguished from the nominal scatter. This was accomplished by carrying out a
series of slam accelerations in aircraft under controlled conditions. For each
acceleration, engine parameters were cross plotted and curve fitted. Using all the
curve fits from a particular set of accelerations, It was possible to quantify the
amount of nominal curve fit scatter by applying a statistical distribution (Figure 2)
to the data. Assuming a normal statistical distribution, a confidence Interval or
band for each cross plotted pair of parameters was found. Examination of these

II
~~!
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results revealed that confidence Intervals for transient data were quite narrow.
Also, these intervals were repeatable from engine-to-engine and aircraft-to-aircraft.

OPERATOR AND INLET TENPERATURE EFFECTS

During the analysis of aircraft back-to-back slam acceleration data, it became
apparent that despite the use of a data capture window, several variables were still
influencing transient data repeatability. Some of the observed performance shifts
not caused by engine faults were:

a. Throttle Overshoot. Figure 3 clearly shows that even a momentary throttle
overshoot into the afterburner range can cause a shift in a performance
baseline.

b. Inlet Screens. Two sets of slams were carried out on the same
airframe/engini combination under virtually Identical ambient conditions
except that anti-personnel screens were left installed during one set.
Figures 4 and 5 show that the effect of the inlet screen is quite
noticeable at higher inlet Mach numbers.

c. Reslam Effects. During one of the tests, insufficient cooling time was
allowed before the second slam was made. Figure 6 shows that a
significant baseline shift was observed for the reslam acceleration.

d. Throttle Rate. At the end of each set of back-to-back slams, technicians
were asked to perform an acceleration at a different rate of throttle
movement. Analysis of these data indicated that throttle rates greater
than 45 deg/sec produced repeatable transient performance. Furthermore,
It was demonstrated that take-off records showing the nozzle closure were
also take-offs with throttle rates greater than 45 deg/sec. This finding
clearly supports the earlier data capture decision.

e. Inlet Temperature. It was found that changes of inlet temperature
resulted In slgniiicant baseline shifts (Figures 7 and 8). These results
strongly suggest that the correction scheme employed was not adequate to
remove all ambient effects. Inlet temperature constitutes a major
influence on transient data repeatability. This phenomenon requires
further work so that ambient effects may be quantified and better
correction schemes developed.

f. Starting Speeds. A survey of seven sets of back-to-back slams indicated
a rotor speeds at the start of accelerations were very repeatable. The

standard deviations of fan and core speeds were 4% and 2% respectively.
This is quite remarkable when one considers that these speeds were
established using only the throttle ground Idle stop. The better
repeatability of HP spool starting speed is significant in that engine
transient behaviour Is most sensitive to HP spool disturbances (ref 6).

DETECTING AN ENGINE FAULT

During a routine borescope inspection, Engine number 376020 was found to have
extensive High Pressure Compressor (HPC) damage. During the repair process, it was
determined that the damage was likely caused by the failure of a hook-bolt locking
tab in the HPC. Prior to the borescope inspection, this engine was installed in the
right side of an aircraft and following repairs, it was installed in the left side of
another aircraft. Several records were obtained for both pre-repair (and possibly
faulted) and post-repair take-offs, and the data were curve fitted and cross plotted.
For this set of take-off records the inlet temperature range was approximately 30 deg
C. Some of these results are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

The significance of the observed shifts is more evident in Table 2. Note that
for each of the six cross plotteD parameters shown, the observed shift In the curve
fits exceeded the amount of nominal curve fit scatter. An automated means of
detecting shifts in transient behaviour was developed. This technique uses the
curve fit confidence interval obtained from the back-to-back slam acceleration tests
and Kalman Filter Theory (ref 7) to determine when a shift has occurred. Although
fully described in reference 4, this method has the following features:

a. successive, nominal take-off data are used to update the curve fits formed
by cross plotting engine parameters. In this way, the estimated mean
relation between two parameters is improved;

b. the confidence interval about the curve fitted line may be reduced in width
as additional, nominal transient data are obtained. As more is learned
about the transient behaviour of an engine, sensitivity to performance
shifts is Improved; and

c. the filter automatically identifies those take-offs for which data lie

outside the acceptable confidence Interval.

a IL
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TABLE 2

CURVE FIT SHIFT SIlESRY FOR
ENGINE WITH DMNAO CONPRESSOR

PLOT TARGET SHIFT IN NOMINAL

- ------ ABSCISSA ORDINATE SCATTER
ORDINATE ISSA VALUE VALUE

v. PS3 125.0psia +2% ±1.0%

S150.Opia +3% ±0.8%

s PS3 5.75 +3% ±1.0%
PIS

TS vs Z& 5.5 +5% ±2.0%
P5

vs 35.0 pia +2% ± 0.8%

vs N0 11500rpm +2% ±0.8%

While it has been shown that a performance shift occurred, it has not been
proven that this change was exclusively caused by flow path damage in the HPC.
However, several factors Indicate that this was the most likely cause. These are:

a. the changes believed to be caused by damage to the HPC were compared with
results from a F404 steady state computer model with an embedded
compressor fault. None of the predicted, steady state baseline shifts
conflicted with the observed transient results;

b. in reference 6 MacCallum employed a transient model of a twin spool bypass
engine to study the effects of component faults on engine performance.
Among other things, MacCallum's analysis predicted a slower XNI and PS3
response for a damaged engine, both of which were observed in the present
data. MacCallum also predicted that the XN2 transient response would be
significantly slower, but this was not observed. With regard to observed
shifts in cross plotted data, non- were contradicted by MacCallum's
results. Overall then, it is believed that the fault characteristics were
generally supported by the work of MacCallum;

c. a fault 'signature' was constructed by noting the observed direction of
shift for each cross plotted pair of parameters. Similar signatures were
obtatined for the documented operator and ambient temperature effects.
Comparing these sets of cross plot shifts, It was determined that the
faulted engine exhibited an unique set of baseline shifts, and therefore
operator and/or ambient effects could not satisfactorily explain the
faulted engine data. Superposition of ambient temperature effects was
also used and it was concluded that the observed changes could not be
explained by operator effects such as throttle overshoot or throttle
res1am.

Overall then, it was concluded that the detected change in performance was
consistent with the known HPC damage. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the
dynamic characteristics of such a fault could not be confused with other non-fault
related performance changes.

CONCLUSIONS

From this brief investigation of CF-18/F404 IECMS data, it may be concluded
that:

a. transient F404 IECMS parameters were repeatable within + 1Z during rapid
accelerations from ground idle to military power given tfat:

I) throttle rate Is at least 45 deg/sec;

Ii) analysis is carried out while the nozzle Is closed;

III) the ambient temperature did not change significantly; and

iv) a cool down period was allowed prior to the accelerations.

BOEING 
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b. overall, the existing IECM system has sufficient precision to permit the
detection of changes in the F404's dynamic performance;

c. difficulties in synchronizing time-dependent data can be resolved by
cross plotting engine variables directly;

d. engine faults can be detected by analyzing automatically recorded
CF-18/F404 take-off data;

e. a statistical treatment of transient data proved to be a reliable means of
detecting shifts in performance; and

f. if improved precision of IECMS data is desired, attention should be
focused on improving the data handling qualities of the MSDC rather than
on increasing sensor precision.

RECONNENDATIONS

The monitoring of F404 transient performance appears to be a feasible means of
passively detecting engine faults, however, additional work is needed before such a
system could be Implemented on a fleet-wide basis. These continuing efforts should
include:

a. development of better correction methods to remove ambient temperature
influences in transient data;

b. a review of IECMS sensor and data processing characteristics with the aim
of improving the repeatabi'ity of engine data;

c. development of a dynamic F404 computer model capable of having faults
embedded; and

d. expansion of the statistical methods developed to analyze transient data.
New curve fitting algorithms and filtering techniques could be employed to
increase the sensitivity of this method to performance changes.
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DISCUSSION

G. MERRINGTON

Some of your results show significant shifts with inlet t' T2? The

measured value on the F404 is compensated for variations in fan speed.

Did you use this compensated value or actual true inlet t*? If you

used the compensated value, how would you expect this to affect the

r corelation?

S Author eply:

During the initial stages of my study I acquired a large amount of

steady state test cell data from the NRCC. I compared the bellmouth

t
0 

with the fan inlet t
0 

measured on the F404 and observed the depen-

dence of T2 on fan speed. A compensation scheme for T2 was developed

and employed in all subsequent data analysis. Consequently, I do not

believe that the dependence of T2 on fan speed affects cross-plot cor-

relations.

M. HAMER

The P5 measurement is a single probe. How well does it track the tur-

bine exit profiles, especially at various Mach/altitude conditions?

Author's Reply:

The technique is intended to be applied only to the take-off engine

data. Consequently, Mach/altitude effects should not be significant.

D. DOEL

Do you have a transient model for the F404 engine and if so have you

run it to try to understand the T2 effects?

Author's Reply:

Unfortunately CANADA does not yet have a F404 transient model.

M. BEAUREGARD

Have you considered changing/modifying the MSDC to improve data accu-

racy/repeatability of transient data?

Author's Reply:

My report recommended that the Canadian Air Force consider improvements

to the CF18 TECM system. Modifying/changing the MSDC would be part

of such an improvement program. Although the implementation of modi-

fications to IECMS is the responsability of our headquarters, the ul-

timate decision to modify IECMS will be dependent upon overall requi-

rements of the CF18 weapon system.
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SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE MONITORING EXPERIENCE AND
ADVANCED MONITORING SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Harry A. Cikanek, III
Mechanical Systems Control Branch, ED14

NASA, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812, USA

SUMMARY

Advanced space transportation systems must provide improved availability, reliability,
safety, and reduced cost in order to make a new, more vigorous level of space activity
economically feasible. Earth-to-Orbit (ETO) propulsion monitoring systems are a major
factor in progress toward these improvements, and in the success of current systems.
Operational experience with the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), the first reusable ETO
rocket engine, is valuable for examining current rocket engine monitoring capability and
technology developments. This paper surveys SSME monitoring practice and experience.
Unique aspects of rocket engine mission requirements are highlighted to provide improved
understanding of engine monitoring practices and technology needs. Current ETO engine
monitoring technology development goals and their relation to SSME experience and future
transportation system mission needs are outlined. With this foundation, the techniques
and components addressed within current technology programs are discussed to complete a
picture of ETO propulsion monitoring status and development.

INTRODUCTION

For many reasons, out of all ETO liquid rocket engines which have been built and
operated, the SSM is the most instructive engine to examine for monitoring experience.
In many characteristics, the SSME is representative of other pump fed liquid rockets and
thus encompasses many past rocket engine monitoring requirements. But, the demands of
the shuttle vehicle and mission distinguish the SSME in many other ways. Manned opera-
tions, 3g maximum vehicle acceleration limits, approximately 33.5 kPa (700 psf) maximum
vehicle dynamic pressure limits, high performance, accurate propellant utilization through
engine mixture ratio control to ±1%, and reuseability design goals of 55 starts and
27,000 sec of operation are some of those demands. Resulting unique characteristics
include a staged combustion cycle, closed loop digital computer control of thrust and
mixture ratio, a vacuum specific impulse of 453 sec, a throttle range from 63 to 111%
of rated power level, extended development and certification, extensive self test, and
extensive monitoring 11J. These characteristics place many demands on monitoring cap-
ability; demands which in many cases will remain for future engines. SSE development
began in the early 1970's. The engine has been utilized reliably and safely for flight
operations since 1981. Monitoring has played a major role in these successful operations.
Therefore, this paper will review SSME monitoring history and experience to provide a
status of ETO engine monitoring practice and a view of new monitoring technology.

Monitoring takes many different forms, all very intensive, when applied to an engine
such as the SSME. Much of the monitoring effort requires human expertise, specialized
equipment, substantial computational power, large data management capacity, sophisticated
communications resources, and significant operational time. Monitoring systems can be
viewed as a series of layers. Engine monitoring includes, at the core, extracting and
utilizing the data necessary for engine control, e.g., valve position feedback for error
determination and correction. In the second layer, it involves real time acquisition and
use of various Control and Monitoring System (CMS) parameters and engine parameters to
determine if the engine is operating properly. If the system is not operating properly,
then monitoring also involves determining the necessary action to respond safely to
anomalous operation. In the third layer, monitoring is employed to determine the condi-
tion of the engine for maintenance requirements and to assess readiness for another
mission. At the fourth and outermost layer, monitoring is utilized to assess trends
dhich may indicate that design changes are necessary. This paper will discuss the latter
three layers, with concentration on the last two. To appreciate the nature, scope, and
intensity of ETO engine monitoring, it is necessary to first provide background informa-
tion on the SSME.

BACKGROUND

The SSME is undoubtedly the most complex and highest performance propulsion system
ever built. For example, the High Pressure Fuel Turbopump (HPFTP) weighs approximately
340.8 kg (750 lbs), and yet at full engine power it generates approximately 58.2 MW
(78,000 hp) of power. The engine utilizes liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen as propel-
lants. The hydrogen enters the engine at approximately 21 K (38 R) and 310 kPa (45 psia),
and the oxygen enters at 94 K (170 R) and 689 kPa (100 psia). The propellants leave the
engine at over 1222 K (2200 R) and 17.9 kPa (2.6 psia) with a speed of 4441.5 m/sec
(14572 ft/sec) after being expanded from 3611 K (6500 R) and 20726 kPa (3006 psia} to
produce 2090.6 kN (470,000 lbs) of vacuum thrust at nominal Rated Power Level (100% RPL).
A schematic of the engine cycle and typical 109% operational parameters are provided in
Figure 1. In the SSME cycle, low pressure fuel and oxidizer turbopumps, located at pro-
pellant inlets, provide the proper head for the two high pressure pumps. Fuel from the
High Pressure Fuel Pump (HPFP) discharge is routed to cool the Main Combustion Chamber
(MCC), nozzle, and other hot gas flow path components of the engine. The main chamber
coolant discharge is used to power the Low Pressure Fuel Turbine (LPFT). The nozzle
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coolant discharge is mixed with bypass flow and fed to the two preburners. Oxygen is
routed from the High Pressure Oxidizer Pump (HPOP) to drive the Low Pressure Oxidizer
Turbine (LPOT) and feed the main injector. It is also fed to a Preburner Boost Pump
(PBP) which provides oxidizer at the necessary higher pressure to the two preburners.
The two preburners provide fuel-rich combustion gasses to each respective high pressure
turbine. The turbine discharge is then routed through the Hot Gas Manifold (HGM) and fed
to the main injector where it is mixed with oxygen from the HPOP outlet. Final combustion
occurs in the MCC and the resulting gases are expanded through the supersonic nozzle.
The engine also includes a POGO suppression accumulator with associated controls; tank
repressurization discharges with an associated oxygen heat exchanger; a pneumatic con-
troller to manage engine purges and the failsafe shutdown system; and avionics to con-
trol, manage, and monitor the engine.

During flight and in ground test, the SSME operates in one of three possible modes:
start, mainstage, and shutdown. Closed loop control of the main combustion chamber pres-
sure and the mixture ratio is utilized throughout the normal engine power range. Thrust
control is effected through the Oxidizer Preburner Oxidizer Valve (OPOV) and mixture ratio
control is effected through the Fuel Preburner Oxidizer Valve (FPOV). Prior to start, a
series of functional self tests are run, followed by turbomachinery thermal conditioning
and a series of four purge sequences. The purge sequences are run until an engine ready
condition is reached. The engine may be fired from approximately I hr to 24 hr after
start preparation begins. Proper thermodynamic conditions and operating states are auto-
matically monitored for and must be met prior to start. During the low power level por-
tions of start and shutdown, preprogrammed open loop sequences are used to command all
five main propellant valves. Start lasts approximately 5 sec while shutdown (which may
be entered at any time after the start signal) lasts approximately 3.5 sec. Other engine
operating modes include electrical valve lockup, hydraulic valve lockup, and pneumatic
shutdown to provide various levels of CMS system fail-operate and failsafe options. During
shutdown, purges are initiated to clear the engine of combustibles and various control
devices are returned to their shutdown state. After shutdown, engine drying purge lines
are installed and purges are operated to remove all water remaining from the combustion
process. Dew point checks indicate when drying is complete, at which time, the engine is
ready for turnaround operations necessary to prepare it for another firing.

Each SSME is assembled as a combination of Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) components.
These components consist of the major assemblies such as the valves, turbopumps, ducts,
manifolds, injectors, nozzle, main combustion chamber, and many others which can form
any particular engine build. Each LRU that is flight qualified has met many stringent
requirements for integrity and quality which culminate with the ground test program.
Requirements placed on flight components include that they be ground test fired and that
there be two equivalent components within the ground test program that have at least
twice the accumulated firing time as the highest accumulated flight component firing
time. Because of these requirements, the SSME has operated cumulatively 281,770 sec in
ground test versus 37,930 sec in flight. Since ground testing is so extensive, so funda-
mental to flight reliability, and has an operational nature, monitoring experience from
ground firing is equal in importance to flight experience. Because ground test goals,
requirements and capabilities differ somewhat from those in flight, ground test monitoring
differs from flight monitoring. These differences will be noted throughout this paper.

The ground test program has required six types of engine tests. These are development
tests, certification tests, green run tests, acceptance tests, Main Propulsion Test Article
(MPTA) tests, and Flight Readiness Firings (FRF). Development tests are run primarily to
solve problems and investigate improvements to design or operation. Certification tests
expose an "all up" improved configuration to a simulated flight series of firings to
qualify design improvements for flight. Green run tests expose new or newly overhauled
components to a first firing. Acceptance tests verify that new hardware meets the require-
ments for admission to the fleet. MPTA tests provide cluster firings to qualify the three
engine cluster, feed subsystem, and external tank as a system. FRF's qualify new vehicles
along with their main engines on the launch pad. Engine operation during flight varies
little from one mission to the next unless a failure occurs.

Engine monitoring starts with onboard systems to provide data and monitoring functions.
The engine mounted SSME avionics system includes, in a single package, two identical cruss
strapped engine mounted digital computers, input electronics, output electronics, and
timers, with redundancy allowing no single point failures. This package, known as the
controller, interfaces with the vehicle or test stand to receive commands and to transmit
128 standard engine measurements in the Vehicle Data Table (VDT). The input electronics
convert signals for performance instrumentation including: a turbine fuel flowmeter,
shaft speed detectors, platinum wire resistance temperature sensors, pressure transducers,
and both rotary and linear variable differential transformers. The output electronics
condition commands for the five hydraulically actuated mair propellant valves, the propel-
lant augmented electrical spark ignitors, electronic servoswitches, and the helium-
actuated pneumatic failsafe shutdown system. Software implements the control laws, control
logic, threshold failure detection logic (redlines), and much of the self test and moni-
toring logic.

During typical engine testing, on the order of 500 measurements are taken and recorded
from both the engine and the facility. These include the 128 VDT parameters at a sample
rate of one sample every 40 msec (every other major cycle). An additional set of digital
data is sampled every 20 msec through the facility data handling system. Analog parameters
are recorded on facility systems for acceleration, strain measurements and, on occasion,
high frequency pressure measurements. Additional engine test information is available from
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video coverage. Fewer data are available from a typical flight. Standard flight data
consists of the VDT data and measurements from six turbopump accelerometers. Special
instrumentation such as strains or additional accelerometer units are often placed
onboard for additional monitoring. Some engine compartment measurements are also avail-
able. These include temperatures, pressures and engine compartment vent flow gas samples
from a pyrotechnic actuated grab bottle system for post-flight leakage analysis. Prior
to engine ignition, leakage is detected by a hazardous gas detection system built into
each launch pad. With this system, concentrations of various gasses are provided to
launch personnel in near real-time.

A typical flight thrust profile is shown in Figure 2. It includes a 5 sec start
period, approximately 25 sec of 100% power level operation, a 10%/sec throttle down to
65% power to reduce MAX Q orbiter aerodynamic loads, throttle up to 104% after 30 sec at
65%, 430 sec at sustained 104% operation, then a slow 1%/3 sec throttle down to 65% to
limit acceleration loads on the vehicle, and finally an approximately 3.5 sec shutdown
sequence. A simulated flight throttle profile is often utilized for test firings. How-
ever, ground tests can and have taken advantage of the many different power levels and
durations that the engine is capable of providing. Propellant inlet conditions vary
during a mission, allowing pump net positive suction pressure to drop as low as 41 kPa
(6 psi) on the fuel side and 138 kPa (20 psi) on the lox side.

SSME MONITORING SYSTEMS

Discussion of SSME monitoring experience would not be complete without an introduction
to the methods, techniques, and systems utilized to perform data reduction, translation,
storage, transmittal, presentation, and archiving. Although much of the data handling,
storage, and processing is automated, significant expert engineering talent is required
to follow and diagnose engine condition on a day to day basis. The scope of the monitor-
ing effort has grown since the iritial testing of the engine. This is because of the
learning that has occurred with respect to hardware condition that results from the
demands placed on engine hardware by the engine cycle and operating conditions. Of course,
compared to a typical jet engine, rocket engine monitoring is always far more intense due
to the criticality of the mission and the higher cost of the hardware itself. Much of the
condition monitoring process is implemented on general purpose computing equipment and
data/communications equipment. This has evolved during the SSME program due both to the
increased scope of monitoring and the tremendous explosion in electronics technology.
Computer and software technology has allowed monitoring manpower requirements to remain
nearly constant. A learning curve effect also plays a role in increased monitoring
efficiency. A general overview of current SSME condition monitoring methods, techniques
and systems will begin with flight systems.

The typical monitoring process for flight starts with a series of Flight Readiness
Reviews. The reviews begin with project management and work up to Senior NASA management.
During the reviews, all problems or special conditions are discussed, component history is
covered, results of past operations summarized, and, in general, readiness is decided upon
including a clear course of action to resolve any questionable conditions. This review
process typically takes place less than a month prior to launch. If, during any o1 the
prelaunch processing operations, a failure occurs, a team is formed to resolve the failure
and return the system to flight status. For example, prior to flights 41-D and 51-F,
launch attempts were aborted when abnormal main propellant valve actuator responses were
detected in the engine self-monitoring circuitry while the engines were in start mode.
The abnormal responses caused a switchover to redundant channels and invoked Major Com-
ponent Fail (MCF) logic which leads to a shutdown if all levels of redundant systems are
not operable prior to launch commit. After these failures, extensive investigations were
undertaken, including teardowns, functional tests, laboratory tests, analytic investiga-
tions, simulations, and failure reconstruction. Probable causes were found and solutions
were generated, agreed to, and implemented. Launch occcurred within one to two months
after each abort. The MCF logic is part of a formal Launch Commit Criteria which is
reflected in all of the automatic launch logic leading up to the time of Solid Rocket
Booster ignition.

During powered flight, VDT data is telemetered to the Kennedy Space Center in Florida
at 1 sample/second. During prelaunch preparations, which start with tank loading and
carry through to engine start, low rate data is obtained from the engine systems mentioned
earlier plus many ground systems. Expert engineering personnel (numbering about 20)
follow the process in the firing room near the Vehicle Assembly Building. The data is
also linked via satellite to the Huntsville Operations Support Center (HOSC) at Marshall
Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama; to Rockwell in Downy, California, from there
to Rocketdyne in Canoga Park, California; and to Mission Control at Johnson Space Center
in Houston, Texas. Up to the time the vehicle clears the tower, control of the mission
rests with the tiring room at Kennedy. Then control is handed over to Johnson for the
duration. HOSC is on-line in an advisory capacity. During powered flight, all engine
VDT parameters are followed by humans even though most proPesses are fully automatic
onboard. In limited circumstances, though, certain functions can be overridden. Such an
override occurred on mission 51-F when two HPFTP turbine discharge temperature sensors
failed in quick succession. The exact sequence of failure led to an erroneous engine
shutdown. A brief time later, another sensor failed on one of the two remaining engines.
Ground controllers at the engine panel in Houston noticed the second sensor on that same
engine begin behaving erratically and called for a redline inhibit which cancelled the
authority of all automatic redline shutdown logic, allowing the mission to proceed success-
fully. Once the shuttle achieves orbit, full resolution engine VDT data is telemetered
to ground receiving stations in the NASA tracking network. From there, the data is placed
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on a data network for transmittal via satellite to the user sites at NASA Marshall and at
Rocketdyne. High frequency data is stored onboard the orbiter until landing, at which
time the data tapes are off-loaded and shipped. Flight data processing, analysis and
review is similar to ground test processing and will be outlined later.

The typical monitoring process for ground testing begins with a test readiness review
held via teleconference between the manufacturer, test personnel, NASA project personnel,
Chief Engineer's representatives, and engineering personnel representing various technical
disciplines. The review covers the results of the previous test, any hardware changes
made, any software changes made, any special investigations, the time on components, the
test procedures, the test goals and objectives, and any special conditions for the test.
Particular attention is given to components with extensive firing time. High time com-
ponents are flagged by how close they are in starts and/or accumulated time to fleet
leader (highest time) components. Accumulated cycles are tracked and various hardware
limits are imposed. All problems identified by problem tracking systems are also reviewed.
Action items are assigned to the various subsystem experts for resolution of any outstand-
ing questions or problems. Once everything has been reviewed, and a risk assessment
made, the manufacturer and NASA project managers certify firing readiness.

At the test site, tests are observed by NASA personnel and are conducted primarily by
the manufacturer. The firing crew includes a test conductor, facility observers/operators,
periscope observers, and video observers. The firing team is located in the test control
center which is a small distance from the test stand. Bunker observers are utilized to
obtain different views of the engine. The VDT is provided to various computer displays
including the test conductor's. Some strip charts, oscillographs, analog gauges, and
digital readouts are also provided, particularly to report facility conditions and special
parameters. The total test firing crew numbers about 15 to 20. Call to stations, followed
by propellant drop into the engine (for thermal conditioning), usually occurs about 3 hr
prior to test. Pretest data, to cover the period during the engine purge sequences, are
taken at low rates. Once proper conditions are achieved and engine ready has been reached,
engine start is initiated. During the firing, each member of the crew monitors critical
parameters as assigned. Most of the test process is automated, but there are conditions
and operations that must be manually performed. Most firing crew members have kill
switches which can initiate early shutdown if necessary. Much of the automated real time
monitoring utilized during firings consists of the built-in test, redundancy management
and redlines built into the controller. However, other redlines are implemented on
facility computers for additional engine parameters and for all critical facility parameters.

Engine test firings take place at National Space Technology Laboratories (NSTL) in
Mississippi on four test stands and at Rocketdyne's Santa Susanna Field Laboratories on
one test stand (scheduled to close in early 1988). An upgrade to a new engine data
handling system is in progress. Already, the test sites send most data via satellite.
A diagram of the new engine data network is shown in Figure 3. Low frequency data is
stored on digital computer tape. High frequency data is recorded on analog tape, and the
most critical measurements are digitized and stored on disk in real time. Before leaving
NSTL, the analog data is processed into Power Spectral Density format. All data are
archived at NSTL on tape. Once transmitted to the user sites, the data are archived on
tape and placed on disk for use on data reduction computers. Perkin Elmer 3254s are
utilized for performing simple data reduction, plotting, and statistical analysis.
Masscomp 5000 series systems are utilized for real time digitizing, later PSD transforma-
tion at NSTL, and for analysis and correlation of the data at Marshall. A new Engineering
Analysis and Data system at Marshall allows improved access to the data at many sites
throughout the center over a fiberoptic network. This network allows a wide variety of
terminals and computers to be interconnected on programmable baud rate links. Special
high rate links are also available for computer to computer connections to transmit large
files. Transmittal of data between dedicated engine data computers and general purpose
analysis computers is also facilitated by the network. Generally, full fidelity data is
available within a few hours of a firing.

Other data are also available from firings including video and film coverage of the
engine and plume, inspections, functional test data, special test data, and condition
reports for abnormal inspection/review findings. Video and film coverage provides multiple
views of the vehicle during flight. Figure 4 shows the coverage requirements for the first
shuttle flight. During ground test, full 360 degree coverage of the engine powerhead is
available. Other cameras view the plume and nozzle. Ground test imaging systems were
converted from film to high speed video over two years ago. Typical requirements for
inspection after every firing include external inspections, internal borescope inspections,
and main chamber wall/nozzle inspections. Dew point checks are required after every firing.
Additional inspections and functional tests are required at 5000 sec of engine operation.
and at turbopump removal. 5000 sec requirements include: fuel turbopump internal seal
integrity checks, minor-valve seal integrity checks, helium system leak checks (actuators
and pneumatic controller), MCC to nozzle joint integrity checks, propellant valve shaft
seal integrity checks, nozzle hot wall leak checks, and operation of engine controller
software implemented automatic checkout modules for avionics components. Additional
inspections/tests called for upon HPFTP removal include: FPB lox post concentricity
checks, FPB liner gap dimensional checks, HGM transfer tube dye penetrant inspections,
FPS injector element support point integrity checks, main injector heat shield integrity
checks, lox post shield integrity checks, and lox post retainer integrity checks.
Inspections/tests required upon High Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump (HPOTP) removal include
heat exchanger visual checks and OPB lox post eddy current inspections. Post certifica-
tion inspections can include destructive evaluation and radiographic inspection techniques.
Inspection points are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
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Typical functional tests required for every firing include: a heat exchanger leak
test, a nozzle cold wall leak test, turbopump torque tests, turbopump axial shaft travel
tests, preburner and main oxidizer valve seal leak tests, Main Fuel Valve (MFV) seal leak
tests, and fuel turbopump lift-off seal leak tests. Typically, inspection results and
functional test results are recorded on paper and sumnaries are transmitted by telefac-
simile. Video is reviewed at the firing sites and shipped only for unusual occurrences.
Data other than time series data are typically sent via express mail. High frequency
data is utilzied for many sophisticated analyses which often require that dubbed tapes be
shipped because the PSDs are not always suitable for the analyses due to lack of phase
information. Standard reports, called Unsatisfactory Condition Reports (UCRs), are written
for any problems found by the monitoring process. These are entered into a computer data
base. Once a problem has been analyzed, a Failure Analysis Report is generated and added
to the UCR. Both of these reports typically are one page in length. Conditions entered
into the system are held open until a Problem Review Board accepts the resolution of the
condition. A similar system, called Material Reviews, tracks manufacturing or rework
conditions. In some instances, it is permissible to operate with nonstandard engine con-
ditions. Deviation Approval Requests are generated and tracked for such instances. If
conditions tracked by the systems above are recurrent and are not acceptable, Engineering
Change Proposals may be generated to define a design or process change. A change control
board headed by the project manager determines the acceptability of the proposed changes.
If engine/vehicle interfaces are affected, then the review occurs at higher level.

When engine firing data is received, it is reviewed by teams of engineers both at
Marshall and at Rocketdyne. As inspections are completed, the results are provided to
the NASA and Rocketdyne wngineering teams for correlation to data. Methods utilized for
low frequency data evaluation include plots of various parameters with overlays of similar
conditions from previous tests, calculation of performance parameters with a performance
data reduction program, cross plots, and calculations of parameters such as pressure dif-
ferences. Data averaging is utilized to reduce the number of data points for statistical
analysis. The statistics are calculated to observe test-to-test variations, component-to-
component variations, and to assess fleet characteristics. Some of the calculated parame-
ters are also utilized to generate individual performance map adjustments for pre-firing
predictions and component performance matching. Matching is required when some of the
major LRUs are replaced. Vibration data are presented in terms of maximum g levels, time
histories, in frequency domain at a selected time, and also in cascade plots showing
frequency and amplitude versus time. Many statistical and correlation analyses may be
run to determine the source and character of unusual signals. Within all of the data, a
search for various characteristics which could be indicative of an anomaly or degradation is
undertaken. These conditions are tracked by the engineers responsible for each engine
technical discipline, i.e., engine systems, turbomachinery, combustion devices, avionics,
and dynamics. The analysis process usually takes one day. After the analysis, a NASA
data review is held by the chief engineer or his representative. A similar review is held
by the manufacturer. This is a meeting where the analysis team convenes to review their
results and form an assessment of the test. Generally, a NASA engineering representative
at the test site is involved in the review by telephone. The inspection results and
functional test results are fed into the review. If problems are found which are not
resolved prior to the review, additional investigative work may be ordered including
laboratory investigations, additional inspections (which may include various exotic
Non Destructive Evaluation methods), use of engine steady state and transient predidtion
models to test hypotheses, a review of all manufacturing data, additional review of video
and film data, etc. Many of the inspection techniques can be performed at the firing
sites. Teardown inspections however are cconducted in clean rooms at the manufacturer's
plant.

SURVEY OF MONITORED CONDITIONS AND EXPERIENCE

As stated during the description of the data review process, the engine is analyzed
in terms of various engine subsystem disciplines and types of resulting data. The demar-
cation between each of these subsystems is necessarily blurred, and in order to analyze
and resolve any anomalies, interaction is continually required. Interaction is also
required with personnel conducting inspections and tests at the test sites and plant.
Comparisons between manufacturer's review results and NASA review results are often made,
and interaction between the two engineering teams is common. Many anomalous signatures
that may be found in the data have been determined from the careful analysis and resolution
of past anomalies by these teams. Examples of these conditions and the monitoring system
techniques to detect them will be described in order.

Engine Systems

The engine systems group reviews overall engine performance during prestart, start,
mainstage, and shutdown. A first screen checks all critical engine parameters against
Interface Control Document defined acceptance limits. The grolp also checks all redlined
parameters against redline values. All measurements are reviewed for obvious sensor
failures such as noise, bias, total loss of signal, etc. Failure identification signals
from the controller are also noted. Avionics personnel investigate and resolve the sensor
and other avionics anomalies. When reviewing engine performance, start characteristics
are reviewed first. Parameters indicative of start conditions include turbomachinery
speeds, turbine discharge temperatures, main pump discharge pressures and main chamber
pressure. Priming time for each burner is checked and tracked. Turbine discharge tem-
perature oscillations and maximums are also checked and tracked. Turbine damage and
degradation is known to be related to start, and so the OPOV sequence may be slightly
adjusted when major components such as turbopumps are changed.,_ __ _ I.
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Another set of engine systems monitoring activities include monitoring the per-
formance of ancilliary systems such as the POGO suppressor, the augmented spark ignitor
systems, the pneumatic systems, tank repressurization systems, chamber and nozzle cooling
circuit flows, hydraulic systems, drain lines, and the various solenoids and switches
necessary to actuate many of the devices mentioned. Component variations are analyzed
because after replacement of an engine LRU, the engine balance may be altered. For
balancing, there are various system orifices which must be selected for flow legs that
do not contain active valves for control. The selection is made based on the performance
measurements. Leaking valves are detected by reviewing downstream temperatures prior to
start. If temperatures are abnormally low, cryogenic propellant is likely leaking past
valve seals. In mainstage, general control response is checked to assure that all commands
are followed properly and all expected operating conditions are met. Because there have
been past difficulties with instrumentation, turbomachinery, and other components which
affect controls and safety monitoring, parameters relating to these components are care-
fully tracked. For example, fuel flowmeter output is reviewed for low frequency oscilla-
tion. In the past, this phenomenon was found to be either due to bent blades, dropped
bits in computation of flow rates, or shaft precession due to mounting flexibility. Once
indicated, the cause of such a problem is isolated in order of the least impact to
schedule and cost. Turbine discharge temperatures are another example.

Turbine discharge temperature sensors provide key redlines. They also provide varying
readings during engine operation which can be related to inlet conditions, change in
internal flow conditions (the sensors are located 90 degrees apart on the outer flow wall
of each high pressure turbine discharge turnaround duct which has extremely complex flow
patterns that affect the sensor output), or sensor failure. The variations can also be
related to turbopump anomalies. Some of the more common anomalies include fuel leaks
from any fuel flow passage, loss of turbine performance, flow blockage, and loss of pump
performance. Cavitation, rubbing, dragging, cracks, erosion, abnormal clearances, and
contamination are phenomena which may result in loss of turbine or pump performance. The
signatures for these various phenomena are analyzed by experts to determine the likely
underlying cause. They are also tracked to determine the efficacy of the turbine discharge
temperature redlines. Turbine discharge temperature is a good indicator of many engine
problems because of the nature of the engine cycle and control system. Essentially, any
loss of power can only be made up through increased preburner combustion temperatures.
Unfortunately, the discharge turbine temperature is also a very poor discriminator, and,
therefore, diagnosis of an indicated problem must take advantage of other engine data.
The discharge temperature redlines have shut down many tests successfully, preventing
damage and progression to catastrophic failure. They have also reduced the consequences
of catastrophic (termed major incident) failure in 9 of 24 applicable cases.

Turbopump coolant liner pressure, a bi-stable preburner pump operating condition, and
a preburner diffuser crack are three more conditions that require tracking. The coolant
liner is located between turbine discharge flow liner sheetmetal and the turbopump struc-
tural wall. Interactions between internal seal flows and coolant cavity discharge flows
have allowed pressure fluctuations that, in one instance, collapsed the liner, causing
extensive engine damage. Design changes were made and a redline was added to prevent
overpressure of the cavity. The design changes have proved successful and the coolant
liner redline has not yet signaled an engine shutdown. The bi-stable operating point of
the preburner pump impeller occurs at low engine power level. Not all fleet preburner
pump units exhibit the phenomenon which is thought to be due to an aerodynamic instability.
When present, pressure oscillations are induced into the preburners. These can be detri-
mental to control stability and pogo stability. Pumps are checked for this condition by
a cross plot of main pump to preburner pump discharge pressures which will exhibit loops
if bi-stability is present. Spikes in main chamber pressure at low power level are also
searched for as an indication of the bi-stable problem. After shutdown, combustion
chamber temperature measurements are checked for residual high temperatures which are
indicative of oxidizer leaks causing continued combustion. A crack in the fuel preburner
oxidizer diffuser is one common problem that has a particular post test temperature sig-
nature. During engine operation, the crack allows oxygen to fill a normally void cavity.
After shutdown, the oxidizer trickles out and fuel turbine discharge temperatures rise,
indicating the crack. Abnormal coolant liner pressure behavior, bi-stable pumps, and
cracked fuel preburner diffusers are not allowed for flight but are acceptable for test.

A different aspect of the systems review involves monitoring for external leaks at
any location in the engine system. Leaks are a critical problem with machinery such as
the SSME because of the high internal pressures, the small size of the hydrogen molecules,
the insidiousness of liquid oxygen, the volatility of both propellants, and the destruc-
tive potential of engine combustion products. Small propellant leaks, in addition to being
serious problems themselves, can also be indicators of structural problems. During a 1985
engine ground test, a small blowing hydrogen leak developed at the MCC outlet duct neck.
The leak continued for approximately 10 sec until a large section of the duct failed
causing massive fuel loss and severe internal and external engine damage due to the
resulting rise in mixture ratio and combustion temperatures. Suisequent to that failure,
diesel engine glow plugs were added to an array of engine powerhead thermocouples which
were (and are) mounted for each engine ground test firing. This system will ignite any
hydrogen leaks, causing external temperature to rise enough to trip redlines set for each
of the powerhead thermocouple measurements. The thermocouple/glowplug system has success-
fully initiated shutdown for three hydrogen leaks this past year. This thermocouple data
is of course reviewed after every test. The addition of the high speed video coverage was
also a result of the same failure. Video observers with kill switches back up the thermo-
couple system.
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Figure 7 illustrates engine leak detection methods used between firings. Helium is
utilized as the leak test pressurant because of its inertness and its small molecule size.
Various major sections of the engine are pressurized as shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10.
Then, large volume flow meters are utilized to ascertain if any internal leakage exists.
Ultrasonic probes and mass spectrometers are utilized to check joints and welds for leaks.
Soapy leak solutions are utilized to check for joint, nozzle and chamber leaks. Mass
spectrometry is utilized to check for oxygen heat exchanger leaks. An SSmE designated for
the first post 51-L flight was recently disqualified because an extremely minute heat
exchanger leak was detected by spectrometry. Engine system leak tests are performed at
acceptance, and at other times if required under special conditions. The system check
utilizes an impermeabZe "big bag" enclosure with mass spectrometer detection. Flight leak
detection depended only upon all of these same methods until the sixth Shuttle flight.
Flight six was the first flight of the orbiter Challenger and so there was a flight readi-
ness firing before the scheduled launch. The engines passed all of their leak checks
prior to the FRF. Grab bottle sampling during the FRF indicated hydrogen concentrations
in the engine compartment higher than allowable levels. After the firing, the source of
the leaks could not be fully isolated. A second FRF was ordered with additional instru-
mentation to isolate the leak source(s). The inability to detect leaks prior to the
firing clearly identified a need for a sensitive system level leak test. In response tc
the need, a test called the Helium Signature Test [2] was developed. The test is conducted
with engine and propellant feed systems pressurized to 276 kPa (40 psi) with helium. The
engine compartment is then sealed and purged with substantial nitrogen gas flow. The com-
partment gas is vented and sampled at one of two available vent doors. Sensitivity of
this method has been found to be 98.3 sccm (6 scim) minimum detectable leakage, and
accuracy was found to be t49.16 sccm (3 scim). Since being instituted, two instances of
leaks above allowable limits were detected by the Helium Signature Test after not being
detected by other methods. In each case, the leaks were tracked down and corrected.

Turbomachinery

Turbomachinery performance and mechanical design personnel review the data derived by
the systems group and add to that effort a detailed review of the operation of seals,
bearings, internal cooling flow processes, overall turbopump performance, and the relation
of these parameters to inspection results. Turbomachinery dynamics personnel carefully
review and analyze dynamic data processed by the dynamics group for rotordynamics anomalies
such as subsynchronous whirl, bearing wear, or rubbing. These results are correlated to
the performance and the inspection data. To determine seal performance, the barrier seals
and purges (which prevent liquid oxygen from mixing with hot gas in the HPOTP) are checked
for proper delta pressures and steady operation. The coolant liner pressure is tracked
for expected response to events such as liftoff seal actuation, engine inlet pressure
changes, axial shaft movement, power level changes, etc. Cavitation is checked for by
head/flow characteristics and turbine power requirements.

SSME experience has had a tremendous impact on the science of analyzing, understand-
ing, and monitoring the dynamics of high speed flexible turbomachinery. During the early
days of the SSME program, two major HPOTP failures led to the instigation of a number of
research, technology development, monitoring improvement, and redesign efforts. Early
monitoring consisted of much of the instrumentation utilized today such as external
accelerometers and some internal strain gauges, but generally, only overall loads and
vibration levels were plotted and reviewed in the time domain. Efforts to analyze and
model rotor dynamics concentrated on determining loads on bearings, stiffness and damping
characteristics of the rotor and case, stability margins, and parameters which affect
loads and stability. From the analyses, it was eventually determined that one of the
early engine failures was most likely caused by rotordynamic instability in the HPOTP.
Turbomachinery redesign efforts concentrated upon increased damping, altered stiffness
characteristics, and better quality assembly. One valuable result of the redesign effort
was the invention of damping seals for turbomachinery and their incorporation into the
SSME. As stability characteristics and their driving parameters became understood, and
as redesign efforts met success, attention became more focused upon loads because as the
operational life of the machinery steadily was increased in the test program, bearing
wear and condition became critical life limiting issues.

Both the HPFTP and the HPOTP have had bearing wear limitations, but the more critical
have been found on the HPOTP. Because the HPOTP bearings are bathed and cooled in lox,
any degradation leading to high temperatures, particle shedding, or induced vibration
could be instantly catastrophic because of the ignition potential. Inspections, including
visual, borescope, and teardown, are key methods in tracking the condition of the bearings
and other turbomachinery components. Only one bearing set, the HPOTP number 3 bearing set,
is borescope inapectable. Conditions that are tracked by borescope or teardown inspec-
tions include: ball coloration, size, roundness, microscopic surface condition; cage
condition; and race wear patterns. In many cases, because of the stiffness and damping
characteristics of the machine, bearing wear correlates with Gecreased housing vibration
as measured by external accelerometers. HPOTP units that were a part of the development
test program have been found with asymetrical balls, blue and black colored balls, damaged
cages, destroyed cages, heavily worn races, and severely distressed balls; yet none of
these conditions have lead to a major failure. Since all of these abnormal conditions,
although so far self-limiting, are unacceptable for flight, a significant component of the
engine development program has been the use of turbopumps instrumented with internal
strain gauges placed on bearing mounts. The data obtained from these instruments has
been finely combed with many different types of time series analysis and correlation
methods in order to tie dynamic signatures to the onset of abnormal bearing conditions
both in theoretical terms of what is occurring during operation and in terms of the

results obtained from inspections.
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Current monitoring techniques center on frequency domain analysis and in many cases
utilize time as a third variable on cascade plots for enhanced event correlation. An
example plot is shown in Figure 11. Analysis consists of searching for fundamental fre-
quencies and harmonics. Amplitudes are also observed. In normal operation, vibration
consists of broad low amplitude noise with only shaft rotation synchronous frequency
feeding through. As bearings wear, case (or ball train) frequencies become evident.
The geometry of the system constrains the balls to run at a fixed fraction of rotor
speed. In the case of the SF0TP, that fraction is 430. Because wear changes the bear-
ing system dynamics, the fractional frequency gradually shifts higher with increased
wear. The array of strain gages utilized allows determination of the maximum ball wear
in any orientation. Amplitudes of the various harmonics show how uneven the wear is from
ball to ball. For example, 2N (twice synchronous) would indicate two heavily worn balls.
The balls tend to travel in a groove on the race. Over time, amplitude increases with
wear; however, if for some external influence such as a change in axial loading, the
balls begin to run in a different groove, the amplitude may substantially decrease. In
all cases, the reduction is temporary, for once wear begins, it progresses.

Unfortunately, the internal strain gauges are not very reliable and, therefore, are
not built into every machine. To improve turbomachinery monitoring capability, a near-
term objective is to relate the internal measurements with signals taken from external
acceleromerers. As had been hinted 3t before, external accelerometers are relatively poor
indicators of bearing and rotordynamic problems in the turbomachinery. Although efforts
are still being made to extract useful information from their signals, only gross problems
can be reliably detected by them. However, a recent finding that was chanced upon has
provided external means to sense at least the condition of the pump end HPOTP bearing pair.
Due to concerns over a housing weld, a strain gauge was mounted on the housing of some of
the HPOTP units in the fleet to examine loads at that location. In analyzing the weld
strain gauge data, it was found that bearing characteristics could be determined. Standard
monitoring depends upon external accelerometers (at least 3 uniaxial units per high pres-
sure turbopump). Ground data systems implement redlines on RMS filtered output from these
units. A Flight Accelerometer Safety Cutoff System (FASCOS) has been developed, but has
yet to be implemented in flight. However, accelerometers have been successful in improving
safety during ground test. One failure that most likely would have proved catastrophic
was prevented by a timely automatic shutdown initiated by the ground redline accelerometer
cutoff system. That case was a HPFTP first stage impeller crack. During engine failures
that have been catastrophic, the accelerometer cutoff systems were, at minimum, successful
in limiting damage through providing the initial cutoff signal in 7 of 24 applicable cases.

In the turbomachinery monitoring process, many functional tests are undertaken.
After every firing, all turbopumps undergo shaft push-pull tests to determine axial
looseness of the rotor. Looseness can indicate some bearing wear and other rotor problems.
Measurements of axial travel are logged and acceptable ranges have been established.
Turbopump torque checks are run to determine breakaway torque values and dry run-in values.
These provide indications of any binding or other irregularity which would prevent free
rotation. Acceptable limits of both of these parameters have been established. In addi-
tion to the rotor support system, the hot gas flow path of the turbomachinery is a care-
fully monitored subsystem. Sheet metal cracks are noted for repair if they grow beyond a
designated size. Seals are monitored for signs of rubbing and proper dimensional toler-
ances. Hydrogen embrittlement protection is checked for any wear or flaws. Most careful
attention is given to turbine blades in the high pressure turbines. SSME turbomachinery
has a history of blade cracking. Over the development history of the engine, many design
and process improvements have been instituted to alleviate the incidence of turbine blade
problems, but the environment in which the blades operate presents a very difficult set
of problems to solve. At the current time, many inspections are required and the blades
are only certified for a relatively short duration of 5000 sec. Three turbine failures
have been attributed to blade failure. The first two failures occurred early in the test
program; the third occurred later and was the result of out-of-spec blades, and experi-
mental burner alterations which significantly worsened nonuniformities in circumferential
temperature profile. Current turbine blade monitoring has been very successful in pro-
viding safe engine operation.

Combustion Devices

Combustion devices monitoring depends upon system analysis of engine performance
data, review of some combustion devices parameters, inspection results and upon dynamics
analysis. Systems analysis can provide evidence of leaks, improper pressure drops across
injectors and some cracks, such as the FPB injector diffuser crack. Unless anomalies are
severe, system monitoring usually does not provide indication of combustion devices
anomalies. A couple of combustion device parameters do, however, provide significant
information. Main chamber coolant discharge temperature correlates with chamber wall
condition. Temperatures in excess of 500 R usually indicate presence of hot wall degrada-
tion, Chamber coolant liner pressure is also reviewed to irdicate any occurrence of
overpressure. Inspections provide the best indication of combustion device distress and
degradation. Visual inspections of the nozzle, chamber, and main injector face are made
after every firing. Nozzle tube cracks are a common occurrence. The combination of a
certain number and severity are acceptable for ground firings. Nozzle tubes are easily
repaired with brazing equipment. Blanching of the main chamber copper alloy liner is
another common minor problem. If left, blanching (a local surface roughness) causes flow
disturbances which increase local heat transfer to the liner and eventually result in
liner cracks. It is not known what causes blanching, but simple polishing of the blanched
surface prevents deterioration. If necessary, film cooling can also be increased.
Injector elements, the injector faceplates, and baffles ae observed for erosion and/or
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discoloration which is indicative of thermal distress. Similarly, preburners are bore-
scope inspected for the same conditions. When turbopumps are removed and access is thus
improved, additional similar inspections are undertaken for the preburners in locations
that the borescope cannot view.

Among the problems that preburner inspections indicate are cracks in sheet metal,
lox posts, the FPB lox diffuser, welds, and joints. Inspections also indicate concen-
tricity, erosion, and contamination. Accelerometer data from devices mounted on or near
the burners provides indications of detonation or low frequency combustion instability
(pops or chugs). These measurements are traced on oscillograms and screened. Any sus-
pected pops or chugs are picked out and the data is frequency analyzed. Anomalous vibra-
tion indicating structural degradation or abnormal structural/flow interactions are
searched for within the vibration data. A phenomenon that occurs only on some main
injector units has been closely tracked recently. It is theorized that a slight devia-
tion on a lox inlet flow straightener vane might be producing a 4000 Hz resonance found
on the abnormal units. Although bothersome, the resonance has not caused any serious
problems to date. Design changes to eliminate it are being considered.

From these examples, it is obvious that the monitoring undertaken for an engine as
complex, expensive, and mission critical as the SSME is an intensive, broad based, and
detailed effort. SSNE monitoring requires many resources in terms of manpower and equip-
ment. Although many monitoring parameters are available, much of the process depends
upon manual operations such as inspection techniques. The available onboard monitoring
parameters, although valuable, do not provide information to indicate and/or discern many
anomalies that have been present. The continuing developmental and experimental nature
of the SSNE requires that extensive human intervention and expertise be employed as a
critical and fundamental component of the monitoring process. Because of the intensive
and varied nature of SSMB monitoring, and the experimental nature of the engine, the per-
formance of the monitoring system is difficult to compile and judge. A false alarm rate
or other such measure cannot be determined except for some small subsets of the process.
The next section will attempt to provide some feel for the efficacy of SSME monitoring,
and the maturation process that SSME monitoring has undergone.

SSME MONITORING EXPERIENCE SUMMARY

The optimum monitoring system will detect all failures that provide any kind of
incipient indication prior to operation of the system being monitored. It will also pre-
dict the life remaining until, as the system condition and reliability degrades through
wear, the minimum system condition and reliability requirement has been crossed. The
optimal monitoring system will then call for maintenance to return the system to an
acceptable condition. When a failure begins to occur during operation of the monitored
system, an optimum monitoring system will recognize all possible signatures and promptly
react to prevent catastrophe. When a number of similar failures occurs over a series of
operations and a trend is established, the optimum monitoring system will recognize the
trend and call for a design or process change as warranted. Of course, what is optimal
in monitoring depends predominantly on what the monitored system is and how it will be
operated and maintained. The SSME monitoring system, as described previously, is very
extensive as befits a complex, expensive, high performance experimental propulsion system.
Much of the significant and interesting flight monitoring experienced was related in the
section on monitored conditions. In addition to that, one instance of a relatively minor
failure in an augmented spark ignitor was detected during post flight inspection.
Although interesting, the limited flight data cannot provide a good indication of SSME
monitoring performance and experience. However, the extensiveness of ground monitoring
experience does provide data sufficient to describe overall trends and to follow individual
engines through their life cycle.

For ground test operations, statistics concerning premature or early shutdowns can
be provided to illustrate how real-time SSME failure detection methods have performed
These data are derived from a data base which summarizes the SSME test history. The
base provides the test number, test duration, engine number, test date, turbopump unit
numbers, shutdown method, and brief comments. Before presenting the data, factors con-
cerning the validity of the results should be stated. The foremost factor is that the
data base was not intended for use in determining monitoring performance. Since no
ground rules are available for data entry into the base, and since the determination of
whether a premature shutdown may be classed as erroneous is a partially subjective matter,
the data accuracy is not easily confirmed. Where possible, the data was checked against
other sources. In the data base, the shutdown method was entered with three simple possi-
bilities. Either the test ran to programmed duration, was prematurely shutdown for cause

* by some means, or was prematurely shutdown erroneously by some means. In compiling
statistics from the data base, if there was a question of whether a premature shutdown
was erroneous, then for this paper, the shutdown was classed as erroneous. Thus, the data
presented is conservative on how well the SSME safety monitorilg systems operated. The
comhent section of the data base sometimes indicates the cause of a premature shutdown,
and when erroneous, the method that produced the error. Because the notation which forms
the data base coments is to a degree cryptic, there were a number of cases where the
cause of premature shutdown could not be ascertained. The collective effect of these
factors could cause the specific numbers quoted herein to be in error as much as 10%,
but the data still provides interesting trends and a good indication of monitoring system
performance. The statistics cover single engine testing only.
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The table provides shutdown statistics for single engine SSKIE testing. It lists, for
each year, the number of tests, the number of premature shutdowns, the percentage of tests
that were premature shutdowns, the number of erroneous premature shutdowns, the percentage
of all premature shutdowns which were erroneous, the number of major incident failures,
the percent of all tests which were incidents, and the percentage of all necessary and
proper premature shutdowns which ended in major incident failure. In the early years of
testing (1975-1979), up to 50% of all engine tests were prematurely shutdown. In each of
those years, 38% to 77% of the premature shutdowns were erroneous. During this period,
the SSME was taken from initial start tests through rated power level testing. Numerous
development problems were being tackled and solved. Liberal application of redline pro-
tection, conservative test procedures, sensor unreliability, and the engine development
problems led to the high rate of premature shutdowns. Five particular types of sensors
and their redline logic were responsible for the bulk of the erroneous shutdowns. The
HPOTP speed sensor was responsible for 12 erroneous premature shutdowns and numerous
sensor failures. As a result, this unit was eliminated from the HPOTP design in 1979.
Accelerometers and their redline systems were responsible for 21 erroneous premature
shutdowns through 1979. Design and manufacturing improvements since then have eliminated
erroneous premature shutdowns due to accelerometers, and have greatly reduced accelerometer
anomalies. Turbine discharge temperature sensors (platinum resistance wire thermometers)
and their logic were responsible for 27 erroneous shutdowns up through 1979. A number of
design and manufacturing improvements have gradually eliminated the temperature sensors as
causes of erroneous shutdowns, and have reduced anomalies in the sensors. The latest
generation of these sensors has not failed during engine testing. Facility systems have
led to 13 erroneous shutdowns. These instances may or may not be monitoring system
related. As a part of the facility systems, human observers provided 6 correct shutdowns
versus 4 erroneous shutdowns. In 1978 and earlier, HPOP seal pressure parameters led to
15 erroneous shutdowns. Improvements in the redline logic and reduction in the number of
seal parameters utilized for the protection system eliminated further erroneous cutoffs.

Table. Shutdown Statistics for Single Engine SSME Testing

Pct.
Pct. Err. Pct. Incidents

Prem. Prem. Prem. Err. Pct. Per Good
Year Tests Shutdowns Shutdowns Shutdowns Shutdowns Incidents* Incidents Shutdown

1975 27 7 26 3 43 0 0 0
1976 108 55 51 21 38 0 0 0
1977 115 57 50 34 60 4 3.5 17
1978 144 63 44 37 59 6 4.2 23
1979 136 26 21 20 77 1 0.8 16
1980 80 9 7 5 56 2 1.6 50
1981 132 13 10 4 31 5 3.9 55
1982 128 16 13 0 0 3 3.1 25
1983 96 10 10 0 0 0 0 0
1984 29 12 41 0 0 1 3.4 8.3
1985 33 10 30 2 20 1 3.0 12.5
1986 34 4 12 0 0 0 0 0
1987 114 6 5 1 17 1 0.9 20

All Test Totals
1176 288 24 127 44 24 2 15

1980-87 Test Totals
646 80 12 12 18 13 2 19

*Does not include incidents that occurred after shutdown or during multiple engine testing.

Throughout the single engine test history, accelerometers have provided a total of
52 proper early shutdowns, turbine discharge temperatures have provided 42 proper early
shutdowns, HPOTP seal parameters have provided 12 proper early shutdowns, facility moni-
tors have provided 11 proper early shutdowns, and all other parameters have provided 6
or fewer proper early shutdowns. Altogether, there have been 288 premature engine shut-
downs during SSME single engine testing, with 161 of those considered to be necessary and
proper. The premature shutdowns occurred in a total test population of 1176 tests (up
until 12/18/87). These figures show that 24% of all tests were shut down early, and 44%
of all cutoffs were erroneous. After the SSME passed through initial development and was
qualified for flight operations, the premature shutdown statistics changed significantly.
In the period 1980 to 1987, there were 646 single engine ground tests run, of which 80
were terminated early. 68 of the early shutdowns were considered necessary and proper;
12 were not. These figures show that the percentage of tests shutdown early was 12% from
1980 to 1987 versus 24% for the whole population, and the percentage of erroneous shut-
downs was 18% during the 1980-87 period versus 44% for the -hole population. During SSNE
ground test operations, there have been a total of 28 failures classed as major. Of these
24 occurred during single engine testing prior to scheduled engine shutdown. That number
represents approximately 2% of all tests. Thirteen of the major failures occurred in the
1980-87 period. The percentage of tests ending in major failure remained at 2% for the
1980-87 period. However, for the total test population, 15% of proper shutdowns ended in
major failure, while for the 1980-87 period, 19% of proper shutdowns ended in major
failure. If all premature shutdowns are considred, then 8.3% of all early shutdowns
ended in major failure while for the 1980-87 period, 16% of all early shutdowns ended in
major failure. Although this may show that the reduction in erroneous shutdowns came at
the price of less protection, insufficient investigation has been undertaken to sustain
that conclusion.
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To judge how well the overall SSME monitoring system (including the non-real-time
components) has operated, it is necessary to review major failure history in more detail.
Of the 28 major failures, 7 tests have records which do not provide enough information to
determine whether insufficient monitoring could be related to the failure. From the
remaining 21 failure tests, the following 10 were monitoring deficiency related. The
particulars of three cases follow. During test 901-249, a turbine blade failure resulted
from steady degradation throughout the test. Turbine discharge temperature redlines were
not active for this test, but if active, may have prevented the failure. During test
901-364, an experimental modification to the HPFTP turbine end cap resulted in abnormally
high temperatures in the rotor support system which led to the failure. Vibration red-
lines were not active for the HPFTP during this test. Had they been active, they may
have shut down the test prior to the severe damage. During test 902-120, an experimental
speed probe structural deficiency led to an HPOTP internal fire. The probe had not worked
properly prior to this test, but the monitoring system did not recognize that the probe
structure was failing rather than the electronics. During MPTA test SF10-01, the HPFTP
liner was eroded through by localized high mixture ratios due to a distorted faceplate
and a canted lox post tip. Preburner inspection requirements were increased as a result
of this failure. During test 750-160, cooling fluid remaining from a machining operation
collected in a duct and froze when exposed to propellant during start. The frozen coolant
blocked part of the internal fuel flow, resulting in high internal mixture ratios and
temperatures which produced the damage. Dew point monitoring before the test did not
detect the fluid due to a procedural oversight. During test 750-168, cumulative damage
to the OPOV downstream seal caused by anomalous augmented spark ignitor operation resulted
in high HPOT temperatures causing damage after shutdown. Similar damage was noted during
teardown inspections on other OPOV units, but the damage was not recognized as a poten-
tially serious trend. During test SF6-03, a nozzle feedline failed at shutdown because
improper materials were utilized during fabrication but not detected prior to test.
During test 901-222, the oxygen heat exchanger failed due to damage incurred during repair
work. The damage was not detected prior to the firing. During test 902-132, an impro-
perly indexed MOV caused the engine to be improperly controlled during start. Substantial
damage occurred because the assembly error was not detected until after the failure.
Finally, during test 901-284, the engine was miscontrolled when a chamber pressure sensor
purge port jet was dislodged during start. The engine ran in a severely abnormal manner
for 6 sec until destruction ensued. The abnormal operating state was not detected by
monitoring until major damage occurted.

Inspection results provide another picture of SSME monitoring experience. Engine 2010
was utilized in a series of certification tests (3) with teardown inspection following the
conclusion of the certification cycles. Three cycles of approximately 5000 sec each were
run for a total of 38 tests and 15436.5 sec of operation. This certification series was
part of a test program with the objective of extending flight certification to 15 missions.
During this series, normal monitoring was conducted much as described in earlier sections
except that some of the requirements now in effect were derived from the certification
series. With the exception of turbomachinery (which does not have the life capability),
the number of UCRs generated during each cycle were 33, 41, and 91 for the first, second
and third cycles, respectively. All of the UCRs were closed and the conditions resolved.
An outline of the more significant UCRs follows. During the test series, two instances of
leakage and one instance of overstress were found which required extraordinary maintenance.
Of these, one of the causes was contamination, a second was wear, and the third was due to
inadequate design margins. These problems eventually led to one instance of redesign, one
of rework, and one of a standard fix. Disassembly inspection led to UCRs for one instance
of leakage, one of damage, three of contamination, two of looseness, one of corrosion, and
one of cracks. Vibration was indicated as the cause of one of the conditions, mis-assembly
was indicated in two of the cases, and causes were not specifically determined for six
cases. Redesign ensued as a result of the inspections in one case, rework was initiated
in five cases, and no action was taken for the other three cases. Hardware inspections led
to UCRs for six cases of leakage, one of wear, one of damage, one out-of-tolerance dimen-
sion, one functional failure, one instance of corrosion, and five of cracks. The causes
included two cases of vibration, three cases of contamination, three cases of wear, two
cases of thermal overload, three fabrication errors, and three of indeterminant causes.
These inspections led to five cases of redesign, one additional monitoring requirement,
seven cases of no action, and three cases where actions taken were not delineated.

This experience overview and sampling illustrates the complexity of the SSME and the
results of the intense monitoring required. Since the SSME was the first oxygen/hydrogen
staged combustion engine ever developed and has the highest chamber pressure and required
operating conditions, much of the development effort eventually required could not be
anticipated. The relatively lean resources available for engine development constrained
the design and development process. Materials properties were not completely defined,
component testing allowed was less than planned, andearly internal design environment
definition was not verified to the extent possible by test. Missed predictions on orbiter
weight and payload requirements further forced the engine des-gn to push to the limits of
unsubstantiated margins in the quest for increased thrust to weight ratios. Under such con-
ditions, the eventual experienced hardware life capability did not meet design predic-
tions. The monitoring system was thus geared to keeping careful track of the high per-
formance, high maintenance hardware. In future engines, it is likely that although per-
formance will be pushed, as it must be to achieve a positive payload, margins will be
much more thoroughly defined through more knowledge of materials properties, better design
tools, and improved internal environment definition. Such definition should lead to
designs resulting in fewer maintenance, reliability, durability, and functional problems.
In addition, more advanced materials and processes should alleviate many fabrication,
quality, and rework difficulties that are present with the SSME.

I
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Some of these improvements are expected to be applied to the SSNE in component up-
grades. Alternate high pressure turbopumps are being designed and developed by Pratt and
Whitney. These new designs reduce the number of welds required in turbopump fabrication
by orders of magnitude. They also eliminate many sheet metal components such as the HPFTP
coolant liner. Further improvements are expected to accrue from improved bearing designs
and the rotordynamics lessons learned with the original SSME turbomachinery. Advanced
expendable and reuseable engines are currently under study to apply to a next generation
U.S. launch vehicle. These engines will allow clean sheet capitalization upon SSME
experience. Monitoring has received increased attention as a key discipline for the
development of future engines and in the improvement of the SSME. The next section will
discuss the goals of current monitoring technology development and will outline tech-
nology development activities under way and planned.

TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND STATUS

Even though new engine and major component designs should reduce monitoring require-
ments, much of the monitoring task will remain. Major objectives for improving monitoring
are as follows. First, an increase in the ability to sense direct component condition is
required to reduce inspections and increase safety. For example, instead of inferring
bearing condition from external accelerometers, a new technique should provide direct
measurement of bearing deflection or vibration. Second, better reliability and perform-
ance is required of current and future sensors. Erroneous inflight shutdown is not
tolerable, and the thermal drift and other inaccuracies of some current engine sensors
limit their usefulness. Third, new parameters should be exploited to provide a more
complete picture of condition. For example, plume contaminants are not currently moni-
tored, although past failures had indications which were visible in the plume prior to
failure. Fourth, analysis techniques, inspection techniques, functional tests and data
management should be more automated and more efficient. One stated objective is to be
able to analyze every test in the detail that incident tests are analyzed. Increased
efficiency would support that goal (41. Fifth, inspectability should be designed into
critical components such as bearings to eliminate scheduled maintenance and reduce tear-
downs. Sixth, trending and tracking systems must be made more perceptive in order to
minimize the chance that repeating problems will lead to catastrophic failure.

Future U.S. vehicle goals include an order of magnitude reduction in operations cost,
reduced flight preparation time, increased availability, and less down time if recovery
from failure is required. The extensive inspections, functional tests, and manual moni-
toring operations required by the SSME show that monitoring along with basically improved
design, materials and processes are key development requirements necessary to meet the
future vehicle goals. Technology efforts in sensors have been underway with NASA sponsor-
ship since 1981. Other monitoring system components have been under development for a
more brief period. Programs that support the effort to improve monitoring include the
Civil Space Technology Initiative propulsion program. It includes base technology
resources to support applied research, and component/engine system test resources to
provide large scale/full scale validation of new techniques. A refurbished test stand,
last utilized in the Apollo/Saturn program, will provide full scale experimental engine
testing with modified SSME hardware. An expansion of technology development resources
should allow new monitoring techniques and components which will meet the goals outlined
above. A new technology program focused on the Advanced Launch System concept will pro-
vide some of that expansion. Up until the present time, much of the monitoring technology
development has been directed at re-useable engines, however, the ALS concept has renewed
interest 'in expendable engine monitoring. Expendable engines are not required to fire
as many times as re-useable engines, but they must fire at least three or four times for
green run, calibration, acceptance, and flight. This can require much of the same moni-
toring process as the SSME. Many of the fatigue and other long term re-useable engine
operation problems should be eliminated in expendables to ease some of the monitoring
burden.

Current plans and data point toward engine out capability being required for future
vehicles. In order for engine out capability to provide benefit, monitoring must success-
fully detect engine failure and direct shutdown safely, i.e., without leading to catas-
trophy and without involving other engines or vehicle components. To meet this require-
ment, it follows that on board monitoring must be very capable and reliable in order to
minimize the probability of catastrophic failure and of erroneous shutdown. Thus, in-flight
monitoring will be as critical to mission success for advanced systems as for the SSME.
The goal of increased vehicle availability also requires a capable monitoring system.
Faults must be detected before engines reach the flight line. Detrimental trends must be
corrected more rapidly. In the event of a major failure, key information necessary to
determine the cause must be available in order to minimize investigation time. The 1985
Titan liquid engine failure provides a case in point. The vehicle mission was not accom-
plished due to an engine failure which could not be isolated from flight data. Corrective
action was less certain, took more time, and involved more effort because a single failure
point could not be determined. Monitoring improvements necessary to effect the flight
goals also benefit the engine development program through reduced hardware attrition, and
better evidence of the cause when failure occurs. For re-useable engines, another benefit
also accrues: a good monitoring system will reduce the possibility that failure in an
engine with many components near fleet leader life will lead to incidental loss of those
high time components. The fleet leader and high time components are very valuable because
of the testing invested in them.
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The results of the SSME experience, the available technology program resources, and
the motivation of advanced vehicle requirements have led to extensive monitoring tech-
nology development. The status of the development will be related here. From 1981
through 1983, Rocketdyne performed a study sponsored by NASA's Lewis Research Center on
rocket engine condition monitoring [5] that set the early development course, particularly
in sensor development. In that study, the history of many past rocket engine programs
were reviewed for failure modes. Sixteen most frequent failure modes were identified.
These include: bolt torque relaxation, coolant passage leakage, joint leakage (hot gas,
pneumatic, hydraulic, and propellant), hot gas path cracks, high torque (binding), cracked
turbine blades, bellows and convolutions cracks, loose electrical connectors, bearing
damage, tube fracture, turbopump seal leakage, lubrication pressure anomalies, valve
failure to actuate, internal valve leakage, regulator problems, and hydraulics contamina-
tion. After failure mode identification, sensing concepts were identified for potential
to give direct indication of the failure modes, and to reduce inspection requirements.
As a follow-on to that study, further work focused on developing improved monitoring
for turbomachinery problems. Three sensor concepts were developed for the job. An optical
pyrometer was selected for sensing turbine blade temperatures. From air breathing turbine
experience, it was known that pyrometers provide very high useable response. For example,
in addition to direct blade temperature measurement, gross turbine blade cracks could be
detected by such devices through temperature differences stemming from the change in heat
transfer in a cracked blade. Pyrometer development challenges include lower turbine tem-
peratures than found in cooled blade air breathing engines. The lower temperatures reduce
the radiance that can be detected. Materials compatiblity and mechanical design also
create problems due to the high pressures, propellant compatibility, and high loads. Pro-
gress to date includes rig tests to simulate engine environments, and design for inclusion
in a test bed turbopump. A second sensing concept was selected for bearing monitoring.
This concept utilizes an optical deflectometer to track bearing race deflection. Test
bearing samples with various wear characteristics have been run in bearing rigs instru-
mented with the deflectometer. Results have been promising. Some liquid nitrogen testing
has been accomplished but no liquid oxygen or hydrogen testing has been run to date. This
system is also being designed for inclusion into a test bed turbopump. A third system
tagged for development by the study was radioactive isotope wear detection. Bearing races
were irradiated, and wear correlated with changes in radioactivity. Selection of a safe,
but long-lived isotope is a critical problem with this concept. So far, isotope wear
detection has not been tested in rocket engine turbomachinery.

At the same time that the condition monitoring study was in progress, direct SSME
experience led to development of improved pressure sensors, flow meters, and lox turbo-
pump speed sensors. Numerous SSME sensor development problems were experienced with the
MCC pressure sensors (used for control), including thermal drift. Isolation mounts were
utilized to solve the problem at the expense of reduced response. Microelectronic sensors
with on-sensor compensation were developed. These units are undergoing qualification for
inclusion in a testbed engine. Vortex shedding flowmeters were developed to provide more
durable and reliable sensing compared to turbine flowmeters. The original SSME design
contained a lox turbine flowmeter in addition to the fuel turbine flowmeter. The lox
flowmeter could not survive the environment downstream of the HPOP and was eliminated
from the engine design. The vortex shedding flowmeters have been tested at dynamic
similitude, and have been exposed to some simulated engine conditions. Provisions are
being made for test bed engine testing. Speed sensing was eliminated from the HPOTP
because the first sensor type that was tried could not produce reliable signals, and the
second type that was tried caused an engine failure. A new non-intrusive speed sensor has
been developed for high pressure lox turbomachinery application. This sensor has passed
many rig and qualification tests and is being prepared for application to testbed turbo-
machinery.

Beginning in 1983, a study was conducted by Battelle Laboratories under the sponsor-
ship of NASA Headquarters to survey the state of monitoring technology in other industries,
and to search for promising technologies which could be developed for application to the
SSME (6]. This study resulted in the confirmation of some of the technology efforts
already underway, and also recommended many new techniques. Among those, specific tech-
niques related to systems design and monitoring logic were pointed to as offering pro-
mising monitoring improvements. Partially as a result of this study, monitoring tech-
nology efforts were expanded. In 1984 and 1985, work was initiated in developing real
time failure detection algorithms [7). The first step of the effort was to develop
signatures that the various types of SSME failures produced. Then, a three stage detec-
tion algorithm was formed with the objective of rapid detection of failure signatures.
This work is still in an infant stage but is a promising first step toward improving upon
redlines. Further monitoring logic development activity is being investigated for
analysis of dynamic data by means of pattern recognition and expert system techniques [8].
Lewis will, in the near future, begin study to develop component life prediction algorithms
based on structural durability research they have conducted over the past five years.
Such algorithms would be implemented as part of an integrated life management system,
the research for which is just beginning. This type of work would be particularly applic-
able to future space-based orbit transfer engines, as well as booster engines.

A unique new sensing medium has been under study and development since 1985. Optical
spectrometry is being applied to the detection of anomalous combustion and wear/erosion
which would be exhibited in the SSME plume [9). Commercial and special laboratory spec-
trometric equipment has been utilized to survey and characterize the SSME plume during
single engine testing. Instrument successes include detection of copper (in the form of
copper tape inadvertently left from leak test procedures) in the plume which was burnt
and expelled during engine start, the detection of calcium in the plume which is believed
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to be related to bearing cage degradation that occurred during a test, and detection of
superalloys in the Flume arising from the erosion of a fuel preburner. A prototype
Optical Plume Anomaly Detector specifically designed to meet engine requirements is under
development based on the characterization data.

Other parameters not previously exploited include turbine torque and imaging of the
engine exterior. Torque is valuable in determining turbomachinery performance and
operating characteristics. A sensor to operationally measure torque has been under
laboratory development at Rocketdyne. Imaging has potential application to leak detec-
tion. During the plume spectrometry studies, initial imaging data was acquired for
further study. In a different monitoring realm, the ability to make predictions and
analyze engine performance was identified as an important component of monitoring. A
new Rocket Engine Transient Simulation System is under development to provide a flexible,
modular, computer code which can perform steady and transient 1-dimensional aerothermal
performance predictions. The code will allow much more efficient and accurate predictions
for monitoring purposes. Many other technology projects which show promise are being
planned to further enhance liquid rocket engine monitoring technology, but are not
developed sufficiently for significant results to be reported.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

SSME monitoring experience provides a rich base to build upon for future liquid
rocket booster engine monitoring capability. The SSME features and characteristics,
including its cycle, performance, mission, and development history, have led to the
employment of very extensive and varied techniques for all aspects of monitoring. Growth
in monitoring requirements has occurred as development testing provided increased exper-
ience with re-useable engine components. The systems employed to perform SSME monitoring
are being upgraded as improved technology becomes available. Even though the SSME is an
experimental, high performance, developmental engine with extreme operating parameters,
many aspects of SSME monitoring experience are representative of, and applicable to,
other large liquid rocket engines. Techniques employed in SSME real time monitoring
include automatic parameter redlines, human observers, and avionics redundancy management.
Condition monitoring techniques include visual inspections, borescope inspections, some
eddy current, dye penetrant, and radiographic inspection techniques. They also include
functional tests for avionics and actuating mechanisms. Leak detection is performed by
a number of methods including mass spectrometry. Correlation, analysis, and condition
determination is performed by expert engineering staffs supported by high capacity data
and analysis systems, permitting rapid data transmission and reasonable turnaround.
Analysis of dynamic data routinely used sophisticated methods and very high capacity
computing capability. Trending depends upon a number of document tracking systems which
are partially automated through conventional data base techniques.

During early engine testing, the SSME experienced a substantial rate of erroneous
early shutdowns which were due to conservative test procedures and sensor unreliability.
More recent test history exhibits a good record of accurate automatic monitoring. Flight
history includes one erroneous engine shutdown due to sensor unreliability (which has
since been resolved). Insufficient monitoring was related to only ten major failures
in a test history that includes 1176 tests. Inspections with results such as those
described for engine 2010 bear a significant portion of the credit for the good SSME
monitoring record, and illustrate why the SSME monitoring process is extensive. Future
launch vehicle designs must meet requirements for more economical access to space.
Monitoring is a key technology category for development in the quest for the vehicle
improvements necessary to meet advanced vehicle design goals. Improvements to monitoring
technology currently in progress include alternate sensing concepts to provide more
reliable and higher bandwidth information, exploitation of new parameters to provide
improved engine condition information, better analysis methods for increased efficiency
and higher quality information, and more sophisticated real time detection logic and
systems. Based on SSME experience and future vehicle needs, monitoring technolgy goals
have been defined to guide an expansion of efforts to improve monitoring development
already underway and to tackle all other aspects of the monitoring problem. Recent
results are beginning to prove the benefits of the effort, and the efficacy of the new
techniques. Plans for the expanded monitoring effort are being established to quantatively
define the goals and success criteria for each item and the systems as a whole. The plans
will guide implementation of the research and technology development effort necessary to
meet the heeds of advanced engine systems. The future holds much in store for liquid
rocket engine monitoring technology development.
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NOMENCLATURE

CMS - Control and Monitoring System m/s - Meters per second
ETO - Earth-to-Orbit Max Q - Mission Dynamic Pressure
f/s - Feet per second MCC - Main Combustion Chamber
FFT - Fast Fourier Transform MCF - Major Component Fail

FPB - Fuel Preburner MFV - Main Fuel Valve
FPOV - Fuel Preburner Oxidizer Valve MOV - Main Oxidizer Valve

FRF - Flight Readiness Firing MPTA - Main Propulsion Test Article

g - Gravitational constant msec - Milliseconds
hp - Horsepower MW - Mega-Watts

HGM - Hot Gas Manifold NASA - National Aeronautics and
HOSC - Huntsville Operations Support Space Administration

Center NSTL - National Space Technology Laboratories
HPFP - High Pressure Fuel Pump OPB - Oxidizer Preburner
HPFT - High Pressure Fuel Turbine OPOV - Oxidizer Preburner Oxidizer Valve
HPFTP - High Pressure Fuel Turbopump psf - Pounds per square foot
HPOP - High Pressure Oxidizer Pump psia - Pounds per square inch absolute
HPOTP - High Pressure Oxidizer

Turbopump PBP - Preburner Boost Pump

kg - Kilogram POPO - Coupled engine/vehicle oscillation

kPa - Kilo-Pascal PSD - Power Spectral Density

"K - Degrees Kelvin "R - Degrees Rankine

kN - Kilo-Newton RPL - Rated Power Level

lbs - Pounds sccm - Standard cubic inches per minute

lox - Liquid Oxygen scim - Standard cubic centimeters per minute

LPFT - Low Pressure Fuel Turbine SSME - Space Shuttle Main Engine

LPOT - Low Pressure Oxidizer Turbine UCR - Unsatisfactory Condition Report
LRU - Line Replaceable Unit VDT - Vehicle Data Table
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Figure 8. Combined Leak Test, LPFTP and HPFTP Liftoff Seals, and MFV Ball Seal.

Figure 9. Thrust Chambe~r and Hot Gas System Leak Tests.
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Figure 10. Combined Leak Test May, FPOV, OPOV Ball Seals.
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Figure 11. Example SSME Turbomachinery Dynamic Response Plot.

DISCUSSION

D. DAVIDSON

What sort of new sensor do you expect to be testing on the forthcoming

Test Bed Engine Program?

Author's Reply:

The list of sensor types provided during the presentation and in the

paper are those which are being developed to a maturity sufficient

to engine testing.

...............iA
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ABSTRACI

An investigatiln of Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) tasting failures identified
optical events which appeared to be precursors of those failures. A prograa was
therefore undertaken tO detect plume trace phenomena characteristic of the engine and
to design a monitoring system, responsive to excessiv, activity an the plume, capable
of delivering a warning of an anomalous condition. By sensin the apmunt of extraneus

material entrained in the plume and considering engine history, it may be possibl to

identify wearing or failing components in time for a Safe shutdown and thus prevent a
catastrophic event. To investigate the possibilities of developilig an engine health
monitor to initiate the shutdown procedure a large amount of plume data were taken from
SSME firings using laboratory instrumentation. Those data we,. used to design a more
specialized instrument dedicated to rocket plume diagnostic%. The spectral wavelength
range of the baseline data was about 22O nanometers (no) to 15 aicrons with special
attention given to visible and near UV. The data indicates that a satisfactory design
will include a polychromator covering the range of 25OnM to lOOOnM, along with a
continuous coverage spectrometer, each having a resolution of at least 5A. The
concurrent requirements for high resolution and broad coverage are normally at odds
with one another in commercial instruments, therefore necessitating the development of
special instrumentation. The design of a polychromator is reviewed herein, with a
detailed discussion of the continuous coverage spectrometer delayed to a later forum.
The program also requires the development of applications software providing detection,
variable background discrimination, noise reduction, filtering, and decision making
based on varying historical data.

INTRODUCT ION

In the process of reviewing engine failures occurring during the testing program
for the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), a number of films of the operations were
analyzed to discover possible clues to anomalous operation.',' It was noted that in 8
of e7 major failures a visible artifact was present within milliseconds prior to the
event. It was theorized that the visible artifacts might be preceded by less luminous
traces distributed within specific spectral bands, perhaps characteristic of certain
types of failures. A project was proposed and enacted to analyze and characterize the
emitted spectrum from rocket plumes, with the subject of immediate interest being the
SSMIE. The purpose of the project was to identify the spectral pattern of a normal
plume and phenomenological spectra peculiar to verified mechanical anomalies, and to
design a system to detect those spectra and provide a usable response to them. It is
not the purpose of this paper to disclose the results of analyses of data thus far
acquiredp as those analyses are repo ted upon elsewhere.,, but rathe, to review the
equipment used to obtain the basic date and the system being designed as a result of
thoue analyses. (Related work has been reported on an allied hut inxdependent study )

Having decided to effect the program, the Engine Test Facility, Propulsion
Diagnostics Section at The Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) was selected to
provide the instrumentation support necessary to obtain the data. Tests were
conducted at NASA's National Space Technology Labs (NSTI,) iii Southi,, Mississippi,
since the Al test stand there was the closest available location of an SSME (the other
being the A3 stand at Rocketdyne's Santa Susanna Facility in California),. The AEDC
had been involved in spectrographic analytic work for some time and had the equipment
available for this project.

REVIEW OF THE RADIOMETRIC TEST INSTRUMENTATION
The environment at the nozzle exit level on Al is hardly conducive to easy use of

laboratory optical equipment. Optical radiation measurements were made in the presence
of heat, nole, vibration, moisture saturated air, wind currents, and even bright
sunlight. The deck is not enclosed and is thus open to normal environmental conditions
(weather). A sturdy steel table, 3 by 18 feet, was mounted to the concrete hard core
of the tower, and braced to minimize vibration. The front edge of the table is about 25
ft. from the center of the SSME plume (see fig. 1). Environmental control boxes were
designed to protect the instruments described belowl the boxes provided acoustic,
thermal, and general environmental protection. The boxes were equipped with
appropriate windows (quartz or IRTRAN Il) having high volume external air purges and
internal dry gas purges; they were attached to the table via vibratioi isolators (fig.
h).

* -N.
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Instrumentation provided to support this effort (see fig. 1, 2, 8) included a
pair of custom built 4-band filter radiometers, a custom high speed single channel
filter radiometer. 2 single channel filter radiometers with IN active detectors (PMTa),
a mechanical scanning 0.51 spectrometer having 3 detectors 1, a 3/4M spectromoter with
a film attachment- Two EGlS-PARC OMA's (Optical Multichannel Analyzers) coupled to
0.3311 Czerny-Turner Spectrometers - one of which was fiber optic resoted with only the
foreoptic system outside, 4 video cameras - 3 with filters, an AGA Thermovision, a
custom built UV auto ranging camera , and 2 IR spectrometers having circular variable
filters (CVF) 1.

The 4 band filter radiometers were built by the AEDC. They have 4 separate
sections mounted i, one case and have co-aligned optical axes with provision to allow
laser aiming. These units are equipped with PMT's and replaceable optical filters
chosen to pass selected specie lines toee table 1). The electronics for each section
include a five decade, fast switching, autoranging nanoammeter designed at the AEDC .
Filters were changed out several times during the course of the observations. The
field of view was defined by the field stop to be 18 in. high by 84 in wide (see fig.
3).

The single channel high speed radiometer was originally designed to detect "hot
particles" which were presumed to generate the orange streaking apparent in the plume;
those hot particles were presumed to be material released from various internal
locations which had become luminous upon passing through the Main Combustion Chamber
(MCC) and remained in tight groups in the high speed portion of the outer plume. The
radiometer was equipped with a PMT and an 850 Schott glass filter yielding a response
optimist for the near IR (approximately 850 to 1000- nM). Provision was made for
cryogenic cooling of the PMT, although it was not necessary for our purposes. The
field of view was stopped at 2 in. high by 9 ft. wide at the plume and the bandwidth
was about 500khz (see fig. 5). It later became apparent that the water emission band
around 95OnM was so large that the detector was saturated and thus rendered
ineffective. Also, the orange streaking apparently is due to sodhiim emission. For
those reasons this radiometer was reconfigured to monitor other hands.

Two other single channel filter radiometers, having lIV vesitive PMTs, were used
to monitor the OH radiation (narrow filtered with the center at about 310 nM) from the
plume Just below the edge of the nozzle and from the mach "disc". These were to be
used to try to obtain a verification of calculated specie populations in the plume (see
fig. 4).

A cunstom built high resolution grating spect,-ordiometer was rsed to characterize
the UV (200 to 320 nM). This unit utilized a 0.511 SP1X spectrometer having a scanning
mirror (3 sec. per scan) with the focal plane covered by 3 slit-detector pairs, each
slit-detector pair covering 40nM. Data were acquired and processed by a dedicated
micro-computer system and raw output was fad to FM tapes." (srae fig. l, 2, 3)

A 0.75M spectrometer with a film attachment at the exit plane was utilized.
Exposures of many seconds were used. Data was reduced by using an optical densitometer
to yield an amplitude versus wavelength plot (see fig. 1, 2).

Two IR spectrometers were applied. These units, built by the AEDC, have LW4
cooled long wavelength detectors and motor driven circular variable filters. A micro-
computer data system was used to acquire and process the data.m The range covered by
the units was approximately 1.3 micron to 5 microns and 2.5 microns to 16 microns (see
fig. L, 3).

Two OMA's were used. These units have intensified 1024 element silicon diode
arrays. The 0.33M spectrometer of one OMA was mounted on the support table with custom
cabling connecting to the control computer assembly inside the hard core. This unit
was usable from approximately 300 to 800 nM and was generally lased Ill the near UV. The
other OMA was set up with its spectrometer inside the hard core along with its data
acquisition and control equipment. A fiber optic cable connected the spectrometor to a
foreoptic assembly (two lenses and cable termination) (see fig. I, 2). Since fiber
optic cables do not transmit UV well this unit was usually u1sed for visible range
emissions. These units can have the scan rate and number of scans added for data
Intensification programmed. Due to memory constraints the DWI's coul}d acquire only 90
spectrums at any time; therefore 90 sets would be taken, loaded to disc, during which
time no data could be taken, followed by another 90 sets loaded to a second disc.

Several imaging systems were used. A total of 4 video cameras were used. Two GE
TN2500 CCD solid state scanning array cameras were equipped with a Sodium filter (590
niM) and a Potassium (770 nfl) filter. A standard video camera having an 150 Schott
glass filter was used to observe the approximately 850 to 1100 nM band; this allowed
viewing the plume in the 950 nM
water *mission band. A facility (NSTLI provided high speed rideo camera was also
utilized.

An AGA Thermovision IR camera equipped with InSb detector and a 2.7 micron filter
was used. This allowed imaging in another water emission bard, although the spatial
reoliution Is not high.

A UV camera, with an CH band filter (311 nM), was used. Some tests were
configured with a simple pinhole to obtain a relatively wide field of view. This
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camera utilizes a proximity focussed channel intensifier tube (PFCIT) with a Cesium
telluride photocathode for use in the deep UV, below 3:Onl.

Date from all radiometers were fed to FM tape recorders and the data from the
cameras were fed to VCR's. The data acquisition is started remotely by a signal
initiated from the NSTL test control center. Tapes were retrieved and digital discs
backed-up immediately after each toot.

Date acquired at the A3 location was obtained I using a Tracor-Northern TN-6500
Real Time Spectrometer having a 5I element unintensified detector array coupled to a 5
in. f/l0 Schmidt-Casoegrain reflecting telescope. Wavelength range is 350 to 800 nl.
This arrangement was located several hundred feet from the test stand. When used to
view an Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV) onginep a different foreoptic system was used
and a distance of about 45 ft. utilized.

EXPERIENCE FROM TESTING

Tests at NSTL have yielded little anomalous plume data, primarily because the
engines are not upwrated in marginal condition and thus are not given to frequent major
failure. The engines normally run at A3 are enginering evaluation units and are
sometimes run in less than flyable condition. For instance, during a series of 3 runs
on A3, analysis of the data revealed an onset of an erratic C&ON trace. The trace,
normally showing about 5% variations, suddenly showed variations of about i5 to 50%.
Mechanical inspection showed total failure of the bearing cages In one of the
turbopumpa. Other instrumentation was provided to monitor bearing failure but usable
information was available from the spectrometer. which would permit cage failure
detection, prior to more conventional methods. A similar event occurred during
observation of an OTV engine a bearing locked up, stopping the engine, but the CaOH
trace showed a major deviation a few seconds before ".

Another incident, fortuitous for the investigators, derived from the inadvertent
failure to remove a piece of copper tape- used to seal cracks in the MCC to allow
inarting pressurization during shipping- from the MCC of a SSME. As the tape was
consumed during engine operation, an easily observable CuON trace was seen. Similarly,
an injector face plate failure permitted the detection of metallic species such as Ni
and Fe.

While few instances of anomalous plume emissions were observed In this study, a
large amount of baseline plume data was collected -. As shown in figures (7 and 8),
high background radiation was observed in the ultraviolet . There Is, in fact, an
apparent continuum from OH emission in the range from 230 to 36OnM. There i very
strong emission from Na at 590 nM and K at 770 ml; CaOH at 556nM and A84WnM are also
evident as shown in figure (9). On selected tests other trace elements have been
observed but no other species have been continuously present.

The high UV background radiation coupled with high daylight background and scatter
from water vapor aspirated into the field of view generated high-level, noisy signals
on all filter radiometers. To counter the effects of these high background signals,
much higher optical resolution will be necessary to observe the desired line spectra.
With the equipment used, the energy available from each specie of interest is a low
percentage of the total presented within the resolution element, thus making difficult
the detection of the desired signal. Combined with a requirement for fast response,
and tempered by funding constraints limiting the end product, it Is necessary to design
a new piece of equipment which will provide 5A6, or better, resolution and wide
adJustability in a multi-channel radiometric instrument.

Incidentally. it is strongly felt that the Na, K, and Ca base traces are due to
material present in the fuel (Hi). This was inferred because of the continuous
presence of these species when He is burning. These species are seen in the plume
edges and in the mach disc, and the disc is likely to contain only whatever is fed into
the MCC. Fuels are analyzed for adherence to specification but levels of trace
materials observable by optical sensors is considerably smaller than the standard
chemical analyses permit. A program to identify the impurities in the fuels has been
planned but has not been offectedl for example, the observed Na concentration has been
calculated at less than I ppb -,.

The references (1 through 5) provide more detail as to the reasons for the demand
placed upon the new Instrument. The rest of this paper will describe the Optical Plume
Anomaly Detector (OPAD) and the high resolution optical pect-um analyzer.

OPAD CONCEPT DESIGN

Am indicated in the previous section, the high background levels generated by ON
radical emission, scattered light from the each disc and daylight scatter combine to
make detection of weak spectral lines very diffLcult. The most substantial
countermeasure against high background levels is to acquire the best possible spectral
resolution. Therefore, the design of an OPAD cannot be based on low resolution optical
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filter radiometers much as the 4-band radiometers described in the previous section.
Optical filters generally have pass bonds of 3 to 5rM9. Since the spectral lines of
interest are essentially monachroatic, the OPAD signal-to-background-noise ratio will
vary inversely with the pass band. Therefore, at least one order of magnitude
Improveent in signal-to-background can be realized by using a high resolution grating
spectrometer to isolate spectral emission lines. As a result a polychroeator based on
the use of a 4-eter grating spectrograph was chosen for use In the OPAD. The use of a
grating spectrograph also provides for an essentially unrestricted selection of
candidate spectral lines, which io not true with optical filters. Figure II is a
diagram of the OPAD polychromator as it is currently being implemented.

The assembly consists of a manually-operated, t-eter, SPEX, grating spectrograph.
The device was ordered without attachments. Customized input and output attachments
are being developed.

The input attachment consists of a 1.25-inch diameter integrating sphere (see fig.
15) and associated lenses. The diagram shows the system aligned to analyze light
emitted from the area of the shock structure (mach disc), although it may prove
preferable to sample the light from the area between the nozzle exit and the shock
structure. Either way the field of view of the OPAD is determined by the field stop
aperture located immediately in front of the field lens. The field stop can be
conveniently changed to meet specific field-of-view requirements. The field lens
directs light coming through the field stop to an input aperture on the integrating
sphere. The wall of the sphere has a high, diffuse reflortance and the sphere wall
becomes uniformly illuminated by the input light. The relay lens magnifies an output
slit in the sphere wall to uniformly fill the entrance slit and field of view of the
spectrograph.

The dispersed spectrum at the output of the spectrograph is 4 inches long by 0.9
inches high. The grating has 333 lines/me and is blazed at bOO nM in the first order.

The first order dispersion at the focal plane is 4.95nml/mm, which gives a focal
plane coverage of 500 to lO00nM in the first order overlapped by 250 to 5OOnM in the
second order.

The output attachment consists of a special, ruggedized assembly of sixteen
discrete, photovoltaic, silicon detectors. The detectors are 1.1 x 5.9mm, Hamamatsu
type S1227-16B0, and are mounted on adjustable arms as shown iti the exploded view of
Figure 12. A 0.005 inch wide by 0.25 inch long, light exit slit and an order sorting
filter are mounted in front of each detector. The arms are adjusted so that each slit
intercepts a unique spectral line. Schott glasses are used as order sorting filters.
One row uf eight detectors is mounted along the bottom half of the dispersed spectrum
and a second row of might detectors is mounted along the top half of the spectrum only
twelve of the sixteen detectors will be utilized in initial applications. The
positions of the mechanical arms are adjustable along the diertiuns of the dispersed
spectrum a-d the detector mounts for the two opposite sections are designed to clear
each other along the middle of the spectrum. Since the spectral line images are long
enough to overlap both rows of detectors, two spectral lines that are very close
together can be monitored simultaneously by two opposing detectors. The position of
each detector is adjusted by maximizing the signal generated with a monochromatic
source of the desired wavelength. Hollow cathode spectral lamps are the primary
monuchromatic sources used for wavelength calibrations. During test stand applications
nothing in the OPAD will move. Therefore, the instrument should maintain its
calibration in the high noise environment.

OPAD POLYCHROMATOR ELECTRONIC SYSTEM

The photo-current from each detector is measured by an autu-ranging nanoammeter.
which detects currents in the 10-1 to 10-' amp range. The design of the electrometer
is presented in Ref. 7. One auto-ranging nanoammeter is provided for each of the 12
detectors.

A block diagram of the electronic instrumentation in the OPAD system is presented
in Figure 13. All analog signals from the autoranging nanoammeters are fed to four 4-
channel ADC boards. Each channel per board has an input preamplifier, sample-and-hold
amplifier, 12-bit ADC, output latches, and buffers. The analog signals are digitized
at a I Khz rate. The digitized signal data and range data are transferred to the
computers via the digital control board.

The digital control board was designed and built to control the digitizing
process, to provide a first-in/first-out (FIFO) memory for the digital data, to
implement the computer handshakino protocol and to provide a high speed digital
comparator. The comparison process is implemented using a bipola microprocessor and
microprogrammable sequences. The microprocessor executes an instruction every on-board
clock cycle and "builds" an overflow word from the results of sisccessive comparisons
made between the signal data and the stored Threshold Levels. The over flow word is
then transferred to the computer performing the real-time analysis and is also
available for real-time control of possible engine shutdown. ahe FIFO meeory does not
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represunt a significant delay in the system, but rather, it is used to insure no loss
of data due to computer bus contention which can occur during a synchronous data
transfers. Another microprogramed sequencer is used to perform the handshakes between
the computer's direct memory access (DMA) interface and the FIFO memory.

Each computer is an eO86-based Zenith Z-248 system configured as followst ESlA
color graphics card and monitor, 20 Mbyte hard disk drive, 1.5 Mbyto RAM, 80297
coprocessor, 360 Kbyte floppy disk drive, and DMA and programed 1/O interfaces. The
system used to archive the data also contains an additional disal 20 Mbyte removable-
disk cartridge drive. One computer acquires and stores spectral data and IRIS time
data (data archiving), while a second computer is used for real-time analysis and
display. The second computer also calculates and downloads the threshold levels to the
microprocessor on the digital control board. The microprocessor serves as a digital
comparator and supplies an overflow word back to the computer. as discussed above.

Assembly language software was written under DOS to acquire and store data on the
first system at rates exceeding 170 Kbytes/second. Assembly language software was
written to acquire data on the second system and display ar on-line 12 channel
histogram. The histogram Figure D shows signal range and magnitude for each channel
(each channel represents a particular line source). Each channel is sampled once every
millisecond.

The overflow word represents the fact that the detected signal has exceeded a
predetermined threshold (downloaded from the real-time computer to the digital control
board). The output of this overflow word Is available to be fed to an external system
capable of initiating a response to the detected anomaly. That response could be
anything from a variation effected in operating conditions to shut-down of an engie.

A 4-band filter radiometer is to be mounted alongside the OPAD to capture wide
range data. This is to allow the possibility to correct for variations in the
background caused by disturbances such as vapor clouds in the field of view creating
scattering or obscuration, variations in ambient light levels or other optical
abnormalities. These levels car, be fed to the real-time analysis computer and used to
determine appropriate threshold levels on a real-time basis.

THE OPAD SPECTROMETER

The OPAD Spectrometer (a multi-channel high resolution radiometer) is intended to

be a failure detection/prevention device. It is meant to detect anomalous species
and, based on perceived levels and tempered by historical data, issue an output to the
engine controller directing some corrective action. At the present time, however,
limited information is available concerning the relationship between emitted spectra
and their sources. Therefore, it is necessary to gather more spectroradiometric data
on the engines being monitored. As mentioned previously,-,' high resolution is
necessary, but with the wide range desired, 250nM to lO00oM, no commercially available
instrument will do the job; thus, a custom instrument is being designed. The Optical
design of the OPAD spectrometer is similar to the OPAD Polychromator (Figure 11)
excepting that the detector assembly is replaced with an assembly carrying four 2048
element linear detector arrays. Using order sorting filters to separate the A arrays
into 2 groups, rhe angs and resolution requirements are approached. The arrangement
gives 4096 elements to cover each of the two bonds, 250 to 50OrM and 500mN to lO00nM.
These arrays, via their control boards, are connected to a Zenith 248 computer, which
processes the data and stores it on an optical memory disc (approximately 120
Megabytes). The data may then be analyzed later.

COMMENTS

The two instruments reviewed in this paper are tools which may allow rocket engine
systems to identify mechanical abnormalities in themselves before a catastrophic
incident occurs, thus saving, at least, the engine and perhaps even the vehicle on
which they are used. Several significant tasks remain before such protection can
become a reality. One effort is that of correlating actual engine incidence with
detected events; such a task will allow the development of proper software.
Considering the diversity of construction among the several engine test stands, even
the act of mounting the instruments to those stands is not trivial. Keeping track of
the angines and the data applicable to each is also necessary. As more engines are
made available, data tracking and correlation becomes a considrrable task. None of the
tasks are Insurmountable but rather require In-depth attention.
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DISCUSSION

K. TAYLOR

1. Is the spectrometer intended to be an on-board system?

2. Would you describe how such an on-board system might be set up in

the vehicle? Do you forsee any changes to the engine to accomodate

such a monster?

Author's Reply:

1. Not this model, it is too larg, too heavy and too fragile. This

unit is a prototype engineering model.

2. No changes to the engine would be required. The instrument would

be totally transparent to the engine system. It is not obvious at this

time how to accomplish such a task. A high spectral dispersion system

is necessary as well as a vibration insensitive one. The design of such

an instrument is a future (near-term) task.
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GAS PATH CONDITION MONITORING USING ELECTROSTATIC TECHNIQUES

by

Celia Fisher, BSc, CEng, MIMechE
Senior Applications Engineer

Stewart Hughes Limited
Centre for Advanced Technology

Chilworth Manor, Southampton S09 I BX, UK

The concept of condition monitoring using electrostatics offers the opportunity to monitor
gas path faults as they occur. It is based on the assumption that gas path distresses, such
as blade rubs and combustor burns, cause the production of minute particles of debris, which
carry electrostatic charge, and can be monitored on suitable sensors mounted in the engine.

The engine has a normal level of charge, which produces a background signal. The debris
produced by distresses causes a change in the signal which can be monitored using suitable
signal processing techniques.

The paper describes the research work which was necessary to provide an understanding of the
mechanisms involved. This forms the basis of the technique which is described, with
examples of the application of the system to various engines.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Research and investigation into the use of electrostatic techniques to monitor the condition of a
jet engine or gas turbine gas path commenced in America in the early 1970s. The American work
demonstrated the potential of the technique, but appeared to cease in about 1979.

Stewart Hughes Limited saw the potential of the technique but recognised the need for a basic
understanding of the fundamental principles of the technique. An extensive programme of research and
latterly development work has been undertaken over the past few years. A basic understanding and
knowledge base of the physical mechanisms has been developed and is being used to exploit the full
potential of the technique.

The basic promise is that distresses produce electrostatically charged particles. The principle of
the technique is to monitor electrostatically charged debris present in the engine. The exhaust gas has a
normal level of electrostatic charge which gives the background signal. The signal will change when
increased amounts of electrostatically charged debris are present in the gas. This may be due to various
reasons:

(i) 'Debris-producing' faults in the gas path, such as blade rubs, combustor burns etc
(ii) High levels of carbon being formed in the combustion chambers and being shed
(iii) Wear of abradable seals or coatings
(iv) Ingested material

The increase in electrostatic activity is monitored using suitable sensors strategically placed in
the gas path.

,his paper describes the research work which was necessary to provide an understanding of the
mechanisms involved. This forms the basis of the technique which is described with examples of
application to various engines.

2.0 RAE l RK

A good understanding of the fundamental principles is the key to this technique, so that its
maximum potential is achievable. The work progrsams started purely as research. This has continued
throughout to support the development work, so that problems can be addressed and understood.

The research work has been carried out in three distinct phases.

2.1 Initial research

The initial aim of the research work was to build confidence in the principles of the technique.
Several fundamental questions had to be addressed to establish the overall feasibility of using such a
technique.

The first fact to establish was that metallic debris carried electrostatic charge and to
investigate the importance of various parameters in the electrostatic charging of metal powders.

This work was carried out on a sall experimental rig. shown in Figure 1. This rig is used by the
Wolfeon electrostatica Unit of the University of Southampton, UK, for fundamental investigations of
insulating material powder charging. Two different powder feed systems were used during the course of the
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FIGURE 1 : Small tube powder flow rig

work. Various parameters thought to be important were investigated using this rig. These included, tube
length, tube diameter, powder type and particle size, bends, obstacles. The Faraday cup measures the
electrostatic charge on the powder collected in it.

Several different powders were used in the experiments, including aluminium, stainless steel 316,

Nimonic 80, Inconal and Ahdry 995 (coating powder). Various particle sizes were also used.

The important conclusions from this work were:

(i) The charging of metal debris is a real effect and the charges involved are measurable, repeatable,
and of a similar order to those acquired by non-conducting materials.

(ii) Several parameters were identified as having a significant effect on the charge on the debris.
These include debris velocity, tube geometry, collisions, material type and debris size.

k Figure 2 shows the results of a simple dimensional analysis undertaken on the data acquired from
this experimental rig. The data collapses to a curve. The absiciesa being the ratio of tube
length to diameter (L/D) and the ordinate function of charge, flowrste, time and tube diameter.
This correlation demonstrates the consistency of the results. Consideration of a typical jet
engine gas path indicates that the LID values will not approach the large values used in the
experimental work, and will more typically be in the steep slope area at the start of the curve.

(iii) The results showed good agreement with American work, with similar trends evident, although the
American work was carried out on much larger rigs.

2.2 Scaling effects and sensors

Once a basic knowledge of the principles and some confidence in the concept had been established
the work was transferred to a larger experimental rig. The aim of this was;

(i) To start to establish scaling effects

(ii) To enable investigations of sensor and signal conditioning characteristics and requirements to
comence.

A schematic of the experimental rig is shown in Figure 3. The scale parameters of the large to
small rigs were approximatelyt

Tube cross-sectional area 115:1
Air velocity 2:1

The charge in the debris was again established using a Faraday cup, and for the bulk of the tests
various sensors were mounted in the tube to investigate the signal characteristics (Section 2.2.2)

2.2.1 Scaling effects

The programe of work investigated the same parameters as covered on the small tube rig, and used
the e powder types. The important results were:

t
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FIGURE 2 Non-dimensionslsesd test data

(i) The magnitude of charge on the debris was greater than in the small tube rig.

(ii) The increase of velocity produced en increase of specific charge (charge/mass ratio) for each
debris type. This correlates with the trend established in the small tube rig where the air
velocity could be varied.

(iii) The variation in specific charge for the different material types and particle sizes followed the
ssme trends as those shown previously.

(Iv) The non-dimensional analysis produced a consistent set of results, which tied up with the small
rig tests, showing that the effects could be scaled.

2.2.2 Preliminary sensor assessment

For the bulk of the above tests sensors were positioned in the tube so that the signals produced by
the charged debris could be correlated with the charge measured in the Faraday cup, and the sensor
performance assessed. The sensor output was conditioned to produce a voltage proportional to rate of
change of charge. This work was crucial to providing a suitable means of detecting the debris outside the
laboratory situation. Several sensor configurations were tested, including a full ring and rod type
sensors. The most successful configuration was a ring sensor, and the capability of this was enhanced by
separating the full ring into segments. The overall conclusions showed that:

(i) All of the sensors were sensitive to charged powder passing by them.

(ii) The full ring gave the best signal to noise performance, with additional, positional information
being provided when the sensor was segmented.

POWDER FEED

FARADAY CUP

ALTERNATIVE LOCATION TEST PIPE PROBES

AOSCILLOSCOPE

ELECTRONETER

FIGURE 3 : Schmatic of large tube rig
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(iii) The amplitude of the measured signal varied with the same parameters shown to be important in the
preliminary work.

(iv) Various parameters affected the sensor performance, including its physical size and electrical

properties.

The work also showed that the signal characteristics varied with different sensor designs.

In order to meximise the use of information about the debris from the signal characteristics a
sensor design had to be identified so that assessment and understanding of signals had a Common base.
Additionally work had to be carried out to translate the design information into sensors which could be
fitted on engines.

The sensor and signal conditioning electronics development work is outlined in Section 4.

2.3 Further experimental tests

2.3.1 General work

The objectives of this work were to improve the understanding of the physics of the mechanisms and
to relate this to the signals which are likely to be produced by a distress in the engine. All the
experimental work was carried out using ring sensors to monitor the signals. In some cases the Faraday
cup was also used to collect the debris to corroborate the probe results. The output signal from the
electronics is in volts. This is directly related to the rate of change of charge, dQ/dt measured by the
sensor.

In previous experimental work various parameters were identified as being important in the charging
mechanism.

These were;

(M) Material type
(ii) Particle size
(iii) Distance travelled by the debris
(iv) Obstacles
(v) Velocity

The effect of these parameters has been assessed on the sensor signal as well as:

(vi) Variation in tube/duct cross-section
(vii) Foreign object type materials

(a) The techniques for injecting the debris into the rig have all produced charged debris. It appears
to be the macro effects, such as momentum change, material type etc which are important.

(b) The material type and particle size and shape play an important role in the signal characteristics.
Fine debris tends to travel with the airstream in a cloud, and larger flakes and particles become
more dispersed because of the aerodynamic effects on the individual particles, The shape of the
particles affects the dispersion pattern and signal characteristic.

(c) Insulating type materials tend to produce slightly higher amplitude signals then the metal debris.
There does not appear to be a consistent pattern of, for example, negative first signals from
insulating materials and positive leading edge signals from metal debris.

(d) Contact between the debris and various obstacles appears to produce a transfer of charge. Other
parameters which affect the charge are also active in the engine, so that the debris is likely to
retain its charge during its passage through the engine.

(e) An increase in the duct cross-sectional area affects the signal amplitude, because more axial
dispersion of the debris is possible and the amplitude is proportional to l/d where d is the
distance between the debris and the sensor. This can be overcome by suitable sensor design and
positioning.

2.3.2 Single particle investigations

Previous work indicated that the signal produced by various debris types was affected by the
dispersion pattern of the particles and therefore by the shape and size of the particles within the debris
cloud.

The following work was undertaken to explore this variation in a controlled way, first by using
single particles of various shapes and surface areas, and then by examining the signal from clouds of the
single particles. The effects on the signal of the surface area, shape, etc can thus be separated from
effects due to particle/particle interaction.

This was carried out in tandem with computer modelling of the sensor performance and signal.
During the single particle experimental work it became evident that direct measurements of the charge,
rather that rate of change of charge was a more satisfactory and sensitive technique. The bulk of the
modelling work was concentrated on this approach and was compared with the experimental results.
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Various shapes of single particle were produced from a standard piece of lead shot. These
therefore had approximately the same volume but different surface areas. In addition three other sizes of
spherical lead shot were used to provide debris of the seme shape but with different volumes and surface
are s.

A teat duct (150 me dia) was produced with full ring sensors at four axial locations. The debris
was precharged before being introduced into the test tube using gravity feed. The radial position of the
debris was carefully controlled at introduction to the tube, and was monitored after paseage through the
tube so that its radial distance from the sensor was know.

This work showed that the size of the charge on single particles of debris is related to the
surface area. Therefore in a distress which produces debris of varying size , the larger pieces will
carry a larger charge. The larger pieces are likely to travel slower than the small pieces, therefore
within a cloud of particles the largest charge may occur at the rear. The larger particles are also more
likely to impact with the turbomachinery.

The variation in shape of the debris does not affect the signal chsracteristic because the sesor
senses the equipotential lines set up by the charge on the debris. Any variation in these due to the
shape is very local to the debris and is therefore undetected.

From these results it may be inferred that the characteristic signatures produced in previous work
were due to the different dispersion patterns of the particles of debris within the cloud.

This work also corroborated the results from the sensor modelling, showing the effect of velocity
on the pulse signal, and the variation in the charga signal caused by the distance of the debris from the
probe.

2.3.3 Multiple particle Invesatigatons

This formed a logical extension to the single particle work where the signal characteristics
produced by single pieces of debris were investigated using controlled experiments. The work was
undertaken to explore the way the signal was affected by clouds of debris.

One shape of debris was used, a spherical piece of lead shot corresponding to debris type 1 of the
single particle work.

Each piece of debris was precharged to the same level by applying a voltage across each vacuum
dropper pipe.

Pieces of debris were introduced into the tube at various radial locations from the same horizontal
plane, and with various vertical separation distances. For each test the signals from particles for each
dropper position ware monitored separately and then simultaneously.

Particle to particle collisions were not aimulated in these experiments. Any interaction between
the separate charges and equipotential lines of the particles will be indicated by these tests.

The multiple particle work showed that the signal produced by a cloud of debris is the addition of
the signals from each particle, up to the particle concentration tested. The signal characteristic is
therefore dependent on the dispersion and size of the particles within the cloud.

2.3.4 Origin of charge

Previous experimental work has shown that various mechanisms affect the charge on the metallic
debris.

However the work does not indicate whether the debris is charged by the action of the distress or
in subsequent passage through the engine. It is also not evident whether any of the mechanism are
dominant and therefore alter any previous charge on the debris.

Some work has been undertaken to investigate the charging mechanisms in a controlled way. The
single particle approach was used to try to separate individual charging effects into component blocks.
When each of the mechanism has been considered it should be possible to reconstruct the blocks to give a
picture of a realistic distress.

Effects of impact:

When two dissimilar metals are brought i.nto contact, the energy levels of the electrons in the two
metals will not in general be the same. Conaequently electrons will flow from the metal with the higher
ensrgy levels (is smaller work function 0) to that with the lower energy levels. Once the energy levels
are equal an equilibrium will be established and no further flow wil occur. The flow of electrons
results in a potential difference at the junction of the two metals, this is known as the contact
potential.

The net negative charge in the one metal and the corresponding positive charge in the other will be
confined to & very narrow surface layer at points of microscopic contact between the two metals. Since an
equilibrium has now been established the charges will remain in place when the metals are separated.

The time constant of the electron flow involved in this process is very small, hence it should be
possible for it to occur during a collision between two metals. TO test this possibility steal ball

,;7T777
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bearings and lead shot were deflected off metal targets end the charge on the projectile was measured
before and after impact.

The projectiles were held suspended by a stainless steel vacuum pipe and than released by venting
the pipe to atmospheric pressure. Both the vacuum pipe and the target could be earthed or precharged as
required.

It was found that the charge before impact was largely determined by the precharge on the vacuum
pipe. However there was still a small charge present on the projectile even if the pipe was earthed.

If the target was earthed the charge after impact was always the same for the same projectile
regardless of the precharge applied to the vacuum pipe. The size and the polarity of this signal varied
as different target metals were used. In addition the amplitude of this residual charge signal increased
as larger projectiles of the same material were used. This was due to the increase in contact area. If
the target was precharged the residual signal could be altered according to the precharge used.

These results support the theory that the contact potential will produce charged metallic debris
and that this mechanism unlike tharmlonic emission will work at low temperatures.

Size of particles undergoing collisions with turbine blades:

The gas flow through a turbine is essentially streamline. Consequently collisions with gas
molecules will ensure that small particles are carried along with the flow. However, this will not be the
case for large particles because of their much greater inertia and they will tend to collide with the
turbine blades. Simple kinetic theory calculations using typical gas turbine parameters suggest that the
change from Small to large particles tends to occur at around 10 um diameter. More detailed calculations
by Tabekoff and Hamad (Reference 1) suggest that one third of 15 um diameter fly ash particles will
collide with blades in the first nozzle but almost all collide with subsequent blade rows. This occurs
because the particles just manage to get through the first nozzle but are then in an unfavourable position
for getting through the next blade row. It sems likely that even particles smaller than 10 um diameter
are likely to collide with turbine blades. The reason for this is that the particles, although small,
are still uch more massive than the gas molecules. Thus only if the particles are comparable in size to
the gas molecules could one be confident that a reasonable proportion would travel through the turbine
without collisions.

Effects of friction:

The effects of friction on charge generation and charge exchange during particle to particle
collisions were investigated using the single particle approach in experimental rigs.

Charging due to friction and collisions is related to differences in work function between the
materials and the microscopic surface areas in contact.

Charge redistribution occurs when two metallic objects collide. The charge is proportional to the
diameter of the objects as surface charge density depends on the curvature.

2.3.5 Blade rub simulation tests

All of the previous items of research work helped to extend the knowledge base and understanding of
the physics involved in the principle of the electrostatic monitoring technique.

The rub simulation tests in the laboratory provided an opportunity to use the knowledge to
understand what occurs when a blade rubs, in terms of the likely production of charged debris, and also to
assess how the charge on the debris could be modified during passage through the engine.

The principle aim of the rub simulation work was to discover whether charged debris is produced in
a rubbing situation for a range of materials, which parameters affect the detectable charge, what
mechanims are involved and how applicable the findings are to a real engine.

Metallic rub situations produce charged debris easily detectable by the charge monitoring system.
The important parameters which affect the measurable charge are:

(i) Rub pressure: greater rub pressure produces more debris resulting in a larger detectable charge.
Charge per unit debris appears to remain approximately constant.

The measurable charge increases with velocity, essentially as a consequence of greater debris
production.

(iii) Tim between rubs: rubs occurring at a high frequency cause considerable heat generation,
resulting in greater debris production and higher detectable charge.

If the temperature in a particular area increases steadily over a period of time, the type of
debris produced may change affecting the charge measured. The local heating weakens the materials
and greater amounts of debris are produced due to the wear meclmisms.

(iv) Materials: the sign and magnitude of the charge on the debris will depend on the materials
concerned. Predicting the results theoretically is difficult, but simple laboratory tests an
material combinations could give a reliable estimate of what may happen in an engine.

m " = i'
" - .... 7
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These parmeters all appear to affect the charge in a way that would favour the production of
highly charged debris in en engine blade rub. If a detailed knowledge of the charge for a given
blade rub was required some simple tests with the correct materials would allow a reasonable
estimate of the real came to be made.

2.4 Current research work

Research work now centres around the use of a small gas turbine. The work involves investigation
of various effects and signal characteristics, without doing seeded fault trials. This is backed up,
where necessary, with laboratory testing and computer modelling work.

The engine is also a prime testing and development rig for sensors.

2.4.1 Impacts on rotating machinery

Previous experimental work showed that impacts can significantly alter the charge carried by the
debris. Other work suggests that the bulk of debris particles are likely to impact with rotating
machinery.

Tests have been made on the engine to investigate this affect using various materials.

From the results the behaviour of the materials can be broadly split into two classes, by their
conducting properties. Metallic powders which are good conductors behave more consistently than
non-metallic materials, which are generally insulators. Some overlap does occur.

All the metallic materials tested showed an increase in charge after impact with the turbine, with
consistency being shown in the polarity of the signals. This corresponds with the work functions of the
materials used.

The non-metallic materials tested produced less consistent results, and gave both positive and
negative signals. However broadly speaking the results follow the trend predicted by considaring the work
function.

In summary, all the materials tested, except two, became more detectable after impacting with the
turbine.

2.4.2 Contamination of the gas path by liquid

The gas flow could potentially have two liquids present in it:

(i) Water. This is unlikely to affect the hot end.
(ii) Oil contamination may occur if seals fail.

FIGUR 4 : Ring probes mounted in exhaust cone

4
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Sme work baa bon carried out to establish whether oil is detectable using this technique. The
restato indicate that this should be possible.

This information can be used to enhance the understanding of data from engine tests, and to aid the

signal analysis.

To date the results have been used in two wayst

(i) To enhance and provide explanations of engine data.

(ii) With an investigation into debris producing faults within a jet engine, to assess how the effects
may affect the charge on debris produced by various faults as it passes through the engine.

The theoretical assessment of engine faults using the experimental data showed good corroboration
with engine test data.

3.0 MII' TZSTING

The research work provided confidence in the principles of the technique, but the acid teat of any
potential condition monitoring systen is whether it works in an engine, and whether the engine operating
environment affects the technique to make it inoperable. To date the technique has been tested on several
different engines, in different environments.

3.1 Seeded fault trial

During the first two year programm of the research work the unexpected bonus of a piggy-back ride
on a Viper engine test was offered by Rolls Royce plc and MOD. This provided a prime opportunity to test
the technique as a known fault was seeded into the engine after a datum test.

Based on the experimental work Sm. designed and built electrostatic sensors to fit into the jet
pipe (Figure 4). These were mounted in the engine, together with four other types of equipment, to try to
detect the fault.

3.1.1 Datum test

The engine was first run in standard form to give a 'datum' record for the four detection methods,
there being a single shot of 'debris' injected into the air intake. This was primarily to assess typical
signal levels on the Stewart Hughes electrostatic probes, caused by metallic debris in the gas stream, as
the equipment had not previously been tested in a real engine. The debris injected into the engine was
Inconel powder, the same as that used in the SHL experimental rigs.

Ring -

Tacho

Ring
Segment 2

FIGURE 5 t Viper test data run

The background signal level (Figure 5) was about 40eV pk-pk at idle. as the engine accelerated the
signal level increased gradually to about 851 speed and then increased more rapidly to about 200mV at 1041
speed. The signal was approximately the same level on all four segmnts.

Figure 6 shows the signal produced by the ingested debris on two of the segments. It is clearly
distinguishable above the background level and gave the first indication that the sensors could monitor
electrostatically charged debris in the engine. It wee particularly encouraging because the injected
powder had travelled right through the engine and in particular the combustion chamber, and still carried
a significant electrostatic charge.

. ., ..... ,. ', ._ _._ __.....
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POWDR INGESTION TEST AT 80% RPH,RINC SEC 1 3.1.2 Slade rub test

S 0.250..... The enMaine was stripped and rebuilt with a
0.fut ..... blade in the fourth stage compressor rotor.U 0.J.5o The tang root of the blade was partially cut through

N . . to try to aiulate the effects of cracking. It was
hoped that the blade was sufficiently 'faulty' to

L 0.050.....
cause it to lean and produce a tip rub at some stage

L...... of the angine acceleration. The root was not
-0.050 completely cut through as this could cause loss of the

V blade from the disc.E -..........0 .... ............ .... ...... .............. .

L ... . The test programe consisted of slow

L ..... 
acceleration and deceleration cycles.V -0 .250 1 ... .... ......... ......:. . . ....i

0,000 0.000 1.000 1.000 2.046 After the tact the engine was stripped todetermine whether the blade had rubbed and to assess
Ring Segment I the amount of damage.

The signal produced on two of the segments is
POWDER INGESTION TEST AT 80% RPM,RING SEC 2 shown in Figure 7.

S 0.250
SThe signal level at engine idle was

G 0.... ... approximately 60mV.

A ............................... ............ ............... As the engine was accelerated this level
L 0.00.............. ..... increased gradually reaching about 120mV at 851 speed,

and 160mV at 932 speed. As the engine accelerated

L further the level increased and at about 971 rpm the
E -0.050 signal was seen suddenly to approximately double inV amplitude. As speed was increased to 104%, the

E . . . signal amplitude increased to about I volt. This
L -. o..................level fluctuated slightly while the engine remained at

-0.2.. .. ............. 1041 rpm, decreased a small amount as the decal
V -0 regime commenced and then reduced sharply at about 961

0.000 0.500 0 1.500 2.046 speed, gradually reducing to a background level
similar to the accel case at 90Z rpm. This patternRing Segment 2 repeated when second and third accel/decol cycles were

carried out although the maximum peak to peak
FIGURE 6 : Debris ingestion signal amplitude was slightly less than for the first

accel/decel.

It should be noted that:

The general signal level on the blade rub test is higher throughout the cycle. eg at 402 rpm it is 60MV on
the blade rub test compared to 40V on the datum test, and at 93% rpm is 160V pk-pk on the rub test
compared to 120mv pk-pk during the datum run. However the rate of change of signal level between these
two speeds on both the datum and rub tests is about the same, being a factor of 3 n the datum test and
2.7 on the rub test.

It can be seen that the rate of change of signal level between about 972 and 104% speed on the rub test is
much larger than on the datum test.

Engine Speed 2 252 40% 852 932 1042

Datum Test

Signal level mV 30 40 70 120 200

(Signal at speed ) - 1 1.75 3.0 5.0
(Signal at 402 rpm)

Rub Test

Signal level mv 40 60 120 160 1000

(Signal at speed ) - 1 2 2.67 16.7
(Signal at 402 rpm)

The engine was stripped to determine whether the blade had rubbed, Figures 8 and 9 show the blade and a
half-casing. The touch mark on the half-casing was mirrored on the other half 6f the casing.

3.1.3 Summary

The Viper engine compressor blade rub test provided the prime opportunity to validate and confirm
the results from the two year research programme.
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Ring
Segmnt I .. Is

Sent 2 

FIGURE 7 ; Viper test with seeded blade rub - ring probe signals

I The test showed concluaively the potential of the technique as a gas path distress monitor, with
the added bonus that it was the only one of four real-time monitoring techniques which detected the
rub.

2 Signal analysis showed that various parameters including amplitude of the signal changed when the
blade rub occurred.

3 Comparison of experimental rig results and engine test data shows good corroboration.

4 The design and development work on the sensors in the experimental rig formed the capability to
manufacture rugged sensors in a short time which required only minimum modifications to the engine
casing.

5 Areas of improvement were identified for the sensors and signal conditioning.

3.2 Other engine tests

The technique has been tested on various engine installations, including Marine Tyne and Spay, a
helicopter engine and a coabustor development rig. None of these engine tests included seeded fault
trials although methods of checking the functionality of the equipment were incorporated into each test.

Each of the tests provided information about various different aspects of the technique, for
example, in the M(arine engine application sensors were positioned in the large rectangular uptake. Tests
ware carried out in the test house, to assess the functionality of the sensors in such a large duct, end
to identify and characterise the engine background signal. The system has since been tested on a Tyne
installed in a ship to classify the en~ironment to be experienced by the sensors and electronics, in
terms of both the ambient conditions and the electrical and interference effects.

4.0 NARDWAU DZVXLOPZWZ

This is a crucial area to address because of the environmental and reliability requirements that
equipment has to meet.

4.1 Sensors

Initial testing was carried out in the laboratory to assess various sensor configurations and the

performance characteristics of the sensors.

This then had to be extended to make the sensors suitable for an engine environment.

The multi-segment ring (patented) gave the best results in the laboratory and this configuration
was used in the Viper engine test. The sensor stood up well to the engine test and proved to be rugged
and reliable, although various areas for improvement were identified. This configuration of sensor, with
improved materials, fixings and signal leadout connections has been used in the Marine engine trials.

In the development of sensors several factors have to be considered:

(i) They may have to be non-intrusive.
(ii) The materials should be suitable for the environment.
(iii) They should be easy to fit or retrofit with minimum modifications.
(iv) The sensitivity should enable coverage of the whole duct.

• 4
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FIGURE 8 4th stage compressor rotor blades showiing rubbed blade

FIGURE 9 Compressor half casing showiing rub
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The sensor development has ben an active part of the work for the pest two years, with varying
degrees of success end failure. The Palouste is now used for sensor development end testing, and
comparison is made with the existing sensors to enable ssessment.

The signal conditioning technique used in the early research work and engine tests basically
measured rate of change of charge, with the capability of inferring total charge from this measurement.

However, a more satisfactory and sensitive technique, which is now used, is to measure the charge
directly. (Patents applied for).

4.3 Current system

The system is tailored to the application in terms of hardware installation, and analysis
requirements.

There are currently two types of sensor configuration available for the engine application:

(i) Itlti-sogment 'ring' which is mounted in the exhaust duct or tail pipe, with each segment in the
sam axial plane. Several of these 'rings' may be used in the duct to provide additional
information.

(ii) Individual 'button' type sensors (patents pending) which are used in discrete mounting points in
the engine, using instrumentation type bosses, or other existing ports which may be available in
the engir.

The signal conditioning may be mounted directly on the back of the sensor if the environment is
suitable, or a short distance away.

The signal analysis has the primary aim of identifying the signal change from the background level
and to discriminate between the possible causes identified in Section 1.0.

With suitable sensor positioning it is currently feasible to discriminate the faults further.

Further details can be obtained from Stewart Hughes Limited, Southampton UK.

5.0 OTHER APPLICATIONS - INGESTED DEWRS NONITO ING

The potential of the use of the electrostatic technique to monitor gas path faults in gas
turbine/jet engines has been demonstrated on a variety of engines. This has been achieved by monitoring
the exhaust gas. The use of the technique to monitor debris and foreign objects ingested into the intake
of the engine is a potential application, which is currently being developed (patents pending). This
could have several uses:

(i) Indication that the engine has ingested a foreign object, to initiate a visual inspection.

(ii) Indication of operating situations most likely to cause FOD, by correlating the detector system
signal with operating condition recording.

(iii) Indication that the engine is ingesting significant quan ities of sand or salt, so that overall
condition and engine performance is monitored more closely.

5.1 Current work

The development work incorporates two test programes.

A small gas turbine test engine is being used for the development work, to optimise the system

configuration and signal processing requirements and to define the capability of the system.

Aircraft trials are also being undertaken to prove the system in the real environment.

5.2 Hardware

Sensors are positioned in the intake of the engine, and also ideally in the engine. The sensor
configuration for the intake is a ring, which may be a single complete ring or segmented. The materials
are suitable for the application and intake environment.

The associated signal conditioning may be mounted directly on the back of the sensor or a short
distance away.

Figure 10 shows the schematic of a total system.

6.0 FUURE ORK A OBJECTIVES

(i) Gas path debris monitoring

It is anticipated that it should be possible to identify the faul. to module level.
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SBYPASS SIGNAL CONDITIONING

INTAKE SIGNAL

CONDITIONING IHOT END
SIGNAL CONDITIONING

) AIRCRAFT/FLIGHT DATA

SIGNAL ] 1 EVENT

- PROCESSING RECORDER

ALARM INDICATOR AND

RECORDER TRIGGER

FIGURE 10 : General layout of POD detector

The work being carried out involves seeded fault trials on a small gas turbine, accruing of engine
test data from a variety of engines, hardware and software development. This will all be coupled
with backup research work to ensure that the technique is used to its maximum potential.

(ii) Integrated hot and cold end monitoring

This offers many advantages for various applications, including possibly identification of where
the ingested debris exits the engine.

(iii) Integration of debris monitoring with other monitoring techniques

A systematic approach to designing a condition monitoring system is based around corroboration of
data from various monitoring techniques. This appioach improves the discrimination of faults,
reduces false alarm rates and enables long term prediction to be carried out.
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DISCUSSION

C. SPRUNG

Quelle est la sensibilit6 de votre syst6me, c-A-d quelles sont les volu-

mes ou masses minimales des dbris que vous pouvez dftecter?

Author's Reply:

It is difficult to give a straight answer but we measured particles

down to a few ~a. We detected also the small sand particles which
were not eliminated by the helicopter engine filters.

G. WINTERFELD

Can you distinguish between the electrically charged soot particles

from the combustion and the other debris particles?

Author's Reply:

The results show that an engine has a normal level of charge which

gives the background signal. For most engines this varies with the

operating regime. During tests when metallic debris was present in

the gas path the signal changed significantly, indicating the presence

of the metallic debris.

The baseline footprint for each engine can be established, which inclu-

des the effect of the charged soot and carbon particles. Deviations

from the baseline footprint indicate the presence of other debris

in the gasstream, or higher than normal levels of soot and carbon.

C. SCURA

1. Did you test your system with reheat in operation?

2. Is there any velocity limit of particles above which it is not possi-

ble to detect them?

Author's Reply:

1. NO, we have not tested the equipment on engines with reheat in opera-

tion. We are considering these kind of engines, but the sensors would

be installed upstream of the reheat.

2. At the present the system has the capability of detecting particles

in a jet engine or gasturbine. The velocity of the particles will be

up to gas velocity.

D.E. GLENNY

1. How do your "integrated monitoring" distinguishes between ingested

sand particles and other engine generated debris in the exhaust, espe-

cially in helicopters which may or may not be fitted with particles

separation?

2. Can the monitoring system measure the erosion of compressor blades

due to sand erosion, as the sand particles could be contaminated with

metal particles?

Author's Reply:

1. To date the integrated monitoring has not been tested on an engine.

However laboratory tests indicate that it should be possible to corre-

late the intake and the exhaust sensor signals. With knowledge of the

engine operating condition the expected time lag between the sand ente-
ring and leaving the engine can be predicted. This information can

be used to establish whether the signals monitored on the exhaust

sensor are due to the ingested material or other engine generated de-
bris.

2. As the sand is likely to be contaminated with metal particles it

is likely that the nature of the signal monitored on the exhaust sensor

will be different to that caused by sand alone. Hence it should be

possible to monitor the blade erosion.
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Summary

FERROSCAN
R 

is a device that has been developed for the Canadian Department of National

Defence by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) for monitoring the relative concentra-
tion of ferromagnetic wear debris in fluid systems and is produced by SENSYS, a business
unit of AECL. FERROSCANR generates a wear profile in real time and uses it to detect
the onset of an increase in the rate of wear of ferromagnetic components. This paper
describes the background, development and operating principles of the sensor and

presents some engineering test results.

1. Introduction

The normal wear of bearing materials releases metallic particles of wear debris into the
lubricating systems of machines. A marked increase In the rate of change of the wear
debris concentration is indicative of abnormal wear: it is accompanied by shifts to a
larger mean particle size (1) and heralds the onset of component failure. A device
capable of continually monitoring the concentration of ferromagnetic wear debris in
real time warns of impending failure and, thus, enables remedial action to be taken

before failure occurs.

2. Historical Background

The principle for measuring the concentration of ferromagnetic particles in fluids as
described in this paper, was originally developed for determining the concentration of

suspended ferromagnetic particulate material in the heat transport systems of CANDU
power reactors (2). In such systems, suspended ferromagnetic material, principally mag-

netite, is of particular interest since it constitutes one of the chief means by which

radionuclides are transported around the coolant circuit.

In the fall of 1981 this technology was recognized by C.A. Waggoner, a tribologist
working for the Department of National Defence at the Defence Research Establishment

Pacific, as a potential on-line device for determining the amount of ferromagnetic wear
debris in lubricating oil systems. Consequently, a multi-phase research and development

program funded by OND was begun to adapt the technology for use on the lubrication
systems of gas turbine engines and helicopter gear boxes.

A five-phase development program from 1982 to 1987 proved the technology, demonstrated a
prototype product and resulted in an agreement between DND and AECL to actively promote

commercial exploitation of FERROSCAN
R
.

3. Principles of Operation

FERROSCAN
8 

consists of a sensor coil, a trapping magnet and a microcontroller. The
fluid sample stream passes through a cylindrical sensor coil which is the inductive com-
ponent of an RF oscillator: when the ferromagnetic content within the active volume of

the coil is changed, the inductance in the RF circuit changes also and this manifests
itself as a change in oscillator frequency. For a simple series circuit consisting of
an inductance, L, capacitance, C, and resistance, R, the resonance frequency is given

by:

f - 1/2x/LC (1)

Thus, if the ferromagnetic content within the sensor coil is increased this results in

an increase in the inductance, L, and the frequency of the oscillator will decrease.

To selectively collect ferromagnetic material, an electromagnet is built around the
sensor coil. When the magnet is energized, ferromagnetic particles are collected over
the coil windings and the oscillator frequency decreases until the trapping magnet is
de-energized. The ratio obtained by dividing the resultant frequency change by the
trapping interval Is a linear function of the bulk concentration of ferromagnetic

particulate material.

The operation of FRRROSCANR is best described with the help of the frequency/time
profile shown in figure 1. When the trapping magnet is energized, the oscillator
frequency undergoes a step change from f(A) to f(S) due to inductive coupling between

the sensor and magnet windings. As particles of ferromagnetic wear debris are trapped
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against the inside of the sensor coil windings, the frequency decreases progressively
from f(S) to f(R) due to a steady increase in inductance. When the magnet is
de-energized, the trapped ferromagnetic material is released and the oscillator
frequency returns to its initial value f(A)-f(B). The slope, a, of the frequency ramp
measured within the trapping interval {t(C)-t(D)f is given by

•- ff(C)-f(D)lIIt(C)-t(D)} (2)

and, as figure 2 shows, it is a linear function of the bulk concentration of suspended
ferromagnetic particulate material. A natural limit exists to the amount of material
that can be trapped as the trapping interval is continuously extended. This is the
result of a reduction in the magnetic field gradient as ferromagnetic particles build-up
across the pole gap and in the concommitant reduction in trapping efficiency (see
section 5). Thus the oscillator frequency tends to a plateau value for very long
trapping times and figure 3 demonstrates this behaviour. It is found, however, that the
drop in frequency required to make precise measurements of ff(C)-f(D) I is small enough
that the variation of frequency with trappinI interval over the range of interest can be
considered linear. Thus, typical values of f(C)-f(D) are a few tens of kilohertz and.
as can be seen in figure 4, a linear approximation over this range is a good one.

FERROSCAN
R 

can be operated in several modes depending on application. The first mode
involves measuring the frequency change for a fixed trapping interval. The advantage of
this approach is that it provides a fixed cycle time and enables a single controller to
monitor many sensors with ease. However, using a trspping interval of 10 seconds, non-

linearity in response becomes significant at concentrations in excess of approximately
150 ppm (note figures 3,4).

In a second mode of operation, the trapping interval is measured for a fixed change in
frequency. 6f. Thus, the trap is energized until 6f has been attained, then it is de-
energized and the resulting trapping interval used to compute the slope, s. In this
manner, the sensor always operates in its linear trapping range whether the ferromag-
netic particulate concentration is low (long trapping interval) or high (short trapping
interval).

The third and preferred mode of operation is a combination of the two above where the
trapping period is variable between upper and lower limits and can adjust to changes in

concentration. This combination enables FERROSCAN
R 

to respond satisfactorily over a
large dynamic range covering very clean (long trapping times) and very dirty (short
trapping times) systems.

4. Sensor Calibration

The test apparatus used for the majority of the FERROSCAN
R 
development work is

represented in figure 5 and consists of a primary loop, A, simulating a lubrication
system and a bypass loop. B. Reaters installed in the reservoir allow the oil to be
maintained at temperatures up to 180*C with a precision of ±I*C.

Particle size fractions ranging in size from less than 5 Vm to greater than 250 Pm were
prepared from iron powder by seiving. Known weights of these fractions were added to
oil in the loop reservoir and circulated through the sensor to calibrate its response to
changes in concentration. With the exception of high temperature experiments, IEXRON II
was used as a representative oil: for high temperature work ilL 23699 was used. The
action of the stirrer and circulating pumps helped to reduce, but could not eliminate,
sedimentation. Consequently, the actual concentration of suspended iron particles was
determined by the chemical analysis of oil samples withdrawn from the loop.

The major part of the FERROSCANR program prior to 1987 has been concerned with develop-
ment and characterization of a sensor having a bore of 0.125 inches. This sensor
operates as a full-flow device over a linear flow velocity range of 0.8 to 4.8 meters
per second (7 to 40 mL per second) but at higher flow velocities is usually run in the
bypass mode. Sample flow in the bypass mode is provided by either a small gear pump or
a flow nozzle. A typicsl calibration plot for one of these sensors has already been
given in figure 2.

5. PERROSCAN
R 

Sensor Response

5.1 Factors Related to Trapping Efficiency

The trapping efficiency, t, of the sensor is defined by the expression

E - I - c'/c (3)

where c, c' are the concentrations of suspended ferromagnetic particulate material
upstream and downstream of the trapping magnet, respectively.

The four principle factors which determine trapping efficiency are the radial gradient
of the magnetic field, particle size, linear flow velocity and viscosity. An approxi-
mate theoretical treatment indicates that trapping efficiency should vary inversely as
the viscosity and linear flow velocity, directly as the radial component of the magnetic
field strength and as the square of the particle radius and this is supported in general
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by the data shown in figures 6, 7, 8 and 9. (Note that in figures 6,7 and 9 the
trapping efficiency is expressed as response per unit concentration rather than as the
dimensionless parameter c).

The effect of viscosity on sensor response is shown in figure 6. Although the viscosity
dependence is not strictly a reciprocal one, it does support the inverse relationship
suggested by the foregoing model.

The variation of sensor response with linear flow velocity is shown in figure 7 and
these data indicate the anticipated inverse dependence at flow velocities in excess of
1.7 a/s. At lower flow velocities, e decreases: this is attributed to the fact that if
the flow velocity is sufficiently low, viscous drag is not great enough to completely
flush away the particles before the trapping magnet is re-energized.

In many instances, normal operating conditions for an engine or transmission are such
that lubricant viscosity and flow velocity vary to a small enough extent that the
resultant effect on sensor response is negligible.

Figure g shows the anticipated linear correlation between trapping efficiency and
magnetic field strength (magnet current).

The data in figure 9 show sensor sensitivity increasing in a non-linear fashion with
increasing particle size although not the square dependence suggested above.

The particle size behaviour gives rise to a positive feature for FERROSCAN
R
. As the

rate of wear increases the mean particle size of the resulting debris increases also.
This behaviour sharpens the "knee" that is obtained in the wear profile (as the result
of increasing sensitivity with increasing particle size) and, thus, makes the onset of
abnormal wear easier to detect.

5.2 Factors Related to Oscillator Frequency

From electromagnetic theory, the inductance of a coil having cylindrical geometry can be
expressed in terms of the magnetic permeability of the material within its core, p, the
number of turns per centimeter, n, and the core volume, V, as follows:

L - gn
2
v (4)

Substituting this expression for L into equation (1) and differentiating with respect to
p gives

6f/6p - f/24 (5)

The quantity 6f/p can be regarded as the sensitivity of the sensor to changes in the
ferromagnetic content of the material within the core of the sensor coil. Thus from
equation (5), sensor sensitivity will, for a given value of p (material within the
core), be directly proportional to the frequency of the RP oscillator.

Oscillator frequency is affected by changes in dimensions of the sensor coil as a result
of thermal expansion and by temperature-Induced changes in the magnetic permeability of
the material within the core of the sensor coil (see above).

Net thermal expansion/contraction is determined by the balance of heat dissipated by the
magnet winding and by heat flow from the oil stream. Thus, if the temperature of the
sensor coil increases Its volume will increase and the oscillator frequency will
decrease in accordance with equation (5) above: conversely, a decrease in temperature
will result in an increase in oscillator frequency. It has been observed during the
course of this work that the net effect of temperature-induced changes in magnetic
permeability on oscillator frequency is in the same sense as that resulting from thermal
expansion/contraction, namely, the frequency decreases with rising temperatures and
increases with falling temperatures.

In the majority of applications thermally induced effects are small and involve errors
of less than 5% in measured response. These effects can be readily compensated by
monitoring the changes in oscillator base frequency and applying the correction to the
observed sensor response.

6. Engineering Test Red Results

6.1 Grain Auger Gearbox

Figure 10 shows the wear profile obtained using a single, 6.125 inch sensor and sample
pump with a small, right angle drive gearbox having a rated torque of 59 inch.pounds
(3.8!). It can be readily seen that initial increases in applied load resulted in a
gradual Increase in response, but, beginning at 24.5! applied torque, response increased
dramatically and continued to increase until eventual destruction at 420 minutes. These
trends were supported by chemical analysis of oil samples taken during the course of the
run which demonstrate a one-to-one correspondence between wear debris content and
sensor response.

^I
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6.2 Kiov Nelicopter Tail Rotor Gearbox

A similar experiment was carried out using a Kiowa tail rotor gearbox. During the
course of this experiment, the rate of wear of the bearings and gears was deliberately
increased by reducing torque on the input pinion race retainer nuts and culminated in
removal of the bearing chim, thereby reducing clearance between the input and output
pinions to xero. The sustained increase in wear rate which resulted from this action is
shown clearly by the wear profile In figure 11. It was found necessary to terminate the
run short of the target of 130 hours of continuous operation when vibration of the test
stand became so pronounced it caused the speed and torque control relays to open and
close inadvertently thus making control of the test stand impossible. The sensor
response data were again supported by the chemical analysia of oil samples taken during
the course of the run.

6.3 General Electric T-56 Gas Turbine Engine

A three-sensor FERROSCAN
R 

system was fabricated under contract to DREP and run on the
lubrication systems of two General Electric T-56 engines which were undergoing tests for
the Department of National Defence at the National Research Council, Ottawa. The
sensors were used to monitor ferromagnetic wear debris on the engine feed line and on
the engine and gearbox scavenge lines for a total of 30 runs, each run lasting
approximately 1 hour. The sensors indicated very low concentrations of wear debris
throughout the entire test period and these results were confirmed by the chemical
analysis of samples withdrawn from the test loop. These experiments were important
since they constituted the first long-term engineering test of the prototype system and
suggested many software and hardware improveaents.

In the three examples cited above, the sensors were operated and controlled by a
dedicated computer. Output consisted of sensor response as a function of elapsed time
and was presented as hard copy on a printer.

6.4 Natural Gas Pumping Station

A FERROSCAN
R 

system consisting of four 0.125 inch sensors has been operating
successfully since the beginning of September 1987 on a gas pumping station: three
sensors monitor wear debris produced by three bearings on the turbine/compressor using
small, individual sampling pumps. The fourth sensor monitors the combined scavenge oil
flow of the gas turbine engine which drives the turbine-compressor, using a flow nozzle
to provide a sample stream for the sensor. To date, the concentration of ferromagnetic
particulate material at all four sensor locations has remained at or near the detection
limit (approximately 0.5 ppm) and these results have been confirmed by the analysis of
samples withdrawn from the four sample loops.

6.5 Shipboard Installation

A three-sensor system using 0.125 inch sensors and pressure-driven sample flow has been
operating successfully on a coastguard vessel sinee mid-October 1987 where it is being
used to monitor the concentration of ferromagnetic wear debris in the propulsion engine
and propeller shaft lubrication systems. The wear debris concentrations in these
systems have tended to be higher than those encountered in the installations described
in 6.3 and 6.4 above but have not, to date, indicated any significant changes in rate of
wear.

6.6 Aerospace Uses of FERROSCAN
R

FERROSCANR systems are being readied for installation on selected military and civilian
aircraft where they will be used to monitor ferromagnetic wear debris. These systems
use a variety of sensors with different bores that can accept the entire lubricant flow:
this is made necessary by the fact that lubricant scavenge flow in most aircraft can
contain up to 802 air. As in the case of oil alone, these sensors also respond linearly
to changes in the concentration of ferromagnetic wear debris in mixtures containing
large proportions of air.

The installations described in 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 are operated and controlled by small,
rugged microcomputer which, in addition to producing continuous data readout
approximately once a minute, can store store short term (5-minute peak values for 3.5
days), medium term (30-minute running averages for 32 days) and long term data (24-hour
peak values for 34 months) for up to eight different sensors. These data are accessible
through FERROFILE, a software utility which, in addition to downloading stored data,
provides a means of displaying that data graphically for trend analysis.

7. Concluding Remarks

FERROSCAN
R 

is an intelligent, on-condition monitor system which generates a ferromag-
netic wear debris profile in real time: it provides a means of detecting the onset of
an increase in the rate of wear of ferromagoetic components and, consequently, of
indicating when remedial action should be taken.

Current research and development is concerned with the evolution of more diverse and
advanced sensors which, together with parallel developments in controller design, will
promote the ability of FERROSCANI to satisfy the need for this technology in all sectors
of industry.
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Figure 11. Field test: Kiowa tall rotor gearbox
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DISCUSSION

R. FEATHERSTONE

We heard this week that spectrographic oil analysis techniques (SOAP)

are becoming less effective in identifying wear debris as lubricating

oil filters are being selected ever finer, removing more particles

of the debris. Is the sensitivity of your system adequate to pick up

where the SOAP leaves off?

Author's Reply:

Ferroscan probes are installed in-line, immediately downstream of the

wearing component and upstream of any filters so that an increase in

rate of wear is detected as soon as it occurs.

With regard to the particle size range accessible to us, we have succes-

fully monitored ferromagnetic wear debris concentrations in which the

particle size varied from .04 .em to about 2000 m.

In addition, the system responds linearly to changes in concentration

of suspended ferromagnetic particulate material, for oil containing

up to 90% air by volume.

G. TANNER

Is there any residual magnetism in the particles that cause the orifice

to clog?

Author's Reply:

If there were sufficient residual magnetism left on the steel particles

after being trapped by the sensor to cause them to remain fixed after

the magnet had been engaged, this would be evident, because of the

attendant decrease in probe sensitivity. We had not observed this.

The probe remains sensitive after repeated analysis in such system.
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Summary

Condition monitoring has developed from simple hand recording and analysis
of cockpit instrumentation to the use of electronic systems selecting and
recording a multitude of measurements for transmission to ground-based computer
systems, which store and analyse data from an entire fleet. COMPASS (COndition
Monitoring and Performance Analysis Software System) is a ground-based computer
system, currently being developed by Rolls-Royce plc for application on the
Rolls-Royce RB211 and Tay and IAE (International Aero Engines) V2500 turbofans.
After discussing the benefits of a monitoring system, this paper describes
COMPASS, its sources of data and its analytical functions, including details of
new techniques developed to improve the usefulness of the analysis that is
done. The paper also shows how COMPASS is designed in two parts:

- Analytical functions specific to a given application.

- General host routines, providing all the "housekeeping" functions
required in any monitoring system, including smoothing and trending,
alert generation, fleet averaging, compression, data management and
data plotting.

The use of the general host routines could be extended to cover any
operation (civil or military, engine/airframe/APU, etc) which is to be
monitored. The paper concludes by outlining the approach Rolls-Royce plc is
adopting to enable the COMPASS host to be made available for widespread
application.

List of Abbreviations

EGT Exhaust Gas Temperature (V2500)

EPR Exhaust Pressure Ratio: used as a thrust-setting parameter

N2 High Pressure shaft speed (V2500, Tay)

Intermediate Pressure shaft speed (RB211)

TGT Turbine Gas Temperature (RB211, Tay)

VIGV Variable Inlet Guide Vanes (RB211)

COMFASS Is a Registered Tradeaark of Rolls-Royce plc
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Introduction

Engine condition monitoring has developed over the last several decades
from hand recording and analysis of cockpit instrumentation to the use of
electronic on-board data gathering systems which select and record a multitude
of engine and aircraft measurements for onward transmission to ground-based
computer systems, which store and analyse data from an entire fleet. These
ground-based computer systems have become more complex as the amount of data to
be processed has increased, the data quality has improved, and user
requirements for better diagnostic routines and user-friendliness have emerged;
the aim is further reduction in cost of operation of the equipment being
monitored.

COMPASS (COndition Monitoring and Performance Analysis Software System) is
a ground-based engine condition monitoring computer system currently being
developed by Rolls-Royce plc for initial application on the IAE (International
Aero Engines) V2500 two-shaft turbofan (scheduled to enter service on the
Airbus A320 in Spring 1989), the Rolls-Royce RB211-524G three-shaft turbofan
(scheduled to enter service on the Boeing 747-400 in Spring 1989) and Tay
two-shaft turbofan (in service on the Gulfstream IV and Fokker 100), and which
will be available for use on future civil and military engines (and,
retrospectively, on earlier versions of the RB211 and on RB183 turbofans),
airframes and auxiliary power units. After summarising the benefits to be
gained from monitoring, the paper describes COMPASS, its sources of data, and
its analytical functions. It also describes the concept of COMPASS as a
neutral host, ie a general system providing all the "housekeeping" functions
(data input, output and storage, smoothing/trending, alerts and statistical
calculations) required by any monitoring system. The approach Rolls-Royce plc
is adopting for the use of COMPASS with other (non Rolls-Royce plc) diagnostic
routines is also discussed.

The Benefits of a Monitoring System

The benefits of in-service monitoring are two-fold:

- Enhanced visibility of fleet condition.

- Reduced cost of operation.

Modern methods of data transmission mean that measurements taken in flight
can be processed shortly after they are gathered by ground-based systems such
as COMPASS, giving the operator visibility of the current state of engines,
airframes, etc at that time, both in terms of performance (eg TGT/EGT margins
at take-off) and mechanically (eg vibration).

Data recorded at take-off (either full power or derated) can be normalised
so that temperature and shaft speed margins relative to red-line values can be
estimated; these estimated margins can then be trended, enabling the operator
to anticipate and thus avoid operational disruption caused by red-line
exceedances. Monitoring the mechanical behaviour of the engine (eg vibration,
oil pressure, temperature and consumption, as well as monitoring the results
from module performance analysis routines produces information to detect
incipient failures, enabling remedial action to be taken.

Information from a monitoring system can be used to:

- Quantify and understand the mechanisms of in-service deterioration.

- Define shop workscopes ahead of time.

- Schedule maintenance at times convenient to the operation and
workshop capacity.

- Improve maintenance by providing more information on which to base
decisions.

- Reduce ground running by making adjustments based on flight data.

The latter item produces savings directly by reducing manpower and fuel
usage; however, savings from other items will depend on the ability of the
operator to react to the information produced by the monitoring system. These
potential savings arise from:

Improved operational efficiency

- Maintenance at operator's convenience
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- Early warning of problems

Matching of equipment to requirements

Improved workshop utilisation

- Planning of cost-effective work

- Elimination of unnecessary work

Improved fleet performance

- More effective maintenance

- Higher equipment standard from more effective
rework

- Better fuel consumption

- Lower operating temperatures

- Improved durability and reliability

Monitoring systems can therefore make an effective contribution towards a
reliable and efficient operation.

What is COMPASS?

COMPASS is a ground-based engine health monitoring system with built-in
flexibility to allow the user to select those functions he requires to maximise
the benefits to his operation. These range between the extremes of simple
trending of cockpit parameters (eg shaft speeds, TGT/EGT, fuel flow, vibration)
and full module performance analysis plus mechanical analysis, with or without
alert message generation. Input data to and output data from the analytical
functions can be stored within the system and displayed on a terminal or
printer. Depending on the user's operations, COMPASS can be configured to run
either on-line on receipt of data or in batch mode. It is important to note
that COMPASS is a system that reports by exception, only alerting the user when
it is necessary; the user's attention is focused on exceptional events, rather
than distracted by the process of searching through large quantities of normal
output in order to discover the exceptional events manually.

The COMPASS/Aircraft interface is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.
Data from the electronic engine control unit and/or other engine paramuter
measurement devices is gathered by the aircraft condition monitoring system,
which also takes in flight data, aircraft data and other engine data available
on the aircraft data busses. The output from the aircraft condition monitoring
system is then transferred, by some means which is operator dependent, into the
operator's computer system, within which COMPASS is installed.

COMPASS can be considered to consist of four modules:

- An Analysis Module, where all calculations for the performance and
mechanical functions take place.

- A Trend Module, where data input to and output from the analysis
module can be processed through a smoothing/trending routine to
produce alert messages if changes outside predetermined limits (in
terms of levels, steps and rates of change) are detected.

- A Plot Module, which enables all information within the COMPASS data
bases to be displayed on a screen and/or printer in trend, tabular,
bar-chart or X - Y ?lot format.

- A Utility Module, which handles items such as system maintenance,
generation of statistical data, data compression and data validation.
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Sources of Data for COPASS

Data for COMPASS is generated from four main areas:

- On-wing data

- Ground data

- Test-cell data

- Maintenance action data

The above data is received by the COMPASS system via an appropriate
operator/COMPASS interface using a SIRF (Standard Input Record Format);
individual data items are allocated.defined positions in the SIRF, which
ensures compatibility between COMPASS and the outside world.

on-wing data is provided by the aircraft condition monitoring system on
board the aircraft. The exact format, content and criteria for generation of
the output is agreed between the engine supplier, the airframe supplier and the
operator. Outputs typically produced today are in the form of reports, such
as:

(1) Engine Cruise Report

(2) Engine plus Aircraft Cruise Report

(3) Take-off Report

(4) Ground-run Report

(5) Engine Start Report

(6) Engine Advisory and On-request Reports

(7) Engine Divergence Report

Typically, COMPASS analytical functions will carry out analysis of data
received via the SIRF from Reports (1) to (5) above; data from the other
reports is stored on the COMPASS Engine History Data Store.

Ground data covers such items as oil uplift, and enters COMPASS via the
SIRF.

Test-cell data also enters COMPASS via the SIRF. In order to avoid
customised engine models (used as part of the analytical functions), the data
needs to be corrected to standard conditions prior to input to COMPASS.
Analysed test-cell data can be used as start points for the in-flight trend
plots.

Maintenance action data typically includes date, time, aircraft
identification, engine number, engine hours and/or cycles, engine installation
position and recorded maintenance actions (expressed as coded words); all this
data enters COMPASS via the SIRF. Maintenance actions which affect performance
and mechanical behaviour can be identified, and used to reinitialise the
smoothing/trending routines on parameters affected.

COMASS Analytical Functions

Depending on the instrumentation available on the engine and the
data-gathering system on the aircraft in which the engine is installed, the
functions described below are all available in COMPASS. Some functions are, of
course, available either within existing monitoring systems or as separate
stand-alone programs; one of the advantages of COMPASS is that all functions
are integrated into one system, making it easier to combine and correlate
output from different analysis functions.

Module Performance Analysis and Sensor Bias Determination

This is the main performance analysis function; data recorded from on-wing
or test-cell running of an engine is compared with that expected from a model
of the engine at the observed power level and flight/test-ce& conditions; the
differences from expectations are used to estimate the efficiency and capacity
changes of the turbomachinery making up the engine, as well as resolving any
sensor bias which may be present.
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This function uses Optimal Estimation techniques (Kalman Filtering);
however, the Kalman Filter has one inherent problem in that measurement
differences appropriate to known subsets of component changes and/or sensor
biasses tend to be analysed as a combination of all possible changes and
biasses. This can be confusing when the user is trying to decide on remedial
action. Rolls-Royce plc has developed a proprietary addition to the basic
Kalman Filter which overcomes the above mentioned characteristics, and focuses
attention on the significant items. Two examples for a two-shaft turbofan are
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.

The upper portion of Figure 2 depicts the results from the basic Kalman
Filter analysing a set of measurement differences consistent with a half
percent reduction in both the high pressure compressor and high pressure
turbine efficiencies, showing the assigning of these differences as being due
to changes in all the possible component changes and sensor biases. The lower
portion of Figure 2 shows the results from the proprietary addition; it is seen
that the output corresponds to the changes used to generate the measurement
differences. Figure 3 shows the results from a similar exercise, in which a
set of measurement differences consistent with a half percent reduction in high
pressure turbine efficiency and a half percent high pressure compressor exit
temperature bias have been analysed.

Overall Performance

In this routine, gas path parameters (eg TGT/EGT, fuel flow, shaft speeds)
are compared to the engine model, and deviations monitored.

Parameter SLOATL/Margin Calculations

This function estimates the margins at take-off for TGT/EGT and shaft
speeds for an engine that is operated at full power. Additionally, the
function estimates the SLOATL (Sea Level Outside Air Temperature Limit), which
is the sea level ambient temperature at which the engine would have zero
temperature or speed margin when operated at full power.

Thrust and EPR Derates

Percentage derated take-off thrust can be calculated from data gathered at
take-off conditions. Delta EPR (from full rating) at take-off and at three
climb altitudes can be input into COMPASS and accumulated in grouped frequency
tables of up to seven ranges for take-off and five ranges for climb. All this
data can be used to monitor engine usage.

Simulation

In this function, the engine model built into COMPASS can be used in the
predictive mode to give expectations of performance parameters both with and
without user-defined component changes; this function is useful for "what-if"
studies.

N2/EPR Tramline Monitor (RB211 only)

In this function, the operation of the VIGV controller is monitored by
comparing N2 and EPR values, taken during engine acceleration to take-off
power, against N2 vs EPR "tramlines" (limits).

Vibration

Tracked shaft speed and broad band vibration readings are normalised and
trended.

Fan Trim Balance

In this routine, vibration, phase angle and speed data from the fan,
gathered at take-off and cruise, can be analysed on user request to provide
balance weight and position information for fan trim balancing without a
dedicated ground run. This function is also applicable to test-cell operations
if relevant data is available.

Engine Start

This function analyses data taken during engine start; TGT/EGT is
normalised at selected high-pressure shaft speeds, as a function of starter
duct pressure and oil temperature, and compared to the expected TGT/EGT.
Deviations from expectations are then monitored.

,, o
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Flight Profile

Shaft speeds recorded during various flight phases are input into COMPASS
for subsequent statistical analysis and engine usage evaluation.

Oil Pressure/Temperature

Both parameters are normalised as functions of high-pressure shaft speed
and trended.

No 4 Bearing Pressure (V2500 only)

This scavenge bearing pressure is normalised and monitored.

Oil Consumption

In this function, oil consumption is either calculated from oil tank
levels recorded during taxi (taking into account oil temperature, burner
pressure and high pressure shaft speed) or calculated from manually-entered oil
uplift figures.

Nacelle and Pylon Temperature Analysis

In these functions, the nacelle or pylon temperature is recorded and
compared with a model of the appropriate temperature; deviations are monitored,
to indicate the presence of air or gas leaks within the nacelle or pylon.

Oil Analysis (SOAP)

Information from SOAP (Spectrometric Oil Analysis Program) can be
submitted to COMPASS; wear particle generation rate can then be calculated,
making appropriate allowances for dilution due to the addition of oil during
routine servicing.

Magnetic Chip Detector Data

In this function, qualitative comments are submitted to COMPASS based on
chip detector inspection. If a debris tester is used to provide a quantitative
assessment of the material found on the chip detector plugs, the function will
calculate debris accumulation rate for trending purposes.

COMPASS Smoothing/Trending and Alert Functions

As stated earlier, COMPASS is designed to report by exception; this
philosophy demands sophisticated routines for assessing the significance of
changes and trends in the input data and the results from the analytical
functions described earlier. The two functions that do this are the
Smoothing/Trending function and the Alert Function, which are described in this
section.

In choosing a smoothing/trending routine, a set of basic requirements were
laid down:

- The routine must use the current data point and estimates from the
immediately previous point only, ie it must be recursive.

- It must have a small computational overhead, since many items (both
input to and output from the analytical functions described earlier)
can potentially be processed.

- It must produce useful output from a limited amount of data.

- It must cope correctly with unequally spaced data, since it is highly
likely that data points will arrive with varying time periods or
cycle numbers between them.

- Ideally, the routine should estimate trend (ie rate of change)
directly.
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Of the available methods, only Optimal Estimation satisfies all the
requirements; more traditional methods, such as Exponential Smoothing, only
satisfy the first three criteria. The routine produces best estimates of the
true level and trend (rate of change) of the parameter being monitored; the
response of the algorithm can be "tuned" to achieve the required balance
between sensitivity to genuine changes and over-response to noise in the raw
parameter values. In essence, the Smoothing/Trending routine quantifies the
"character" of the time series in terms of level and trend, as well as giving
assessments of possible outliers or sudden changes in the series. Given a
direct estimate of rate of change, prediction of events (over the short term)
becomes possible.

Comprehensive alert facilities are available in the Alert Function to warn
the user when parameters have moved outside limits. Two levels of alert
(denoted "yellow" and "red") are provided for both maximum and minimum values
of any parameter being monitored. In addition to such "absolute" alerts, a
similar system for "relative" alerts is provided; in the case of "relative"
alerts, the parameter is compared with an initial value generated at the start
of the series, and alerts generated when the difference from the initial value
exceeds defined limits. By applying the Alert Function to the output (level,
trend and difference between actual and predicted parameter value) from the
Smoothing/Trending function, sophisticated alerting of the user to significant
events is provided.

An important point to note is that all aspects of the smoothing/trending
"tuning" and alert level settings are entirely under user control, and can be
set up to meet user requirements without reprogramming.

Another feature of interest in COMPASS is a combination of the Module
Performance Analysis and Sensor Bias function with the Smoothing/Trending
function; output from the Smoothing/Trending function applied to the gas path
measurement differences from expectation can be used as input to the Module
Performance Analysis and Sensor Bias function, giving estimates of true level,
trend and sudden changes in both component changes and sensor biasses. This
approach uses less computer space than smoothing/trending of each component
change and sensor bias series individually.

COWASS Software Architecture

COMPASS has been designed to run on a variety of computer systems, and
provide a flexible environment within which the analytical functions and
utilities may be run. COMPASS has been designed to run on computers which
support:

- 32 bit INTEGER and REAL numbers.

- Approximately 600K region size.

- FORTRAN 77 compiler.

- FORTRAN direct access input/output, if supplied filing system is
used.

These requirements imply that a mainframe or super mini is the most
suitable host computer for COMPASS.

The architecture of COMPASS is shown schematically in Figure 4. It is seen that
the system to operate COMPASS consists of three basic elements:

- Operator environment software, which provides the environment within
which COMPASS operates. It has to supply COMPASS with data and
commands defining the processes to be carried out, and accept from
COMPASS the outputs from these processes. Because of the vast range
of possible computer hardware environments and operating practices,
it is necessary for the operator to provide the software to perform
these functions.

- COMPASS software, containing the COMPASS analytical functions and
utilities.

- Interfaces, providing the linkage between COMPASS suftware and the
operator environment software. These would normally be written by
the operator according to specifications supplied; however, if the
COMPASS filing system is used, the associated interfaces are supplied
as well.

~o.I
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Aapects of CaWASS Software

This consists of a number of modules, the invocation and subsequent
behaviour of which is controlled by commands submitted by the user. Among the
modules provided are the following:

Analysis Module. The Analysis Module is responsible for sorting
input data on the Engine History Data Store and also for performing
the analysis functions described previously, and storing the results
of the analysis on the Engine History Data Store. The functions to
be performed are selected by an array of switches in the incoming
data. The module is normally invoked automatically whenever data is
passed to it; however, reprocessing of previously stored data is
possible on user request. The module also performs any reprocessing
that is necessary due to data being submitted out of sequence ("back
dating") for analytical functions where the order of data is
important (eg Smoothing/Trending).

Plotting module. The Plotting Module is the principal means by which
the user obtains visibility of COMPASS input and output; it enables
data which has been recorded on the Engine History Data Store to be
presented in a variety of user-defined formats.

Four basic types of display are available:

- Tables. Tabular display of parameters chosen from a specified
Engine History Data Record and its immediate relatives.

- Barcharts. Barchart display of the same data as available for
Tables.

- Trend Plots. Tabular and semi-graphical display of parameters
chosen from a specified range of Engine History Data Records
against a time dependent parameter (eg time since installation,
cycles).

- X - Y Plots. Semi-graphical cross-plot of one or more
parameters against a single X parameter.

With the aid of a library of plot definitions stored within the
COMPASS filing system, the analyst may use the Plotting Module to
inspect the data stored on the Engine History Data Store to assist
with maintenance planning, fault diagnosis, fleet statistics etc.

- Alert Processing Module. This module allows Alert Reports generated
by the Analysis Module and stored on the Alert Report Data Store to
be selectively accessed, displayed either in full or summary form,
deleted or acknowledged (ie flagged as having been noted and
actioned). Remaining unacknowledged Alert Reports can also be
identified.

Compression Module. The purpose of this module is to reduce
historical data to a series of meaningful statistics, enabling the
old data to be deleted in order to make space for new data. The
compressed data is stored back on the Engine History Data Store as
Compressed Data Records, and is available for subsequent examination
using the Plotting Module.

- Maiden Point Module. This module performs similar statistical
calculations to the Compression Module for the first few individual
Engine History Data Records related to (re)installation of an engine.
This creates a Maiden Point Record in the Engine History Data Store
which may subsequently be displayed using the Plotting Module for
comparison purposes.

Fleet Averaging Module. This module allows various statistics to be
calculated across a user-defined fleet. Fleet Average Data Records
are created on the Engine History Data Store for subsequent
6xamination using the Plotting Module.

a..
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Cb.cept of Neutral Host

The above section shows that COMPASS is modular in design, and essentially
consists of two distinct classes of routines:

- A set of application-dependent analysis routines specific to a given
engine (say).

- A set of application-independent routines providing general
calculation facilities, eg:

- Smoothing/Trending.

- Alert generation and processing.

- Compression.

- Maiden Point generation.

- Fleet Averaging.

- Data Management.

- Data plotting and display.

In this context, it should be noted that the creation of the
application-independent routines represents 75%-85% of the total task of
creating a monitoring system.

This leads to the concept of a Neutral Host, within which
application-dependent routines reside, providing all the general facilities
required to turn a set of analysis routines into a fully-fledged monitoring
system, as illustrated in Figure 5. A useful analogy is a hotel; private rooms
are provided for each occupant with access to general services (restaurants,
bars, swimming pools, etc) that are not duplicated in each room.

It is therefore possible for any OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) to
implant his own specific analysis routines within the host, with only minor
changes to the SIR? to cope with particular specialised measurements. In this
way, COMPASS can be extended from being an engine monitoring system to a total
equipment monitoring system, providing the operator with a common tool for
engine, airframe, auxiliary power unit (APU) and environmental control system
(ECS) monitoring. Taking the idea a stage further, COMPASS can be configured
to monitor civil, military, industrial and marine gas turbines, or indeed any
other operation requiring data analysis, smoothing/trending of data, alert
generation and data storage and display.

Proposal For Licensing COMPASS

If the generality of application of COMPASS described in the previous
section is to be exploited to the full, OEMs will require:

- conercial confidentiality to protect their proprietary data and
analytical functions

- professional software support for the COMPASS host

- user satisfaction with the whole system

To meet these requirements, Rolls-Royce plc has licensed COMPASS to a
third-party software house (Systems Designers plc); this ensures:

- professionalism of software creation and support

- independence from OEM suppliers, leading to the required level of
confidentiality

Benefits to the ORMs include

- concentration of software effort on equipment analysis

- reduced cost of creation of monitoring systems
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Benefits to the users include

- a single method of operation for all equipment being monitored

- host improvements are available for all equipment being monitored

- reduced implementation and support costs

- better software support from a dedicated software house

All parties benefit from the avoidance of re-invention of the general
functions each time a monitoring system is created, with all the cost savings
that this implies.

Under the above licensing arrangements, COMPASS could have numerous users,
be installed in various computer environments, monitoring different equipment
supplied by a variety of OEMs using a variety of diagnostic routines. The user
would receive in-service support which would recognise all these aspects and
ensure problems indicated by COMPASS are correctly resolved; in addition, the
support would be tailored to suit the needs of individual users and OEMs. The
software house would establish the necessary communications with users and
OEMs, cross-refer problems where relevant, carry out COMPASS modifications
where necessary to benefit the user/OEM community, and maintain COMPASS
documentation.

Conclusions

COMPASS is a state-of-the-art ground based condition monitoring system
containing all the necessary software to store and analyse data for an entire
fleet. Several new features in the Module Performance Analysis and
Smoothing/Trending functions have been incorporated to improve the quality and
usefulness of the analysis, and to enable COMPASS to report by exception; this
relieves the user from the task of manually reviewing a multitude of plots to
determine significant events. It is designed to be highly flexible in
operation, with standardised interfaces such that any equipment manufacturer
can, through third party licensing arrangements, implant specific diagnostic
routines. COMPASS can provide one system for both equipment manufacturers and
users, not only in the field of civil aviation but also in military, industrial
and marine gas turbines; indeed the system is applicable to any industrial or
transport operation which requires data to be analysed, smoothed and trended,
with alerts generated and output displayed as appropriate.
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DISCUSSION

D. DOEL

Has the COMPASS Kalman Filter Concentrator been applied ".o data corrup-

ted by noise?

Author's Reply:

It was not possible in the time allocated to cover the extensive testing

of the Kalman Filter and "Concentrator" that has been done. Single

and multiple component changes and/or sensor biasses have been analyzed,

both with and without random noise applied to the measuzements. These

results, together with the results from the analysis of actual engine

data, indicate that the Kalman Filter and "Concentrator" oehaves as

well as or better than other methods or engine analysis.Apparent diag-

nostics "failures" can occur when, due to the structure of the analysis

problem, gas-path measurement differences can combine to produce

spurious evidence of different component changes and/or sensor biasses

to the ones expected. It should be noted that any engine analysis method

will fail in this situation: the only way to avoid this is to further

distinguish individual component changes and sensor biasses from each

other.

F. AZEVEDO

Is COMPASS available for RB211-524-B4 model?

Author's Reply:

It is intended that COMPASS will be made available for all marks of

RB211 by appropriate additions, modifications and/or data changes to

the analytical functions for the RB211-524G. The exact list of monito-

ring functions available will depend on the instrumentation fitted:

airlines should discuss the full capabilities for the RB211 marks they

operate with ROLLS-ROYCE plc.

. .. ->
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